20130312PreGDB
r2 - 2013-03-14 - 08:31 StefanRoiser

Cloud pre GDB meeting, March 12, 2013 (KIT) Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=223689
Attendees Michel Jouvin, Tony Cass, Ulrich Schwickerath...

20130709PreGDB
r2 - 2013-07-16 - 11:09 MichelJouvin

Summary of pre GDB meeting on Cloud Issues, July 9, 2013 (CERN) Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=253858
Experiment Reports about Cloud Usage...

20140114PreGDB
r4 - 2014-01-23 - 20:36 MaartenLitmaath

Summary of pre GDB meeting on Cloud Issues, January 14, 2014 (CERN) Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=272783
Accounting Introduction J...

20140910PreGDB
r2 - 2014-09-10 - 17:25 MichelJouvin

Summary of pre GDB meeting on Cloud Issues, September 14, 2014 (CERN) Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/event/272791/
Cloud Status in WLCG L. Field At the first glance...

20150210PreGDB
r4 - 2015-02-13 - 14:21 IanCollier

Summary of pre GDB on Cloud Traceability, February 2015 (CERN) Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/event/319818/
Introduction I. Collier In Grid, well established policies...

20150310PreGDB
r4 - 2015-03-17 - 11:57 MichelJouvin

pre GDB about Cloud Issues, NIKHEF, March 10, 2015 Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/event/319819/
Introduction M. Jouvin Working group goals: explore possibility...

AAIOnStorageSystems
r6 - 2013-02-14 - 14:07 MaartenLitmaath

AAI on Storage Systems Status quo SE catalog configurations Protect production data from users Some experiments prevent tape access by users...

AAIOnTheWorkerNodes
r11 - 2012-04-03 - 18:31 MaartenLitmaath

AAI on the worker nodes MUPJ before the WN: Suggestion: Job Credential Propagation and Job Credential Delegation need to be thought of as one issue to solve as a...

AAIWNSummaryDraft
r11 - 2011-12-06 - 12:24 MaartenLitmaath

Introduction So far, no security incident in our grid had an attacker exploiting a grid proxy. However, as part of some incidents, many hundreds of proxies have...

Access_to_production_resources

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination PPS Current Programs Access to production batch system List of sites allowing...
Accounting data validation In order to check trustworthiness of the provided accounting data, it should be compared with data in the experiment specific accounting...

AccountingFAQ
r19 - 2018-03-12 - 13:40  AlessandraForti

Accounting Frequently Asked Questions Naming conventions Is there a mapping between naming schemes? New APEL Names Old APEL Names Rebus ATLAS Units processors...

AccountingForBoinc
r5 - 2020-03-31 - 07:18  YunHaShin1

How to enable accounting for jobs submitted with BOINC It should be straightforward to create APEL accounting records from BOINC accounting information (maybe...)

AccountingOfNon-pledgedRresources
r2 - 2017-03-09 - 11:19  JuliaAndreeva

Different nature of non pledged resources Non pledged resources could be of different nature Commercial clouds HPC BOINC So called mid SLA...

AccountingReview
r5 - 2016-05-25 - 15:12  JuliaAndreeva

JuliaAndreeva 2016 03 10 WLCG Accounting Review motivation The goal of the WLCG accounting review is to understand the needs of all WLCG stakeholders (VOs, sites...)

AccountingTaskForce
r37 - 2020-04-17 - 11:50  JuliaAndreeva

WLCG Accounting Task Force Motivation The WLCG Accounting Task Force is set up following the outcome of the Accounting Review at the (pre)GDB in April 2016....

ACE
r3 - 2010-06-23 - 16:42  UnknownUser

Availability Computation Engine (ACE) The main thrust in building the Availability Computation Engine (ACE) is providing flexibility at various levels and allowing...

AcronymsAndConcepts
r3 - 2006-11-28 - 09:59  LaurenceField

There’s just so many of them... EGEE Enabling Grids for E science LCG LHC Computing Grid LFC LCG File Catalog, a catalog containing logical to...

ActionList
r3 - 2007-02-14 - 10:30  FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 09 Jun 2006 SC4 Combined Action List Request Date Due Date Requestor Target Responsible Contact More Info Status May...

ActionsJuly2006
r4 - 2007-02-14 - 10:32  FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 25 Jul 2006 Actions preparing for Q3/Q4 (CMS CSA06 etc.) ATLAS Actions ATLAS Sites T0 (CERN); T1s (ASGC, CNAF, PIC, IN2P3, GridKA, RAL, BNL, TRIUMF...
ActionsSeptember2006
r3 - 2007-02-14 - 10:35 FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 28 Sep 2006 SC4 Combined Action List Actions preparing for Q3/Q4 (CMS CSA06 etc.)
General actions Site monitoring of local services to be discussed...

Afscernchuserppmendezpublicfts_transfer_testhtm
NEW - 2005-11-22 - 15:26 PatriciaMendezLorenzo

/afs/cern.ch/user/p/ppendez/public/fts transfer test.htm Main.pmendez 22 Nov 2005

AFSClientOnStandAloneNode
NEW - 2007-02-13 - 14:56 UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services PPS CERN Admin Procedures Installation of AFS clients Find notes for use of apt at CERN in http://linux.web...

AFSUI
r6 - 2007-01-30 - 13:05 DianaBosio

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services PPS CERN Admin Procedures The INSTALL ROOT path of the AFS UI is under /afs/cern.ch/project/gd/egee/glite...

AfsUiCurrRel
r8 - 2008-07-04 - 11:58 SophieLemaitre

AFS UI current status gLite User Interface See also the known issues wiki page. Type gLite version installation version Production 3.1 previous...

AfsUiGenInfo
NEW - 2008-02-18 - 17:00 JuditNovak

About the CERN AFS UI Service The CERN AFS UI Service in provided in order to allow CERN GRID users to have acces to the GRID without using a specific UI. (More information...

AfsUiKnownIssues
r2 - 2007-11-28 - 15:35 JuditNovak

AFS UI Known issues gLite 3.0 https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EGEE/Glite 3 0 KnownIssues gLite 3.1 glite 3.1 UI Known Issues: glite 3.1 TAR UI Known Issues...

AfsUiUpdate
r48 - 2010-03-02 - 15:20 SteveTraylen

Back to CERN AFS UI LCG Production Services General instructions TAR UI installation (not AFS) Specific instructions to update the AFS UI List of currently...

AfsUiUserSetup
r14 - 2015-02-06 - 09:04 JuanManuelGuijarro

Closure of LCG AFS UI and AFS CA certificates Please note that closure of LCG AFS UI and AFS CA certificates took place on the 2nd of February 2015. Please read the...

AfsUiWorkLog
r16 - 2007-07-16 - 13:13 DianaBosio

Worklog for the AFS production UI July 2007 2007 07 16: Installed new CAs, version 1.15. (Diana). June 2007 2007 06 08: Wrote and implemented logrotate...

AgendaandCallDetails
r5 - 2008-06-11 - 09:26 JamieShiers

Daily CCRC’08 Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive in CERN 513 R 068, do one of the following: 1. Dial 41227676000 (Main)...
Commissioning the CERN IT Agile Infrastructure with experiment workloads In order to ease the management of their infrastructure, most of the WLCG sites are adopting...

AliasCe
r2 - 2006-12-20 - 16:50 UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services PPS CERN Admin Procedures How to use aliases for the CE and get job submission running. If you want to use...

AlicePlans
r23 - 2007-11-01 - 17:16 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 06 Mar 2006 Last Updated 1.11.2007: Clarify site resource offers as real percentage of requirements and when normalised to 100% of ALICE requirements...

ALICEResourcesAndPlans
r5 - 2005-10-31 - 10:48 JamieShiers

HarryRenshall 25 Jun 2007 ALICE Distribution of activities over 2006 Month ALICE Requirements March 2006 Set up 500 node proof cluster at CERN April Generate...

AliceTransfers
r43 - 2007-03-26 - 21:09 ChristianKB

JamieShiers 23 Oct 2006 Debugging of ALICE Transfers Diary From November 23, 2006 Scheduled downtime to update Alice Software to alien2.12 This operation...

AliEnCatalogue
NEW - 2013-03-14 - 10:36 PabloSaiz

Creating a simplified global unique file catalogue The AliEn File Catalogue is a global and unique namespace that provides the mapping between logical file names...

AliEnExtremeJobBrokering
NEW - 2011-10-28 - 20:02 PabloSaiz

Title AliEn Extreme Brokering Abstract The AliEn workload management system is based on a central job queue which holds all tasks that have to be executed. The job...

AliEnFramework
NEW - 2011-10-28 - 20:00 PabloSaiz

Title AliEn: ALICE Environment on the GRID Abstract AliEn is the GRID middleware used by the ALICE collaboration. It provides all the components that are needed to...

AMGA_configuration_variables
r13 - 2008-07-29 - 14:42 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for AMGA IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of AMGA is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site...

AMGA_oracle_configuration_variables
r3 - 2008-03-11 - 13:18 UnknownUser

Configuration variables for AMGA with the Oracle Database Backend These are all the necessary variables to configure the AMGA service with the Oracle Database as the...
AMGA oracle installation
r5 - 2008-05-15 - 18:52  AndreasUnterkircher

AMGA oracle installation notes Prepare the Oracle ODBC drivers Before installing the glite AMGA oracle component you have to ensure that the unixODBC,Oracle instant...

AMGA postgres_configuration_variables
r2 - 2008-03-13 - 09:50  AndreasUnterkircher

Configuration variables for AMGA with the Postgres Database Backend These are all the necessary variables to configure the AMGA service. There are two example files...

AMGA pps_installation_guide31
NEW - 2007-12-05 - 13:10  UnknownUser

AMGA 1.3.0.2 (r3.1) pre production installation guide 0 Documentation: Have a look at these: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/YaimGuide400...

AndreyK
NEW - 2017-02-01 - 10:52  AndreyKiryanov

Contents AndreyKiryanov 2017 02 01

AnswersCMS1
r3 - 2012-01-18 - 17:22  DanieleBonacors

Obsolete. Please refer to https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/WLCGTEGDataManagement CMS ApolloTesting
NEW - 2013-01-28 - 17:34  AlexandreBeche

Apollo Testing This page documents how the Xrootd monitoring is integrated to Apollo Motivation Currently all the monitoring messages are sent to Active MQ. In the...

ApplicationUsage
r2 - 2013-07-09 - 17:48  PabloSaiz

Used nice to have not used Category ALICE ATLAS CMS LHCb Comments Job Monitoring...

AprilDiskDiskTransferTargetsAndStatus
r29 - 2006-04-25 - 08:29  JamieShiers

JamieShiers 22 Mar 2006 Achieved Rates Daily Averages for Disk Disk Transfers Rates achieved as per Gridview see SC4blog for more information on events,...

AprilDiskTapeTransferTargetsAndStatus
r21 - 2006-05-03 - 09:31  JamieShiers

JamieShiers 19 Apr 2006 SC4 Disk Tape Transfer Targets Link to SC4 blog and disk disk status page The disk tape Tier0 Tier1 transfer targets for the...

APTRepository
r5 - 2006-04-07 - 13:10  DianaBosio

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services PPS CERN Admin Procedures APT repository How to set up an apt repository (you need to be root and have tomcat...

ArcCePlusHtCondor
NEW - 2018-12-18 - 17:07  SteveJones

This is a link to the Liverpool ARC/HTCondor `example build` which might be useful as prelimianry reading: https://www.gridpp.ac.uk/wiki/Example Build of an ARC/Condor...

ARCCEtokenConfigTips
r12 - 2022-10-07 - 16:10  JensHenrikLarsson
ARC CE token configuration tips ARC CE version Although REST and also basic token support is available for quite some time (since 6.9 / 6.6) it is recommended to...

**Architecture**
r28 - 2014-04-17 - 17:36 JuliaAndreeva

**Archive**
NEW - 2018-02-05 - 18:22 PanosPaparrigopoulos

**TABLE OF CONTENTS** Bootstrap CMS info into CRIC prototype CMS Site CMS Site vs GocDB /OIM site investigation Sites in sitedb (under leg tag) but not on OIM/GocDB...

**ArchiveMay08**
NEW - 2008-05-09 - 14:43 JamieShiers

JamieShiers 09 May 2008 Outstanding Service Issues (and possible work arounds / solutions) ServiceIssues CCRC08ServiceInterventions SiteConcerns

**ARDA**
r6 - 2012-02-27 - 17:16 AndreaSciaba

Distributed Analysis for LHC (ARDA) ARDA CMS JuhaHerrala 20 Feb 2006

**ARDA-CMS**
r3 - 2012-02-27 - 17:09 AndreaSciaba

CMS related ARDA activities Dashboard JuhaHerrala 24 Feb 2006

**ARDA-CMS-ASAP-ASAPInstallation**
NEW - 2006-04-06 - 15:52 AlexanderBerezhnoy

INSTALLATION: 1. Make a copy of this directory in your local area: /afs/cern.ch/sw/arda/install/CMS/prototype/asap 2005 08 24/cms/ASAP 2. Modify in the setup scripts...

**ARDACMSCollectorsReview**
r5 - 2011-02-28 - 18:58 MattiaCinquilli

CMS Collectors review Contents: Basic understanding of the 3 CMS collectors running on the dashboard07 host. General point to understand and/or to solve Actual...

**ARDA-CMS-Dashboard**
r9 - 2012-02-27 - 17:20 AndreaSciaba

Dashboard activity The CMS Dashboard is currently documented in the CMS Wiki for Dashboard activity. Troubleshooting in Dashboard Triggers in...

**ARDA-CMS-Dashboard-TroubleShooting**
r25 - 2013-12-17 - 16:02 JuliaAndreeva

CMS Job Monitoring Collectors Troubleshooting MonAlisa log file collector and feeder are running on dashboard12, dashb ai 581 and dashb ai 584. In case of...

**ARGUSCollaboration**
r9 - 2015-07-30 - 11:51 DoinaCristinaAiftimiei

ARGUS collaboration This twiki summarises the existing ARGUS components and their level of support. In order to cover the areas taken care of by SWITCH, a discussion...

**AsgcPlans**
NEW - 2007-11-01 - 10:04 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 01 Nov 2007 Information given by Gang Qin at the weekly ATLAS Computing Operations meeting of 16 October 2007: ASGC will have 50 storage servers (net...
Assessing YAIM Random remarks Not atomic: lots errors or warnings may be produced when running configure node, but still the end result may be: `Configuration...

ATLAS Computing and Data Model Evolution We describe the evolution of ATLAS Computing and Data Placement Model. The original model was proposed in early 2000 and...

Evolving ATLAS computing for today`s networks. The ATLAS computing infrastructure was designed many years ago based on the assumption of rather limited network connectivity...

ATLAS Distributed Computing Monitoring tools after full 2 years of LHC data taking This talk details variety of Monitoring tools used within the ATLAS Distributed...

ATLAS Distributed Computing Operations: Experience and improvements after 2 full years of data taking This paper will summarize operational experience and improvements...

Common accounting system for monitoring the ATLAS Distributed Computing resources The ATLAS Experiment at the Large Hadron Collider has been collecting data for three...

ATLAS DQ2 Deletion Service The ATLAS Distributed Data Management project DQ2 is responsible for the replication, access and bookkeeping of ATLAS data across more than...

#65279;Title: gLExec integration with the ATLAS PanDA workload management system Author list: Edward Karavakis, Fernando Barreiro Megino, Simone Campana, Kaushik De...

ATLAS Job Monitoring
Title: ATLAS job monitoring in the Dashboard Framework

Monitoring of the large scale data processing of the ATLAS experiment includes monitoring of production and...

ATLASLfMerge
r2 - 2011-10-12 - 10:21 SimoneCampana

The ATLAS LFC merge
This talk describes the peculiarities of the big initiative that led the ATLAS experiment to merge together its worldwide instances of LFC into...

AtlasPage
r2 - 2005-11-04 - 14:11 SimoneCampanaSecondary

Home Page Home Page ListOfDedicatedServices (CERN) DocumentsAndPresentations
BDIIConfigurationLinks SCInternalPage SimoneCampana 23 Aug...

AtlasPlans
r40 - 2007-11-01 - 17:25 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 06 Mar 2006 ATLAS Tier 1 Resource Requirements Timetable for 2006/2007/2008 Last Updated 1.11.2007: Start to add 2008 plans and clarify site offers...

ATLASSourcesAndPlans
r7 - 2007-02-14 - 10:29 FlaviaDonno


ATLASSnD
r2 - 2011-09-20 - 14:46 SimoneCampana

ATLAS R D Towards Next Generation Distributed Computing
The ATLAS Distributed Computing (ADC) project delivers production quality tools and services for ATLAS offline...

ATLASSAMTests
NEW - 2013-12-03 - 14:51 SalvatoreAlessandroTupputi

ATLAS tests for SAM framework
To be filled... Link to an useful https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 286355 ADC Meeting of 2 December 2013
SalvatoreAlessandroTupputi

ATLASSharedT2T3
r4 - 2011-10-12 - 14:58 SimoneCampana

Model of shared ATLAS Tier2 and Tier3 facilities in EGI/gLite Grid flavour
The ATLAS computing and data models have moved/are moving away from the strict MONARC model...

ATLAST3Monitoring
r6 - 2011-10-14 - 14:52 AleDiGGi

Automating ATLAS Computing Operations using the Site Status Board
The automation of operations is essential to reduce manpower costs and improve the reliability of...

ATLAST3Monitoring
r2 - 2011-10-12 - 09:27 UnknownUser

Off Grid sites (Tier 3) monitoring.
From local fabric monitoring to global overview of the VO computing activities. The ATLAS Distributed Computing activities have...

ATLAS_Testing_Of_DENY_Tags
r5 - 2007-06-22 - 17:17 UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination PPS Current Programs
PPS Support for Atlas Tests (Job Priority)
ATLAS is currently...
**AtlasTimeTable2006**
NEW - 2007-06-25 - 14:35 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 25 Jun 2007 ATLAS Distribution of activities over 2007 Month Atlas Requirements April 2006 Internal Tier 0 tests (may now include external components...**

**ATP**
r25 - 2011-04-14 - 16:13 PedroAndrade

ATP: AGGREGATED TOPOLOGY PROVIDER THIS PAGE IS NO LONGER MAINTAINED. ATP DOCUMENTATION IS NOW AVAILABLE HERE. INTRODUCTION In the area of tools for grid operations...**

**AutomationOfDataValidation**
r11 - 2017-07-27 - 08:55 DimitriosChristidis

Automation of Data Validation Introduction To assist with the validation of the accounting data, a script has been written to download the data from the two sources...**

**AvailableTests**
r106 - 2010-02-23 - 10:48 UnknownUser

**BatchSystemComparison**
r37 - 2018-02-26 - 14:41 AlessandraForti

Batch Systems Comparison Functionality Torque/Maui SLURM HTCondor USGE/SoGE LSF Number of sites 78 18 25 8 5 Developer...**

**BatchSystemsConfig**
r14 - 2016-02-13 - 21:05 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination twiki page for internal work on action 2015 12 17 (about mem. lim. config. for batch systems). What is this twiki? This is a WLCG Operations...**

**BDIIconfgen**
NEW - 2007-09-24 - 11:27 JuditNovak


**BDIIconfgenInst**
NEW - 2007-09-24 - 12:28 JuditNovak

Top level BDII configuration file generator tool Quattor installation This tool depends on 3 services to be configured on the node: httpd cron...**

**BDIIconfgenProd**
r2 - 2007-12-12 - 11:56 AntonioRetico

Top level BDII configuration file generator service The tool is available as an RPM in the SAM repository and downloadable from CVS as well. Software Installation...**

**BDIIConfigurationLinks**
r2 - 2006-11-28 - 09:59 LaurenceField

of sites from GOC Resources SimoneCampana 23 Aug 2005

**BDIIConfigurationSetup**
r2 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

The BDII host sc3 bdii.cern.ch contains the information about the LFC catalogs at CERN and the T0 and T1 Storage Elements. The configuration is based on FakeInformationProviders...**

**BDII_configuration_variables**
r12 - 2011-04-26 - 15:21 AndresAeschlimann

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Configuration variables for BDII IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of BDII is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site...

**BDiiHaApproach**
r2 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

BDII High Availability Approach The BDII is running on a LDAP server. Each BDII performs its own queries of the data and is independent of the other. Proposal The...

**BDIIInfoWrapper**
NEW - 2005-07-07 - 16:05 SimoneCampanaSecondary

root@lxb1386 root # cat /opt/lcg/libexec/lcg info wrapper #!/bin/sh #/opt/lcg/libexec/lcg info generic /opt/lcg/var/gip/lcg info generic.conf /opt/lcg/libexec/lcg...

**BDiiLoadBalancingAliases**
r2 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

On 26th of October 2006 it was decided (by Harry Renshall and his team) to move all nodes from the prod bdii exp alias (which is an alias for exp bdii) to lcg bdii...

**BDiiNotes**
r11 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

BDII Notes Introduction The Berkeley Database Information Index (BDII) consists of two or more standard LDAP databases that are populated by an update process. Port...

**BDII_top_configuration_variables**
NEW - 2007-10-24 - 14:59 GergelyDebreczeni

Configuration variables for LFC These are the variables necessary to set for the configuration of LFC service. Example file coming in /opt/glite/yaim/examples/siteinfo...

**BdiiWlcg**
r38 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

SC4 BDII Home Page This page defines the installation, configuration and the procedures related to the CERN SC4 BDII service. This page documents the current situation...

**BestErrorMessages**
r11 - 2009-02-13 - 00:48 GergelyDebreczeni

Error messages: Best of 1.) `Unhandable situation` glite wms R 1 5 45 (logmonitor) 12 Apr, 10:20:44 F EventPostTerminated::process event(): Unhandable situation...

**BestPracticesForSchedDT**
r2 - 2017-12-20 - 23:05 MaartenLitmaath

Best practices for scheduled downtimes Tier 1 downtimes Experiments may experience problems when two or more of their Tier 1 sites are inaccessible at the same time...

**BETA_Service**
NEW - 2009-07-22 - 12:57 AntonioRetico

**BeyondMonarcModel**
NEW - 2011-09-20 - 14:47 SimoneCampana

ATLAS beyond the Monarc model: from clouds to Grid. The ATLAS Computing Model has been designed around the network topology described by Monarc more than 10 years...

**BiomedPage**
NEW - 2005-08-29 - 17:05 AntonioDelgadoPeris
Information on the Biomed VO NA4: biomedical applications

Biomedical Task Force Data Challenge ‘Wide In Silico Docking On Malaria’

BNLinput
r6 - 2021-08-28 - 01:36 DougBenjamin

Will your site be willing to participate in the tape test? Yes For multi VO site, for which VOs then? Single VO site ATLAS What is the...

BnlPlans
NEW - 2007-10-31 - 11:11 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 31 Oct 2007 NBL Brookhaven Site Capacity Growth Plans 2007/2008 Last Updated 31.10.2007: with email of 19 October from Michael Ernst Please find the...

BNLTimeTable2006
NEW - 2007-06-25 - 14:59 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 25 Jun 2007 Tier 1 BNL Brookhaven. To provide 23% of Atlas resources Month Atlas Requirements Tier 0 Requirements April 2006 Provide 234 KSi2K...

BSPassingParameters
r20 - 2017-01-17 - 14:22 AlessandraForti

Batch systems parameter table
Parameters table Batch system corecount rss rss swap vmem (address space) cputime walltime Torque/maui ppn mem...

Bug_1_10
r30 - 2007-10-03 - 09:34 ElisaLanciotti

Bug Report for lcg util This page is a collection of bugs found in lcg util (test release, 1.6) and gfal (test release 1.10), by L. Abadie, A. Cameron Smith, F. Donno...

BulkDataTransfers
r7 - 2022-11-17 - 18:45 PetrVokac

BulkDataTransfers Introduction DOMA Bulk Data Transfers (BDT) working group evolved from DOMA Third Party Copy that successfully completed and fulfilled its...

C2H5OH
NEW - 2008-06-18 - 07:54 JamieShiers

Here’s what the Encyclopaedia Galactica has to say about alcohol. It says that alcohol is a colourless volatile liquid formed by the fermentation of sugars and also...

C5LCGStatistics
r15 - 2013-05-31 - 16:02 AlbertoAimar

SAM and WLCG statistics for C5 SAM and WLCG statistics are included every week in the IT GT C5 report. This twiki explains in detail the meaning of the information...

CactiperfSONAR
NEW - 2014-06-26 - 17:35 ShawnMcKee

Cacti Vulnerability in perfSONAR PS Toolkit Details. There has been a vulnerability in the Cacti component of the perfSONAR PS Toolkit identified which...

Castor-CERN
r8 - 2007-10-08 - 17:28 ElisaLanciotti

Castor at CERN Mon Oct 8 2007 Analysis of run castor cern.test5 from Mon Oct 8 10:11 to Mon Oct 8 14:23 2007 Num of parallel proc.: 200 each with 100 requests...

Castor-CNAF
r7 - 2007-10-08 - 09:52 ElisaLanciotti

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Castor at CNAF Fri Oct 5 2007 After the upgrade of last wednesday, no apparent improvement noticed.
Repeat the test to confirm the result of run castor cnaf.test...

**CaUpgrade**
NEW - 2006-08-08 - 14:52 VeroniqueLefebure

SMOD Script to help upgrading CA`s in CDB: currently from AFS: /afs/cern.ch/group/c3/tools/bin/SMOD
CA upgrade.pl...

**CCRC08Calendar**
r25 - 2008-05-13 - 21:44 PatriciaMendezLorenzo

CCRC`08 Calendar Month Sites downloads Sites Experiments Experiment Activity Deployment Task Event
Oct 07 T0 CERN The 01/10 from...

**CCRC08DailyMeeting080115**
r2 - 2008-01-16 - 17:34 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 16 Jan 2008 Week of 080114 Open Actions from last week: Monday: see the weekly phone
conference in Indico Tuesday: EIS on Duty report: ALICE...

**CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080114**
r7 - 2008-01-18 - 15:30 JamieShiers

HarryRenshall 16 Jan 2008 Week of 080114 Open Actions from last week: Monday: see the phone conference
in Indico Tuesday: Experiment reports: ALICE (PM) met...

**CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080114**
r8 - 2008-01-25 - 15:44 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 16 Jan 2008 Week of 080121 Open Actions from last week: Announce the supported
middleware versions for the Feb run at the Monday weekly operations...

**CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080121**
r6 - 2008-02-01 - 15:19 JamesCasey

HarryRenshall 25 Jan 2008 Week of 080128 Open Actions from last week: Castor operations to check if write
access to the CERN ATLAS CAF disk pool is now restricted...

**CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080120**
r6 - 2008-02-08 - 17:47 HarryRenshall

JamieShiers 07 Feb 2008 Week of 080204 Open Actions from last week: Monday: See the joint operations
meeting Tuesday: No meeting due to CCRC`08 face to face meeting...

**CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080211**
r4 - 2008-02-13 - 13:22 GavinMcCance

HarryRenshall 08 Feb 2008 Week of 080211 Open Actions from last week: Understand why afs31 failure
stopped cms LSF staging jobs Monday: See the joint operations
meeting Tuesday: elog review: Two new problems so far this...

**CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080218**
r11 - 2008-02-22 - 15:37 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 19 Feb 2008 Week of 080218 Open Actions from last week: Monday: See the joint operations
meeting Tuesday: elog review: Two new problems so far this...

**CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080225**
r5 - 2008-02-29 - 16:28 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 26 Feb 2008 Week of 080225 Open Actions from last week: Monday: See the joint operations
meeting minutes Additional material: ATLAS: are surveying...

**CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080303**
HarryRenshall 29 Feb 2008 Week of 080303 Open Actions from last week: Monday: See the joint operations meeting minutes Additional Material: Tuesday:elog review...
CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080310

r4 - 2008-03-14 - 17:45 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 07 Mar 2008 Week of 080310 Open Actions from last week: Respond to RAL what are the LHC experiment requirements for local RB and WMS at RAL. Monday...
CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080317

r2 - 2008-03-18 - 15:46 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 16 Jan 2008 Week of 080317 Open Actions from last week: Respond to RAL what are the LHC experiment requirements for local RB and WMS at RAL. Monday...
CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080324

r6 - 2008-03-28 - 15:38 HarryRenshall

JamieShiers 25 Mar 2008 Week of 080324 Open Actions from last week: Daily CCRC’08 Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CET Tuesday to Friday inclusive (usually...
CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080331

r4 - 2008-04-04 - 16:05 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 28 Mar 2008 Week of 080331 Open Actions from last week: Daily CCRC’08 Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CET Tuesday to Friday inclusive (usually...
CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080407

r6 - 2008-04-11 - 15:36 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 04 Apr 2008 Week of 080407 Open Actions from last week: Daily CCRC’08 Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CET Tuesday to Friday inclusive (usually...
CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080414

r8 - 2008-04-18 - 14:49 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 15 Apr 2008 Week of 080414 Open Actions from last week: Daily CCRC’08 Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CET Tuesday to Friday inclusive (usually...
CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080428

r4 - 2008-04-30 - 15:19 HarryRenshall

JamieShiers 28 Apr 2008 Week of 080428 Open Actions from last week: Daily CCRC’08 Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CET Tuesday to Friday inclusive (usually...
CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080505

r11 - 2008-05-09 - 16:00 JamieShiers

HarryRenshall 30 Apr 2008 Week of 080505 Open Actions from last week: Daily CCRC’08 Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CET Tuesday to Friday inclusive (usually...
CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080512

r10 - 2008-05-16 - 15:20 JamieShiers

Week of 080512 Open Actions from last week: Daily CCRC’08 Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CET Tuesday to Friday inclusive (usually in CERN bat 28 R 006)...  
CCRC08DailyMeetingsWeek080519

r10 - 2008-05-23 - 15:20 JamieShiers

Week of 080519 Open Actions from last week: Daily CCRC’08 Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CET Tuesday to Friday inclusive (usually in CERN bat 28 R 006)...
Week of 080526 Open Actions from last week: Daily CCRC'08 Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CET Tuesday to Friday inclusive (usually in CERN bat 28 R 006)...

Week of 080602 Open Actions from last week: Daily CCRC'08 Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CET Tuesday to Friday inclusive (usually in CERN bat 28 R 006)...

HarryRenshall 06 Jun 2008 Week of 080609 Open Actions from last week: Daily CCRC'08 Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CET Tuesday to Friday inclusive (usually...
RemainingRequestTime to users? This would allow for a...

**CCRC08SSWMegatable**  
r3 - 2008-06-24 - 23:52 FlaviaDonno

Dynamic Megatable Preliminary conclusions General The goal is to publish information in the information system that could be useful for providing the management...

**CCRC08SSWMegatable2**  
NEW - 2008-06-23 - 16:13 FlaviaDonno

Dynamic Megatable Further agreements Summary of meeting on June 23rd, 2008 General GlueSALocalID does not have any imposed format. The only restriction is that...

**CCRC08SSWGQuestionsArie**  
NEW - 2009-02-12 - 12:15 ElisaLanciotti

In case the SRM server is busy, how to estimate how long it will take to fulfill the request? Some comments by Arie Shoshani and Alex Sim. The issue of of SRM busy...

**CCRC08SSWGQuestionsDevelopers**  
r4 - 2009-02-11 - 10:41 ElisaLanciotti

Questions to the SRM server developers: 1 Should the storage servers allow clients to specify the DesiredTotalRequestTime and return the RemainingRequestTime?...

**CCRC08SSWSGStorageBusyMeeting090211**  
NEW - 2009-02-12 - 14:18 AndreaSciaba

Pre meeting on `busy` storage services (11/02/2009) Participants J.P. Baud, F. Donno, A. Frohner, E. Lanciotti, G. Lo Presti, R. Mollon, A. Sciab , D. Smith, P. Tedesco...

**CCRC08SSWSGStorageBusyMeeting090212**  
r11 - 2009-02-25 - 13:58 FlaviaDonno

First meeting on `busy` storage services (12/02/2009) Participants J.P. Baud, G. Behrman, B. Bockelman, Shaun De Witt, F. Donno, A. Frohner, E. Lanciotti, G. Lo Presti...

**CCRC08SSWSGSTORMDUMPS**  
r7 - 2009-03-05 - 18:04 AndreaSciaba

Second meeting on `busy` storage services (26/02/2009) Participants J.P. Baud, G. Behrman, B. Bockelman, F. Donno, A. Frohner, E. Lanciotti, G. Lo Presti, L. Magnoni...

**StoRM dumps instructions** Administrator (or user having an account on the machine hosting the diskpool):  
The dump can be easily produced by using the `find` Unix command...

**CCRC08StorageStatus**  
r20 - 2009-01-20 - 09:07 FlaviaDonno

Storage Services Status 19 23 January 2009 19 January 2009 dCache version 1.9.2 1 is officially available 19 January 2009 CASTOR SRM 2.7 14 is officially...

**CCRC80SSWGMTdCache**  
r2 - 2008-06-23 - 16:04 FlaviaDonno

dCache Information Providers Some details by Ron Trompert The information providers provide:  
GlueSAStateAvailableSpace GlueSAStateUsedSpace GlueSAStateAvailableSpace...

**CCRCServiceMapDescription**  
r6 - 2008-04-24 - 14:15 JamesCasey
CCRC’08 Service Map Overview The ServiceMap is a tool for displaying different aspects of the service readiness of the WLCG Computing Infrastructure. The list...

**CDBManipulationGD**
r14 - 2007-06-02 - 15:32 YvanCalas

LCG Production Services LCG Grid Deployment How to add/remove root access to machines managed by quattor From lxadm Add root or interactive access:

**CeMonitoringNotes**
NEW - 2005-09-15 - 14:48 TimBell

CE Monitoring The following should be monitored on a CE LDAP Server for Glue Data ldapsearch H `ldap://lxgate13:2135` x LLL b `Mds vo name local,o Grid` `objectClass`...

**CeNotes**
r8 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

CE Notes Introduction The Computing Element (CE) is the service representing a computing resource. Its main functionality is job management (job submission, job...

**CentOS**
NEW - 2014-03-06 - 17:54 UnknownUser

DouglasDosSantosVieira 06 Mar 2014

**CentOS7DependencyRPM**
r20 - 2017-10-26 - 18:17 AndreaValassi

LCG Applications Dependency Metapackage for el7 (HEP OSlibs) This twiki is no longer maintained. HEP OSlibs has moved! See https://gitlab.cern.ch/linuxsupport...

**CentralServices**
NEW - 2005-09-01 - 10:07 AlbertoAimar

Back The Central Services at CERN CERN Computing Rules The use of CERN`s computers, networks and related services, such as e mail, are governed by detailed CERN...

**CERNAddROC**
r2 - 2009-12-15 - 15:49 UnknownUser

How to start up a new ROC For an overview of the `things to do` refer to the for ROC creation The general recommended operational way to start up a new ROC consists...

**CernCCNodesOp**
r7 - 2012-08-29 - 16:52 PabloSaiz

Managing Cern Computer Centre nodes Before you start... The first thing that you have to decide is if your machine(s) will be in an independent cluster, or if you...

**CernFirewallClosure**
r7 - 2006-06-13 - 10:06 RomainWartel

CERN Firewall Closure Introduction `In order to better protect devices connected to the CERN network from the regular attacks initiated from off site, direct connections...

**CERNGuidelines**
r4 - 2006-03-07 - 09:41 RomainWartel

Armoring (Grid) Linux systems This page is intended to system administrators willing to improve the security of their Linux systems in a Grid environment. It contains...

**Cern_ids**
NEW - 2005-08-19 - 11:52 MariaDimou

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Installation of CERN Intrusion Detection by GD Group CERN IDS runs on a machine filtering and digesting information from syslog. The standard information is supplemented...

**CERNinput**
r5 - 2021-08-04 - 17:04 OliverKeeble

Will your site be willing to participate in the tape test? Yes For multi VO site , for which VOs then? Alice, Atlas, CMS, LHCb What is...

**CERNLFCChangeOfACL**
r5 - 2006-11-15 - 15:15 DianaBosio

WLCG home operations Changing the ACL on a tree of directories What you need You need three things from the user: DIR The top directory to change the...

**CernLfcTroubleshooting**

Troubleshooting page for the CERN LFCs These troubleshooting pages are specific to the CERN LFC setup: Modify the DB Connection String What to log when...

**CERNNewROCCanada**
r5 - 2009-12-14 - 16:58 UnknownUser

LCGGridDeployment LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC ROC Incubator Plan and milestones for the creation the new ROC Canada ROCName: ROC Canada StartDate:...

**CERNNewROCCreation**
r12 - 2009-12-15 - 15:19 UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC Creating a new ROC Infrastructure needed If relevant, the registration of a new DNS domain name The name of the new ROC...

**CERNNewROCIGALC**
r10 - 2010-01-05 - 04:53 UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC ROC Incubator Plan and milestones for the creation of the new ROC ROCName: StartDate: 8 Nov 09 DueDate: 18 Dec...

**CERNNewROCTemplate**
r10 - 2009-12-18 - 16:20 UnknownUser

ROC Start up Template Note this block will only appear when viewing the template and not when generating a page from it. This is the template for the new ROC project...

**CERNOCCWorkLog**
NEW - 2008-01-07 - 12:05 AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment OCC@Cern OCC Work Log 2008 01 07(2): Task: Enhancement request Details: ticket GGUS:103230 created to request more flexibility in solution...

**CernPlans**
r5 - 2006-04-11 - 13:27 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 06 Mar 2006 CERN (Tier 0) Overall Resource Requirements Timetable for 2006 See the attached word document of B.Panzer at: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki...

**CERN_PPS_Site**
r2 - 2007-05-11 - 17:56 UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Getting started at the CERN PPS site PPS Contacts PPS CERN Admin Procedures CERN PPS Work Log...

**CERNProdIncident200220**
r5 - 2020-03-02 - 19:46 DanielVanDerSter

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Ceph Block Store incident and associated service incidents

Description As noted on OTG:0054944, on Thursday 20th February 2020, around 10am, some parts of the Ceph...

CERNROC
r23 - 2009-11-05 - 01:15 UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC Getting Started as a ROC on duty CERN ROC member duties CERN ROC Contacts CERN ROC Procedures CERN ROC Team...

CERNROC20080429
NEW - 2008-05-13 - 11:28 DianaBosio

Meeting held on April 29 Present: Antonio, Steve, John, Nick, Diana, Farida. Conclusions/Actions By default, unless someone volunteers, the ROC manager takes...

CERNROCContacts
r7 - 2009-08-04 - 12:31 AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC CERN ROC Contact List ROC Manager: Diana Bosio. Back up Person: ROC deputies: Antonio Retico, Danica Stojiljkovic...

CERNROCDigitalSignature
r4 - 2009-02-24 - 13:46 DianaBosio

A quick guide to digital signatures This quick guide has been written in the context of SLD signing. Digital signature with Adobe Acrobat Professional 8 (on Windows...

CERNROCDuties
r7 - 2008-04-21 - 11:46 DianaBosio

What you should do as a member of the CERN ROC team 1. (R) : Follow up and correctly dispatch GGUS tickets addressed to the ROC CERN 1. (P) : Periodically...

CERNROCEmergencyContacts
r2 - 2008-07-25 - 12:50 DianaBosio

I have sent an e mail to the site administrators of the sites listed below. I am waiting for their confirmation before I start adding phone numbers to this list....

CERNROCGGUSProcedures
r10 - 2008-02-01 - 11:59 AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC Handling GGUS tickets OSG, FNAL, BNL and other amenities ... BNL: John Hover (3 Jul 2007) Remedy is now configured to send...

CERNROCIncubator
r6 - 2009-12-15 - 14:53 UnknownUser

The CERN ROC Incubator This page describes the technicalities for the creation of new ROCs, focusing especially on the project management aspects Procedures...

CERNROCMetingsMinutes
NEW - 2008-04-30 - 12:29 DianaBosio

Minutes of the irregular CERN ROC meetings 29th April 2008 DianaBosio 30 Apr 2008

CERNROC Nagios NCG Install
r11 - 2008-09-03 - 09:49 SteveTraylen

NCG Framework Monitoring the CERN ROC THIS IS NOW ALL OUT OF DATE Status Nagios is installed on lxb1931.cern.ch with a view to implementing the GridMonitoringNcg...

CERNROCProcedures
r28 - 2009-11-19 - 09:35 UnknownUser
LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC CERN ROC weekly report FIO fills the CERN PROD part ROC manager fills the ROC CERN part, taking the C5 reports as...

**CERNROCRemedyTipsAndTricks**

r5 - 2006-11-08 - 12:05 DianaBosio

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC CERN ROC Remedy Tips and Tricks Remedy vs. GGUS Good reasons to use Remedy instead of GGUS to handle tickets to Cern ROC Searches...

**CERNROCSamInstallation**

r4 - 2011-06-21 - 09:08 AndresAeschlimann

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC WARNING: This page is obsoleted by CERNROCSamInstallationNew Service Availability Monitoring for the ROC Overview...

**CERNROCSamInstallationNew**

r3 - 2008-05-06 - 11:51 DanicaStojiljkovic

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC CERN ROC Service Availability Monitoring for the ROC Overview The submission of SAM tests to Certified and Uncertified sites of production...

**CERNROCSLAsigningstatus**

r5 - 2009-03-03 - 10:42 DianaBosio

Site name Signed Date GGUS ticket ALBERTA LCG2 Yes 22 07 08 37606 BEIJING LCG2 Yes 27 11 08 37608 BNL LCG2...

**CERNROCWorkLog**

r105 - 2009-07-23 - 12:31 FaridaNaz

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC Cern ROC Work Log ROC CERN (C5 Report on 23 July 09) EGEE CERN Regional Operations Centre (ROC): OSG T1 site: BNL LCG2 was requested...

**CERNSiteEmergencyProcedure**

r2 - 2008-06-06 - 12:27 DianaBosio

EGEE emergency procedure for the CERN site in case of an Important but not Major Incident. An important incident that is not a major incident is typically an incident...

**CERNTheoryUnitOnTheGrid**

r3 - 2010-05-10 - 13:53 MassimoLamanna

Introduction We collect here the information to evaluate the support needs of the activities of the CERN Theory unit. This is a working document, not a report. Please...

**CertificationProcedures**

r3 - 2005-09-21 - 15:29 UnknownUser

gLite Certification LCG Grid Deployment Certification Procedures Installation and Configuration `Step by Step` A self contained guide to the installation...

**CertificationTests**

r2 - 2006-02-23 - 12:48 UnknownUser

PPS CERN Admin Procedures gLite Pre Production Services LCG Grid Deployment Certification Tests Stupid Tests The first things you can try as soon as you...

**Cert TestBed Status**

r35 - 2006-09-08 - 12:02 LouisPoncet

This page has moved to : https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EGEE/Cert TestBed Status

**Cert TestBed World**

r13 - 2006-09-08 - 12:00 LouisPoncet
CE token support campaign On June 1st, 2022, a campaign was launched to all EGI sites supporting at least one of the ALICE, ATLAS and LHCb experiments, thus excluding...

SC4 CE Home Page This page defines the installation, configuration and the procedures related to the CERN SC4 CE service. This page documents the current situation...

DPM machine name change In case the FQDN of the SRM server or Disk Server changes, some entries need to be modified in the DPNS and DPM databases. This is taken care...

Storage Element (SE) name change In case the FQDN of a SE changes, some entries need to be modified in the LFC databases. Oracle LFC In this section you describe...

DPM Consistency Check Tool What does it do ? The DPM consistency check tool is an admin tool which can be used for the following purposes behaviour by default...

Checking services on MASTER node How to check if MASTER (lcg sft publish.cern.ch , by default lxb2001) works correctly? 1. Check if the report is available at...

Checking services on the Slave Node How to check if MASTER (lcg sft.cern.ch , by default lxb2089 ) works correctly? Check if the report is available at:...

Automate checking that nodes have a root password set. Download a script which can be used to check that machines are are not accidentally...

Automate checking that nodes have a root password set. Download a script which can be used to check that machines are are not accidentally left configured without...
Title: Exploiting Virtualization and Cloud Computing in ATLAS
The ATLAS Computing Model was designed around the concepts of grid computing; since the start of data...

Main entry twiki for CHEP’15. Links will be added below. CHEP’15 Program Committee (public page) CHEP’15 Program Committee (internal use only) restricted...

CHEP 15 Program Committee: papers review FAQ This page is intended to collect answers to FAQs by the track coordinators (and reviewers) on the proceedings review...

CHEP15PCPapersReviewFAQ
r4 - 2015-06-11 - 12:37 UedaI

CHEP 15 Program Committee This page is intended to be public to the PC as a collaborative page.

CHEP2012Abstracts
r51 - 2012-02-03 - 17:01 NicoloMagini

IT ES Abstracts Please provide: Title Abstract Summary Author Co authors Presentation type (parallel or poster) Comments...

CHEP2012CMSLHCONE
NEW - 2011-10-27 - 11:25 NicoloMagini

Making Connections Networking the distributed computing system with LHCONE for CMS The LHCONE project aims to provide effective entry points into a network infrastructure...

CHEP2012CMSServiceMonitoring
NEW - 2011-10-27 - 11:31 NicoloMagini

Monitoring techniques and alarm procedures for CMS services and sites in WLCG The CMS offline computing system is composed of more than 50 sites and a number of central...
Performance studies and improvements of CMS Distributed Data Transfers CMS computing needs reliable, stable and fast connections among multi-tiered computing infrastructures...

**Title** Collaborative development. Case study of the development of flexible monitoring applications

**Abstract**
Collaborative development proved to be a key of the success...

**CHEP2012CORALMonitoring**
r2 - 2011-10-20 - 13:43 AndreaValassi

Monitoring in CORAL The CORAL software is widely used by the LHC experiments for storing and accessing data using relational database technologies. CORAL provides...

**CHEP2012CORALNetworkGlitch**
r2 - 2011-10-20 - 13:44 AndreaValassi

Handling of network and database instabilities in CORAL The CORAL software is widely used by the LHC experiments for storing and accessing data using relational database...

**CHEP2012DashboardStatus**
r2 - 2011-10-14 - 12:37 JuliaAndreeva

Title Experiment Dashboard a generic, scalable solution for monitoring of the LHC computing activities, distributed sites and services

**Abstract**
During the commissioning...

**CHEP2012PersistencyFrameworkStatus**
r2 - 2011-10-20 - 13:41 AndreaValassi

LCG Persistency Framework (POOL, CORAL, COOL) Status and Outlook The LCG Persistency Framework consists of three software packages (POOL, CORAL and COOL) that address...

**CHEP2012PhEDExFramework**
r2 - 2011-10-27 - 11:19 NicoloMagini

From toolkit to framework the past and future evolution of PhEDEx PhEDEx is the data movement solution for CMS at the LHC. Created in 2004, it is now one of the...

**CHEP2012PhEDExLatency**
r6 - 2011-10-27 - 11:20 NicoloMagini

No file left behind monitoring transfer latencies in PhEDEx The CMS experiment has to move Petabytes of data among dozens of computing centres with low latency in...

**CHEP2012PhEDExWeb**
r2 - 2011-10-27 - 11:17 NicoloMagini

The PhEDEx next gen website PhEDEx is the data transfer management solution written by CMS. It consists of agents running at each site, a website for presentation...

**CHEP2012StorageAccounting**
NEW - 2011-10-27 - 11:35 NicoloMagini

Data storage accounting and verification in LHC experiments All major experiments at Large Hadron Collider (LHC) need to measure real storage usage at the Grid sites...
Title Providing WLCG Global Transfer monitoring Abstract The WLCG Transfer Dashboard is a monitoring system which aims to provide a global view of the WLCG data transfers...

CHEP2013Abstracts
r25 - 2013-09-13 - 14:36 AndreaSciaba

IT SDC Abstracts ( OBSOLETE , use this page) Please provide: Title Abstract Summary Author Co authors Presentation type (parallel... ChristmasPlans2006
r10 - 2007-02-14 - 10:36 FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 16 Nov 2005 Plans for Christmas 2006 Compilation of Responses from LHC Experiments ALICE We would like to continue running. Regards, Federico Carminati...

ClassicSeToDpm
r19 - 2007-02-17 - 13:56 YvanCalas

Going from a Classic SE to the DPM Turning your Classic SE into a DPM is easy : it doesn #8217;t require to move the data in any way. You only need to make the DPM...

CloudATLAS
NEW - 2013-03-18 - 11:19 FernandoHaraldBarreiroMegino

Cloud ATLAS The computing model of the ATLAS experiment was designed around the concept of grid computing and, since the start of data taking, this model has proven...

CloudCompEGICF2012Abstract
r2 - 2011-11-21 - 16:56 UnknownUser

Title Building a Grid of Clouds, Or: How One HEP Experiment Is Evaluating Strategies to Incorporate `The Cloud` into the Existing Grid Infrastructures Overview (for...

CloudDiscussions
r6 - 2015-03-11 - 18:42 MichelJouvin

Cloud Discussions This page contains materials related to discussions started in January 2013 about the possibility in the future to use (private) clouds as an alternative...

CloudInit
r50 - 2015-10-20 - 15:26 CristovaoCordeiro

CloudStorageIntegration
NEW - 2020-03-30 - 17:10 MaartenLitmaath

Integration of public cloud storage and CDNs into WLCG The following advice results from a discussion on these matters in March 2020 between the IGTF chair, the WLCG...

CloudTesting
r14 - 2013-06-13 - 00:21 MattiaCinquilli

Integrating Cloud Computing resources into the WLCG experiment frameworks This page aims to collect the
activities driven by the IT ES group in order to integrate...

**CloudTestingCMSWorkflows**  
r5 - 2013-03-21 - 18:28  MattiaCinquilli

Integrating Cloud Computing resources into the CMS framework This page aims to collect the activities driven by the IT ES group in order to integrate Cloud resources...

**CLUSTER**  
r8 - 2013-08-29 - 10:30  PaulAndreetto

gLite CLUSTER Introduction glite CLUSTER is a node type that can publish information about clusters and subclusters in a site, referenced by any number of compute...

**CMSDataPlacement**  
r7 - 2011-10-11 - 14:26  FernandoHaraldBarreiroMegino

Implementing data placement strategies for the CMS experiment based on a popularity mode During the first two years of data taking, the CMS experiment has collected...

**CMSInputByBrian**  
NEW - 2012-01-18 - 17:20  DanieleBonacorsi

We assert that we have a working system, do not need a new system, but the current system (cost and complexity) exceeds what is needed. Would the experiment agree...

**CmsPlans**  
r26 - 2007-11-02 - 17:45  HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 06 Mar 2006 Last Updated 1.11.2007: Start to add 2008 plans and clarify experiment site resource requirements compared to offers. Updated 25.06....

**CMSResourcesAndPlans**  
r2 - 2006-02-07 - 10:44  PeterJones

JamieShiers 08 Aug 2005 CMS SC3 Wiki

**CMSSWInterface**  
r4 - 2007-10-14 - 17:36  LevDudko

Present interface (simple API, up to the CMSSW 1 6 5) Now is accomplished for (CMSSW code):  
src/GeneratorInterface/ComphepInterface example: src/GeneratorInterface...

**CMSWebDAVProtocolInstallationAndTesting**  
r3 - 2021-11-03 - 16:35  DiegoDavilaFoyo

CMS WebDAV protocol: Installation and Testing Installation (for admins) WebDAV is supported by different storage systems. Please follow links to get instructions...

**CNAInput**  
r5 - 2021-08-05 - 12:13  EnricoFattibene

Will your site be willing to participate in the tape test? For multi VO site, for which VOs then? CNAF is available to participate in the tape...

**CNAFTimetable2006**  
NEW - 2007-06-25 - 15:09  HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 25 Jun 2007 Tier 1 CNAF Bologna. To provide 9% of ALICE Resources To provide 10% of ATLAS resources To provide 16% of CMS resources To provide 11%...

**CommonSolutions**  
NEW - 2011-09-20 - 13:33  MariaGirone

A ...
ComputingModels
r6 - 2007-02-14 - 10:37 FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 11 Nov 2005 Experiment Computing Models TDRs Links to the Computing Model documents
ALICE ATLAS CMS presentation to North American...

CONDOR_configuration_variables
r9 - 2008-07-29 - 14:43 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

MariaALANDESPRADILLO 30 Oct 2007 Configuration variables for CONDOR IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of CONDOR is now under https:...

ConferenceCalls
r9 - 2006-08-18 - 15:11 JamieShiers

JamieShiers 12 Feb 2006 Daily CERN Operations Meetings Weekdays at 09:00 To join the call, do one of the following: a. Dial 41227676000 (Main) and enter...

ConfigInfoCICportal
r2 - 2007-07-05 - 14:59 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

MariaALANDESPRADILLO 21 Jun 2007 Configuration Information in the CIC portal Introduction YAIM has provided for a long time site info.def files which contain configuration...

ConfigureAProxyRenewalClient
r3 - 2008-06-05 - 13:46 RobertoSantinel

How to build a client for renewing user’s proxy Be sure that the host certificate DN is in the list of trusted hosts in the myproxy server. Not all Grid Services...

ConfiguringComputer
NEW - 2005-08-05 - 13:59 AlbertoAimar

Back Configuring Your Computer Security Recommendations Before connecting your computer to CERN you should read carefully the Security Recommendation and the...

ConnectionDroppedByRemoteEnd
r2 - 2007-07-10 - 18:37 KrzysztofNienartowicz

Error This error appears in the LFC/DPM log file. 07/28 10:08:22 18550,0 Cns serv: Could not establish security context: Csec recv token: Connection dropped by remote...

ConsistencyChecksSEsDumps
r18 - 2012-03-22 - 16:04 UnknownUser

Storage elements dumps and consistency checks versus file catalogues This page aims to coordinate the request of SEs dumps to sites in a common way for all the...

ConsistencyChecksSEsDumpsCHEP2012Abstract
r4 - 2011-10-27 - 10:57 UnknownUser

CHEP2012 ABSTRACT: Title: Consistency between Grid Storage Elements and File Catalogs for the LHCb experiment’s data In the distributed computing model of WLCG Grid...

ContentDeliveryCaching
r8 - 2019-06-12 - 09:43 XavierEspinal

ContentDeliveryCaching Introduction Contact and agenda Agenda Mailing list : wlcg doma access AT cern.ch Mandate Study Data Access by applications...

ContributionattheEuropeanleveltowardsstructuringtheEuropeanResearchArea
r2 - 2009-08-29 - 00:16 PatriciaMendezLorenzo

name contribution where it should go in the document julia put your contribution here should go to x.x. as ...
Patricia This 1st impact bullet...
COOL
NEW - 2010-06-14 - 13:14 AndreaValassi

1 The COOL twiki has moved! Visit the new common twiki for all Persistency Framework projects (CORAL, COOL, POOL) on https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Persistency...
**CoralMonitoringEGICF2010Abstract**
NEW - 2011-11-30 - 09:41 UnknownUser

CORAL Monitoring abstract for EGI CF 2012 Title Monitoring in CORAL Overview The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the world's largest and highest energy particle accelerator...
**CoralNetworkGlitchEGICF2010Abstract**
NEW - 2011-11-30 - 09:35 UnknownUser

CORAL Network glitch abstract for EGI CF 2012 Title Handling of network and database instabilities in CORAL Overview The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the world...
**CouldNotEstablishContext**
NEW - 2007-12-04 - 14:41 SophieLemaitre

Error You get this error on the LFC/DPM client side : $ lfc ls /grid /grid: Could not establish context or this in the LFC/DPNS server log file : 12/04 10:57:...
**CouldNotLoadSecurityMechanism**
NEW - 2007-07-03 - 10:10 DavidCollados

send2nsd: NS002 send error : No valid credential found When we get an error like this one in the WNs: send2nsd: NS002 send error : No valid credential found /grid...
**Covid19SiteImpact**
r34 - 2020-06-08 - 15:47 MartinAdam

Impact of COVID 19 on WLCG operations Impact on Tier0 CERN Tier0 has over the last days largely migrated to service operation via teleworking and we see no major...
**CRAB3EGICF2010Abstract**
r20 - 2011-12-01 - 12:01 SpigaDaniele

CRAB3 abstract for EGI CF 2012 Title CRAB: a user friendly application for distributed data processing for the Compact Muon Solenoid experiment at the LHC Overview...
**CREAM**
NEW - 2014-01-29 - 13:56 AntonioPerezCalero

Start here. AntonioPerezCalero 29 Jan 2014
**CREAM_CE_configuration_variables**
r2 - 2007-11-06 - 12:29 UnknownUser

**CREAMCE_configuration_variables**
r7 - 2008-07-29 - 14:44 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

MariaALANDESPRADILLO 31 Oct 2007 Configuration variables for creamCE IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of cream CE is now under https...
**CreamCENiceToHaveFeatures**
r2 - 2009-03-11 - 16:30 NickThackray

Status of non critical other important CREAM CE features FEATURE COMMENTS STATUS 1 Passing of parameters to the LRMS Status unknown...
**CreamCePlusHtCondor**
TBD For those sites still using it. End of support Dec 2020.
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/WLCGOpsMinutes181206#Middleware News SteveJones 2018

**CreamMigrationTaskForce**

r12 - 2020-09-01 - 16:08 MarcoMascheroni

CREAM Migration Task Force Mandate The support of the CREAM CE will come to its end by the end of 2020. By this time WLCG sites which are currently running CREAM...

**CRICAuthenticationAuthorization**

r2 - 2017-08-28 - 17:45 JuliaAndreeva

document describing authentication/authorization in CRIC Authorization implementation from Alexey`s mail
I`ve implemented CRIC Authorization architecture and...

**CRICDataValidationInstruction**

r6 - 2020-01-17 - 15:33 JuliaAndreeva

Instructions for validation monthly accounting data via CRIC UI In order to improve the data quality of the accounting data, site support teams are requested to check...

**CricDocs**

NEW - 2020-12-08 - 10:40 JuliaAndreeva

Authentication authorization Go to cric server, click Core (menu on the top of the page) Services. Enable filtering, by clicking on the ‘Filter’ button and...

**CRICTesting**


CRIC server testing Old AGIS script and Collectd plugins One can find the old AGIS script at site https://gitlab.cern.ch/cric/core cric/blob/master/lib/cric/tools...

**CriticalServiceTargets**

r2 - 2008-02-20 - 16:23 JamieShiers

JamieShiers 20 Feb 2008 Tier0 Targets Time Interval Issue Target End 2008 Consistent use of all WLCG Service Standards 100% 30’ Operator...

**CvmfsDeployment**

r15 - 2013-05-08 - 14:46 StefanRoiser

CVMFS Deployment Task Force of the WLCG Operations Coordination Team Introduction The aim of this task force is to help in the full deployment of CVMFS for software...

**CvmfsDeploymentStatus**

r183 - 2013-10-15 - 16:05 EnricoMazzoni

Color code: Not deployed yet, Deployed, Decomissioned WLCG Site Name Deployed VO(s) for which deployment has not happened yet Planned Deployment...

**DailyMeetingProcedures**

r5 - 2006-09-04 - 08:18 JamesCasey

DailyMeetingProcedures Purpose To run the daily meeting in a standard way, and create a standard log of events, actions, and discussions. Roles These steps are carried...

**DanAndFernandoIdeas**

NEW - 2011-10-18 - 16:19 UnknownUser

Intro For each question in the INFRA 2012 3.2 I have put a bullet list of ideas below. International
cooperation with the USA on common e-Infrastructure for scientific...

DanIdeas
NEW - 2011-10-18 - 17:29 UnknownUser

Intro For each sentence/phrase in INFRA 2012 3.2 I have put a bullet list of key points I identified and my ideas below. Title: International cooperation with the...

DAQTier0Tier1
NEW - 2007-06-26 - 10:19 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 26 Jun 2007 Data Acquisition at Tier0 and Tier1

DaqTierZeroTierOnePlanning
r2 - 2006-04-19 - 08:47 AlbertoAimar

Architecture and planning for the full data flow chain DAQ T0 T1 1. General Architecture Here should go everything ...

DashboardDBSchemaNopNEW2006
r4 - 2006-03-20 - 10:25 UnknownUser

Dashboard DB Schema TaoShengCHEN 13 Mar 2006 dashboard DB schema: JPG:

DashboardTaskMonEGICF2010Abstract
NEW - 2011-11-17 - 13:35 EdwardKaravakis

Dashboard Task Monitoring abstract for EGI CF 2012 Title User centric monitoring of the analysis and production activities within the ATLAS and CMS Virtual Organisations...

DashboardTaskMonEGICF2012Abstract
r2 - 2011-11-24 - 11:57 EdwardKaravakis

Dashboard Task Monitoring abstract for EGI CF 2012 Title User centric monitoring of the analysis and production activities within the ATLAS and CMS Virtual Organisations...

DataFlow
NEW - 2016-11-04 - 17:54 JuliaAndreeva

Accounting data from from the primary information source to the accounting portal For EGI sites APEL clients can run an APEL parser to extract data from a batch...

DataManagement
r11 - 2010-03-11 - 16:40 OliverKeeble

Data Management This is the working area for the data management team at CERN. Program of Work The Data Management Program of Work for 2010 and beyond, covering DPM...

DataManagementBackupX
r12 - 2007-09-03 - 11:59 GavinMcCance

Replication and Mysql backup Plans Overview LHC Experiments have requested both the LFC and DPM components to be deployed in production during 2005. While the software...

DataManagementDBMigration
r7 - 2008-05-14 - 22:30 LanaAbadie

Objectives: Your LFC/DPM MySQL DB is growing fast and the performance of your DB is decreasing. One solution is to migrate to Oracle. An C application has been written...

DataManagementDocumentation
r42 - 2010-07-13 - 15:14 OliverKeeble

Official Documentation for LFC and DPM GSI Security How to install the GSI Security as in LCG LFC / DPM Common Virtual Ids / VOMS support VOMS and...
DataManagementIssues
r12 - 2007-10-16 - 11:02 SophieLemaitre

Data Management issues This page tracks current open technical issues in data management. These should be discussed in our DataManagementMeetings. Procedure to be...

DataManagementMeetings
r3 - 2007-09-13 - 11:26 GavinMcCance

Data Management meetings Minutes / Notes .. should really go here. Next meeting Next meeting will be on Tuesday 11th September. Date Topic 11 September...

DataManagementReleaseNotes
r11 - 2007-02-26 - 13:06 SophieLemaitre

LFC / DPM 1.6.3 In addition to several bug fixes, this release provides: SRMv2.2 support for the DPM bulk queries based on GUIDs for the LFC Important:...

DataManagementTop
r31 - 2010-03-03 - 10:21 MarkusSchulz

This material is currently under review! Be aware that some of the documentation might be outdated. lcg util / GFAL, DPM and LFC lcg util / gfal CLIs and...

DataManagementUsefulPresentations
r21 - 2008-02-13 - 15:17 LanaAbadie

Data Management presentations This page should contain useful documents... Do not put several times almost the same presentation (even if you are proud of it!... 

DataManagementWorkPlan
r18 - 2010-03-11 - 16:44 OliverKeeble

This document will soon be removed please refer to the 2010 Program of Work LFC and DPM Work Plan Here is the Data Management Work Plan until the end of the year...

DataMenu
r2 - 2007-09-03 - 12:18 GavinMcCance

Data Management Main Talks Components FTS LFC DPM lcg util/GFAL Medical Last Page Update

DataNormalization
r2 - 2016-07-12 - 15:53 JuliaAndreeva

In this section we need to describe all transformation which happens to the accounting data at all levels. How CMS and ATLAS Dashboard convert raw wallclock into... 

DataPrivacySiteTable
r17 - 2022-10-20 - 22:54 DougBenjamin

JuliaAndreeva 2022 06 13 Privacy notice published by WLCG sites Tier 1 sites Site Privacy notice is published following local regulation Site published...

DataQualityChecks
r27 - 2022-05-12 - 17:06 JuliaAndreeva

OlgaKodolova 2019 10 11 Normalization factors (conversion SI100 to HS06) 2019 Accounting 2022 Problematic cases ATLAS Proper mapping is missing in WAU...

DCache-ba
r4 - 2007-10-03 - 11:26 ElisaLanciotti

dCache at Bari endpoint Mon Oct 1 2007 Same test than thursday, with same result: 2 processes out of 10 cannot terminate successfully. Origin of the problem...
A third party transfer is where data is transferred directly between two storage systems, without relaying the data through some intermediate service, such as FTS...

Dear dCache admins, With a great help of TRIUMF(ATLAS), KIT(ATLAS/CMS), PIC(ATLAS/CMS) and DESY HH(ATLAS/CMS) we are please to inform you that with the latest series...

dCache upgrade task force Introduction The third party copy sub group of the DOMA working group is dedicated to improving bulk transfers between WLCG sites. All WLCG...

Back to LCG Workbook Debugging Your Applications Introduction Compile your code in debug mode and use the debugger to trace problems in a program at the source...

This page gives you all links available to the dedicated cgi bin applications that have been set up for several purposes in a production environment context grid...

ALICE demos Title: General demo title: Distributed computing system of ALICE 1 ALICE solar system 1 ALICE Event displays (videos) 1 Native Monitoring system...

Deployment Review This document is the output of the Deployment working group: Mike, Pablo and Paloma. As requested in the monitoring consolidation meeting 18 July...

WLCG Multicore Deployment Task Force Mandate and goals In the scope of WLCG Operations Coordination, the Multicore Deployment Task Force pursued these objectives...

Developers Documentation Where to find the code The LFC and DPM code is located in the gLite CVS repository. It consists of two modules : LCG DM DPM...

LCG Developers Guide This guide is for anyone developing or modifying code for LCG. The main objective
is to define the procedures used by LCG for software development...

**DevelopingCpp**
NEW - 2005-08-05 - 13:43  AlbertoAimar

AlbertoAimar 05 Aug 2005

**DiscussionsOnCMSSpecificCRIC**
r80 - 2018-05-07 - 11:03  MayankSharma

TABLE OF CONTENTS Discussions about CMS Specific CRIC plugin This page is intended to summarize minutes and further iterations with CMS representative concerning...

**DisplayScreens**
r3 - 2010-02-19 - 20:51  UnknownUser

Display Screen information At CERN there are a number of Displays running SCALA. This is managed by the IT Audiovisual service see their sharepoint pages Batiment...

**DistributedTestbed**
r5 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00  LaurenceField

The distributed certification testbed The certification testbed is a testbed with a RB, a BDII, a Proxy and a MON box at cern and some CEs with various configuration...

**DMProgramOfWork**
r5 - 2012-06-07 - 09:20  OliverKeeble

Data Management Program of Work The Program of Work is now managed in trac: https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/lcgdm/report/3

**DmWeeklyMeetings**
NEW - 2007-07-24 - 15:16  SophieLemaitre

Weekly meetings The Data Management teams meets every tuesday at 14:30. Presentations HPDC report.ppt: Report from the HPDC conference SophieLemaitre...

**DNSSwitchProcedure**
r3 - 2005-07-05 - 11:15  UnknownUser

From LXPLUS run $ /afs/cern.ch/project/gd/SC3/lfc dns change/dns update zone both \ alias iplist \ config /afs/cern.ch/project/gd/SC3/lfc dns change/dns...

**DocumentationReview**
r3 - 2013-08-02 - 11:13  IvanDzhunov

Documentation Review This document is the output of the Documentation working group: Ivan As requested in the monitoring consolidation meeting 18 July 2013, we attempt...

**DocumentationTemplates**
NEW - 2005-08-05 - 13:52  AlbertoAimar

Back Documentation Templates There are several templates useful for writing documentation for your software applications. Some are for general use other are for...

**DocumentationTools**
NEW - 2005-08-05 - 13:55  AlbertoAimar

Back Documentation Tools AlbertoAimar 05 Aug 2005

**DocumentsAndPresentations**
NEW - 2005-08-23 - 16:27  SimoneCampanaSecondary

Rome Production Report: Submitted to e Science 2005, Melbourne, Australia

**DomaActivities**
DOMA Project Introduction The WLCG DOMA project consists of several activities in the area of Data Organization, Management and Access, with a focus on the medium...

**DOMAActivities**

NEW - 2018-11-29 - 14:16 XavierEspinal

DOMAActivities Introduction Contact and agenda Agenda Mailing list : wlcg doma AT cern.ch XavierEspinal 2018 11 29

**DOMAGeneral**

NEW - 2018-11-29 - 14:19 XavierEspinal

DOMAGeneral Introduction Contact and agenda Agenda Mailing list : wlcg doma AT cern.ch XavierEspinal 2018 11 29

**DomaRucio**

r6 - 2020-03-13 - 15:16 BrianBockelman

DOMA Rucio Instance The DOMA Rucio instance is intended to perform automatic tests (eventually, scale tests) of various third party copy implementations. It is operated...

**Dpm64Experiences**

r8 - 2007-10-15 - 11:54 LanaAbadie

Introduction The main purpose of this document is to make easier the installation of a DPM on a 64 bit machine. For the moment, there is no official way to install...

**DpmAdminGuide**

r81 - 2010-06-03 - 18:15 RicardoRochaSecondary

LCG Disk Pool Manager (DPM) administrator’s guide We have moved all the DPM documentation to our page. DpmAdminGuideOld still keeps the old documentation, but you...

**DpmAdminGuideOld**

NEW - 2010-06-03 - 18:15 RicardoRochaSecondary

LCG Disk Pool Manager (DPM) administrator’s guide We have moved all the DPM documentation to our page. Note: this documentation is currently out of date, in particular...

**DpmAndSrmCopy**

r3 - 2007-08-13 - 16:09 SophieLemaitre

Here is a recipe from James Casey (James.Casey#64;cernNOSPAMPLEASE.ch) on how to make srmcopy work with the DPM : Using srmcp to download from castor2...

**DpmApi**

r6 - 2010-10-27 - 11:23 RicardoRochaSecondary

DPM API / CLI We have moved all the DPM documentation to our page. DpmApiOld still keeps the old documentation, but you should never need to access it.

**DpmApiOld**

NEW - 2010-10-27 - 11:24 RicardoRochaSecondary

All the DPM man pages can be found here : CLI and API. Below is a description of each DPM command / method. DPNS Client Timeouts From version 1.5.8 onwards, timeouts...

**DpmConfig**

r14 - 2020-03-09 - 10:28 PetrVokac

Baseline version Version: DPM should be upgraded to the latest version available from EPEL (1.10.4) and the DOME component must be activated in order to support...
DPM Configuration Variables
r8 - 2008-07-29 - 14:45 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for DPM IMPORTANT NOTE!!: Updated documentation for the configuration of DPM is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site info...

DpmExternalDocumentation
NEW - 2006-02-07 - 10:18 UnknownUser

Experiences with the DPM Please update this part with your own experience with the DPM! Glasgow:
http://wiki.gridpp.ac.uk/wiki/Disk Pool Manager...

DpmFlushOldRequests
r5 - 2008-05-07 - 09:05 LanaAbadie

DPM Flushing Old Requests utility Introduction This page describes how to flush old requests (put, get, copy and bring online requests) of the DPM DB. Tables affected...

DPMfs
r3 - 2007-05-18 - 14:46 GergelyDebreczeni

The DPM file system project Introduction and foreword The DPM file system project is my simple attempt to mount DPM servers, not the product of the Data Management...

DpmGeneralDescription
r10 - 2010-10-29 - 11:13 RicardoRochaSecondary

DPM General Description We have moved all the DPM documentation to our page. DpmGeneralDescriptionOld still keeps the old documentation, but you should never need...

DpmGeneralDescriptionOld
NEW - 2010-10-29 - 11:13 RicardoRochaSecondary

DPM General Description Description The DPM (Disk Pool Manager) is a lightweight solution for managing disk storage. The DPM is secure: it supports GSI security...

DpmGlobusUrlCopyToPoolNode
r2 - 2005-11-09 - 13:44 UnknownUser

Error globus url copy file:/etc/group gsiftp://DPM POOL NODE/dpm/cern.ch/home/dteam/tests.sophie.shift.conf2 error: the server sent an error response: 553 553...

Dpmhttps
NEW - 2007-07-12 - 15:51 MarkusSchulz

This is for Andreas Main.markusw 12 Jul 2007

DpmHttpsAccess
r8 - 2009-07-06 - 15:03 DavidSmith

Web access to DPM storage via HTTPS(HTTP) Introduction Web access to DPM files is handled by an Apache CGI script running in a virtual...

DpmInformationPublishingProblems
NEW - 2006-08-03 - 16:33 UnknownUser

Problems with DPM information system publishing are documented here: http://www.gridpp.ac.uk/wiki/DPM Information Publishing GraemeStewart 03 Aug 2006

DpmInformation
r8 - 2011-06-21 - 14:48 AndresAeschlimann

DPM Service Help This page will collect all the necessary information and advice on how to: deploy the DPM in the context of the Service Challenges install...
Performance studies DPM Impact of the MySQL version Scalability test XrootD Scalability test Lustre Scalability test User Pool Lustre...

How to migrate a DPM on SL3 to SL4 It is mandatory to read the whole page before performing any operations. You will have TO SCHEDULE A DOWNTIME. ALL THE SERVICES...

Introduction This document describes the different problems which may occur during the upgrade. What #8217;s new in MySQL 5.0 ? The main new features are listed as...

DPM upgrade to 1.6.4 Below, all the steps needed to upgrade the DPM from version 1.6.4. If you use YAIM to upgrade, everything is done automatically, and you...

Procedure in case of problems with the DPM Important : Remember to call the operators (75011) before rebooting any machine, so that they (temporarily) ignore the...

DPM upgrade to 1.6.0 Below, all the steps needed to upgrade the DPM from version 1.6.0. Stop all daemons In the following order, on the appropriate machines...

Overview There is a known problem when configuring DPM 1.7.0 6 (in glite release update 46) using YAIM with a configuration that sets DPNS BASEDIR to a value different...

DPM schema upgrade to 1.7.0 Below are the steps needed to upgrade the DPM database schema from that used between versions 1.6.4 and 1.6.11 to versions 1.7....
DpmVirtualIdsAndVOMS
r4 - 2006-02-24 - 14:07 UnknownUser

DPM 1.5.4 The DPM version 1.5.4 supports virtual uids and gids VOMS It means that whenever and wherever you access the DPM Name Server, you will always...

DpmXrootAccess
r7 - 2010-01-06 - 10:37 DavidSmith

For information about the DPM xrootd version 2.1.x (for DPM 1.7.0) please see: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/DpmXrootAccess21 The information on the...

DpmXrootAccess21
r19 - 2010-01-25 - 16:08 DavidSmith

Configuring data access via the xroot protocol on DPM for ALICE This wiki describes version 2.1.3 1, which can be used with DPM v1.7.0 and replaces the previous...

DpmXrootAccess22
r11 - 2011-03-17 - 15:56 DavidSmith

Configuring data access via the xroot protocol on DPM for ALICE This wiki describes version 2.2.0 1, which can be used with DPM v1.7.0 and replaces the previous...

DteamCernRepresentative
NEW - 2007-08-08 - 09:36 AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment dteam/cern VO Representative Duties of the dteam/cern representative Contacts dteam dteam Procedures for dteam/cern...

DteamVOAdmin
r2 - 2011-06-25 - 11:34 AntonJGamel

LCG Grid Deployment Dteam VO Administration Dteam Vo Admin Duties Dteam Vo Admin Contacts dteam dteam Dteam Vo Admin Procedures...

DteamVoAdminProcedures
r2 - 2011-06-21 - 07:55 AndresAeschlimann

LCG Grid Deployment Dteam Vo Administration dteam Vo Admin Procedures renewing personal certificate Complete workflow and procedure on twiki for VOMRS...

DteamVoAdminWorkLog
NEW - 2007-08-07 - 17:29 AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment Dteam VO Admin Dteam VO Admin Work Log 2006 08 07(3): Task: User Support. Details: A couple of users with changed DN helped . Status: Done...

DualStackCERNVirtualMachine
r4 - 2013-10-31 - 09:51 SimoneCampana

Request a virtual machine through the CERN Virtual Machine Manager at https://vmm.cern.ch/vmm/ . You need to login with your CERN SSO credentials. Once you get notification...

E2EMONIT_configuration_variables
r3 - 2008-07-29 - 14:46 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for E2EMONIT IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of E2EMONIT is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view...

EdgFabricMonitoringConflictWithRBs
NEW - 2006-06-23 - 12:39 YvanCalas

root@rb108 root # cd /tmp root@rb108 tmp # wget http://lxservb02.cern.ch/swrep/i386 slc3/edg
Back Editing and Running the First Program at CERN The goal of this workbook section is to show which are the tools and platforms available to edit, compile and...

EGEE_PPS_Coordination
r20 - 2010-01-06 - 04:58 UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Activities Pilots PPS Coordination Work Log Meetings PPSMeetings Pilot Kick off Meetings...

EGEEWLGCriticalProbes
r8 - 2011-06-21 - 09:52 AndresAeschlimann

Review of the EGEE/WLCG Critical Probes used for Availability Metrics Calculations Critical probes defined in SAM for `OPS` VO GridView calculates the status of a...

EGICommunityForum2012Abstracts
r25 - 2012-01-23 - 15:14 MariaDimou

Page for collecting draft IT ES abstracts for the EGI CF 2012 Introduction The CFP is now open deadline is December 2 2011 http://cf2012.egi.eu/call for participation...

EGI_CSIRT
r17 - 2010-07-06 - 16:14 UnknownUser

This page is obsolete! For up to dated information about EGI CSIRT please check EGI CSIRT wiki page at: https://wiki.egi.eu/wiki/EGI CSIRT:Main Page The EGI Computer...

EISTutorial
r2 - 2007-11-13 - 14:24 AndreaSciaba

Tutorial for the new EIS members Grid overview Security Data management Management and WLCG infrastructure Operations tools AndreaSciaba...

EL7UIMiddleware
r6 - 2017-12-18 - 12:21 AndreaManzi

EL7 User Interface Description A first version of the the User Interfaace metapackage for EL7 ( ui package) is available on the EGI UMD4 repo http://repository.egi...

EL7WNMiddleware
r13 - 2017-11-08 - 18:02 AndreaManzi

EL7 Worker Node Description A first version of the the worker node metapackage for EL7 ( wn package) is available on the EGI UMD4 repo http://repository.egi.eu...

ElasticsearchKibanaAuthenticationNotes
r6 - 2014-05-26 - 16:13 IvanKadochnikov

Authentication and security Firewall port 9300 for intra cluster connections only Puppet exported rule with the tag set from a hiera secret Apache...

EMIWMSissues
NEW - 2012-07-14 - 00:50 MaartenLitmaath

Known issues for EMI WMS: http://www.eu emi.eu/kebnekaise products/ /asset publisher/4BKc/content/wms Issues and workarounds Pending issues no workaround yet WMS...

EnablingNewVOATCern
r24 - 2019-12-11 - 12:43 JaroslavaSchovancova
WARNING!!! As of November 2019 this TWiki page is outdated (at least in parts). A KB how to bring a new VO to CERN Batch service is in KB0006428....

**EOSConfig**
NEW - 2020-03-10 - 23:39 ElvinAlinSindrilaru

Details on how to configure EOS with support for XRootD TPC with X509 delegated credentials and HTTP TPC with token support can be found here: http://eos docs.web...

**ErrorReadingTokenData**
NEW - 2006-07-05 - 18:26 SophieLemaitre

Error You get this error: CGSI gSOAP: Error reading token data: Success This means that the SRM server has dropped the connection. Solution Try to restart the srm...

**ESnetPETCoordinationCallMinutes**
r5 - 2014-11-20 - 14:56 UnknownUser

Coordination Call Minutes (most recent first)
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/LCG/ESnetPETCoordinationCallMinutes/PET ESnet Minutes 20141003.pdf 2014...

**EticsNmiFramework**
r6 - 2006-04-13 - 11:47 MatveySapunov

Submitting edg tests via NMI (by Matvey Sapunov): 1) Set X509 USER PROXY i.e. `export X509 USER PROXY path to file with your proxy`. 2) Download and install user space...

**EvaluationKSM0409**
r3 - 2011-03-23 - 17:36 VincenzoInnocente

Summary of the evaluation of KSM for sharing memory in a multiprocess environment
KSMatAAmarch09.pdf: Slides on the evaluation of KSM presented at the LCG Application...

**ExampleMPIJobJdlAndShellscript**
NEW - 2006-06-14 - 13:23 UnknownUser

MPI with gLite (OBSOLETE please see INFNs mpi.tar.gz!) mpi glite.jdl JobType `MPICH`; NodeNumber 6; Executable `cpi`; StdOutput `cpi.out`; StdError...

**ExampleOfSomeGraphs**
NEW - 2009-11-24 - 17:09 AlbertoAimar

CERN Tape System CA TRIUMF Tape System DE KIT Tape System ES PIC Tape System FR CCIN2P3 Tape System IT INFN CNAF Tape System...

**ExperimentLemonMetrics**
r14 - 2010-05-17 - 16:53 JiriHorky

Experiment Lemon Metrics Existing metrics and exceptions The following table contains the existing metrics (and exceptions) used on experiment VO boxes. It only contains...

**Experiments**
r5 - 2007-02-14 - 10:39 FlaviaDonno

Go to LCG Planning Wiki Experiments and Task Forces Information Simplified Computing Models Simplified computing models of the LHC experiments:\ ALICE...

**ExperimentTestsMSGPublisher**
r11 - 2010-11-29 - 09:40 UnknownUser

Introduction NEET ( N agios E xternal E xperiment T ests), is a tool to send experiment tests via `MSG` (Message BUS) to a specific QUEUE. Nagios reads from...

**ExpOpsTable**
Experiment Computing related Services

The following table contains an overview of the experiments main computing services. This table aims at helping the SCOD team...

**F2FDataStorageTeg**

| r3 | 2012-01-20 - 15:02 | BrianBockelman |

Indico Page

Slowly, but surely, we’re moving information from this page and into indico: https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 165687. This page is a...

**FakeInformationProviders**

| NEW | 2005-07-07 - 16:04 | SimoneCampanaSecondary |

root@lxb1386 root # cat /opt/lcg/libexec/lcg info provider srm #!/usr/bin/perl use strict; sub usage() { die `Usage : $0 hostname VO:path\n`; } my $host...

**FAQ**

| r4 | 2008-10-02 - 12:14 | JuliaAndreeva |

Frequently asked questions Please check also the official Grid Fest Media Pack. Why Grid for LHC ? (answer provided by Ian) Computing funding locally...

**FAQRemedyAndGGUS**

| r6 | 2009-05-20 - 17:15 | DianaBosio |

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC Remedy / GGUS interface : FAQ This FAQ page is mainly addressed to Service managers who, within the GD and FIO groups, use to receive...

**FerCern**

| r3 | 2007-09-28 - 16:31 | JuditNovak |


**FerInst**

| r3 | 2007-09-13 - 11:45 | UnknownUser |

FCR Server Quattor installation NOTE: This description is not including the creation of necessary DB tables, but only the installation of the server node See also...

**FerInstNoQuat**

| r8 | 2007-10-03 - 16:31 | JuditNovak |

FCR Manual Installation During the installation there are a few areas that must be installed/configured. database httpd FCR Portal software...

**FcrProd**

| r6 | 2007-10-03 - 16:36 | JuditNovak |

FCR Production installation The Freedom Of Choice For Resources framework has the following main comonents database bdii2oracle tool (SAM Framework...

**FeedbackSAM3**

| r10 | 2014-10-10 - 11:03 | PabloSaiz |

Feedback on SAM3 This page will contain the feedback on the usage of SAM3, and any issues found that might affect the transition from SAM2 to SAM3. Please, answer...

**FileExists**

| NEW | 2006-03-23 - 11:45 | UnknownUser |

Error You get this error : lfc rm /grid/atlas/tests/file1 /grid/atlas/tests/file1: File exists or this dpns rm /dpm/in2p3.fr/home/auvergrid/tests/file1 /dpm/in2p...
**FirewallRequests**
r3 - 2007-03-09 - 11:04  RomainWartel

GD group Firewall requests The standard procedure to request one or more ports to be accessible from the outside or from the LAN is the following. It only applies...

**FirstEvaluation**
r8 - 2013-11-22 - 10:30  AlessandraForti

Prototype status This page will follow up the status of the prototype of the WLCG Monitoring Consolidation, and the feedback from the experiments. The prototype can...

**FirstRequestToSignSLDTemplate**
r4 - 2009-11-19 - 09:34  UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC CERN ROC Procedures CERN ROC templates dealing with the signature of the SLA with a site In the following text you should look...

**FirstUpgradeCircle**
NEW - 2020-08-25 - 16:25  JuliaAndreeva

DPM upgrade task force Introduction WLCG is currently lacking a complete description of the storage services required for any kind of the LHC computing activities...

**FirtsPhaseActivities**
r3 - 2019-09-20 - 08:59  JeanClaudeChevaleyre

First phase activities Call to volunteer sites to take part in the first phase: Hi all, the recent DOMA initiative contains an activity dealing with Storage...

**FNALinput**
r5 - 2021-08-09 - 20:33  DavidMason

Will your site be willing to participate in the joint tape test? For multi VO site , for which VOs then? Yes, single VO CMS What is the maximum available...

**FNALT ime Table2006**

HarryRenshall 25 Jun 2007 Tier 1 FNAL FermiLab. To provide 36% of CMS resources. Month CMS Requirements Tier 0 Requirements April 2006 20 MB/sec aggregate Phedex...

**FollowUpMigration**
r102 - 2021-12-01 - 18:39  MaartenLitmaath

Sites that on 2020 03 01 appeared to have at least 1 CREAM CE in production for at least 1 of the LHC experiments: Site Ticket Solution...

**FollowUpOnProblematicSites**
r8 - 2016-11-16 - 22:17  JohnGordon

Follow up on sites which apparently do not correctly report to APEL Using accounting validation view in APEL we need to address sites which have problems publishing...

**ForManagementBoard**
NEW - 2006-05-11 - 08:42  JamieShiers

JamieShiers 11 May 2006

**FP7Capacities**
r3 - 2011-10-28 - 16:34  MichaelJohnKenyonExCern

Support to policy development and programme implementation The aim is to reinforce cooperation with the USA in jointly addressing global scientific challenges through...
FrozenTicket
NEW - 2006-07-03 - 10:56  UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC CERN ROC Procedures CERN ROC template for e mailing a user that his/her GGUS ticket is being set to unsolved Dear User, we are...

FTM_configuration_variables
r6 - 2008-07-29 - 14:47  MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for FTM IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of FTM is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site info...

Fts20Tier0ServiceIssues
r5 - 2007-10-10 - 10:19  SteveTraylen

Current issues on CERN PROD FTS 2.0 service There has been some issues noticed on the new FTS 2.0 service. These are tracked below. Bad error message for dead transfers...

FTS22

FTS 2.2 Documentation A review of the FTS documentation. Release status Changes from previous version Check the document describing changes from FTS version...

Fts22Testing
r4 - 2009-06-29 - 10:28  RosaGarciaRioja

FTS 2.2 Tests Results from the 28th of June 2009 Transfers by channel Channel Name Completed Failed Failure rate CERN CERN 1983 4 0...

FTS3Commissioning
r7 - 2014-07-24 - 17:29  HassenRiahi

Sites Feedbacks The algorithm could look at TOTAL bandwidth between SE1 and SE2 to make the decision of lowering or raising the NTransfers. That sounds even...

FTS3Deployment
r4 - 2014-09-04 - 12:35  NicoloMagini

FTS3 Integration and Deployment Mandate and goals Assist the experiments in the integration of FTS3 with their frameworks First in `FTS2 like` mode,...

FTsAdminTools15
r3 - 2007-04-04 - 11:35  SteveTraylen

FTS Administration Toolpack The FTS toolpack consists of a variety of scripts and database procedures to do useful things upon the FTS either the daemons or the backend...

FTsAdminTools20
r7 - 2008-03-18 - 16:52  GavinMcCance

FTS Administration Toolpack for FTS 2.0 The FTS toolpack consists of a variety of scripts and database procedures to do useful things upon the FTS either the daemons...

FTsAdminTools21
r5 - 2010-02-25 - 17:45  UnknownUser

FTS Administration Toolpack for FTS 2.1 The FTS toolpack consists of a variety of scripts and database procedures to do useful things upon the FTS either the daemons...

FTsAdminToolsPackageLoading15
NEW - 2006-07-04 - 14:43  GavinMcCance

FTS Administration Pack: loading packages This describes how to load PL/SQL packages into the database

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
using the SQL/Plus tool. You should ask your DBA if you have...

**FtsAdminToolsPackageLoading20**  
r3 - 2007-07-19 - 14:12  GavinMcCance

FTS Administration Pack: loading packages for FTS Release 2.0 This describes how to load PL/SQL packages into the database using the SQL/Plus tool. You should ask...

**FtsANoteOnVersions**  
r4 - 2007-08-30 - 16:38  GavinMcCance

FTS versioning Until recently, the FTS version number has followed from the associated gLite release number. As we move to a more component by component model of releasing...

**FtsBDIIPublishing13**  
r3 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00  LaurenceField

FTS BDII Publishing (gLite 1.3) Overview This document describes how to publish from a FTS server into the LCG BDII the information on the endpoints it provides....

**FtsCCRC08MayReport**  
NEW - 2008-06-06 - 17:18  GavinMcCance

FTS CCRC 08 report This is where reports from the FTS service should go for CCRC 08 May. Scope Currently we are only looking at the T0 export service. Raw data The...

**FtsChangeChannelType20**  
r2 - 2008-01-15 - 11:45  GavinMcCance

FTA change channel type procedure for Release 2.0. What is it? This is the procedure to change the type of an existing channel from URLCOPY to SRMCOPY or viceversa...

**FtsChangesFrom14To15**  
r3 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00  LaurenceField

FTS Changes from 1.4 to 1.5 This page describes the changes from FTS version 1.4 to 1.5. It complements the 1.5 Release Notes available on the gLite home page. Functional...

**FtsChangesFrom15To20**  

FTS Changes from FTS 1.5 to FTS 2.0 A list of known differences between FtsRelease15 and FtsRelease20 Deployment Changes YAIM Parameters VOAgents with Yaim The...

**FtsChangesFrom20To21**  
r10 - 2009-02-20 - 12:58  PaoloTedesco

Changes from FTS version 2.0 and 2.1 List of differences between FtsRelease20 and FtsRelease21 . Deployment changes Many initialization and configuration parameters...

**FtsChannelAdmin15**  
NEW - 2006-05-03 - 18:27  GavinMcCance

FTS Channel Administration 1.5 This page describes the basic administration and monitoring of channels upon the service. Underlying details of the server (starting...

**FtsChannelAdmin20**  
r5 - 2007-11-21 - 15:45  PaoloTedesco

FTS Channel Administration 2.0 This page describes the basic administration and monitoring of channels upon the service. Underlying details of the server (starting...

**FtsChannelResolution**  
r2 - 2007-07-24 - 14:21  PaoloTedesco
FTS Channel Resolution This page describes how the FTS assigns channels to a job. Notation A : site A (source) B : site B (destination) A : group containing...

**FtsClientCompatibilityMatrix**

r9 - 2009-02-05 - 12:05 AkosFrohner

FTS client / server compatibility The following table describes the supported client and server compatibility for different versions of the client and server....

**FtsClientInstall15**

r2 - 2007-04-04 - 16:15 SteveTraylen

FTS Client installation 1.5 Please install the client as part of the gLite 3.0 UI. See: LCG2 Manual Install v3.0.0

**FtsClientInstall20**

r4 - 2007-11-26 - 13:30 GergelyDebreczeni

FTS Client installation 2.0 Please install the client as part of the gLite 3.0 or 3.1 UI. See: install guide 3.1 install guide 3.0 Changes and additions See FtsChangesFrom15To...

**FtsClientInstall21**

NEW - 2008-07-29 - 13:55 AkosFrohner

FTS Client installation 2.1 Please install the client as part of the gLite 3.1 UI. See: install guide 3.1 Changes and additions There are no new features since FTS...

**FTS_configuration_variables**

r4 - 2008-07-29 - 14:47 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for FTS and FTA services IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of FTS/FTA is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki...

**FTSDailyProcedure**

NEW - 2005-09-30 - 17:31 GavinMcCance

FTS Daily Procedure This procedure should be followed every day to check the general health of the ongoing transfers and try to find problems. It is also the procedure...

**FTSDashboard**

r10 - 2016-05-20 - 15:59 HassenRiahi

FTS Dashboard Views and APIs Matrix URL: http://dashb fts transfers.cern.ch/ui/#p.grouping server url: http://dashb fts transfers.cern.ch/dashboard...

**FTSDashboardSupportGuide**

NEW - 2014-12-10 - 10:42 HassenRiahi

HassenRiahi 2014 12 10

**FTSDataAnalytics**

r6 - 2016-02-08 - 15:50 HassenRiahi

Current FTS Dashboard APIs transfer matrix: http://dashb fts transfers.cern.ch/ui/#p.grouping server API: http://dashb fts transfers.cern.ch...

**FtsDbCodeGuide**

r4 - 2009-02-05 - 18:34 RosaGarciaRioja

FTS Database Code Guidelines This describes the guidelines for writing and deploying database (PL/SQL) modules for use by the FTS schema. Code types The FTS database...

**FtsDiagnosisScripts**

r2 - 2007-03-23 - 09:53 SteveTraylen
FTS diagnosis scripts This page contains diagnosis scripts for the FTS. DB schema information script This script runs on the database schema and collects what schema...

**FtsFTM**
r14 - 2009-10-30 - 14:52  UnknownUser

The File Transfer Monitor A new node type glite FTM for SL4 has been created. The File Transfer Monitor node queries the FTS database currently performs a number of...

**FtsKnownIssues20**
r10 - 2008-03-27 - 14:58  GavinMcCance

FTS version 2.0 Known Issues This is where current known issues are tracked for the FTS release 2.0. Could NOT load client credentials Bug tracked at BUG:...

**FtsKnownIssues21**
r25 - 2009-06-05 - 10:08  AkosFrohner

FTS version 2.1 Known Issues This is where current known issues are tracked for the FTS release 2.1. See also DMPftsPatchStatus for the status of patches! Could NOT...

**FtsMeanAndClean15**
r3 - 2007-04-10 - 13:21  SteveTraylen

FTS clean and restart procedure Occassionally, the FTS service scripts can get in strange state. This sometimes happens after a software upgrade where the daemons...

**FtsMenu**
r17 - 2009-07-14 - 10:42  AkosFrohner

Main FTS Pages FtsRelease22 Install Configuration Administration Procedures Operations Development Previous FTSes FtsRelease...
FTS web service maintenance failover What is it? This is the procedure for taking down an FTS web service node for maintenance. It assumes you have more than one...

**FtsProcedure15FtsUpgrade**

r2 - 2007-04-10 - 13:18 StevTraylen

FTS web service software rolling upgrade procedure What is it? This is the procedure for performing a rolling upgrade to the FTS web service nodes. The rolling upgrade...

**FtsProcedure15MoveIt**

r3 - 2006-04-05 - 13:33 GavinMcCance

Moving the FTA agents to another box What is it? Assuming you want to shut down a box for maintenance. It is also the manual failover procedure. This is the manual...

**FtsProcedureDatabaseQueries20**

r6 - 2007-10-08 - 14:33 StevTraylen

Useful FTS database queries for FTS release 2.0. It is sometimes required to access and run some special custom query on the database to obtain particular information...

**FtsProcedureDropDBLock20**


Procedure for dropping the DB locks from given machine What is it? This is the procedure for removing the database locks from a given machine. It is CERN specific...

**FtsProcedureFtaUpgrade20**

r3 - 2007-07-19 - 12:51 GavinMcCance

FTA agent software rolling upgrade procedure for Release 2.0. What is it? This is the procedure for performing a rolling upgrade to the FTA agent nodes. It assumes...

**FtsProcedureFtsChannelPause20**

r3 - 2007-07-19 - 12:47 GavinMcCance

FTS channel pause for FTS release 2.0 What is it? This is the procedure for stopping (or pausing) channels when there is an known intervention on one of the underlying...

**FtsProcedureFtsUpgrade20**

r3 - 2007-07-19 - 12:50 GavinMcCance

FTS web service software rolling upgrade procedure for Release 2.0 What is it? This is the procedure for performing a rolling upgrade to the FTS web service nodes...

**FtsProcedureMoveIt20**

r4 - 2008-09-16 - 11:05 GavinMcCance

Moving the FTA agents to another box for Release 2.0 What is it? Assuming you want to shut down a box for maintenance. It is also the manual failover procedure. This...

**FtsProcedures15**

r11 - 2007-04-10 - 13:18 StevTraylen

FTS procedures for 1.5 This page describes the FTS operating procedures for release 1.5 of FTS. Problem Diagnosis Here is what to do in case of a problem with the...

**FtsProcedures20**

r9 - 2009-07-29 - 13:12 GavinMcCance

FTS procedures for 2.0 This page describes specific FTS operations procedures for the SLC3 release 2.0 of FTS (FtsRelease20), and for SLC4 release 2.1 of FTS (FtsRelease...
NEW - 2007-07-23 - 10:45  GavinMcCance

Make core files from failed transfer processes visible ( ) What is it? Occasionally transfer processes die badly. The most common occurrence of this is when the Globus...

FtsProcedureSiteNameChange
r2 - 2009-08-21 - 15:25  DantongYu

Sitename Change Procedure for FTS 2. What is it? This is the procedure for changing the name of a site (BDII sitename) in the channel definition table. It is a transparent...

FtsProcedureTomcatClean15
r3 - 2007-04-10 - 13:19  SteveTraylen

Tomcat clean and restart procedure What is it? Occasionally, Tomcat can get in strange state. This often happens after a software upgrade, but has been noted in...

FtsProcedureTomcatClean20

Tomcat clean and restart procedure for FTS release 2.0. What is it? Occasionally, Tomcat can get in strange state. This often happens after a software upgrade, but...

FtsRelease15
r16 - 2007-06-20 - 11:29  GavinMcCance

FTS version 1.5 information This page collects all the necessary information and advice on how to install, configure and operate release 1.5 of FTS. Release 1.5 of...

FtsRelease20
r18 - 2009-03-11 - 15:47  PaoloTedesco

FTS version 2.0 Release Information CERN PROD operational status The operational status of the CERN PROD FTS service is available here: TransferOperations. Release...

FtsRelease20OracleXE
NEW - 2007-09-18 - 16:45  GavinMcCance

FTS version 2.0 Oracle XE status Oracle XE Support FTS has been tested upon Oracle XE 10.2.0.1. The current version of Oracle XE is available for installation...

FtsRelease20Patch1216
r3 - 2007-07-19 - 11:16  GavinMcCance

Release notes: patch 1216 of FTS 2.0 This page describes any extra steps that need to be taken when installing FTS 2.0 THIS ISSUE IS NOW FIXED IN PATCH 1232 See...

FtsRelease20Patch1232
r3 - 2007-09-21 - 14:35  SteveTraylen

Release notes: patch 1232 of FTS 2.0 This page describes any extra steps that need to be taken when installing FTS 2.0 YAIM hack Scope: All nodes of FTS 2.0, if...

FtsRelease20SpaceTokenCompatibility
NEW - 2007-07-24 - 14:11  GavinMcCance

FTS 2.0 client / server compatibility for space tokens The compatibility of FTS client / server versions is fine for the normal operations, as described in FtsChangesFrom15To...

FtsRelease20TableFragmentation
r3 - 2008-09-01 - 14:15  GavinMcCance

FTS table fragmentation on FTS 1.5 and FTS 2.0 Scope: This has been noted on FTS versions 1.5 and 2.0 when running that FTS `history` cleanup tool described in FtsAdminTools...
FTS table defragmentation CERN specific procedure Other site, please look at FtsRelease20TableFragmentation. This is the CERN specific procedure. Impact The...


Regional Operation Centre instructions and procedures not yet complete Who is this page for This page is for Regional Operation Centres (ROCs) who support the...

Writer account preparation This step is for the CERN Oracle RAC databases. See your DBA about your site` s DB account setup. Load the package into the schema owner...

Writer account preparation This step is for the CERN Oracle RAC databases and is only relevant for CERN` s writer account setup. See your DBA about your site` s DB account...

FTS Server administration version 1.5 This page describes the basic usage and administration of the FTS for version 1.5 and the format, location and contents of the...

FTS Server administration version 2.x This page describes the basic usage and administration of the FTS for version 2.0, FtsRelease20, and the format, location and...

FTS channels for an example Tier 1 site This page shows which channels to setup for an example Tier 1. It follows the advice given in: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki...

FTS Server Installation Guide 1.5 This is the installation guide for FTS server 1.5. It covers both the agent servers (FTA) and the web service (FTS) components. It...

FTS Server Installation Guide: YAIM example The following gives an example of the YAIM variables that need to be set to configure a few FTA agents and a single FTS...

FTS Server Installation Guide 2.0 This is the installation guide for FTS server 2.0. FtsRelease20. It covers
both the agent servers (FTA) and the web service (FTS)

**FtsServerInstall21**
r11 - 2009-04-30 - 12:21 ZsoltMolnar

FTS Server Installation Guide 2.1 This is the installation guide for FTS server 2.1 FtsRelease21. It covers both the agent servers (FTA) and the web service (FTS)

**FtsServerServicesXml15**
r21 - 2007-03-26 - 11:31 SteveTraylen

Information cache file See also FtsTier0Procedures15ServiceXml for a CERN specific routine. The FTS requires certain static information from the EGEE.BDII: The...

**FtsServerServicesXml15Issues**
r2 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

Problems with the script This covers problems with the make service.xh script for versions prior to 26 May 2006. It is suggested to take the latest version from...

**FtsServerServicesXml20**
r5 - 2008-03-18 - 15:45 GavinMcCance

This procedure is obsolete. You should use the glite sd2cache tool now see FtsServicesXmlGliteSd2Cache. Obsoleted by Gavin McCance, March 2008. Information cache...

**FtsServerUpgrade14to15**
r5 - 2007-03-23 - 09:49 SteveTraylen

FTS Server Upgrade 1.4 to 1.5 for LCG service This assumes you are running the latest 1.4 FTS version and describes how to upgrade the service to FTS 1.5. It is not...

**FtsServerUpgrade15to20**
r11 - 2007-10-10 - 10:19 SteveTraylen

FTS Server Upgrade 1.5 to 2.0 for LCG service This assumes you are running the latest 1.5 FTS version FtsRelease15 and describes how to upgrade the service to FTS...

**FtsServiceDependencies**
r3 - 2007-07-04 - 14:17 GavinMcCance

FTS service dependencies This describes the service dependencies of FTS upon other WLCG services. It tries to describe the impact upon the FTS service of any problems...

**FtsServiceDeploymentModel**
r6 - 2009-01-14 - 10:19 PaoloTedesco

FTS service deployment This document describes the impact of outages of service components on the overall service quality, and suggests possible deployment scenarios...

**FtsServiceProceduresNewNode**
r2 - 2008-09-16 - 11:03 GavinMcCance

FTS service procedures: new node install These are internal FTS procedures for the FIO managed CERN PROD FTS services (FTS T0 EXPORT and FTS T2 SERVICE). What is...

**FtsServiceReview20**

FTS service review A review of the FTS describing how to deploy the service to obtain maximum load balancing and availability. The service impact of interventions...

**FtsServiceReview20CERNPROD**
r3 - 2009-03-11 - 15:46 PaoloTedesco

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
FTS service review for CERN PROD A review of the FTS describing how to deploy the service to obtain maximum load balancing and availability. The service impact of...

**FtsServicesXmlGliteSd2Cache**  
r2 - 2009-03-02 - 17:14 RosaGarciaRioja

FTS procedures for 2.0: services XML cache tool To build the services.xml cache file, you should use the glite sd2cache tool. The current released version of this...

**FTSSmokeTest**  
r2 - 2007-04-10 - 13:21 SteveTraylen

FTS Smoke Test The following describes the procedure for checking the FTS nodes. It should be followed mostly in sequence. The code examples below are designed, as...

**FTSSmokeTestAndActions**  
r6 - 2007-03-26 - 11:41 SteveTraylen

Procedure in case of problems with FTS Important: Remember to call the operators (75011) before rebooting any machine, so that they (temporarily) ignore the alarms...

**FtsSupport**  
r5 - 2008-03-18 - 17:04 GavinMcCance

FTS support lines There are two main FTS support emails: ftscern.support@cern.ch This is to report operational issues related to the CERN PROD FTS service, both...

**FtsTest**  
r2 - 2010-04-27 - 16:25 UnknownUser

FTS Testing References deployment test for DM testing FTS Test Plan: FTSTestPlan List of existing test topics (TO BE REVIEWED) FTS 2.2 Tests...

**FtsThirdLevelOldShiftList**  
NEW - 2005-11-22 - 10:25 GavinMcCance

Old FTS shift list Moved from current period. July: 27 June 3 Paolo 4 10 Gav 11 17 Ricardo 18 24 Paolo 25...

**FtSThirdLevelProcedure**  
r4 - 2007-04-10 - 13:21 SteveTraylen

FTS Third Level procedure The following describes the 3rd level procedure for checking the FTS nodes. It contains more detailed procedures for checking and fixing...

**FtsThirdLevelShiftList**  
r3 - 2006-01-10 - 11:01 GavinMcCance

FTS 3rd Level support list Shift list for the current period for FTS 3rd level support. Old list moved to FtsThirdLevelOldShiftList. October: 3 9 Ricardo...

**FtsTier0CDBConfiguration15**  
r3 - 2007-12-10 - 15:37 PaoloTedesco

CDB Configuration for the CERN FTS. All four FTS components are contained within a single CDB Template which is pro type gridfts slc3.tpl with all the operating independent...

**FtsTier0CDBConfiguration20**  
r5 - 2008-09-15 - 13:35 GavinMcCance

CDB Configuration for the SLC3 FTS services This describes the CDB configuration for two of the following services, FTS T0 EXPORT and FTS T0 EXPORT, the ones currently...

**FtsTier0CDBConfiguration21**  
NEW - 2008-09-15 - 13:34 GavinMcCance

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
CDB Configuration for the SLC4 FTS services This describes the CDB configuration for two of the following services, FTS T0 EXPORT 21 and FTS T0 EXPORT 21, the...

**FtsTier0Deployment**
r36 - 2010-06-01 - 15:13 SteveTraylen

CERN FTS Services Production There are three FTS service instances running at CERN in production, all based on the FTS 2.1 SLC4 service. PLUS one FTS 2.2 instance...

**FtsTier0ProceduresServiceXml**
r5 - 2007-03-26 - 11:32 SteveTraylen

FTS services.xml cache file What is it? This is the procedure for creating or updating the services.xml information service cache file on the CERN FTS instance...

**FtsTier0ProceduresServiceXml20**
r5 - 2008-03-18 - 15:46 GavinMcCance

This procedure is obsolete. You should use the glite sd2cache tool now see FtsServicesXmlGliteSd2Cache. Obsoleted by Gavin McCance, March 2008. FTS services...

**FtsTier0ServerInterventionComplete**
r5 - 2008-09-15 - 10:18 GavinMcCance

This page is obsolete, please go to FtsInterventions. Completed FTS interventions at CERN. For a list of upcoming or ongoing interventions: FtsTier0ServerInterventions...

**FtsTier0ServerInterventionPlanPatch1232**
r6 - 2007-10-10 - 10:19 SteveTraylen

Objective To install #1232 to the prod and tiertwo service. Reboot for long overdue kernel upgrade. Status Completed Thursday August 23rd 2007. Broadcast Date...

**FtsTier0ServerInterventions**
r46 - 2008-09-15 - 11:07 GavinMcCance

This page is obsolete, please go to FtsInterventions. Old interventions are recorded here FtsTier0ServerInterventionComplete.

**FtsTools20**
r10 - 2009-10-23 - 17:29 LionelSchwarz

FTS community tools This page is a duplicate of DMFtsAddOns. This page should index tools either internally produced by the FTS team or externally produced by T...

**FtsTutorial**
r4 - 2007-03-23 - 09:55 SteveTraylen

FTS tutorial page General tutorials The FTS tutorial is divided into several parts an introduction, service admin, service installation and configuration and tier...

**FtsUsefulCommands**
r2 - 2010-03-17 - 15:25 SteveTraylen

Useful Commands for an FTS Administrator A list of channel configurations. glite transfer channel list xargs glite transfer channel list x Number of active transfers...

**FtsVOAdmin15**
NEW - 2006-05-03 - 18:19 GavinMcCance

FTS VO Administration version 1.5 This page describes the basic VO adminstration functions of FTS version 1.5. Privileges To determine what roles you have upon the...

**FtsVOAdmin20**
r4 - 2008-05-19 - 16:17 GavinMcCance

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
FTS VO Administration version 2.0 This page describes the basic VO administration functions of FTS version 2.0. Privileges To determine what roles you...

FtsVomsRoles
r3 - 2007-06-25 - 16:59  SteveTraylen

Use of VOMS Roles within the WLCG FTS Deployment Currently the administration of FTS channels between sites is maintained as a list of DNs that each site manager running...

FtsWikiPages
r7 - 2009-03-10 - 16:20  PaoloTedesco

List of FTS related twiki pages. These are all pages that contain the string `FTS` SteveTraylen 22 Mar 2007

FtsWlcg
r33 - 2010-01-22 - 10:44  SteveTraylen

WLCG FTS Service Description This page describe briefly the WLCG FTS service. Example FTS Deployment Current deployment of FTS on CERN PROD: FtsTier0Deployment...

FtsYaimValues15
r4 - 2007-10-12 - 16:49  GavinMcCance

YAIM Values for FTS Version 1.5. WebServer Configuration For configuring the FTS WebServer, you need: # Node names ... FTS HOST .SMY DOMAIN ... # BDII/GIP specific...

FtsYaimValues20
r9 - 2008-08-06 - 17:19  PaoloTedesco

YAIM Values for FTS Version 2.0. WebServer Configuration For configuring the FTS WebServer, you need: # Node names ... FTS HOST .SMY DOMAIN ... # BDII/GIP specific...

FtsYaimValues21
r3 - 2010-05-11 - 18:45  UnknownUser

YAIM Values for FTS Version 2.1 and 2.2. Prefixes and general stuff Much of what is written in FtsYaimValues20 is still valid, but... Deprecated parameters This...

FurtherQuestions
NEW - 2011-03-26 - 11:43  VincenzoInnocente

FzkPlans
r2 - 2007-11-07 - 09:41  HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 31 Oct 2007 FZK Karlsruhe Site Capacity Growth Plans 2007/2008 Last Updated 7 November 2007 with email from Holger Marten: Harry, I heard that in the...

FZKTimeTable2006
NEW - 2007-06-25 - 15:29  HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 25 Jun 2007 Tier 1 FZK Karlsruhe. To provide 20% of ALICE Resources To provide 10% of ATLAS resources To provide 12% of CMS resources To provide...

GangaPoster
r8 - 2011-10-13 - 14:51  MichaelJohnKenyonExCern

Title Key developments of the Ganga task management framework. Abstract Ganga is an easy to use frontend for the definition and management of analysis jobs, providing...

GavinMcCance
r2 - 2006-07-05 - 17:18  LaurenceField

GavinTest  
r2 - 2007-07-24 - 15:34  GavinMcCance

Testing You are test! setting Activities My current activities are: Test  

GDBActionInProgress  
r51 - 2015-10-10 - 23:53  MichelJouvin

WLCG GDB Action List This page lists actions currently monitored by GDB and topics that will require actions in the future. Note that most actions related to operations...  

GdBActionList  

Go to Wiki \ Agendas \ Minutes \ GDB Action List Action List for the LCG GDB See also: actions done. To do 31 Sept 06 Kors Bos Put VO Box...  

GDBMeetingNotes20120509  
r8 - 2012-05-14 - 10:09  JamieShiers

Summary of GDB meeting (May 9, 2012) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 155068 Welcome Meeting organization every meeting...  

GDBMeetingNotes20120613  
r4 - 2012-06-26 - 22:57  MaartenLitmaath

Notes of GDB meeting, June 13th 2012 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 155069 Welcome, Michel Default is to have them on 2nd Wednesday...  

GDBMeetingNotes20120711  
r6 - 2012-07-21 - 23:11  MichelJouvin

Notes of GDB meeting, July 11th 2012 See: http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 155070 Welcome (Michel Jouvin) Meeting schedule: Meetings will...  

GDBMeetingNotes20120912  
NEW - 2012-09-14 - 12:17  MichelJouvin

Summary of GDB meeting, September 12, 2012 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 155072 Introduction October pre GDB and GDB will take place...  

GDBMeetingNotes20121010  
r6 - 2012-10-17 - 19:20  MaartenLitmaath

Summary of GDB meeting, October 10, 2012 (LAPP, Annecy) Agenda http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceOtherViews.py?view standard confId 155073 Introduction CERN room...  

GDBMeetingNotes20121114  
r5 - 2012-11-16 - 13:08  MaartenLitmaath

Summary of GDB meeting, November 14, 2012 Agenda http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceOtherViews.py?view standard confId 155074 Attendance Local Adrien Devresse...  

GDBMeetingNotes20121212  
r4 - 2012-12-16 - 21:31  MaartenLitmaath

Summary of GDB meeting, December 12, 2012 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 155075 Welcome M. Jouvin 2013 GDBs January: moved to 3rd...  

GDBMeetingNotes20130116  
r4 - 2013-01-22 - 08:36  MichelJouvin

Summary of GDB meeting, January 16, 2013 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 197796 Welcome M. Jouvin Meeting organisation Looking for...
Summary of GDB meeting, February 13, 2013 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 197800 Welcome M. Jouvin Note takers: more needed Currently...

GDBMeetingNotes20130313
NEW - 2013-03-17 - 23:20 MichelJouvin

Summary of GDB meeting, March 13, 2013 (KIT) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceOtherViews.py?view standard confId 197801 Welcome M. Jouvin See slides....

GDBMeetingNotes20130508
r4 - 2013-05-27 - 21:56 MichelJouvin

Summary of GDB meeting, May 8, 2013 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 197803 Welcome M. Jouvin Upcoming meetings: in June we need...

GDBMeetingNotes20130612
r4 - 2013-06-15 - 15:24 MichelJouvin

Summary of GDB meeting, June 12, 2013 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 197804 Welcome M. Jouvin Upcoming GDB meetings: No...

GDBMeetingNotes20130713
NEW - 2013-07-12 - 23:36 MichelJouvin

Summary of GDB meeting, July 10, 2013 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 197806 Welcome M. Jouvin Michel insists on getting more...

GDBMeetingNotes20130911
r6 - 2013-10-09 - 09:23 MichelJouvin

Summary of GDB meeting, September 11, 2013 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 251189 Welcome M. Jouvin GDBs scheduled for second...

GDBMeetingNotes20131009
NEW - 2013-10-14 - 08:35 MichelJouvin

Summary of GDB meeting, October 9, 2013 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 251190 Welcome M. Jouvin September summary only available...

GDBMeetingNotes20131211
NEW - 2014-01-03 - 13:17 MichelJouvin

Summary of GDB meeting, December 11, 2013 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 251192 Welcome M. Jouvin Next meetings March planned...

GDBMeetingNotes20140115

Summary of GDB meeting, January 15, 2014 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 272795 Welcome M. Jouvin See slides for future (pre...
pre GDB about Batch Systems, CERN, May 2015 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/319821/ Sites present: KIT, IN2P3, Liverpool, RAL, CERN, CNAF, GRIF, CSCS, Napoli...

Summary of GDB meeting, May 13, 2015 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/319747/ Introduction

Summary of GDB meeting, June 10, 2015 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/319748/ Introduction

Summary of GDB meeting, July 8, 2015 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/319749/ Introduction

Summary of GDB meeting, September 9, 2015 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/319751/ Introduction

Summary of GDB meeting, November 4, 2015 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/319753/ Introduction

Summary of GDB meeting, November 4, 2015 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/319754/ Introduction

Summary of GDB meeting, November 4, 2015 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/319755/ Introduction

Summary of GDB meeting, November 4, 2015 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/319756/ Introduction

Summary of GDB meeting, November 4, 2015 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/319757/ Introduction

Summary of GDB meeting, November 4, 2015 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/319758/ Introduction

Summary of GDB meeting, November 4, 2015 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/319759/ Introduction

Summary of GDB meeting, November 4, 2015 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/319760/ Introduction

Summary of GDB meeting, November 4, 2015 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/319761/ Introduction
Summary of GDB meeting, June 8, 2016 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/394783/ Introduction D4RI Digital Infrastructures for Research conference...


Summary of GDB meeting, September, 2016 (CERN) (Thanks to Brian Davies and Michel Jouvin) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/394786/ Introduction I. Collier Discussion...


December 2016 GDB notes Agenda http://indico.cern.ch/event/394789/ Introduction (Ian Collier) https://indico.cern.ch/event/394789/contributions/2392195/attachments...


April 2017 GDB notes DRAFT Notes compiled by C. Biscarat M. Jouvin; any and all mistakes are ours. Agenda Agenda Introduction I....

May 2017 GDB notes Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/578986/ Introduction (Ian Collier) Slides Lathezar: if the March GDB will again be at ISGC, we need...

July 2017 GDB notes Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/578988/ Introduction (Ian Collier) presentation
Upcoming GDBs no GDB in August. September pre GDB on Storage...

GDBMeetingNotes20170913
r4 - 2017-09-28 - 12:01 IanCollier

Sep 2017 GDB notes Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/578990/ Introduction (Ian Collier) presentation
Next meetings No pre GDB in october November: Authz...

GDBMeetingNotes20171011
r2 - 2017-10-23 - 18:13 IanCollier

Summary of October GDB, October 11, 2017 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/578991
Introduction I. Collier presentation See slides, in particular for next...

GDBMeetingNotes20171108
r3 - 2018-01-02 - 12:10 IanCollier

Summary of October GDB, November 8, 2017 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/578992/
Introduction I. Collier presentation Notes February pre GDB following...

GDBMeetingNotes20171213
r4 - 2018-01-05 - 10:17 IanCollier

Summary of October GDB, December 13, 2017 (CERN) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/578992/
Introduction I. Collier presentation Some scheduling updates for...

GDBMeetingNotes20180110
r2 - 2018-01-12 - 13:11 IanCollier

Jan 2018 GDB notes Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/651349/ Introduction (Ian Collier) presentation
Helge: Upcoming events: Condor workshop at RAL 04 ...

GDBMeetingNotes20180321
r2 - 2018-04-02 - 18:13 DavidCrooks

Summary of March GDB, March 21, 2018 (ISGC) DRAFT Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/651351/
Introduction I. Collier presentation Notes Main topics Upcoming...

GDBMeetingNotes20180411
r3 - 2018-04-13 - 12:36 IanCollier

Summary of March GDB, April 11, 2018 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/651352/ Introduction I. Collier presentation Mattias: the NorduGrid workshop mentioned...

GDBMeetingNotes20180509
r5 - 2018-05-23 - 15:28 IanCollier

Summary of May GDB, May 9, 2018 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/651353/ Introduction I. Collier presentation Nordugrid meeting is focused on dev direction...

GDBMeetingNotes20180613
r3 - 2018-07-30 - 11:20 IanCollier

Summary of June GDB, June 13, 2018 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/651354/ Introduction I. Collier presentation Main topics July GDB is delayed by...

GDBMeetingNotes20180718
r5 - 2018-08-14 - 09:46 IanCollier

Summary of July GDB, July 18, 2018 Agenda Agenda Introduction I. Collier presentation Main topics Brief discussion of next WLCG HSF Workshop early next...

GDBMeetingNotes20180912
r3 - 2018-09-25 - 16:33 AndreaSciaba

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Summary of September GDB, September 12, 2018 Agenda
Introduction I. Collier presentation
GDB in March 2019 will be at CERN
GDB in April 2019 will be colocated...

**GDBMeetingNotes20181017**
NEW - 2018-10-18 - 15:38  IanCollier

Summary of October GDB, October 17, 2018 (CERN) Agenda
Introduction Next GDBs March 2019 at CERN, usual week: not moving, book early April...

**GDBMeetingNotes20181114**
r2 - 2018-11-27 - 14:07  IanCollier

Summary of November GDB, November 14th, 2018 (CERN) Agenda
Introduction Next GDBs March 2019 at CERN, usual week: not moving, book early April...

**GDBMeetingNotes20181212**
r3 - 2019-01-28 - 16:24  IanCollier

Summary of December GDB, December 12th, 2018 (CERN) Agenda
Introduction slides 2 day ARC HTCondor at ISGC Also WLCG Workshop prior to CHEP...

**GDBMeetingNotes20190116**
r3 - 2019-02-05 - 11:44  AndreaSciaba

Summary of January GDB, January 16th, 2019 (CERN) DRAFT Agenda
Introduction Ian Collier slides
The GDB started with a quick overview of the agenda and...

**GDBMeetingNotes20190213**
r3 - 2019-03-13 - 10:22  IanCollier

Summary of February GDB, February 13th, 2019 (CERN) Agenda
Introduction Ian Collier slides
Introduction ...

**GDBMeetingNotes20190508**
r6 - 2019-05-20 - 16:04  DavidCrooks

Summary of May GDB, May 8th, 2019 (@ EGI Conference, Amsterdam) Agenda
Introduction Ian Collier slides When the room was asked about FNAL Dune hosted...

**GDBMeetingNotes20190612**
r3 - 2019-08-01 - 17:24  IanCollier

Summary of June GDB, June 12th, 2019 Agenda
For all slides etc. see: Agenda Introduction Ian Collier
Speaker: Ian Collier (Science and Technology Facilities Council...)

**GDBMeetingNotes20190710**
r3 - 2019-08-01 - 17:27  IanCollier

Summary of July 2019 GDB, July 10th, 2019 Agenda
For all slides etc. see: Agenda Introduction Ian Collier
Speaker: Ian Collier (Science and Technology Facilities...)

**GDBMeetingNotes20190911**
r4 - 2019-09-12 - 22:42  IanCollier

Summary of September 2019 GDB, September 11th, 2019 DRAFT Agenda
For all slides etc. see: Agenda Introduction Speaker: Ian Collier (Science and Technology Facilities...)

**GDBMeetingNotes20191009**
NEW - 2019-11-19 - 16:12  IanCollier

Summary of October 2019 GDB, October 9th, 2019 DRAFT Agenda
For all slides etc. see: Agenda Introduction Speaker: Ian Collier (Science and Technology Facilities...)

**GDBMeetingNotes20191120**
r2 - 2019-12-10 - 12:21  IanCollier
Summary of November 2019 GDB, November 20th, 2019 DRAFT Agenda For all slides etc. see: Agenda Introduction Speaker: Ian Collier (Science and Technology Facilities...)

**GDBMeetingNotes20191211**
r2 - 2020-02-10 - 23:19 JosepFlix

Summary of December 2019 GDB, December 11th, 2019 Agenda For all slides etc. see: Agenda Introduction Speaker: Ian Collier (Science and Technology Facilities Council...)

**GDBMeetingNotes20200115**
NEW - 2020-02-10 - 23:46 JosepFlix

Summary of January 2020 GDB, January 15th, 2020 DRAFT Agenda For all slides etc. see: Agenda Introduction Speaker: Josep Flix (CIEMAT (ES)) slides March GDB...

**GdBMeetingsMinutes**
r2 - 2006-02-07 - 10:44 PeterJones

Go to Wiki \ Agendas \ GDB Minutes \ GDB Action List GDB Meetings Minutes Modified on: link to minutes here link to minutes here...

**GDC5Reports**
r141 - 2013-04-24 - 15:36 DavidSmith

IT GT C5 Reports Responsible : Maria Alandes and Wojciech Lapka Backup person : David Smith Planning 5th April Maria 12th April Wojciech...

**GdGroupReportForC516x05x2008**
NEW - 2008-05-15 - 14:33 AntonioRetico

GD Group Report for C5 09 May 2008 LCG deployment: Total number of Sites (1): 282 Status Num. Sites (1): ok...

**GDofficialUI**
r7 - 2008-10-14 - 10:55 SteveTraylen

Official GD UI on lxb7962 with incoming connectivity A UI dedicated to our group has been put in production. If you would like to use this node to test specific...

**GDReqHostCert**
r10 - 2007-07-17 - 11:15 AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment LCG Production Services Request new Host Certificates This procedure allows you to request host certificates for Cern nodes without need...

**GenerateLfcDpmRpmss**
r9 - 2007-11-01 - 10:50 SophieLemaitre

LFC and DPM RPMs Where to find the code The LFC and DPM code is located in the JRa1 Middleware CVS repository. It consists of two modules : LCG DM DPM FTP...

**GenericInstallGuide301**
r42 - 2008-07-23 - 16:33 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Generic Installation and Configuration Guide for gLite 3.0 Important note: gLite 3.1 should be now used. Please, update your nodes and check the Generic Installation...

**GenericInstallGuide310**
r111 - 2011-03-10 - 10:04 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Generic Installation and Configuration Guide for gLite 3.1 Note that gLite 3.1 is being phased out. Check which services are still supported in 3.1 under the web...

**GenericInstallGuide320**
Generic Installation and Configuration Guide for gLite 3.2 This document is addressed to Site Administrators responsible for middleware installation and configuration...

GetBM
r4 - 2008-02-06 - 17:19  LanaAbadie

Introduction This wiki page presents some results on bulk lfc methods to get replicas. Bulk methods which have been tested There are two methods. Test 2 :... 

GetBMEncOpt
NEW - 2008-02-06 - 17:39  LanaAbadie

Introduction This wiki page presents some results on bulk lfc methods to get replicas against an LFC which support encryption. Bulk methods which have been tested...

GettingToCern
r2 - 2005-08-31 - 18:16  AlbertoAimar

Back Getting Started at CERN Basic needs, first steps, offices/addresses/persons Maps and buildings : Here is an interactive card and a list...

GettingToLcg
NEW - 2005-08-05 - 13:41  AlbertoAimar

Back How to get started in the LCG projects Welcome to the LCG Application Area projects ! If you need general information about CERN, how to register...

GFALDeveloperNotes
r2 - 2010-02-26 - 19:23  UnknownUser

LCG Util and GFAL developer notes Test and development environment To run test, you must set up some environment variables. I list the minimum, with examples that...

GfalTest
r2 - 2010-03-23 - 17:47  UnknownUser

GFAL and LCG Util testing Background information deployment test for DM testing Regression tests According to DMTestingStrategy, we maintain a list of...

GGSDSRM1SRM2
NEW - 2007-12-12 - 23:09  FlaviaDonno

Results of dCache srmcp transfers between SRM v1.1 and SRM v2.2 endpoints Here I report the results of the tests executed using the dCache srmcp client tool while...

GGUSalarmToITDBworkflowPostmortemReport11102011
r4 - 2011-11-01 - 10:45  EvaDafonte

GGUS alarm to IT DB workflow problem Description GGUS alarm to IT DB workflow did not work properly on the night of 11th October Impact IT DB team did not get...

GgusInformation
r3 - 2016-11-27 - 17:00  MaartenLitmaath

GGUS Information Escalation reports for WLCG (Produced on Monday`s for WLCG Service Report to MB) (Search : select `VO` this will give all tickets, including...

GgusOperations
r32 - 2021-09-13 - 17:17  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG GGUS Operations Every day Scan through the GGUS notifications in your inbox. They may concern GGUS tickets for: ROC CERN, i.e. Grid Services. There it is...
GGUS Section
r2 - 2016-11-27 - 17:00 MaartenLitmaath

GGUS Information Escalation reports (Produced on Monday’s for WLCG Service Report to MB) (Search : select ‘VO’ this will give all tickets, including team...

GGUSusedbyWLCGEGICF2012Abstract
r7 - 2012-03-22 - 16:26 MariaDimou

GGUS use by WLCG abstract for EGI CF 2012 Title The role of GGUS in delivering highly reliable WLCG operations Overview The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) strategy...

GIP
NEW - 2005-10-11 - 17:32 LaurenceField

GIP GIP LCG 2 7 0 Change Log Release Notes Main.lfield 11 Oct 2005

GlexecDeployment
r48 - 2016-04-25 - 17:45 FabioMartinelli

Deployment of gLExec on the Worker Node Applicability The information on this page is relevant for WLCG sites with CREAM or OSG CE services (the ARC CE presently...

GlexecDeploymentTracking
r128 - 2016-03-17 - 00:54 MaartenLitmaath

gLExec Deployment Tracking Conclusion ! a new plan for gLExec has been proposed in Ian Bird’s presentation on the `Follow up to the WLCG Workshop...

GLite30
r13 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

Notes on the gLite 3.0 beta release to pre production. The gLite 3.0 PPS release is now available. It is based on LCG 2 7 0 with the addition of gLite WMS/LB gLite...

GLite301
r17 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

Notes on the gLite 3.0 RC2 release to pre production. The gLite 3.0 PPS release is now available. It is based on LCG 2 7 0 with the addition of gLite WMS/LB gLite...

GLite304
r9 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

gLite 3.0 Release Notes These notes provide a short introduction to the gLite 3.0 release and list currently known issues and limitations The gLite 3.0 PPS release...

GLite30IssueTracking
r84 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

Outstanding issues for 3.0 gLite 3.0 released 26/05/2006: This issue tracking page is no longer updated, please see the Home Page for details. Problems found in...

GLite3planning
r6 - 2006-07-27 - 16:35 OliverKeeble

Glite 3 Release Coordination Prioritisation and Status Please refer to the EMTHome Old release notes Notes for PPS RC1 Notes for PPS RC2 Notes...

GLite3PS
r11 - 2006-07-14 - 09:43 OliverKeeble

EMT Home Page Please go to the new permanent EMTHome

GLiteCertification

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
The patches that are currently in certification can be seen in Savannah: in certification. The `Assigned To` column shows who is taking care of a patch. If `Assigned...

**GLiteCertWorkLog**

r93 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00  LaurenceField

gLite Certification LCG Grid Deployment gLite Certification Work Log 2006 01 09(1): Task Testbed Administration. Details: kernel upgrade done on lxb...

**GliteCETest**

r46 - 2007-08-07 - 11:05  DiQing

gLite CE Test Work Log Changes: 2007 02 07: Two machines (CE and WMS) on certification testbed upgraded to condor 6.8.4 rpm Uvh nodeps condor 6.8.4 linux...

**GliteCondorCE**

NEW - 2006-11-24 - 15:38  GergelyDebreczeni

How to install glite CE with condor as batch system Gergely Debreczeni

**GliteIOAndDpm**

NEW - 2005-09-26 - 14:04  UnknownUser

Here is Jean Philippe’s explanation : All physical files on disk belong to a special user `dpmmgr` and are only accessible by this user. RFIOD and gsiFTP which are...

**GLitePPSWorkLog**

r355 - 2011-06-21 - 09:54  AndresAeschlimann

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services CERN PPS site CERN PPS Work Log CERN PPS (C5 Report on 2 April 09) CERN GRID Pre Production Site (CERN PPS...
This wiki page is based on the slides made by Di for the WLCG Collaboration Workshop (January 2007). Thanks to Di : ) Important places and files

**GlobusRetirement**

Globus retirement considerations in WLCG Introduction In the WLCG Management Board meeting of March 17, 2020, there was a discussion about a possible retirement timeline...

**GlueSAPath**

Actually this is what in the Information system is advertised with the attribute GlueVOInfoPath

**GModClusterNodeQueries**

Given attributes for a node or cluster more information can be found. The following table shows how given one value you can obtain another value. For example take...

**GmodJournal**

LCG Grid Deployment LCG Production Services GMOD Page All GMoDs please check page http://cern.ch/it servicestatus/ for necessary announcements via the CIC...

**GmodRoleDescription**

LCG Grid Deployment LCG Production Services Definition of GMOD The GMOD is a service manager from the GD group, changing on a weekly Rota basis. S/he has a...

**GmodWeek20060918**

Monday 18/09 meeting Rolandas reported on temporary fix for RB /tmp filling up. Scripts are reporting very verbose mode and are hardwired. James noted...

**GmodWeek20070108**

Monday 08 Jan 2007 Nothing to report. Tuesday 09 Jan 2007 High load on rb101, under investigation. Today the old VOMS cert expires. SPMA should have...

**GOC-BDII-conf**

bdiiconf gen.pl Introduction Top level BDII server republishes information from site BDII.s. In order to do this, top level BDII server uses a list of URIs pointing...

**GoProductionRequestTemplate**

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC CERN ROC Procedures CERN ROC templates regarding starting of operation of a site in production In the following text you should...

**GoProductionTemplate**

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC CERN ROC Procedures CERN ROC templates regarding the delivery of a site in production In the following text you should look for...
GPUsPlans  

WLCG GDB: Integration of GPUs in WLCG This twiki is made to collect information about the integration of GPUs in the WLCG computing infrastructure. This topic has...

GridCernFabricHome  
r9 - 2011-09-28 - 14:14  GavinMcCance

This document is: (). Fabric Procedures for Grid at CERN These procedures define the activities of the service managers and system administrators when looking...

GridDeploymentBoard  
r31 - 2012-09-14 - 22:15  MichelJouvin

LCG Grid Deployment Board Wiki Modified on: This wiki page and the pages it refers to are obsolete. It contains information and links about the activity of the...

GridftpMonitoringTestAndActions  
r9 - 2006-02-07 - 10:44  PeterJones

Overview The GridFTP Monitoring system takes entries from the GridFTP log files and inserts them into the Oracle database at CERN via R GMA. This information...

GridKa  
r2 - 2018-10-26 - 09:40  XavierMol

is the German Tier 1, located at http://www.kit.edu/ Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), formerly known as Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK). It supports all...

GridMessagingSystemMasterSlaveTestLogbook  
r8 - 2008-03-20 - 19:01  DanielRodrigues

Testing of Master Slave Configurations Logbook. SAN Master Slave Logbook Using http://activemq.apache.org/amq message store.html SAN configuration for lxb6118/...

GridMessagingSystemPerformanceTestLogbook  
r8 - 2008-06-05 - 09:55  DanielRodrigues

Testing of Persistence Configurations Logbook. Using ActiveMQ Store and MSG publisher/MSG consumer python scripts. http://activemq.apache.org/amq message store.html...

GridMiddleware  
NEW - 2006-06-14 - 12:58  UnknownUser

Grid middleware LCG Distributions Portings to different OS/hardware: EGEE liveCD based on LCG 2 (w00t!): here: ´Job Management System (JMS) is a system responsible...

GridMonitoringDataExchangeStandard  
r13 - 2007-05-23 - 15:05  EmirImamagic

Grid Monitoring Data Exchange Standard (Draft) General concepts Data types In order to avoid compatibility problems when calling web services written in different...

GridMonitoringGangliaIntegration  
r5 - 2007-10-16 - 17:10  IanNeilson

Grid Services Monitoring Working Group Displaying Aggregated Service Metrics in Ganglia NOTE: The publisher script distributed with the Nagios prototype has changed...

GridMonitoringNcg  
r20 - 2008-11-19 - 14:50  JamesCasey

WARNING ! This page is now deprecated please see GridMonitoringNcgYaim NCG Overview The
following pages describe the use of the WLCG Grid Services Monitoring Working...

**GridMonitoringNcgReleaseNotes**
r3 - 2008-07-22 - 15:13 EmirImamagic

Package grid monitoring config gen Version 0.9.11 2 Update requires running configuration generation (ncg.pl). Detailed changelog: Fixed service dependencies...

**GridMonitoringProbeSpecification**
r25 - 2008-03-18 - 15:32 JamesCasey

Grid Monitoring Probes Specification Versioning This document defines version 0.91 of the specification, produced 4/6/2007. Overview Many site fabric monitoring...

**GridMonitoringToolsInterfaceSpecs**
r7 - 2007-03-26 - 18:02 DavidCollados

Monitoring Tools Interface Specification (draft) This is only a draft. Please don’t assume that any of the URLs presented below are the final ones! SAM data exports...

**GridMonitoringTopologyDatabase**
r5 - 2008-03-12 - 16:00 PiotrNyczkyk

Topology `Database` Many tools (e.g. GridView, reporting tools) need a view of how sites are interconnected. This is multi dimensional view since each entity (infrastructure...

**GridMonitoringYumRepository**
r4 - 2008-06-12 - 11:20 JamesCasey

RPm Installation Repositories YUM/APT A repository supporting YUM and APT clients is available For YUM clients use the following commands to create a configuration...

**GridPeek**
NEW - 2005-08-19 - 14:16 PatriciaMendezLorenzo

Main.pmendez 19 Aug 2005

**GridPP**
NEW - 2008-05-15 - 15:50 JamieShiers

home page

**GridPP15**
NEW - 2006-01-12 - 16:08 JamieShiers

JamieShiers 12 Jan 2006 15th GridPP Collaboration meeting

**GridPublisherDevelopment**
r8 - 2008-01-30 - 17:15 DanielRodrigues

Grid Publisher Development Introduction The goal of this wiki page is to plan but also track the work on Grid Publisher foreseen by the Monitoring Working Group....

**GridPublisherSpecification**
r4 - 2007-09-13 - 11:25 UnknownUser

Grid Publisher Specification Introduction The purpose of this document is to describe the specification of the monitoring information publishing layer that uses JMS...

**GridPublisherSpecificationGridView**
r13 - 2008-10-15 - 17:06 DanielRodrigues

GridView message Formats and implementation Introduction This page describes how to use the Messaging System for the Grid in order to publish records into GridView...
Grid Service Monitoring Descriptions
The table below links to grid service monitoring descriptions gathered from developers using the GridSiteMonitoringQuestionnaire...

GridServiceMonitoringInfo

Grid Service Monitoring Working Group
Most of the information you might be looking for should be here but you can also look at current activity on the Sharepoint project...

GridServiceMonitoringRelations
r2 - 2007-07-27 - 10:16 IanNeilson

Grid Service Monitoring Working Group
This page describes our understanding of the relationship of this group to some others in EGEE and the expectations, if any....

GridServiceMonitoringToolSummary
r10 - 2007-10-28 - 06:38 JamesCasey

Grid Service Monitoring Tool Summary
This document contains links and summary information on a wide range of monitoring tools
tool Categories
We split the tools into...

GridServiceMonitoringWGMandate
r3 - 2007-02-05 - 14:17 IanRobertNeilson

Grid Monitoring Working Group Mandate
The overall goal of this group is to help improve the reliability of the grid infrastructure, and to provide stakeholders with...

GridServiceMonitoringWGMembers
NEW - 2007-04-19 - 15:03 IanNeilson

WLCG Grid Services Monitoring WG Membership
The group is made up of a core group, who have wide experience over many areas of monitoring system for Grid Services...

GridSiteMonitoringQuestionnaire
r2 - 2007-03-07 - 16:37 IanNeilson

Grid Site Monitoring Questionnaire
In December 2006, with the purpose of consolidating the mandate and understanding the existing deployment of monitoring tools within...

GridView
r37 - 2011-08-29 - 14:18 UnknownUser

This is the main Twiki page for the Gridview project. The URL for accessing the Gridview's production page is as follows: http://gridview.cern.ch/ This is the contact...

GridviewAdminGuide
r15 - 2007-12-03 - 13:36 RajeshKalmady

Gridview Administration Guide
This document describes the steps involved in installing, configuring and administration of the Gridview service. Contents Gridview...

GridviewDeployment
r13 - 2008-05-19 - 15:00 KislayBhatt

Gridview Service at CERN
This page documents the deployment of the Gridview service at CERN. Contents Gridview Components
The following diagram shows all the...

GridviewInstConf
r5 - 2009-10-08 - 11:10 UnknownUser

Data Transfer
1. How to install web service client on a GridFTP server to publish gridftp data ?
2. How to configure web service client on a GridFTP server...
GridviewLinks
r8 - 2010-08-04 - 07:36 UnknownUser


GridviewMonthlyAvailabilityCalculations
r4 - 2010-08-09 - 08:19 UnknownUser

Gridview Monthly Availability Calculations and Reports This page lists out the remarks associated with each month’s availability calculations and reports. 2010...

GridviewNcmComponent
r4 - 2010-03-25 - 13:14 UnknownUser

Gridview NCM Component ncm gridview This module is required on all gridview server instances. Version 1.0.7 Added support for new AJAX based gridview frontend...

GridviewProductionRelease
r78 - 2011-11-24 - 09:55 UnknownUser

Gridview Production Instances (gridview105 and gridview106) URL: http://gridview.cern.ch/ Module Description Module name Version Number Installation...

GridviewPublisher
r6 - 2009-09-16 - 14:29 UnknownUser

Gridview Publisher module gridview publisher Version 1.0.6 Release notes: Issue Type Description #11237 New feature Gridview Publisher Plugin...

GridviewPublisherInstallation
r2 - 2008-03-12 - 09:40 RajeshKalmady

Installation and Configuration of Gridview Publisher Service (gridview publisher) Gridview Is a visualisation and monitoring tool for grid. It visualises statistics...

GridviewQuattor
r11 - 2008-01-02 - 13:20 RajeshKalmady

Quattor installation of Gridview Contents Gridview can be installed and configured on production systems using Quattor. For this the following are available:....

GridviewReleaseArchiver
r7 - 2010-12-05 - 16:15 UnknownUser

Gridview Archiver module gridview archiver Version 2.0.7 Release notes: Issue Type Description #76038 Bug Fix Unique constriant errors in Data...

GridviewReleaseCommon
r13 - 2011-07-20 - 06:51 UnknownUser

Gridview Common Module gridview common This module is required on all gridview server instances. Version 2.1.1 Release notes: Issue Type Description...

GridviewReleaseFrontend
r29 - 2011-10-04 - 11:17 UnknownUser

Gridview Frontend Module gridview frontend This is the web interface of the Gridview application. Version 6.0.4 Release notes: Issue Type Description...

GridviewReleaseReports
r14 - 2011-11-24 - 09:54 UnknownUser

Gridview Reporting Module gridview reports Version 5.1.0 Issue Type Description #24450 Task Modify
ACE reports to use MyWLCG portal instead...

**GridviewReleaseStatus**  
*ACE* reports using MyWLCG portal instead.

**GridviewReleaseSummarizer**  
Gridview module gridview summarizer Version 4.4.1 Release notes: Issue Type Description

**GridviewReleaseSynchronizer**  
Gridview Synchronizer module gridview synchronizer Version 4.1.3 Release notes: Issue Type Description

**GridviewXMLInterface**  
Gridview XML Interface Accessing GridFTP transfer data Gridview uses data transfer logs of GridFTP servers to calculate the transfer rates between the sites. These...

**GsiSecurity**  
This page is under construction How to install GSI Security as in LCG 2 GSI Security as in LCG 2 is required on all the LFC and DPM servers and disk nodes. Here is...

**GSSD**  
Grid Storage System Deployment Working Group About this working group Mandate Members Mailing list Meetings Current proposed sub groups...

**GSSDALICECCRC08**  
Storage Requirements for CCRC08 for ALICE. Further details can be found here, here, and here. In order for ALICE to perform tests during the CCRC08 exercise in February...

**GSSDATLAS**  
Storage Classes requirements for ATLAS Input provided by Miguel Branco, Dietrich Liko, Dario Barberis, Kors Boss 1. Storage Classes needed at various sites...

**GSSDATLASCCRC08**  
Storage Requirements for CCRC08 for ATLAS More details can be found in the agenda page of the meeting. This is the link to the ATLAS document describing the plans...

**GSSDATLASPLANS**  
ATLAS SRM v2.2 test details from ATLAS DM meeting 13/7/2007 The tests of SRM 2.2 from ATLAS will consist of: 1. Throughput exercise: data are created and written...
PPS configuration for ATLAS In order for ATLAS to perform first tests with the SRM v2.2 test endpoints the following requirements should be satisfied: 1. Provide...

**GSSDBNLSRM**

r6 - 2007-08-24 - 18:17 CarlosGamboa

BNL configuration notes and deployment of dCache 1.8 patch level 13 The BNL’s dCache 1.8 second instance dcsrmv2.usatlas.bnl.gov is upgraded to Patch 13. The following...

**GSSDCASTORFAIL**

NEW - 2007-06-21 - 17:42 FlaviaDonno

CASTOR failures during file transfers Problem reported by CMS (Daniele Bonacorsi, Giuseppe Lore) while transferring files from Pisa with dCache to CNAF with CASTOR...

**GSSDCCRCBaseVersions**

r64 - 2009-06-16 - 11:47 NickThackray

THIS PAGE IS OBSOLETE. Please refer to Baseline Versions :no: Base versions of services and client tools for WLCG operations :no: The following list is intended...

**GSSDCMSSCCRC08**

NEW - 2008-01-10 - 11:55 FlaviaDonno

Storage Requirements for CCRC08 for CMS. Further details can be found here. In order for CMS to perform tests during the CCRC08 exercise in February 2008 the following...

**GSSDDCACHEDNS**

NEW - 2007-06-20 - 18:03 FlaviaDonno

globus url copy from dcache to non dcache balanced sites Problem reported and workaround provided by Vincenzo Vagnoni (CNAF/INFN) In the past we noticed problems in...

**GSSDdCacheInfo**

NEW - 2007-09-25 - 15:36 FlaviaDonno

How to Publish Space Tokens with dCache Here is the space token information provider for dCache for those who are interested. It needs psycopg2 which is a python wrapper...

**GSSDDCACHEUP**

r2 - 2008-01-25 - 10:56 StefanoBelforte

Upgrading dCache 1.7 to dCache 1.8 Greig Cowan The procedure for upgrading is basically the same as for any other dCache upgrade. Just upgrade the rpms from the dCache...

**GSSDDPMInfo**

r13 - 2009-01-27 - 17:33 PeteGronbech

How to Publish Space Tokens with DPM A GIP provider is available to publish all space tokens defined in a DPM installation into BDII. Only space tokens corresponding...

**GSSDendpoints**

r31 - 2007-12-11 - 01:27 FlaviaDonno

List of available SRM v2.2 endpoints This is the list of available SRM v2.2 full endpoints for the dteam VO. CASTOR SITE VERSION ENDPOINT VO SpaceToken...

**GSSDExRequests**

r2 - 2008-01-08 - 17:00 FlaviaDonno

List of experiment requests for high level tools In this page we list the requests coming from the experiments on high level tools to be able to fully use the capabilities...

**GSSDGLUEExample**

r22 - 2008-05-08 - 01:16 MaartenLitmaath
This is an example for atlas, dteam, lhcb and ops. Adapt the VO's, paths, space token tags, hostname and site name as needed. Note that the spaces for dteam...

**GSSDGLUEProposal**
r12 - 2008-05-08 - 01:06 MaartenLitmaath

Authors: Maarten Litmaath, Flavia Donno, Stephen Burke This is a proposal illustrating what attributes should be published for an SRM v2.2 SE, keeping things simple...

**GSSDLHCb**
r13 - 2008-10-01 - 11:31 AndrewCSmith

Storage Classes requirements for LHCb Input provided by Philippe Charpentier and Nick Brook. 1. Storage Classes needed at various sites For Tier...

**GSSDLHCBCCRC08**
r11 - 2008-02-04 - 11:45 FlaviaDonno

Storage Requirements for CCRC08 for LHCb. This page complements the generic GSSD LHCb page that can be found at this page. Further details can be found resId 0 materialId...

**GSSDLHCBFZK**
r2 - 2007-02-06 - 15:22 FlaviaDonno

How to set up FZK for LHCb (v0.1) Evaluation by Maarten Litmaath (CERN) References from LHCb Amount of disk to be provided 182TB Inter site I/O rates...

**GSSDLHCBPLANS**
r2 - 2007-07-30 - 15:01 NickBrook

LHCb SRM v2.2 test details In the planning LHCb envisages a data transfer test at the end of July/early August 2007. It now seems natural to do this in the context...

**GSSDLHCBPPS**
r6 - 2007-12-12 - 10:39 FlaviaDonno

PPS configuration for LHCb LHCb will perform data transfer and access exercises against the test SRM v2.2 endpoints. SRM v2 endpoints should be available at all LHCb...

**GSSDMailList**
r2 - 2007-02-02 - 10:01 FlaviaDonno

GSSD Mailing list At the moment we are reusing the old Storage Classes mailing list: storage classes wg #64:cernNOSPAMPLEASE.ch FlaviaDonno 31 Jan 2007

**GSSDMandate**
r5 - 2007-02-02 - 09:42 FlaviaDonno

Mandate of the GSSD Working Group The Storage Systems Deployment group discusses how the storage classes as defined in SRM v2.2 can be implemented at sites of all...

**GSSDMeetings**
r16 - 2007-10-12 - 11:52 FlaviaDonno

GSSD Meetings pre GDB, Minutes, Tuesday 06 February 2007 from 13:00 to 16:00 at CERN, IT Auditorium. Summary presentation on first GSSD meeting given at...

**GSSDMembers**
r19 - 2007-11-20 - 15:25 FlaviaDonno

GSSD Members SRM Coordination Flavia Donno GSSD Coordinator CERN Maarten Litmaath SRM v2.2 Development Coordinator CERN SRM v2.2 Developers...

**GSSDNamespace**
Setting up a namespace for SRM v2 On sites where the SRM v1 and v2 endpoints are front ends for the same name service, data written by v1 remain accessible by v2 and...

**GSSDSitesStatus**
r24 - 2007-10-25 - 13:12  FlaviaDonno

Status of the sites Legenda for the colors: This must be fixed This should be fixed This works as is 1. BNL Passing S2 basic tests...

**GSSDSRMv2AdvertisedSpaceTokenDescriptions**
r3 - 2008-01-29 - 00:16  GreigCowan

VO overview plots of published SRM2.2 space token descriptions GreigCowan is parsing the information system looking for GLUE 1.3 GlueVOInfoTag objects for each VO,...

**GSSDSRMv2DeploymentMonitoring**
r4 - 2008-08-26 - 10:59  GreigCowan

SRM v2.2 deployment monitoring status Overview This page presents the up to date status of deployed SRM v2.2 endpoints as advertised in the WLCG information system...

**GSSDSubGroups**
r11 - 2007-10-11 - 15:21  FlaviaDonno

Currently proposed GSSD Sub Groups Glue Schema 2.0 for Storage Services The goal of this sub group is to come up with a data model for Storage Service for the Glue...

**HammerCloud**
r2 - 2013-09-11 - 15:11  AndreaSciaba

Title: Testing as a Service with HammerCloud Authors from IT SDC: Ramon Medrano Llamas, A. Sciab Type: Talk Track: Facilities, Production Infrastructures, Networking...

**HammerCloudATLAS**
NEW - 2013-03-19 - 10:44  RamonMedranoLlamas

Title: Grid Site Testing for ATLAS with HammerCloud Authors: Johannes Elmsheuser, Ludwig Maximilians Universitaet Muenchen Federica Legger, Ludwig Maximilians Universitaet...

**HammerCloudEGICF2010Abstract**
r2 - 2011-11-14 - 15:40  UnknownUser

HammerCloud abstract for EGI CF 2012 Title ‘Experience in Grid Site Testing for High Energy Physics with HammerCloud’ Overview HammerCloud is a grid site testing...

**HammerCloudReview**
r5 - 2014-04-17 - 17:38  JuliaAndreeva

Introduction Hammer Cloud is a stress testing service which is used by central operations teams, regional coordinators, and local site admins to submit arbitrary number...

**HammerCloudReviewArchitecture**
NEW - 2014-04-17 - 17:34  JuliaAndreeva

HammerCloud Architecture In this twiki we introduce the HammerCloud system starting from a very generic introduction which aims to provide basic information about...

**HammerCloudReviewArchitectureMinutes**
NEW - 2014-04-17 - 17:00  JuliaAndreeva

Server Node and Submit Node have a shared area (NFS) for keeping things like for example proxies. Would be good to show it on the schema There is no hard limit on...
HA Test Bed Setup Proposal The HA test bed provides the FIO and ADC groups a test environment for evaluating High Availability software and hardware. It can also...

OS level stuff watch the scsi disk order!! (system disks vs. FC disks). See how the itrac cluster is set up. allow SPMA to install user packages (for the...

HBrowseFrameworkEGICF2012Abstract
Title hBrowse Generic framework for hierarchical data visualization Overview The hBrowse framework is a new kind of generic, open source, monitoring application....

HBrowseFrameworkPoster
Title hBrowse Generic framework for hierarchical data visualization Abstract The hBrowse framework is a generic monitoring tool designed to meet the needs of various...

HelixNebula
Helix Nebula and CERN: A Symbiotic Approach to Exploiting Commercial Clouds The recent paradigm shift toward cloud computing in IT, and general interest in `Big Data...

HEPiX
NEW - 2019-11-22 - 09:58 TusharKantiDas

For more details, see details Summary of current status Single git repo for HC and customizations (core, apps, inputfile templates) size: 1 GB Including...

HEP SSC Preparation Wiki
HEP SSC Preparation Wiki News Dear Participant, The call FP7 INFRASTRUCTURES 2010 2 is now closed. You have submitted a proposal to the Electronic Proposal Submission...

HighLevelPlan
Back to Management Board Wiki WLCG High Level and Areas Milestones LCG Milestones File Level 1 Milestones WLCG High Level Phase2 Plan.pdf Deployment...

HostAndUserCert
NEW - 2007-02-23 - 12:23 YvanCalas

LCG Production Services LCG Grid Deployment How to request a new host certificate See the following wiki page. How to check the certificate in `clear` text...
HostCertificateExpires
r2 - 2006-07-03 - 11:57  UnknownUser

Problem The LFC or DPM server host certificate will expire soon. Solution Replace the old host certificate and key : $ ll /etc/grid security/ grep host rw r r...

HostUnknownUnused
NEW - 2007-10-09 - 13:30  SophieLemaitre

Error When using any of the lfc commands, you get this error: $ lfc ls /grid send2nsd: NS009 fatal configuration error: Host unknown: UNUSED /grid: Host not...

HowToDescribeASubcluster
r3 - 2011-06-22 - 14:24  AndresAeschlimann

How to describe a subcluster’s software installation There are various pages describing how to advertise the characteristics of a subcluster’s software installation...

HowToFindSCResources
r4 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00  LaurenceField

How to (Publish and) Find SC Resources Overview With the start of the service phase of Service Challenge 3, there should no longer be such a split between service challenge...

HowToInstallAProductionVO
NEW - 2006-03-27 - 16:27  AndreaCeccanti

gLite 3.0: How to install a production VO (by lorentey #64;elteNOSPAMPLEASE.hu) This procedure may be used to set up a new VOMS server host, and also to install a...

HowToJoinCERNROCTemplate
NEW - 2006-07-25 - 14:31  DianaBosio

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC CERN ROC Procedures In the following text you should look for occurrences of the strings REQUESTER NAME, YOUR NAME and substitute...

HowToUseCTBvirtualTestbed
r40 - 2008-09-03 - 13:27  FelixNikolausEhm

VotingName How to use the CTB virtual testbed CTB Setup We have 22 machines to host virtual machines: hostname Portal comment lcgctb1.cern.ch...

HTCondor
r2 - 2014-08-13 - 15:22  AlessandraForti

HTCondor Docs Documentation Configuration also deployed at several UK sites. Presentations RAL meeting 25th February 2014 RAL meeting 1st July...

HTCondorAccounting
r14 - 2018-12-18 - 17:11  SteveJones

A HTCondor batch system can be deployed with various CEs; known examples are ARC, CREAM and HTCondor CE (a CE based on HTCondor itself.) There are various options...

HtCondorCeAccounting
r22 - 2019-10-30 - 14:32  SteveJones

HTCondor CE Accounting via APEL client software Introduction The Liverpool T2 is using a HTCondor CE in front of some of its HTCondor worker nodes. There was no standard...

HtCondorCeAccountingDesign
r4 - 2019-08-08 - 14:10  SteveJones

Introduction This shows the design of some changes to the APEL client software to accomodate HTCondor
CE. This solution stems from work done at the T1 at PIC. PIC...

**HtCondorCeAccountingManualInstall**
NEW - 2019-08-08 - 14:29 SteveJones

Manual install of HTCondor CE accounting data extraction scripts From htcondor ce 3.3.0 1, the data extraction scripts are shipped as an RPM in the standard htcondor...

**HtCondorCeBDIIManualWorkaround**
NEW - 2019-08-08 - 14:51 SteveJones

Workaround for apelclient 1.8.0 1 or earlier This only applies for apelclient 1.8.0 1 or earlier. If you use apelclient 1.8.1 0, this is not necessary. Special...

**HTCondorCEclientConfigTips**
NEW - 2022-05-28 - 18:10 MaartenLitmaath

HTCondor CE client configuration tips There are some caveats to take into account for an HTCondor CE client to make successful use of SciTokens (a.k.a. WLCG tokens...

**HTCondorCETokenConfigTips**
r19 - 2022-06-21 - 00:33 PetrVokac

HTCondor CE token configuration tips OSG sites should follow their own HTCondor CE documentation and related upgrade notes for 3.5 upcoming or 3.6 release. Versions...

**HTTPAccessMonitoring**
NEW - 2016-04-29 - 17:40 OliverKeeble

Access monitoring Overview The infrastructure monitoring team proposed two different ways in which storage providers could implement support for access monitoring...

**HTTPDeployment**
r22 - 2016-04-29 - 17:51 OliverKeeble

HTTP Deployment Task Force Mandate The mandate is the following: Define the minimum set of useful functions which must work for a site to `support HTTP for...

**HttpProxyDiscoveryMeetingNotes20130424**
r2 - 2013-05-14 - 16:14 DaveDykstra

Notes from 24 April 2013 meeting of the Http Proxy Discovery Task Force Present: Jakob Blomer, Brian Bockelman, Dan Bradley, Dave Dykstra, Ian Gable Parts in green...

**HttpProxyDiscoveryProposal**
r6 - 2016-02-17 - 23:38 DaveDykstra

This is Dave`s proposed standards for Http Proxy Discovery in the WLCG. See SquidMonitoringTFInfoSystem as background; from the information system`s viewpoint...

**HttpProxyDiscoveryTaskForce**
r27 - 2020-03-18 - 02:25 DaveDykstra

WLCG Http Proxy Discovery Task Force Contents of this page: Mandate Define the WLCG wide standards for grid jobs to find out what HTTP proxy or proxies to use...

**HTTPStorageRequirements**
r14 - 2015-06-03 - 14:40 OliverKeeble

HTTP Storage Requirements This page tracks the required and desired functionality requested from HTTP storage, as defined by the HTTP Deployment Task Force. We can...

**HTTPPTFProcess**
r19 - 2016-03-23 - 09:06 OliverKeeble
Process for contacting sites

Objective
The objective is to get all the endpoints green. `Read only` endpoints with the appropriate standard file are shown as green...

**HTTPTFSAMProbe**
r33 - 2017-05-19 - 15:29 OliverKeeble

HTTP Deployment TF Information for sites

Introduction
The HTTP Deployment Task Force is overseeing and encouraging the deployment of HTTP/WebDAV as a new protocol...

**HTTPTFSiteNames**
r3 - 2016-03-01 - 11:36 OliverKeeble

Site Names
To open a GGUS ticket we should supply the correct site name. List ATLAS endpoint Sitename agh3.atlas.unimelb.edu.au Australia ATLAS...

**HTTPTFSStorageRecommendations**
r4 - 2015-09-09 - 09:09 OliverKeeble

HTTP TF Recommendations

Document Status
First rough draft based on notes from the 3rd Jun meeting.

Basic Methods
Storage should support PUT, GET, DELETE and HEAD...

**HTTPTFSummary**
r5 - 2016-08-04 - 09:26 OliverKeeble

Summary of the HTTP Deployment TF`s Activities
The HTTP Deployment TF`s activities fell into two areas, as described below. Policy and advice on HTTP for WLCG The...

**HTTPTFTickets20Jan**
r11 - 2016-01-25 - 15:35 OliverKeeble

Summary 20th Jan
Host Configuration space token issue
Writing via HTTP does not specify a ST. In some cases, this means the write fails, either because there is...

**HTTPTFTickets23Mar**
r2 - 2016-03-23 - 15:52 OliverKeeble

Ticket summary 23rd Mar
70 tickets issued 20 still open http://cern.ch/go/h8Kl
Major configuration issues have largely been fixed HTTP...

**HttpTpc**
r55 - 2022-10-19 - 16:08 PetrVokac

HttpTpc Introduction
The WebDAV extensions to HTTP provide a mechanism for invoking a copy between two resources. We utilize implementations of the HTTP COPY...

**HttpTpcTechnical**
r15 - 2020-03-25 - 18:44 PetrVokac

HTTP / WebDAV Third Party Copy Technical Details
The HTTP TPC mechanism relies on utilizing the existing WebDAV COPY verb (see 4918) and interoperable implementations...

**HttpTpcUpdates**
r10 - 2022-11-30 - 23:20 PetrVokac

HTTP TPC (COPY) protocol updates
Original HTTP COPY specification that was initially implemented may not meet all our future requirements and this document should...

**IllegalFunction**
r4 - 2007-03-16 - 09:29 SophieLemaitre

Error
You get this error NS003 illegal function 80 Or this error: $ tail f /var/log/lfc/log ... 11/23 09:37:13 12001,0 sendrep: NS003 illegal function 12 .....
Dcache APT/Yum repository The D Cache apt and yum repositories are browsable and are available at and http://www.dcache.org/yum/ yum. To use these apt repositories...

**ImplementationOfMpi**
r22 - 2006-07-14 - 09:41 RichardDeJong

Implementation of MPI This wikipage was used by Richard de Jong and Matthijs Koot for their `Research Project 2` activities at CERN. Documents, final versions...

**ImplementationOfSGE**
r33 - 2011-06-21 - 14:44 AndresAeschlimann

SGE ROADMAP Name Date Status Responsible Common Documentation DONE ALL IP on lcg CE...

**IN2P3**
NEW - 2007-06-26 - 10:16 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 26 Jun 2007 Institut Nationale de Physique Nucleaire et de Physique des Particules IN2P3

**IN2P3input**
r4 - 2021-08-30 - 15:33 EricFede

Will your site be willing to participate in the joint tape test? CC IN2P3 agree to participate in the tape test. All WLCG VO are welcome What is the maximum...

**In2p3Plans**
NEW - 2007-10-31 - 11:48 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 31 Oct 2007 IN2P3 Lyon Site Capacity Growth Plans 2007/2008 Last Updated 31.10.2007: email of 19 September from Fabio Hernandez please find attached...

**IN2P3TimeTable2006**
NEW - 2007-06-25 - 15:54 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 25 Jun 2007 Tier 1 IN2P3 Lyon. To provide 9% of ALICE Resources To provide 13% of ATLAS resources To provide 10% of CMS resources To provide 27% of...

**InfrastructureSetupTask**
r6 - 2005-10-17 - 15:08 TimBell

Infrastructure Setup Tasks for SC4 These tasks have to be completed before SC4 start up and are a pre requisite for the service challenge. Like other deliverables...

**InitialArchitecture**
r7 - 2013-07-17 - 15:58 PabloSaiz

Category Source of Information Transport Storage Aggregation Visualization Documentation Deployment Recurrent tasks/Services...

**InitialStatus**
r7 - 2013-06-21 - 09:32 PabloSaiz

Category ALICE ATLAS CMS LHCb Comments Job Monitoring Current view...

**InitialTechnologies**
r4 - 2013-07-10 - 09:39 PabloSaiz

Component Technology Dashboard Collector python Dashboard web server apache, mod python, jquery, datatables, highcharts Dashboard Database...

**InstallationConfigurationWMS**
r6 - 2007-02-26 - 14:45 YvanCalas

LCG Production Services LCG Grid Deployment Installation of a gLite WMS or LCG RB node Request of a
new host certificate The general procedure can be found...

**InstallationNodeWithQuattor**
r4 - 2007-05-03 - 15:40  YvanCalas

LCG Production Services LCG Grid Deployment Installation of a node with Quattor On lxadm, you must use the PrepareInstall script. For example:...

**InstallServices**
r4 - 2005-08-18 - 10:35  UnknownUser

SFT SERVER INSTALLATION (MONBOX): 1. Install latest LCG MONBOX (using YAIM) 1. Create /etc/apt/sources.list.d/sft.list file with the following line: rpm...

**InstallStepByStep**
r15 - 2006-04-07 - 13:11  DianaBosio

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services PPS CERN Admin Procedures Installation and Configuration `Step by Step` Tag the node with your name in the...

**InstructionSAMClient**
NEW - 2021-03-16 - 16:52  JuliaAndreeva

Removing CERN BDII usage in SSM CERN is planning to stop running top level BDII instance. In order to disable dependency of the site accounting on the CERN BDII instance...

**InstructionsToCreateAVMRunningTheAuthentication**
r73 - 2018-05-22 - 16:29  AreshVedaee

TABLE OF CONTENTS Complete instructions to create a CRIC vm using puppet Instructions to install cric on a vm. 1 Check your permissions ( http://configtraining...

**Interactive_access_to_PPS_nodes**
r5 - 2007-06-12 - 17:53  UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination PPS Current Programs Interactive access to PPS nodes Note : interactive access...

**InternalEISPage**
r4 - 2007-11-12 - 11:09  AndreaSciaba

EIS internal stuff Internal Presentations Antonio Delgado Peris, Abstract Schema Query (.pdf) Flavia Donno, GNU Autotools (.ppt) Patricia Mendez Lorenzo...

**InternalPages**
r39 - 2006-02-21 - 16:22  UnknownUser

Internal Pages Site / Network contacts Tier1 and Tier2 contact details network operations contacts Useful Support Details for CERN Services Tel...

**InternalPlanning**
r53 - 2020-02-15 - 18:27  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Team Internal Planning Please use the wlcg ops coord chairpeople list for internal communication. Operations Coordination Meetings...

**InterventionLogs**
r4 - 2005-09-02 - 15:54  AntonioDelgadoPeris

2005 09 1 18:00:00 AM CEST delgadop Several authentication problems were caused by a expired proxy in /tmp that was used by default (instead of the one stored in...

**InvalidArgument**
NEW - 2006-05-31 - 14:26  UnknownUser
Error An lcg util command returns the Invalid Argument error. Solution It usually means that there is a problem with the information published by the Information...

**IR**
r4 - 2008-10-30 - 10:48  MichaelRoth

Incident Response Scenarios Incident 1 Initial Scenario : The NREN reports suspicious mailing activity from the site’s CE. OSCT reviewers : Romain Wartel Responder...

**IssueMySQLService**
r2 - 2005-11-10 - 09:46  TimBell

Issue: MySQL Services for SC4 Within IT at CERN, the database of choice is Oracle. This is a supported service which is staffed by an experienced team of database...

**IssueRbDiskSpace**
r2 - 2005-09-21 - 13:28  TimBell

Issue: Resource Broker Disk Space requirements Problem Statement The resource broker stores sandboxes for the user’s jobs (input and output). A review of LHC capacity...

**ItEsHome**
r9 - 2013-03-12 - 11:21  PabloSaiz

This page is meant to contain useful links for the members of the IT Experiment Support group at Cern Managing Cern Computer Centre hosted machines Storage...

**ItumWiki**
r7 - 2010-02-25 - 17:05  DeniseHeagerty

ITUM: IT Technical Users Meeting DRAFT Version 0.3 25 Jan 2010 (Please send feedback to: itum wg #64;cernNOSPAMPLEASE.ch) Scope Topics : This meeting will...

**ItUserMeetings**
r5 - 2010-02-03 - 17:33  DeniseHeagerty

List of Meetings between IT Department and Users DRAFT work in progress... ITSRM IT Experiment operational coordination meetings (monthly with CMS...

**JamieTalks**
r2 - 2010-10-04 - 14:37  JamieShiers

Various Presentations JamieShiers 23 Sep 2010

**JINRinput**
r4 - 2021-08-12 - 13:13  ValeryMitsyn

Will your site be willing to participate in the joint tape test? For multi VO site , for which VOs then? Yes. We support CMS VO only. What is the...

**JobPriorities**
NEW - 2008-06-11 - 17:19  LaurenceField

Job Priorities Roll Out for Atlas Initial Plan 1. Oliver and Simone verify that all the necessary configuration information for an ATLAS T1 site is available in...

**JobProcessingQuestionnaire**
r3 - 2007-03-16 - 17:34  JuliaAndreevaSecondary

Questionnaire for job processing monitoring 1). What is currently used in your VO for monitoring of the production jobs, analysis jobs? 2). Is...

**JointOperations**
r2 - 2006-04-20 - 15:54  JamieShiers
JamieShiers 30 Mar 2006 Dear colleagues, The second Joint OSG and EGEE Operations Workshop will be held at CERN on 19th and 20th of June. The idea of the workshop...

**JowPingperfSONAR**
NEW - 2014-07-18 - 17:21 ShawnMcKee

Cross scripting Vulnerability in JOWPING (perf of perfSONAR PS Toolkit) Details. OWPING, a java client for the OWAMP measurement tool, has been found to be vulnerable...

**KISTinput**
3 - 2021-08-04 - 15:08 JuliaAndreeva

Will your site be willing to participate in the joint tape test? For multi VO site , for which VOs then? Probably no. We support now only ALICE VO and currently...

**KITinput**
7 - 2021-09-29 - 14:46 ArturIlDarovicGottmann

Will your site be willing to participate in the joint tape test? For multi VO site , for which VOs then? yes, for ATLAS, CMS LHCb What is...

**KITMulticoreConfig**
2 - 2014-11-07 - 13:46 ThomasHartmann

KIT Configuration Monitoring monitoring of running mcore jobs: http://web kit.gridka.de/monitoring/mcore.php efficiency plots show the CPU time over...

**KSi2K**
NEW - 2007-06-26 - 10:30 HarryRenshall


**Kubernetes**
2 - 2020-02-11 - 12:19 AlessandraForti

Kubernetes Introduction Kubernetes (‘k8s’) is not part of official WLCG infrastructure, yet, but interest is growing and several people are working on it...

**LB configuration_variables**
4 - 2008-07-29 - 14:48 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for LB IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of LB is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site info...

**LBinstallGuide**
3 - 2007-07-31 - 10:20 AlessioGianelle

Release notes for the gLite 3.1 LB Checkpointing release (patch #1251) These notes describe the LB checkpoint release 1251 with VDT 1.2.x for SL3 APT configuration...

**LCG-2.6.0Postmortem**
2 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

LCG 2.6.0 Post Mortem The tests of the ROCs have been very valuable as the first tests of the users. This has to be part of the release from now on. The 3ROCs needed...

**LCG-2.6.9**
5 - 2007-02-14 - 10:52 FlaviaDonno

Release Planning We are now planning a timetable for LCG 2.7.0, expected before Christmas. Would those involved in any of the components below please send a status...

**LCG-2.7.0**
72 - 2007-02-14 - 10:53 FlaviaDonno
Release Planning 31/01/06: LCG 2 7 0 released. The list can be sorted by clicking on the appropriate table header. Timetable Mon 9th Jan tag and begin local...

**LCGAASoftware**
r12 - 2019-11-22 - 20:46 MaartenLitmaath

LCG Application Area Software Area Old documentation: LCG AA Projects Framework (CORAL, COOL, POOL) RELAX LCG MCDB HepML...

**LCGAAWorkbook**
r5 - 2005-09-05 - 10:08 JohnHarvey

LCG Applications Area Workbook Getting Started Takes the user through getting an account, desktop setup and account setup. Getting started at CERN Getting...

**LcgAfsUiAddVO**
NEW - 2007-10-04 - 10:19 JuditNovak

VO related operations on AFS UI Adding a new VO with yaim Note: this currently is not possible, as each VO normally has more than one RB, and different per VO,...

**LcgAfsUiAnnounceMail**
r9 - 2008-07-04 - 10:31 FaridaNaz

Announcement mails Production new: 3.0: To: VO Managers (alice, atlas, cms, dteam, geant4, lhc, na48, sixt,) missing: compass, gear, unosat...

**LcgAfsUIBugs**
r3 - 2007-10-18 - 16:10 FaridaNaz

AFS UI Known bugs This page is for AFS UI Administrators. These are the bugs coming from middleware/Yaim which we try to fix at the time of configuration manually...

**LcgAfsUiCleanupProc**
NEW - 2008-10-08 - 14:46 FaridaNaz

CERN AFS UI Cleanup procedure Within a re organization of the space our AFS volumes, we should remove the old gLite UI installations. Production AFS UI (GLITE... 

**LcgAfsUiManualInstall**
r5 - 2008-05-07 - 11:07 SophieLemaitre

AFS UI Manuall Installation Install the software Download the tarball directly from the repositories or from the UI update page repositories...

**LcgAfsUiScriptIntall**
r11 - 2008-03-13 - 17:45 JuditNovak

AFS UI Installation/Configuration scripts In order to make the steps listed above faster, there are scipts available to help the upgrade to a new CERN AFSUI version...

**LcgAfsUiSyncAfs**
NEW - 2007-10-04 - 10:13 JuditNovak

Synchronise the read only copy You need afs admin rights to perform the replica synchronization. afs admin vos release p.gd.lcgshare JuditNovak 04 Oct...

**LcgAfsUiUpdateProc**
r3 - 2007-10-12 - 16:46 JuditNovak

CERN AFS UI Update procedure PPS The CERN PPS AFS UI resides on CERN AFS following directory PPS: /afs/cern.ch/project/gd/egee/glite The default version for...
Applications (other than LHC experiments) LCGApplicationSupportBootstrap CERNTheoryUnitOnTheGrid Reporting LCGApplicationSupportReporting MassimoLamanna...

Preliminary steps To use the grid resources you need a certificate and to join a virtual organisation (VO). The certificate guarantees your identity, the association...

Activity summary Activity Support VO/project Purpose Contacts Web site Grid users Managerial...


Notes from meeting Atlas debugging.doc: Maite’s notes from meeting held on January 18 2007 Main.diana 23 Jan 2007

Worklog to log the effort for the ATLAS debugging exercise 2007 03 23 Site view ce101 11 GLITE WMS errors, 0 RunTransform.log files. 11...

Configuration variables for lcg CE IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of lcg CE is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG...

SL4 LCG CE test notes This page describes all the tests have been done on SL4 LCG CE test setup CE: 2GB memory, dual 2.8GHz Xeon, lxb6139 Torque server...

Status of criteria to be met before transition can start Note: This table deals with the criteria for starting the transitioning from the LCG CE to the CREAM...

Error You get this when targetting a DPM Storage Element : $ lcg cr v vo dteam d se.polgrid.pl lfn:/grid/dteam/apadee/test file polgrid.pl.1 file:///etc/group...

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
LCG Docs Installation, configuration, YAIM Generic Installation and Configuration Guide: v3.0.1, v3.1.0, v3.2.0 YAIM guide: v3.0.1 x, v3.1.0 x, v3....

**LCGExperimentIntegrationandSupport**
NEW - 2006-03-16 - 16:18  DianaBosio

Main.diana 16 Mar 2006
**LCGExperimentIntegrationandSupport**
r20 - 2012-02-27 - 17:30  AndreaSciaba

Experiment Integration Support (EIS) The mandate of the Experiment Integration Support team (EIS) was to help the experiments in integrating their software with the...

**LCGFirewallSystem**

LCG Firewall System Introduction In order to enhance the protection of the Grid from external attacks, a firewall service for the Grid components is desired. This...

**LCGFTMEndpoints**
r10 - 2009-07-30 - 12:22  GavinMcCance

WLCG FTM Endpoints NOTE: These endpoints have been collected manually and the list was last updated 9th February 2009. ASGC: http://w ftm01.grid.sinica.edu...

**LCGfw**
r9 - 2007-07-17 - 14:46  RomainWartel

Centralized Firewall configuration for Linux systems Background Every network service is a potential entry point for an attacker. It is highly recommended to disable...

**LcgGdBarbecue**
r26 - 2007-07-13 - 11:52  SophieLemaitre

GD BBQ. $ When: 13th July from 18:00 $ Where: BBQ area of CERN at the Preveision site Food and Drink Everyone should being something and we will all share...

**LCGgliteTesting**
NEW - 2006-04-04 - 11:02  UnknownUser

AndreasUnterkircher 04 Apr 2006 A suggestion for a new presentation of the test results is here. Needs identified so far: Have the possibility to go down from...

**LCGgliteTestInventory**
r33 - 2006-12-08 - 15:09  AndreasUnterkircher

A list of existing tests as of June 2006. This list is no longer being updated. edg tests (Gilbert testsuite) Release TSTG 1.0.1 available since 03/22/06. It introduces...

**LCGgliteTestMissing**
r69 - 2008-09-30 - 16:10  GianniPucciani

Needed tests This list was used during EGEE 2 and is out of date now. The new list is here This is an evolving list of tests we need for gLite certification. Test...

**LCGgliteTestPresentation**
r3 - 2006-04-06 - 14:28  UnknownUser

A suggestion for a presentation layout of LCG/gLite tests can be found here. Needs identified so far: Have the possibility to go down from a high level view to...

**LCGgliteTestWritingGuidelines**
r22 - 2009-05-05 - 11:46  GianniPucciani

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Test writing guidelines Test types Testing in certification is concerned with blackbox tests of installed and configured node types. We are not doing component tests...

**LCGGridDeployment**

r91 - 2021-02-16 - 21:03 MaartenLitmaath

Generic links WLCG Operations Web WLCG Web Home Lightweight sites LightweightSites SimpleGridProject VOMS LSC file configuration Configuration...

**LCGGridDeploymentArchive**

r2 - 2016-12-14 - 19:05 MaartenLitmaath

NOTE: most of the links below are obsolete SHA 2 readiness testing SHA 2 readiness testing RFC proxies and SHA 2 gLEexec deployment Deployment...

**LCGMCDB**

r13 - 2012-04-04 - 22:58 LevDudko

ABSTRACT Creation of a central database of Monte Carlo events is motivated by simulation needs which are specific to the high energy physics domain. In general, the...

**LCGMonitoringWorkingGroups**

r16 - 2007-11-21 - 11:33 IanNeilson

WLCG Monitoring Working Groups presentation by Ian Bird Meetings Meetings on Indico System Management One of the problems observed (by EGEE and LCG) in providing...

**LcgNodesStatus**

r6 - 2007-07-04 - 11:45 MariaDimou

Apache configuration for Virtual Server with certificate based authentication for https://lcg nodes status.cern.ch:8282/ Status of 2007 07 04 In order to free lxb...

**LCGOperations**

r21 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

Monitoring Tools Maintainance and Troubleshooting SAM Development SAM Maintenance production instance of SAM at CERN Monitoring RGMA SA1 Security...

**LCGPlanning**

r4 - 2009-08-13 - 09:26 OliverKeeble

LCG Planning pages Here you can find some rollout plans for WLCG. SL4toSL5wnMigration SL5DependencyRPM Complete Configuration information of the CIC...

**LCGPortTable**

r11 - 2010-01-20 - 19:59 UnknownUser

The LCG port table This tables are created from the original. The experiment`s software port list (gLite 3.0) Experiment Node From Port To...

**LCGProductionServices**

r73 - 2009-03-30 - 17:51 SophieLemaitre

LCG Grid Deployment CERN PROD Work Log. Current status of the LCG RB, gLite WMS and gLite LB nodes. Experimental gLite WMS 3.1 Work Log. gLite...

**LcgRegistrar**

r10 - 2008-08-05 - 15:21 SteveTraylen

Main.dimou 13 Jun 2006 Starting countdown for services run on lxb2051.cern.ch (LcgRegistrar, LcgNodesStatus, LCGVomsConFiles) Calendar of events (most recent first...
Planning gLite 3.0 planning Status of the release LCG 2 7 0 LCG 2 6 0 Postmortem Table with HEP and NA4 Priorities Certificate NodeInstallationProcedure...

LCgScm
r2 - 2005-10-17 - 15:08 TimBell

LCG Service Coordination Meeting Link Description WlcgScDash Current status of the Production LCG Services Preparation LcgScmStatus Status Reports to the...

LCgScmDmsWorkplan
r15 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

Data management service workplan The current work required to move the data management grid services to full production at CERN for SC4 is listed below. Currently...

LCgScmStatus
r30 - 2009-10-07 - 11:50 SteveTraylen

LCG Service Coordination Meeting Status Indico Agenda: http://indico.cern.ch/categoryDisplay.py?categId 654 This Page: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin...

LCgScmStatusAas
r121 - 2009-10-07 - 11:48 SteveTraylen

LCGSCM Authentication Authorisation Services Status voms/vomrs report Oct 7th 2009 Submitted by SteveTraylen Voms has been running with...

LCgScmStatusAas2007
r2 - 2008-08-05 - 16:21 SteveTraylen

Auth and Auth Reports for LCG SCM from 2007 and earlier. December 12th 2007 Upgrade to new version of glite VOMS oracle and migration to SLC4 have been done...

LCgScmStatusDb
r57 - 2009-11-03 - 17:30 EvaDafonte

LCGSCM Database Services Status November 4, 2009 LCGR database successfully migrated to new hw (RAC 7) on Wednesday 21.10 Oracle has released the Critical...

LCgScmStatusDb2007
NEW - 2008-10-15 - 09:21 SteveTraylen

January 16, 2007 Oracle January security patch was released yesterday. It does not seem critical but we are still analyzing it. More news in the next days....

LCgScmStatusDeploy
r70 - 2008-05-26 - 11:40 AntonioRetico

LCGSCM Deployment Status Certification You can consult at any time our wiki pages about the work in progress in the integration and the modules development on ...

LCgScmStatusDms
r223 - 2009-10-21 - 10:19 GavinMcCance

LCGSCM Data Management Status Oct 21, 2009 Castor Currently running 2.1.8 12 on all VO instances DB hardware moves ongoing. Nameserver currently...

LCgScmStatusDms2007
NEW - 2008-07-09 - 14:20 GavinMcCance

LCGSCM Data Management Status 2007 12 December 2007 Transfer service Bug fixes for FTS for SRM 2.2 support patch coming. CASTOR No issues. November...
LCGSCM Data Management Status 2005/2006 Older reports are moved here. Please look at LcgScmStatusDms for the current reports. December 13th 2006 Transfer service...

JamieShiers 30 Jun 2006 23 May 2007 LHCb Slowness in submitting jobs to central WMS at CERN (rb112 and rb117): the single job submission takes one roughly...

LCGSCM Information and Monitoring Systems Status December 13th 2006 SAM team reorganization our team got new people and was split into: production service...

Minutes from the WLCG SCM Status Meeting Instructions for the minutes taker. Update this page with minutes encapsulating them START/ENDLCGSCM tags like below...

JamieShiers 12 Jan 2007 Miscellaneous Infrastructure Services November 26th 2008 Submitted by SteveTraylen Not a service but the index page for this meeting, LcgScmStatus...

LCGSCM Monitoring, Logging Reporting Status SAM UnAvailabilities : SAMProdServUnavail 29 April 2009 Ongoing work to get latest MoU pledges into a DB for...

23 Jan 2007 Gridview frontend will move to new hardware next wednesday. Fully Quattor managed. Other parts of service will move over the next 2 weeks. 16 Jan...

LCGSCM Pre Production Service Status 17 Jan 2007 Status gLite 3.0 Update 16 deployed in PPS (16 Jan 07) (VOMS Admin Update, downgrade of CondorG on lcg RB...
configuration CERN Firewall Closure...

**LCGSecurityChallenge**
r30 - 2010-03-09 - 14:03  UnknownUser

Security Service Challenge (SSC) This WIKI contains instructions, recommendations and suggestions that are relevant for the LCG/EGEE Security Service Challenge (SSC...  

**LCGServiceChallenges**
r159 - 2019-11-22 - 20:37  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Service Coordination Operations Portal WLCG Operations Twiki (directory) WLCG services and GDPR Service Challenges Archive  

**LCGServiceChallengesArchive**
NEW - 2016-07-10 - 16:17  MaartenLitmaath

LCG Service Challenges Archive Operations Twiki (please refer to that page instead) Various of the links below are no longer used for operations. wiki...  

**LCGSoftware**
r18 - 2009-02-06 - 19:23  AndreyKiryanov

LCG Software Resources and documentation Developers Guide Development Software BDII GIP Schema Grid Peek Glue 2 Virtualization...  

**LcgUtilAndGfalApis**
r7 - 2009-06-26 - 13:00  AkosFrohner

lcg util All the lcg util man pages can be found here : CLI and API. See also the notes. gfal All the gfal man pages can be found here : API. See also the notes...  

**LcgUtilGfal**
r3 - 2010-03-16 - 12:30  UnknownUser

LCG Util and GFAL wiki List of topics: GFAL and LCG Util testing: GfalTest GFALDeveloperNotes ZsoltMolnar 24 Feb 2010

**LemonAlarmList**
NEW - 2005-08-16 - 14:39  AntonioDelgadoPeris

Main.delgadop 16 Aug 2005 Operator’s Guide for LFC nodes LFC LCG File Catalog Applies to nodes: lfc001 lfc011 For the following alarms: NO CONTACT...  

**LemonCmsSam**
r9 - 2010-03-23 - 10:57  AndreaSciaba

Lemon for the CMS SAM client Abnormal situations to be trapped Test submission has stopped (i.e. the cron scripts do not run) Detection At least one of the SAM...  

**LemonMonitoringLCGRB**
r2 - 2007-03-19 - 15:12  YvanCalas

Please put the node in maintenance (see procedure here) when you have to make some intervention on the middleware services, otherwise it will trigger some alarms....  

**LemonMonitoringWMS**
r5 - 2007-08-02 - 13:52  YvanCalas

Please put the node in maintenance (see procedure here) when you have to make some intervention on the middleware services, otherwise it will trigger some alarms....  

**LfcAdminGuide**
r53 - 2007-10-30 - 10:16  SophieLemaitre
**LCG File Catalog (LFC) administrators’ guide**

Authors: Jean Philippe Baud, James Casey, Sophie Lemaitre, Caitriana Nicholson

Main Developers: Software: Jean...

**LfcAndDpmAcls**

r2 - 2006-07-28 - 12:28 SophieLemaitre

Question How do ACLs work in the LFC or DPM Name Server? Answer ACLs are standard POSIX ACLs. For details, see man lfc setacl or man dpns setacl. If a same file...

**LfcAndDpmOnTheSameMachine**

r3 - 2006-05-22 - 16:13 UnknownUser

Installing LFC and DPM on the same machine? Is it a good idea? In a production environment, it is not recommended to install both LFC and DPM on the same machine...

**LfcAndDpmWithMySQL14**

r2 - 2006-03-23 - 11:47 UnknownUser

Error When using Mysql 4.1 with either the LFC or the DPM, you get the following error (here in /var/log/dpns/log): 09/23 12:19:41 26938 Cns opendb: CONNECT error...

**LfcApi**

r4 - 2009-06-26 - 13:15 AkosFrohner

LFC API / CLI All the LFC man pages can be found here: CLI and API. Below is a description of each LFC command/method. LFC Client Timeouts From version 1....

**LFCAPIs**

r2 - 2006-12-06 - 15:08 LanaAbadie

**LFCBM**

r4 - 2008-02-06 - 16:56 LanaAbadie

Performance improvement with the usage of LFC Bulk methods In this page we present some results of the bulk methods implemented to improve the performance. Delete...

**LfcCern**

r5 - 2007-11-23 - 13:21 SophieLemaitre

CERN LFC SERVICE LFC Home Page LFC Documentation LFC Fabric Procedures at CERN LFC Troubleshooting CERN specific troubleshooting Main.dcollado...

**LFCChangeOfSEName**

r2 - 2006-11-15 - 15:14 DianaBosio

WLCG home operations Sourcing the ORACLE environment to get a list of available oracle versions at CERN, use the l option $ source /afs/cern.ch/project/oracle...

**LfcConceptDeploymentUsage**

r2 - 2007-12-17 - 20:43 EtienneUrbah

LFC Concept, Deployment and Usage Best practices 1) LFC Concept From the start, the LFC middleware was NOT designed to be a file system with distributed...

**LFC_configuration_variables**

r7 - 2008-07-29 - 15:00 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for LFC IMPORTANT NOTE!!: Updated documentation for the configuration of LFC is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site info...

**LfcDaemonCrash10gR2**

NEW - 2006-05-24 - 11:45 UnknownUser

Error The LFC daemon crashes regularly with Oracle 10gR2 database backend. What can I do? Solution You
have to use the 10gR2 Oracle Instant Client, instead of the...

**LfcddaemonStopNoValidCredentialFound**

r6 - 2006-08-16 - 12:03 SophieLemaitre

Error You get this: service lfcddaemon start is OK but service lfcd daemon stop doesn’t work: $ service lfcddaemon stop Stopping lfcd daemon: send2nsd:...

**LFCDelEncOpt**

r4 - 2008-02-12 - 17:49 LanaAbadie

Introduction This wiki page presents some results on bulk lfc methods against a LFC which supports encryption. Bulk methods which have been tested There are four...

**LFCDelEntryUsingGuid**

NEW - 2007-01-11 - 17:49 DavidCollados

How to remove an entry in the LFC specifying a GUID First, obtaining the LFN from the GUID using the command: lcg la vo voname my guid Then, using the LFN...

**LfcDpmBuild**

NEW - 2007-08-05 - 13:36 AkosFrohner

LFC and DPM Build from Sources LFC or DPM can be build from the sources of the LCG DM module http://glite.cvs.cern.ch:8180/cgi bin/glite.cgi/LCG DM/ Build from source...

**LfcDpmDeployment**

r17 - 2007-09-10 - 14:46 SophieLemaitre

LFC and DPM Deployment Status LFCs in Production In May 2007, in the EGEE/LCG project, there was: 37 central LFCs, and 73 local LFCs deployed. DPMs in...

**LfcDpmSystemError**

NEW - 2007-11-05 - 18:08 SophieLemaitre

Error When installing an LFC or DPM instance, and trying to create /grid for instance, you get the `System error` message. Solution It usually means that the...

**LfcGeneralDescription**

r4 - 2006-12-05 - 14:54 SophieLemaitre

LFC General Description Description The LFC (LCG File Catalog) is a catalog containing logical to physical file mappings. Depending on the VO deployment model, the...

**LfcInformation**

r7 - 2007-02-14 - 11:16 FlaviaDonno

LFC Service Help This page will collect all the necessary information and advice on how to: deploy the LFC in the context of the Service Challenges install...

**LFCIntervention**

r4 - 2007-02-22 - 11:05 MiguelSantos

When to run this procedure You should run this procedure when there is an intervention that requires the LFC daemons to be stopped. Usually you will: 1. stop the...

**LFCLogActivity**

r2 - 2006-12-18 - 15:13 DavidCollados

What to log when there is a problem with the service Whenever is a problem in the LFCs that has to be understood, you should log some data. The first thing to do is...

**LFCModifyDBConnectionString**

r2 - 2006-12-15 - 14:26 DavidCollados
Modify the DB Connection String of an LFC Host Pre requisites First you need these five things: Intervention Schedule an intervention in advance. Contact...

LfcNotes
r2 - 2005-11-02 - 09:38 TimBell

LFC Notes Introduction The LFC provides the file catalog for mapping between logical file names and the physical data location on storage elements. The LFC participates...

LfcOperations
r5 - 2007-02-28 - 17:37 MiguelSantos

Page moved to https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/FIOgroup/ScGridLfcprocList. Please do NOT make changes here. LFC Operations Guide Validating the LFC after...

LfcPerformanceTestsForBulkMethods
r11 - 2008-02-13 - 15:14 LanaAbadie

Introduction This wiki page presents some results on bulk lfc methods. Bulk methods which have been tested There are four methods. Test 3 : int lfc delfilesbyguid...

LfcPerformanceTestsGraphics
r8 - 2007-11-02 - 18:39 EtienneUrbah

LFC performance tests with Python API Time series of RTT and LFC response time for LFC host and CE host in the same country lfc.triumf.ca https://twiki.cern...

LfcPerformanceTestsWithPythonApi
r15 - 2007-11-02 - 18:45 EtienneUrbah

LFC performance tests with Python API LFC sessions The time needed to establish a LFC session is long, particularly with very distant LFC hosts. The cause...

LFC Servers Troubleshooting
r3 - 2006-11-15 - 15:14 DianaBosio

WLCG home operations How to renew host certificates It should be described at https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/FIOgroup/Certproc But as a summary, what has...

LFC Smoke Test
r4 - 2005-08-16 - 14:44 AntonioDelgadoPeris

LFC Smoke Test 1) Log into any LCG UI (version 2 4 0). You can also log into lxplus and source the file /afs/cern.ch/project/gd/LCG share/2.4.0/sl3/etc/profile...

LFC Smoke Test And Actions
r9 - 2006-02-07 - 10:44 PeterJones

Procedure in case of problems with LFC Important : Remember to call the operators (75011) before rebooting any machine, so that they (temporarily) ignore the alarms...

LFC Test For Bulk
r9 - 2008-01-23 - 15:51 KaiLeffhalm

Introduction Here some more results from LFC bulk method rests will be presented Module description delfilesbyguid gets two parameters: list of GUIDs and...

Lfc Transactions And Sessions

LFC Sessions and Transactions Definitions For more details, refer directly to the lfc starttrans and lfc startsess man pages. Sessions : The connection...

Lfc Troubleshooting
r54 - 2011-06-21 - 14:56 AndresAeschlimann
FAQ LFC DPM How do ACLs work ? What to do if the DN of a user changes ? What to do when the host certificate expires How to update ACLs ? LFC...

LfcUpgrade160
NEW - 2007-01-19 - 18:40 SophieLemaitre

LFC upgrade to 1.6.0 Below, all the steps needed to upgrade the LFC from version 1.6.0. Stop all daemons service lfc dli stop service lfcd daemon...

LFCValidation
NEW - 2007-02-21 - 14:29 MiguelSantos

LFC Validation When to run this procedure Lfc validation has to be done every time there is an ORACLE change. This procedure will be triggered by the PSS group (Miguel...

LfcVirtualIdsAndVOMS
r22 - 2006-03-10 - 17:38 UnknownUser

LFC 1.4.5 The LFC version 1.4.5 supports : virtual uids and gids VOMS It means that whenever and whereever you access the LFC, you will always be mapped...

LfcWlcg
r42 - 2014-04-16 - 17:37 AlbertoRodriguezPeon

CERN LFC Home Page THIS PAGE NEEDS TO BE REVIEWED This page defines the installation, configuration and the procedures related to the CERN LFC service. This page...

LfcWlcgSplitBackendDatabase
r2 - 2006-08-30 - 10:11 JamesCasey

How to split a database backend. Purpose This procedure describes how to take a backend database with multiple VOs in it, and remove a single VO from it. putting...

LHCbConsistencyChecksEGICF2012Abstract
r2 - 2011-12-06 - 14:12 UnknownUser

Title: Consistency between grid storage elements and file catalogue for the LHCb experiment Overview: DIRAC is a framework developed to provide a complete solution...

LhcDataProcessing
r3 - 2011-10-26 - 10:35 StefanRoiser

Major changes to the LHCb Grid computing model in year 2 of LHC data The increase of luminosity in the LHC during its second year of operation (2011) was achieved...

LhcLfcReplicaCheckList
r15 - 2007-12-13 - 15:46 SophieLemaitre

Read only LFC replica check list This page is aimed to help you setting up a read only LFC replica server for LHCb. Check list Site Oracle DB Enable Streams...

LhcOperationalProceduresAndMaintainance
r10 - 2010-05-20 - 13:35 JiriHorky

LHCb Operational Procedures and Maintainance Summary: We use Lemon to monitor critical services and machine states which proved to be point of failure in the past...

LhcPage
r76 - 2011-06-22 - 14:25 AndresAeschlimann

LHCb as seen from EIS. This page collects all LHCb related pages/links, all accounting and monitoring services, all information and short description about mechanisms...
HarryRenshall 06 Mar 2006 LHCb Tier 1 Resource Requirements Timetable for 2006/2007/2008 Last Updated 1.11.2007: Start to add 2008 plans and clarify experiment required...

**LHCbPlans**

r2 - 2005-08-03 - 11:31 JamieShiers

JamieShiers 03 Aug 2005 LHCb Resource Requirements for SC3 Service Phase

**LHCbResourcesAndPlans**

r5 - 2005-09-13 - 00:40 AndreiTsaregorodtsev

JamieShiers 09 Aug 2005 LHCb Resources and Plans LHCb VO box.pdf: LHCb VO box requirements

**LhcbTimeTable2006**

NEW - 2007-06-25 - 14:43 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 25 Jun 2007 LHCb Distribution of activities over 2006 Month LHCB Requirements March 2006 April May Provide 690 KSi2K of Tier 1 cpu for MC...

**LHCC2021**

r10 - 2022-03-14 - 13:22 OliverKeeble

DOMA Contribution to the LHCC Computing Review 2021 The 2021 review is over and this twiki space is now closed. The DOMA report has been published and can be found...

**LightweightSites**

r6 - 2018-07-11 - 08:48 AndrewMcNab

Lightweight sites Introduction The GDB`s Lightweight Sites Working Group was created in May 2018 to support sites deploying lightweight site models. The mailing list...

**LightweightSites2016**

NEW - 2018-05-09 - 13:56 AndrewMcNab

Lightweight sites to end of 2016 This is an archived page, reflecting the status at the end of 2016. Introduction One of the goals of WLCG Operations Coordination...

**LightweightSitesProfile**

r2 - 2018-05-09 - 14:09 AndrewMcNab

Lightweight Sites Profile Introduction In transitioning to simpler sites which are easier to install and maintain than a traditional WLCG grid site (`lightweight...

**LightweightSitesTables**

NEW - 2018-05-10 - 12:12 AndrewMcNab

Work in progress... AndrewMcNab 2018 05 10

**ListFilesOnGivenSE**

r2 - 2006-08-11 - 10:17 SophieLemaitre

Question How can I know all the replicas stored on a given Storage Element ? Answer The `lfc listreplicax` method allows to do this : it lists all the replica entries...

**ListOfDedicatedServices**

r3 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

Resource Broker gdrb09.cern.ch (interfaced to RLS catalog) gdrb10.cern.ch (interfaced with LFC) BDII lcg bdii.cern.ch User Interface...

**ListOfLhcbDedicatedServices**

r82 - 2018-04-03 - 15:31 JoelClosier
This page is OBSOLETE, the Dirac components can be retrieved with the Administration application of the new DIRAC web portal gLite WMS wms216.cern.ch (Dedicated...)

**LOActionList**
- r15 - 2008-11-06 - 09:33 AlbertoAimar

Go to Web \ Meetings \ LCG Bulletins LCG Office Action List To Do 21 Feb 2008 Sue contact the Tier 2 Federation representatives about the Tier...

**LogBook**
- r3 - 2007-10-03 - 11:18 ElisaLanciotti

Logbook dCache at Bari dcache ba Castor at CNAF castor cnaf Castor at CERN castor cern StoRM at CNAF storm cnaf ElisaLanciotti 26 Sep...

**LoggingIn**
- r3 - 2005-09-01 - 16:57 JohnHarvey

Back Getting an Account and Logging In Getting an account The interactive logon service to Linux for all CERN users is called LXPLUS. The file service provides...

**LogRetention**
- r5 - 2006-03-14 - 11:55 RomainWartel

Grid Log Retention Guidelines Introduction The current minimal Retention policy states that log information must be kept for at least 90 days. This page intends to...

**LogTracing**
- r11 - 2010-04-09 - 12:30 GiuseppeMisurelli

Log analysis and tracing tools Introduction Enquiring what a user is doing or have done using the Grid services deployed both at site and project level is a crucial...

**LouisPoncet**
- r4 - 2006-07-20 - 11:32 LouisPoncet

System Engineer in the GD Certification and Testing Team My role is to maintain and coordinate the Certification testbed. Track the apt repository contents for the...

**LSF**
- r5 - 2015-01-08 - 12:05 AndreaSciaba

LSF Docs test test2 Documentation Can I write here? Presentations

**LSFConfigurationVariables**
- r2 - 2008-07-29 - 15:21 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for LSF IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of LSF is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site info...

**LxCloudTestingCMS**
- r13 - 2012-10-17 - 10:27 MattiaCinquilli

LxCloud testing for CMS jobs This page aims to collect the steps of the work done in order to test CMS private montecarlo and analysis jobs in lxcloud. Contextualization...

**LxplusUI**
- r2 - 2007-01-12 - 12:42 DianaBosio

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services PPS CERN Admin Procedures UI with AFS access installed as root Basic installation, configuration and creation...

**MachineJobFeatures**
r18 - 2017-03-30 - 14:23  AndrewMcNab

Machine / Job Features Task Force MJF introduction Machine/Job features are a means to provide information from a resource provider (batch system, IaaS) to the payload...

**MachineJobFeaturesImplementations**
r9 - 2017-02-15 - 15:02  AndrewMcNab

Machine / Job Features Implementations Introduction We aim to have implementations of the Machine/Job Features specification HSF TN 2016 02 for all significant platforms...

**MachineJobFeaturesRollout**
r3 - 2017-03-30 - 14:25  AndrewMcNab

Machine / Job Features Rollout Introduction This page summarises the rollout of MachineJobFeatures across sites, with per experiment tables of priority sites and...

**MachineJobFeaturesSpec**
r4 - 2016-10-16 - 11:39  AndrewMcNab

Machine / Job Features Specification Introduction In 2015/2016, the MachineJobFeatures WLCG task force produced a revised specification which has been published as...

**MachineJobFeaturesTests**
r2 - 2016-11-19 - 08:21  AndrewMcNab

Machine / Job Features tests and monitoring A SAM/ETF probe for testing the Machine/Job Features functionality from within jobs exists as the Python script WN mjf...

**MadDashWLCG**
r8 - 2014-02-28 - 16:58  ShawnMcKee

Deployment and Testing of MaDDash and OMD for WLCG perfSONAR PS Monitoring This page documents testing and deploying MaDDash and OMD (Open Monitoring...
all, sensible to span a single MPI job over multiple...

**MbActionList**
r413 - 2022-11-01 - 16:15 AndreaSciaba

Go to Planning Wiki \ Wiki \ Web \ Meetings \ MB Minutes \ MB Action List Action List for the WLCG MB Pending Actions Reference Action...

**MbActionsDone2009**
r2 - 2010-08-05 - 15:57 DeniseHeagerty

Go to Planning Wiki \ Wiki \ Web \ Meetings \ MB Minutes \ MB Action List 2009: Action List for the WLCG MB 2009: Issues to Follow Collection...

**MbActionsDone2010**
NEW - 2011-01-17 - 11:12 DeniseHeagerty

2010: Actions Done Reference Action Responsible Target date Status 101012 1 agree the mandate and scope of a task force on whole node job...

**MbActionsDone2011**
NEW - 2012-06-05 - 14:45 DeniseHeagerty

2011: Actions Done Reference Action Responsible Target date Status 111129 1 Follow up on whole node scheduling with the chairs of the Workload...

**MbActionsDone2012**
NEW - 2013-01-17 - 11:21 DeniseHeagerty

2012: Actions Done Reference Action Responsible Target date Status 121016 2 Provide an Executive Summary for the WLCG Software Life Cycle...

**MbActionsDone2013**
NEW - 2014-04-11 - 08:02 AndreaValassi

2013: Actions Done Reference Action Responsible Target date Status 130917 1 Send comments on the `Update of the Computing Models` document...

**MbActionsDone2014**
NEW - 2015-08-09 - 16:18 AndreaValassi

2014: Actions Done Reference Action Responsible Target date Status 140916 3 Follow up ARGUS support possibilities with OSG WLCG Operations...

**MbActionsDone2015**
NEW - 2016-03-10 - 11:20 AndreaValassi

2015: Actions Done Reference Action Responsible Target date Status 151027 1 Follow up with John Gordon about the migration of the accounting...

**MbActionsDone2016**
NEW - 2017-02-14 - 17:51 AndreaValassi

2016: Actions Done Reference Action Responsible Target date Status 160920 1 Follow up the accounting problems in Pisa. Luca Dell’Agnello...

**MbActionsDone2017**
NEW - 2018-04-17 - 14:47 AndreaValassi

2017: Actions Done Reference Action Responsible Target date Status 171114 1 Circulate to the computing coordinators the draft note on Run...

**MbActionsDone2018**
2018: Actions Done Reference Action Responsible Target date Status 180619 4 Investigate how feasible it is to implement quarterly pledges...

MbActionsDone2019
NEW - 2020-05-04 - 17:56 AndreaValassi

2019: Actions Done Reference Action Responsible Target date Status 190917 1 Invite Belle II to nominate a representative at WLCG MB meetings...

MbActionsDone2020
NEW - 2021-03-02 - 15:56 AndreaValassi

2020: Actions Done Reference Action Responsible Target date Status 201027 1 Follow up with the Rucio team on the resolution of the bug leading...

MbActionsDone2021
NEW - 2022-02-17 - 11:28 AndreaValassi

2021: Actions Done Reference Action Responsible Target date Status 210727 1 Follow up with the FTS team about the preparation of a SIR about...

MbMeetingsMinutes
r292 - 2011-04-28 - 10:28 DeniseHeagerty

Go to Planning Wiki \ Wiki \ Web \ Meetings \ MB Minutes \ MB Action List Minutes of the Management Board Meetings All WLCG documents have...

MbOlderActions
r6 - 2010-08-05 - 15:58 DeniseHeagerty

Go to Planning Wiki \ Wiki \ Web \ Members \ Meetings \ MB Minutes \ MB Action List MB Older Actions A.Aimar will ask information...

MbStatusResources2011
r17 - 2012-02-08 - 18:35 DeniseHeagerty

2012 Tier 1 Resource Installation Status (version: 9 Feb 2012) Site CPU Disk Tape Tier 2 CERN 85% in April and 100% at the end of May...

MbStatusResources2011T2
r5 - 2011-04-01 - 11:26 DeniseHeagerty

2011 Tier 2 Resource Installation Status (version: Mar 2011) Reporting Tier 1 Tier 2 Status CERN Canada, TRIUMF CA WEST T2: Ok cpu and disk...

MbStatusResources2012
r27 - 2012-04-10 - 18:39 SueFoffano

2012 Resource Installation Status (version: 5 Mar 2012) Tier 1 CPU Disk Tape Tier 2 CERN 85% in April and 100% at the end of May 85% in...

MbStatusTier2capacities
r3 - 2011-01-26 - 15:32 DeniseHeagerty

Status of Tier 2 installed capacity reporting (version: 21 Jan 2011) Site Tier2 Reporting By VO Canada, TRIUMF Ok except 1 site Yes France,...

MCDBDevelopersDocumentation
NEW - 2006-12-08 - 14:05 SergeyBelov

tables.xls: SQL tables structure of MCDB

MCDBFAQ
NEW - 2006-11-14 - 15:07 UnknownUser
1) How can I register as an author in MCDB? 2) What sort of information can I upload to MCDB? 3) How can I use my LCG GRID certificate in MCDB? 4) How can I take my article...

**MCDBPublications**
r2 - 2007-05-02 - 12:19  SergeyBelov

Papers 1. P.Bartalini et al., `LCG Monte Carlo data base: (LCG generator services subproject)`, LCG Note, hep ph/0404241 Talks 1. L. Dudko, `Status report on...

**MCDBTerms**
NEW - 2006-11-14 - 15:03  UnknownUser

Here we explain sense of some terms used in MCDB Article a document ... Event Sample a file ... Meta data a set of ...

**MCDB-TODO**
NEW - 2007-10-10 - 13:38  LevDudko

I) Physics data representation 1 Introduce uploaded file types (events, meta information, generator config, generator binary, other) 1 Readjusting of physical...

**MCDBTutorial**
r2 - 2006-11-24 - 12:19  UnknownUser

How to register in MCDB as a new author How to upload a new event sample How to create a new generator model Possible ways of using of Kinematic cuts in MCDB

**McNab**
r2 - 2016-01-23 - 22:39  AndrewMcNab

One of the few benefits of having a CamelCase surname is your own page in a Twiki :)

**MCRDIntelWorkshop0909**
r11 - 2011-03-25 - 13:08  VincenzoInnocente

INTEL Workshop on `in core` performance Code examples SMatrix standaloneMinimal.zip: Several of the original performance test programs for Smatrix and SVector...

**MDDBProfilesSAM**
r6 - 2010-02-03 - 12:46  UnknownUser

SAM MDDB Profiles ROC SAM critical Plain text: ROC SAM critical (SRMv2, hr.srce.SRM2 CertLifetime) (SRMv2, org.sam.SRM Put) (SRMv2, org.sam.SRM LsDir) (SRMv2...

**MeetingMinutes**
r2 - 2005-06-20 - 14:28  UnknownUser

LCG Service Challenge Meeting Minutes JamesCasey 07 Jun 2005

**MeetingsVOsSAMToNagios**
r10 - 2011-02-16 - 12:10  AndreaSciaba

Meeting 2011 02 16 Participants: Alessandro, Amol, Andrea, Julia, Lola, Maarten, Nicol , Pablo, Stefan, Wojciech Minutes (Andrea) Julia raises the need to be able...

**MeetingsWithCMSGlideinsExperts**
NEW - 2017-10-10 - 15:28  JuliaAndreeva

Meeting 06.10.2017 clarified during the meeting summary JuliaAndreeva 2017 10 10

**MeshLeaders**
r15 - 2015-02-11 - 16:30  MarianBabik

perfSONAR Mesh Leaders Information A critical role for the WLCG Network and Transfer Metrics working group is monitoring and maintaining the world wide...
The following list shows the `mesh` URLs that need to be setup in the agent configuration.conf file. NOTE: Each URL below needs to be added in its own mesh...

MeshRegionList
r8 - 2014-01-08 - 09:41 SimoneCampana

Mesh Region/Cloud Contact Information The WLCG perfSONAR PS infrastructure relies upon centrally defined `mesh` configurations to specify which sites, tests and test...

MessagingSystemforGrid
r8 - 2009-11-05 - 11:05 MassimoPaladin

WLCG Messaging System for Grids (MSG) Overview This page contains an overview of the WLCG MSG Messaging System from Grids. This is a solution based around ActiveMQ...

MiddlewarePackageReporter
r15 - 2018-02-28 - 20:02 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Middleware Package Reporter Author/Developer: Lionel Cons CERN/IT SDC Introduction As discussed during our meeting, sites must publish the packages they have...

MiddlewareReadiness
r2 - 2018-03-01 - 10:08 AndreaManzi

Middleware Readiness WG Mandate To help ensure that operations won’t suffer when a site upgrades to version X of Middleware (MW) package Y, i.e. that versions...

MiddlewareReadinessArchive
r229 - 2018-02-28 - 20:28 MaartenLitmaath

Middleware Readiness WG Archive Note: this is the archive of the first years. A more recent state of affairs is described at MiddlewareReadiness. Mandate...

MilestonesPlans
r50 - 2010-08-05 - 15:59 DeniseHeagerty

LCG Phase 2 Milestones Plans WLCG High Level Milestones WLCG High Level Milestones 09.02.2010 (PDF, XLS) WLCG High Level Milestones 12.01.2010...

MilestonesPlans2
NEW - 2006-03-27 - 16:36 AlbertoAimar

Milestones Plans Modified on: WLCG : Level Milestones (15.03.06) Areas Milestones : Area Plan (06.03.06), Area Plan (19.12.05), Fabrics Area (see CERN...
Minutes
NEW - 2014-04-17 - 17:01 JuliaAndreeva

Minutes20140121
NEW - 2014-01-22 - 12:07 AntonioPerezCalero

Slides presented by Alessandra and Antonio, task force coordinators, to start the meeting, which is the followed by discussion among participants (see https://indico...

Minutes20140128
r3 - 2014-01-30 - 16:44 AlessandraForti

Minutes for the second Multicore TF meeting. Attendance: Alessandra and Antonio plus Thomas Hartmann, Carles Acosta, Sam Skipsey, Stefano Dal Pra, Jeff Templon, Rod...

Minutes20140204
r2 - 2014-02-20 - 21:34 AlessandraForti

T. Hartmann, A. Forti, G. Roy, J. Belleman, D. Traynor, Carles, A. McCrea, A. Perez Calero Yzquierdo A. Filipcic, A. Lahiff, D. Crooks, A. Sedov, Andrea, Stefan Roiser...

Minutes20140218
r2 - 2014-02-20 - 21:39 AlessandraForti

recording Unfortunately started after the first talk. Will do better next time. Participants: Alessandra Forti, Alexey Sedov, Alinon McCrea, Andrej Filipcic, Andrew...

Minutes20140225
r2 - 2014-03-03 - 11:31 AntonioPerezCalero

Minutes to be added after the meeting. AntonioPerezCalero 25 Feb 2014

Minutes20140304
NEW - 2014-03-03 - 11:38 AntonioPerezCalero

Minutes to be added after the meeting. AntonioPerezCalero 03 Mar 2014

Minutes20140318
NEW - 2014-03-03 - 11:38 AntonioPerezCalero

Minutes to be added after the meeting. AntonioPerezCalero 03 Mar 2014

Minutes20140325
NEW - 2014-03-03 - 11:38 AntonioPerezCalero

Minutes to be added after the meeting. AntonioPerezCalero 03 Mar 2014

Minutes20140401
r2 - 2014-04-03 - 15:54 AntonioPerezCalero

WLCG Multicore Deployment task force meeting, April 1st. Attendance: A. Filipcic, A. Lahiff, A. McNab, C. Acosta, C. Wissing, D. Crooks, J. Templon, J. Belleman...

Minutes20140408
r2 - 2014-04-15 - 11:54 AntonioPerezCalero

WLCG Multicore Deployment task force meeting on April 8th. Attendance: A. Sedov, A. Lahiff, A. McNab, D. Traynor, J. Templon, J. Belleman, J. Hernandez, M. Alef, T...

Minutes20140415
NEW - 2014-03-18 - 13:23 AntonioPerezCalero

Minutes to be added after the meeting. AntonioPerezCalero 18 Mar 2014

Minutes20140422
Minutes to be added after the meeting. AntonioPerezCalero 03 Apr 2014

NEW - 2014-07-01 - 18:20  AntonioPerezCalero

WLCG Multicore Deployment task force meeting on July 1st. Attendance: A. Sedov, A. McCrea, A. Filipcic, A. Lahiff, A. M. Levin, C. Acosta, C. Wissing, C. Grandi, D...

Minutes20140701
r2 - 2014-09-09 - 20:40  AntonioPerezCalero

WLCG Multicore Deployment task force meeting on September 9th. Attendance: A. Chierici, A. Lahiff, C. Acosta, J. Templon, J. Belleman, J. Hernandez Calama, M. Alef...

Minutes20140916
NEW - 2014-09-16 - 14:27  AntonioPerezCalero

Minutes to be posted after the meeting. AntonioPerezCalero 16 Sep 2014

MinuteSof10ct07
r2 - 2007-10-11 - 10:15  GiacintoDonvito

Presenti: Vincenzo, Giacinto, Roberto, Elisa, Luca M., Riccardo. Luca Dell’Agnello si scusa (assente per GDB). Fatto lo stato di tutte le varie istanze disponibili...

MinuteSof21Sept07
r2 - 2007-09-22 - 18:33  RobertoSantinel

Partecipanti: Vincenzo V. (dirige le danze), Luca D., Luca M., Riccardo, Vincenzo S., Giacinto, Elisa, Roberto Vincenzo (in discussione con Elisa e Roberto indipendente...

Proposal machine / job features data structure and an interface to retrieve it This page contains a description of a data structure to be proposed to the VOs for retrieving...

MjfProjectStatus
r3 - 2014-06-19 - 11:07  StefanRoiser

Comments:

ModuleTemplate
r2 - 2005-11-16 - 17:14  UnknownUser

My Module Release Notes Release Notes Deployment Deployment status Official Documentation Admins’ Documentation Users’ Documentation Developers...

MON_configuration_variables
r3 - 2008-07-29 - 15:27  MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for MON IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of MON is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site info...

MONITinput
r8 - 2022-10-20 - 15:11  JuliaAndreeva
MONIT feedback ALICE How much your experiment relies on MONIT infrastructure? EOS dashboards IT services health checks in case of suspected problems...

**MonitoringTaskForce**
r2 - 2022-01-27 - 09:46 BorjaGarridoBear

WLCG Monitoring Task Force Motivation The WLCG Monitoring Task Force is set up following the outcome of the Data Challenge activity. The highest priority task for...

**MonitoringWithHadoop**
NEW - 2013-03-15 - 10:47 JuliaAndreeva

Processing of the WLCG monitoring data using Hadoop. The Worldwide LCG Computing Grid (WLCG) today includes more than 170 computing centres where more than 2 million...

**MoU**
NEW - 2008-02-20 - 13:22 JamieShiers

JamieShiers 20 Feb 2008 Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)

**MoUTargets**
r2 - 2008-02-20 - 13:11 JamieShiers

JamieShiers 20 Feb 2008 Tier0 Service Maximum delay in responding to operational problems Average availability measured on an annual basis Service...

**MPI**
r5 - 2011-06-21 - 08:22 AndresAeschlimann

MPI working group MPI for Grids (1): MPICH G2 MPI for Grids (2): PACX MPI http://www.hlrs.de/organization/amt/projects/pacx_mpi/ MPI intro by Apple...

**MPI_configuration_variables**
r4 - 2008-07-29 - 15:31 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

StephenChilds 08 Nov 2007 Configuration variables for MPI IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of MPI is now under https://twiki.cern.ch...

**MRS**
r9 - 2010-07-08 - 12:24 AkshatKakkar

MRS PI: METRIC RESULTS STORE PROGRAMMATIC INTERFACE INTRODUCTION programmatic interface provides several queries for retrieving information in various format( JSON...

**MSGConsume2OracleDeploymentStatus**
r4 - 2008-07-14 - 17:32 DanielRodrigues

Consume2Oracle current version Repository Mon Jul 7 2008 Daniel Rodrigues 0.9.2 1 RotatingFileHandler instead of normal FileHandler. Mon May...

**MSGPublishSimpleDeploymentStatus**
r7 - 2008-07-28 - 15:50 DanielRodrigues

WLCG Messaging System for Grids (MSG) Current MSGPublishSimple Current version: msg publish simple 0.9.3 1 Thu Jul 17 2008 Daniel Rodrigues 0.9.7 1...

**MssEfficiency**
r88 - 2009-06-29 - 13:46 JonBakken

MSS Efficiency Data Tier 0 Site Last Update CERN MssEfficiencyCERN 20081201 Tier 1 Sites Data Available CA TRIUMF MssEfficiencyCA TRIUMF...

**MssEfficiencyCA-TRIUMF**
r174 - 2011-07-05 - 20:53 AndrewWong

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
The data for the MSS metrics is now available online in under the http://sls.cern.ch/sls/service.php?id CASTOR Tape Infrastructure Castor Tape Service links...

**MssEfficiencyCERN**
r19 - 2009-02-11 - 10:32 TimBell

DE KIT / ALICE Date 1. Total Data Rate 2. Avg. File Size 3. Tape Repeat Mnt 4. Data xferred/mnt ^ Read Write Read Write Read Write...

**MssEfficiencyDE-KIT**
r15 - 2008-09-19 - 19:38 JosVanWezel

ES PIC / ATLAS Date 1. Total Data Rate 2. Avg. File Size 3. Tape Repeat Mnt 4. Data xferred/mnt ^ Read Write Read Write Read Write...

**MssEfficiencyES-PIC**
r18 - 2009-01-07 - 15:21 GonzaloMerino

DATA NOT YET AVAILABLE FR CCIN2P3 / ALICE Date 1. Total Data Rate 2. Avg. File Size 3. Tape Repeat Mnt 4. Data xferred/mnt ^ Read Write...

**MssEfficiencyFR-CCIN2P3**
r3 - 2008-02-18 - 14:54 AlbertoAimar

WARNING Statistical data relative to writing operations are affected by errors in the log files of tape servers (bug in CASTOR rtcpd daemon?) IT INFN CNAF / ALICE...

**MssEfficiencyIT-INFN-CNAF**
r32 - 2009-10-12 - 15:16 GregoriDaniele

NDGF / ALICE Date 1. Total Data Rate 2. Avg. File Size 3. Tape Repeat Mnt 4. Data xferred/mnt ^ Read Write Read Write Read Write...

**MssEfficiencyNDGF**
r38 - 2009-06-16 - 16:48 MattiasWadenstein

NL T1 / ALICE Date 1. Total Data Rate 2. Avg. File Size 3. Tape Repeat Mnt 4. Data xferred/mnt ^ Read Write Read Write Read Write...

**MssEfficiencyNL-T1**
r8 - 2008-06-26 - 16:44 UnknownUser

DATA NOT YET AVAILABLE TW ASGC / ATLAS Date 1. Total Data Rate 2. Avg. File Size 3. Tape Repeat Mnt 4. Data xferred/mnt ^ Read Write...

**MssEfficiencyTW-ASGC**
r4 - 2009-01-21 - 14:34 JasonShih

UK T1 RAL / ALICE Date 1. Total Data Rate MB/s 2. Avg. File Size MB 3. Tape Repeat Mnt 4. Data xferred/mnt ^ Read Write Read Write...

**MssEfficiencyUK-T1-RAL**
r29 - 2009-03-09 - 11:06 UnknownUser

US FNAL CMS / CMS Date 1. Total Data Rate 2. Avg. File Size 3. Tape Repeat Mnt 4. Data xferred/mnt ^ Read Write Read Write Read Write...

**MssEfficiencyUS-FNAL-CMS**
r68 - 2009-06-29 - 13:47 JonBakken

US T1 BNL / ALICE Date 1. Total Data Rate MB/s 2. Avg. File Size MB 3. Tape Repeat Mnt 4. Data xferred/mnt ^ Read Write Read Write Read Write...

**MssEfficiencyUS-T1-BNL**
r93 - 2009-05-18 - 16:52 UnknownUser
Multi Core R D Project Optimize LHC physics software applications to run on multi core cpus This project is part of the CERN group in the PH Division and conducted...

Action Items (VI Vincenzo Innocente, PM Pere Mato, GE Giulio Eulisse, KD Kate NN to be indentified) Proposed Pending 030708.1 KD: Complete porting...

Important : YAIM takes care of this migration automatilly. To upgrade to the DPM version 1.4.1, you need to do two things : run a migration script, so that...

MW OS support details Introduction From the Dec GDB summary presentation: RHEL, CentOS Stream and 100% Enterprise Linux Clones (ELCs) should be treated equally...

WLCG MW Readiness WG 6th meeting Minutes October 1st, 2014 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/e/MW Readiness 6 Attendance Local: Alberto Aimar (CERN IT...
Myproxy Configuration and Issues in SC3 Overview This document tries to cover the problems seen so far in SC3 with myproxy usage. It describes the long term solution...

MyProxy High Availability Approach MyProxy service is rated as critical. Based on the service criteria, this therefore requires a high availability automatic switch...

MySQL Replication and Backup Introduction To increase reliability of mission critical databases that are using MySQL DBMS there are two simple solutions that can...

NagConf
Introduction This page documents the tools we use for configuring Nagios headnodes. There are two specific usecases Configuring Nagios for a single VO (ie those...

Nagios ActiveMQ Configuration
Introduction This page explains the new bridging between Nagios and ActiveMQ, that is what was modified and how...

NameVoting
Ricardo Mendes 22 Feb 2008

NativeXrootdConfig
Uni Bonn configuration xrootd light.tar.gz: Puppet Configuration for xrootd @ Uni Bonn Production setup Offering spacetoken UNI BONN LOCALGROUPDISK...

NCM Components Tree GD
Structure of the NCM components tree /hardware cards nic raid contract cpus disks harddisks headnode rac ram /software components access control afsclt...

NDGF Critical Probes
Review of the NDGF Critical Probes used for Availability Metrics Calculations NDGF Probes Computing Element (ArcCE): All these tests run under OPS VO credentials...

NDGF Input
Will your site be willing to participate in the joint tape test? Yes, for both ATLAS and ALICE What is the maximum available tape throughput of the site...

NDGF Time Table 2006
Harry Renshall 25 Jun 2007 Tier 1 NDGF 3 Sites. To provide 9% of ALICE Resources (from 2007) To provide 4.5% of ATLAS resources Month ALICE Requirements ATLAS...
WLCG Network Throughput WG Mandate
Ensure sites and experiments can better understand and fix networking issues
Objectives
Oversight of the perfSONAR network...

NewAccountingPortalTesting
r14 - 2016-11-30 - 15:56 JuliaAndreeva

The new portal is available for testing and validation https://accounting.next.egi.eu/
The views we are mostly interested in are `WLCG` view and `Reports` Portal...

NewGridviewInterface
r4 - 2010-03-22 - 13:03 UnknownUser

VibhutiDuggal 28 Jan 2010 New Gridview Interface Browsers Supported Firefox Google Chrome Internet Explorer
Note: Please enable Javascript for...

NewPage
NEW - 2006-06-16 - 13:52 JamieShiers

JamieShiers 16 Jun 2006 Monitoring GridView file transfer monitoring SAM Service Availability Monitoring
more monitoring pages Support and Operations...

NewVo
r2 - 2006-04-07 - 13:08 DianaBosio

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services PPS Admin Procedures Disclaimer
Before a new VO is started in PPS an agreement must be done among all the...

NiceQuotesAboutLfcAndDpm
r6 - 2007-11-26 - 15:35 SophieLemaitre

Are you a happy user or admin of the LFC and the DPM? Your LFC or DPM has been running smoothly, and
you could relax instead of banging your head against your computer...

NIKHEFTimeTable2006
NEW - 2007-06-25 - 17:13 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 25 Jun 2007 Tier 1 NIKHEF Amsterdam. To provide 10% of ALICE July resources To
provide 12.5% of ATLAS resources To provide 23% of LHCb resources...

NLTLinput
r5 - 2021-09-02 - 09:14 RonTrompertExternal

Will your site be willing to participate in the joint tape test? Yes For multi VO site, for which VOs then?
ALICE, ATLAS, LHCb What is the maximum available...

NodeInstallationProcedure
NEW - 2006-04-06 - 14:14 UnknownUser

How to install a node for the certification Testbed. First Step Install Using the install.sh script in the
/afs/cern.ch/project/gd/yaim server/ and use the cluster...

NoLocalMappingForGlobusId
NEW - 2007-03-28 - 17:19 SophieLemaitre

Error You get this: $ globus url copy file:/etc/group gsiftp://my dpm.my.domain/tmp/test.1 error: the server
sent an error response: 530 530 No local mapping for Globus...

NominalRates
r3 - 2007-02-14 - 11:20 FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 23 Jan 2006 The following table gives the data rates in MB/s that must be sustained to each site
(to tape) during pp data taking at CERN. Sites must be...
NorthernEurope
r12 - 2010-03-09 - 14:08 UnknownUser

Security Service Challenge (SSC3 9.02) Evaluation Form The Scores are based on the following formula
\[
\text{Score} = \min(100, \text{DONE} \times 100 \times \frac{\text{Target}}{\text{Current}})
\]

NoSpaceLeftOnDevice
r5 - 2007-08-20 - 16:07 SophieLemaitre

Error You get this with srmcp : $ srmcp debug true file://localhost//tmp/hello
srm://dpm01.pic.es:8443/dpm/pic.es/home/dteam/testdir2/test srmcp Exception in thread...

NoSQLStorageResearch
r12 - 2014-04-23 - 10:25 IvanKadochnikov

HBase Open source BigTable implementation on top of HDFS or other distributed FS in the Hadoop ecosystem. Column based NOSQL database. A stored value is addressed...

NotAPlainFile
r2 - 2006-10-13 - 10:18 SophieLemaitre

Error For instance, you get this : $ lcg cp
srm://grid05.lal.in2p3.fr:8443/dpm/lal.in2p3.fr/home/atlas/dq2/file.11 /tmp/test vo dteam the server sent an error response...

Note1
NEW - 2009-03-11 - 16:48 NickThackray

The decision to include this criterion was taken at the GDB of 11th March 2009. NickThackray 11 Mar 2009

NotesOnGLite-30+MPI
NEW - 2006-06-14 - 13:20 UnknownUser

org.glite.wms.client/src/services/jobsubmit.cpp: // MPICH org.glite.wms.client/src/services/jobsubmit.cpp:...

NoUserMapping
r2 - 2006-03-23 - 11:45 UnknownUser

Error You get this error : Could not get virtual id: No user mapping ! Solution Check this :
permissions/ownership on /etc/grid security/gridmapdir ?...

NRCKIinput
NEW - 2021-06-25 - 17:57 JuliaAndreeva

Will your site be willing to participate in the joint tape test? For multi VO site , for which VOs then? What is the maximum available tape throughput...

ObsoleteAfsUiUserSetup
r2 - 2015-02-06 - 10:17 JuanManuelGuijarro

OBSCLETE Production AFS grid UI at CERN Contact In case of problems with the CERN AFS UI, please either open a GGUS ticket, or contact the support. To contact the...

OCCAtCern
NEW - 2008-01-07 - 12:00 AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment OCC @ CERN OCC member duties OCC Contacts at Cern OCC Procedures at Cern Work Log

Oct3rdGridFestDemos
r25 - 2008-10-01 - 13:53 PatriciaMendezLorenzo

DO NOT EDIT THIS PAGE ANY MORE Demos at the LHC Grid Fest @ CERN on Oct 3rd 2008 Nota Bene! This page concerns only the Ground floor of the CERN Globe...
Office
NEW - 2008-02-01 - 10:49 AlbertoAimar

LCG Office Internal Wiki Pages LOActionList
OlderStatusReports
r5 - 2007-03-14 - 09:25 ThorstenKleinwort

Older Status Reports LCGSCM Workload Management Status Jan. 31 2007 Status lxplus alias changed as scheduled on Monday to SLC4 64 ce110 which has been...

OldServiceChallengeFourProgress
r4 - 2007-02-14 - 11:22 FlaviaDonno

Tier0 Services Required for Service Challenge 4 and Initial LHC Service The following table gives a high level overview of the services required for SC4 and the Initial...

OliverKeeble
r10 - 2009-11-19 - 13:30 OliverKeeble

Contact Name Oliver Keeble Institute CERN Phone 41 22 76 72360 Email oliver.keeble #64:CERNNOSPAMPLEASE.ch Activities EGEE III/SA3 Activity...

OnePoolPerVO
r3 - 2007-08-17 - 11:04 SophieLemaitre

Restrict a pool to one or several VOs/groups By default, a pool is generic : users from all VOs/groups will be able to write in it. But it is possible to restrict...

OpenReports
NEW - 2009-09-10 - 10:49 UnknownUser

Gridview Report module gridview reports Version 3.0.0 Release notes: Issue Type Description #11172 New Feature Installation of Open Reports...

OperationsAlarmsOld
NEW - 2009-08-20 - 11:21 JamieShiers

Use Only for Alarms These addresses are only for alarm purposes and only by a few designed DNs in the Experiments can send emails to them. For daily contact among...

OperationsAlarmsPage
r34 - 2015-06-15 - 16:00 AndreaSciaba

Sites Operations Alarms WLCG decided GGUS ALARM tickets should be used to communicate problems to the Tier 0 and Tier 1 sites. VOMS is used by GGUS as the information...

OpsMeetingGliteReleases
r6 - 2010-03-08 - 15:51 UnknownUser

Release news for EGEE Operations Meeting Agenda Last update of PPSCoordinationWorkLog Now in Production Now in Staged Roll Out Release to production in preparation...

OpsMeetingPilots
r2 - 2009-11-30 - 16:03 UnknownUser

Reports on Pilot Services for EGEE Operations Meeting Agenda Last update of PPSCoordinationWorkLog News and Info Vacancies History Previous posts for EGEE Operations...

OpsMeetingPps
r4 - 2009-11-30 - 16:14 UnknownUser

PPS status for WLCG/EGEE Operations Meeting Agenda WARNING: This page is obsolete. Please refer to OpsMeetingPilots Last update of PPSCoordinationWorkLog Issues...
Oracle Deployment
r4 - 2014-12-18 - 17:45 NicoloMagini

Oracle Deployment Note: only Oracle instances with a direct impact on offline computing activities of LHC experiments are tracked here. Note: an explicit...

Oracle Instant Client
r2 - 2005-09-23 - 14:04 JamieShiers

The RPM Oracle distributes doesn’t publish the Oracle Instant Client libraries. Thus no other RPM can explicitly depend on it. We explain here how to build your own...

Oracle Triggers Example for Dashboard DB
r2 - 2006-03-15 - 14:37 UnknownUser

These 2 example triggers use 2 tables: CREATE table test1( COL1 VARCHAR2(32), COL2 NUMBER(12) ); CREATE table test2(...

OSCT
r25 - 2010-03-31 - 17:40 UnknownUser

Operational Security Coordination Team The main OSCT website is located at http://cern.ch/osct/ . This wiki is aimed at enabling all ROCs to collaborate on different...

OSCT-1
r11 - 2009-06-26 - 11:52 CarlosFuentes

Summary notes and actions from OSCT 1, CERN, June 21st 2006 All presentations are available on the agenda page No meeting minute taker was found so the following...

OSCT2 Actions
NEW - 2007-06-25 - 09:57 RomainWartel

Pending Actions (deadline: 19/06/2007) Below is a list of actions on the ROC Security Contacts from the OSCT 2 meeting, which are expected to be completed before the...

OSCT April 2009
r4 - 2009-04-07 - 21:41 DanielKouril

ROC Main progress/issues CERN Presented poster regarding EGEE and grid security at CHEP 09. Progress on the incident response procedure following feedback...

OSCT August 2009
r4 - 2009-09-15 - 13:40 UnknownUser

ROC Main progress/issues CERN France Work on getting access to the security info through GOCDB API, SSC3 work on hold due to vacations Italy...

OSCT December 2008
r8 - 2009-04-03 - 14:02 UrsulaEpting

ROC Main progress/issues CERN Established some contacts with the NREN (action from EGEE08), received invitation to speak at the next TF CSIRT and TNC09 Follow...

OSCT December 2009
r5 - 2009-12-09 - 09:45 RiccardoBrunetti

ROC Main progress/issues CERN France Italy Regional follow up of patching status against CVE 2009 3547 UK Ireland Regional...

OSCT-EGEE III tasks
r43 - 2011-06-21 - 15:06 AndresAeschlimann

EGEE III Activities for the OSCT (TSA 1.4.1, 181 PM) Monthly ROC status update: November 2008 (status
of October 2008 activity) December 2008 (status of...  
**OSCTFebruary2009**  
r3 - 2009-04-03 - 14:11  UrsulaEpting

ROC Main progress/issues CERN Working on defining a more strict collaboration between EGEE ROCs and NRENs. A first basic collaboration agreement was defined...

**OSCTJanuary2009**  
r2 - 2009-04-03 - 14:05  UrsulaEpting

ROC Main progress/issues CERN Has been busy with cross grid coordination of incidents, (preparation of) training and dissemination. Ongoing work on establishment...

**OSCTJuly2009**  
r3 - 2009-07-13 - 15:09  UrsulaEpting

ROC Main progress/issues CERN Pakiti development, EGI preparation, incident response in the LHC VOs, OPS manual update, JSPG meeting France...

**OSCTMarch2009**  
r3 - 2009-04-03 - 14:15  UrsulaEpting

ROC Main progress/issues CERN Contributions to the OSG security review and follow up on better liaison with the NRENs. France Italy Work...

**OSCTMay2009**  
NEW - 2009-05-18 - 17:23  RomainWartel

ROC Main progress/issues CERN Coordination of ongoing security incidents, work on the incident response procedure. France Security survey: get...

**OSCTMay2009Clone**  
r4 - 2009-07-07 - 12:45  DanielKouril

ROC Main progress/issues CERN Work on the incident response procedure, day to day security operations, face to face JSPG meeting France Italy...

**OSCTNovember2008**  
r4 - 2008-11-12 - 10:02  RomainWartel

ROC Main progress/issues CERN Working on improvement of the SSC3 software package in collaboration with SEE and of the sam test framework. France...

**OSCTNovember2009**  
r2 - 2009-12-07 - 10:07  UnknownUser

ROC Main progress/issues CERN France Italy UK Ireland Germany Switzerland Regional follow up of current kernel...

**OSCT-NRENmapping**  
r9 - 2009-03-02 - 16:00  EygeneRyabinkin

EGEE ROC Countries NRENs NREN CSIRT CERN Switzerland SWITCH TBD France France Renater TBD Italy Italy GARR TBD...

**OSCTOctober2009**  
NEW - 2009-10-05 - 11:27  UnknownUser

ROC Main progress/issues CERN France Italy UK Ireland Germany Switzerland organized security workshop GridKa School...

**OSCTProcs**  
r13 - 2009-07-29 - 16:04  MingchaoMa

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Operational Security Coordination Team DRAFT work in progress. This topic contains guidance and notes for the OSCT on handling security advisories and incidents...

**OSCTProcsTemplate**
r2 - 2006-11-03 - 17:09  IanRobertNeilson

OSCT Advisory Template The exact content of an advisory will vary depending on the nature of the vulnerability but the following can be used as a template for construction...

**OSCTRoadmap**
r2 - 2009-11-05 - 12:05  DanielKouril

Roadmap for transition towards EGI Throughout its operation the OSCT has developed or identified a whole range of operational tools that are crucial for the OSCT...

**OSCTSeptember2009**
r2 - 2009-10-05 - 11:27  UnknownUser

ROC Main progress/issues CERN France Italy UK Ireland Germany Switzerland evaluation of SSC3, feedback collection...

**OSGCriticalProbes**
r16 - 2009-03-10 - 12:14  DavidCollados

Review of the OSG Critical Probes used for Availability Metrics Calculations OSG Services The only authoritative source of information for SAM in terms of OSG services...

**OtherImportantCreamCEFfeatures**
r2 - 2009-09-30 - 17:25  UnknownUser

Status of other non critical but important CREAM CE features FEATURE COMMENTS STATUS 1 Passing of parameters to the LRMS Update 18 Sep...

**OurExperiments**
r12 - 2011-06-21 - 08:20  AndresAeschlimann

Our experiments We shall deploy an experimental grid on these machines, the CE is called `mpitestbed`: lxb1401.cern.ch (137.138.154.136) lxb1405.cern.ch...

**PackageSubmissionProcedure**
r4 - 2006-04-06 - 14:16  UnknownUser

Package submission procedure for 2.7.0 (obsolete for next releases) Here is describe the procedure to submit package for the certification. 1. Usually the package...

**PanDA**
NEW - 2013-06-17 - 15:18  TorreWenaus

Test

**ParametersOfEventSamplesDescriptionInLCGMCDB**
r5 - 2006-11-24 - 18:49  UnknownUser

Main parameters describing MC samples in LCG MCDB General information Title Abstract Main Author and co-author(s)... 

**PendingActions**
r14 - 2008-01-30 - 11:45  RomainWartel

Pending Actions (deadline is the next meeting) Below is a list of actions on the ROC Security Contacts from the last meeting, which are expected to be completed before...

**PerfsonarDeployment**
r35 - 2018-09-25 - 16:10  OnnoZweersExternal1

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
This page is deprecated as of October 29, 2014. Please update your bookmarks to instead use: https://opensciencegrid.org/networking/perfsonar/deployment models...

**PerfsonarDeploymentForCHEP**
NEW - 2013-03-18 - 12:42 SimoneCampana

Deployment of a WLCG network monitoring infrastructure based on the perfSONAR PS technology The WLCG infrastructure moved from a very rigid network topology, based...

**PerfSONARInGOCDB**
r2 - 2013-02-25 - 14:07 AlessandraForti

This section describes how to register the perfSONAR service in GOCDB. In order to register you perfSONAR services in GOCDB, you should access the proper section of...

**PermissionDenied**
r6 - 2006-02-07 - 10:27 UnknownUser

Error You get this : $globus url copy file:///tmp/hello gsiftp:///dpm//home/dteam/testdir2/test error: the server sent an error response: 553 553 /dpm//home/dteam...

**PhEDEx**
r2 - 2009-09-08 - 17:38 JamieShiers

JamieShiers 17 Feb 2006 PhEDEx stands for Physics Experiment Data Export. See the project page for more information.

**PhoneConf12Feb09**
r2 - 2009-02-10 - 12:13 ElisaLanciotti

Discussions on Busy Storage Services from Thu, 12 Feb 09 15:30 0100 (CET) Starting Time: Feb 12, 2009 at 4:00 PM, Europe/Zurich Duration: 2:00 To join both the web...

**PhoneConf26Feb09**
r3 - 2009-02-10 - 13:38 FlaviaDonno

Conference details: Starting Time: Feb 26, 2009 at 4:00 PM, Europe/Zurich Duration: 2:00 To join both the web and audio conference (recommended), click here: https...

**PICConfiguration**
r3 - 2014-09-09 - 15:11 CarlosAcostaSilva

Introduction WLCG Tier 1 and Tier 2 VO require to run multicore jobs (SMP) in all the sites. Maui handles mcore scheduling using Backfilling. There are several backfilling...

**PICinput**
r4 - 2021-09-01 - 11:51 JosepFlix

Will your site be willing to participate in the joint tape test? Yes (maybe) We are performing a massive data migration from the old ORACLE library to the new IBM...

**PicPlans**
NEW - 2007-10-31 - 11:15 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 31 Oct 2007 PIC Barcelona Site Capacity Growth Plans 2007/2008 Last Updated 31.10.2007: email of 29 October from Gonzalo Merino CPU: We have currently...

**PICServiceIncidentReport20090416**
NEW - 2009-04-16 - 17:01 OlofBarring

Analysis of incident with the SRM service at PIC on 31 Oct 1 Nov: (added by Olof on behalf of Gonzalo) Problem and impact On friday 31st October, at around 16:....

**PICTimeTable2006**
NEW - 2007-06-26 - 09:52 HarryRenshall

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Harry Renshall 26 Jun 2007 Tier 1 PIC Barcelona. To provide 4.5% of ATLAS resources To provide 6% of CMS resources To provide 6% of LHCB resources Month ATLAS...

Planning
r55 - 2010-01-21 - 15:17 AlbertoAimar

Planning and Reviewing in LCG Phase 2 Milestones Plans Quarterly Reports Mass Storage Efficiency, WLCG Tier 1 Tape Metrics Recent Material...

PlanningCheckList
r4 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

Go to Planning Wiki LCG Planning Check Lists Grid Sites Use this check list to complete the Tier 1 and Tier 2 sites plans. $ CPU procurement : decisions...

PlanningReporting
r3 - 2008-07-04 - 10:41 AlbertoAimar

Information on Planning and Reporting Tracking and Reporting Milestones Milestones Plans Reports Resources Harry`s table, mid term requirements...

PlanningSC4Contacts
r17 - 2007-02-14 - 11:24 FlaviaDonno

Go to Planning Wiki SC4 Planning: Contact Persons Modified on: LCG Tier 1 Sites ASGC: Jason Shih CC IN2P3: Fabio Hernandez CERN: Tim Bell...

PLANS
r13 - 2007-10-10 - 13:11 LevDudko

PLANS 1 API to collaboration software API based on HepML/C classes (done) 1 From MCDB server, XML representation of article and CASTOR paths to...

PopVictorEGICFAbstract
r4 - 2011-11-28 - 22:02 FernandoHaraldBarreiroMegino

CMS Popularity and Victor Abstract for EGI CF 2012 Title Optimizing the usage of multi Petabyte storage resources for LHC experiments Overview In the last two...

PostMortem13Jul09
r2 - 2009-07-16 - 16:23 MariaGirone

The problem was related to the execution of a query requested by ATLAS operations to re initialize the default group information for some locations (mdisk, datadisk...

PostMortem27Jun09
NEW - 2009-06-30 - 15:35 OlofBarring

Message forwarded by Maria Girone: PVSS2COOL incident 27 6 Incident report and affected services: Sunday afternoon 27 6 Viatcheslav Khomutnikov (Slava) from Atlas...

PostMortems
r2 - 2008-10-27 - 08:04 JamieShiers

WLCG Post Mortems Site Date Duration Service Impact Report CERN 24/10/2008 3 4 hours FTS channels: CERN ASGC, CERN IN2P...

PPIslandFollowUp2008x05x22
r5 - 2008-05-27 - 08:59 AntonioRetico

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Thu 22 May 2008 Date: Thu 22 May 2008 Agenda: 34504 Description: pilot of SL4 WMS at CERN PROD and INFN CNAF...

PPIslandFollowUp2008x07x01
PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Tue 01 Jul 2008
Date: Tue 01 Jul 2008
Agenda: 36931
Description:
check point Chair: Antonio...

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Tue 22 Jul 2008
Date: Tue 22 Jul 2008
Agenda: 37274
Description:
check point Chair: Antonio...

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Thu 02 Sep 2008
Date: Thu 02 Sep 2008
Agenda: 38527
Description:
check point Chair: Antonio...

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Wed 01 Oct 2008
Date: Wed 01 Oct 2008
Agenda: 40707
Description:
check point Chair: Antonio...

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Tue 11 Nov 2008
Date: Tue 11 Nov 2008
Agenda: 42943
Description:
check point Chair: Antonio...

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Tue 25 Nov 2008
Date: Tue 25 Nov 2008
Agenda: 45264
Description:
check point Chair: Antonio...

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Tue 09 Dec 2008
Date: Tue 09 Dec 2008
Agenda: 46152
Description:
check point Chair: Antonio...

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Thu 11 Dec 2008
Date: Thu 11 Dec 2008
Agenda: na
Description:
Pilot of SLC5 WN at CERN PROD Chair: Antonio...

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Tue 13 Jan 2009
Date: Wed 13 Jan 2009
Agenda: 47118
Description:
Pilot of Cream CE: check point Chair: Antonio...

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Tue 03 Feb 2009
Date: Tue 03 Feb 2009
Agenda: 49840
Description:
Pilot of Cream CE: check point Chair: Antonio...

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Wed 18 Feb 2009
Date: Wed 18 Feb 2009
Agenda: 52236
Description:
Pilot of Cream CE: check point Chair: Antonio...
Pilot of Cream CE: check point Chair: Antonio...

PPISlandFollowUp2009x06x09
r3 - 2009-06-10 - 02:53 AntonioRetico

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Tue 09 Jun 2009 Date: Tue 09 Jun 2009 Agenda: 60068 Description: Pilot of glexec/SCAS: check point Chair:...

PPISlandFollowUp2009x06x16
NEW - 2009-06-16 - 11:44 AntonioRetico

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Tue 16 Jun 2009 Date: Tue 16 Jun 2009 Agenda: 60069 Description: Pilot of Cream CE: check point Chair: Antonio...

PPISlandFollowUp2009x06x23
r3 - 2009-06-24 - 16:47 AntonioRetico

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Tue 23 Jun 2009 Date: Tue 23 Jun 2009 Agenda: 61392 Description: Pilot of glexec/SCAS: check point Chair:...

PPISlandFollowUp2009x06x26
NEW - 2009-06-26 - 17:49 AntonioRetico

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Fri 26 Jun 2009 Date: Fri 26 Jun 2009 Agenda: na Description: Pilot of glexec/SCAS: mini check point (restricted...

PPISlandFollowUp2009x07x01
r4 - 2009-07-02 - 18:07 AntonioRetico

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Wed 01 Jul 2009 Date: Wed 01 Jul 2009 Agenda: 62783 Description: Pilot of glexec/SCAS: check point Chair:...

PPISlandFollowUp2009x07x06
NEW - 2009-07-28 - 16:55 AntonioRetico

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Mon 06 Jul 2009 Date: Mon 06 Jul 2009 Agenda: na Description: Pilot of glexec/SCAS: technical session about deployment...

PPISlandFollowUp2009x12x18
r2 - 2009-12-18 - 12:59 UnknownUser

Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Fri 18 Dec 2009 Date: Fri 18 Dec 2009 Agenda: 76281 Description: Pilot of glexec/Argus : Check point Chair: Antonio...

PPISlandFollowUp2010x01x12
r5 - 2010-01-13 - 15:45 GianniPucciani

Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Tue 12 Jan 2010 Date: Tue 12 Jan 2010 Agenda: 77239 Description: Pilot of glexec/Argus : Check point Chair: Gianni...

PPISlandFollowUp2010x02x02
r2 - 2010-02-02 - 17:27 UnknownUser

Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Tue 02 Feb 2010 Date: Tue 02 Feb 2010 Agenda: 83267 Description: Pilot of glexec/Argus : Check point Chair: Antonio...

PPISlandFollowUp2010x02x16
r3 - 2010-02-16 - 17:36 MaartenLitmaath

Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Tue 16 Feb 2010 Date: Tue 16 Feb 2010 Agenda: 83746 Description: Pilot of glexec/Argus : Check point Chair: Antonio...

PPISlandFollowUp2010x03x03
NEW - 2010-03-03 - 17:10 UnknownUser
Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Wed 03 Mar 2010 Date: Wed 03 Mar 2010 Agenda: 85486 Description: Pilot of glexec/Argus : Check point Chair: Antonio...

PPIlandFollowUp2010x03x17
r6 - 2010-03-18 - 22:51 MaartenLitmaath

Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Wed 17 Mar 2010 Date: Wed 17 Mar 2010 Agenda: 87203 Description: Pilot of glexec/Argus : Check point Chair: Antonio...

PPIlandFollowUp2010x03x30
NEW - 2010-04-01 - 16:20 MarioJorgeMouraDavidExCern

Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes 30 March 2010 Date: Tue 30 Mar 2010 Description: Pilot of glexec/Argus : Check point Chair: Mario David Attendance...

PPIlandFollowUpTemplate
r8 - 2010-02-05 - 10:45 UnknownUser

Pilot Service follow up meeting minutes template Note this block will only appear when viewing the template and not when generating a page from it. This is the template...

PPIlandKickOff
r6 - 2009-02-13 - 15:49 AntonioRetico

Minutes of PPS meetings related to pilots Pilot follow up To create a minutes page for a particular date edit the box below and submit. Create new follow up...

PPIlandKickOff2008x04x04
r5 - 2008-05-29 - 10:00 AntonioRetico

PP Kick Off Meeting Minutes Fri 4 Apr 2008 Date: Fri 4 Apr 2008 Agenda: 32262 Description: Pilot of SL4 gLite AMGA at CERN PPS Chair: Antonio...

PPIlandKickOff2008x04x15
r2 - 2008-05-14 - 15:09 AntonioRetico

PP Kick Off Meeting Minutes Tue 15 Apr 2008 Date: Tue 15 Apr 2008 Agenda: 32129 Description: Pilot service of SL4 WMS at CERN PROD Chair: Antonio...

PPIlandKickOff2008x06x10
r9 - 2009-02-13 - 15:52 AntonioRetico

PP Kick Off Meeting Minutes Tue 10 Jun 2008 Date: Tue 10 Jun 2008 Agenda: 35535 Description: Pilot Service of Cream CE (Phase1) Chair: Antonio...

PPIlandKickOff2009x02x05
r4 - 2009-02-09 - 15:38 AntonioRetico

PP Kick Off Meeting Minutes Thu 05 Feb 2009 Date: Thu 05 Feb 2009 Agenda: 52054 Description: Pilot Service of glexec/SCAS Chair: Antonio Retico...

PPIlandKickOff2009x06x25
r2 - 2009-06-26 - 00:23 AntonioRetico

PPS Pilot Follow up Meeting Minutes Tue 25 Jun 2009 Date: Tue 25 Jun 2009 Agenda: 62251 Description: Pilot of Cream CE: check point Chair: Antonio...

PPIlandKickOff2009x11x25
r5 - 2009-11-26 - 15:44 UnknownUser

Pilot Kick Off Meeting Minutes Wed 25 Nov 2009 Date: Wed 25 Nov 2009 Agenda: 75146 Description: Pilot Service: glexec/Argus Chair: Antonio Retico...

PPIlandKickOff2009x12x01
r4 - 2009-12-03 - 09:40 UnknownUser
Pilot Kick Off Meeting Minutes Tue 1 Dec 2009 Date: Tue 1 Dec 2009 Agenda: 75302 Description: Pilot
Service: glexec/Argus (experiments) Chair:...

PPISlandKickOff2010x03x17
NEW - 2010-03-17 - 15:55 UnknownUser

PP Kick Off Meeting Minutes Wed 17 Mar 2010 Date: Wed 17 Mar 2010 Agenda: XXXXX Description: na
Chair: Antonio Retico Attendance PPS: Antonio...

PPISlandKickOffTemplate
r6 - 2009-11-26 - 00:55 UnknownUser

PP Island kick off Minutes Template Note this block will only appear when viewing the template and not
when generating a page from it. This is the template for the...

PPSAdminProcedures
r8 - 2008-11-06 - 16:32 AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination PPS Coordination
Procedures To start a new VO What you need to do to handle...

PpsAllSitesMeeting
r3 - 2008-11-18 - 15:52 AntonioRetico

PPS all sites meeting PPS All Sites (1 Jul 08) PpsAllSitesMeetingMinutes08x07x01 Minutes PPS All Sites
(24 Sep 08) PpsAllSitesMeetingMinutes08x09x09...
PpsAllSitesMeetingMinutes08x07x01
r2 - 2008-07-02 - 17:43 AntonioRetico

PPS all sites meeting minutes Chair: Antonio Retico, Nick Thackray CERN PPS: Danica Stojiljkovic;
CESGA PPS: Alvaro Simon, Javier Lopez DESY PPS...
PpsAllSitesMeetingMinutes08x09x24
r4 - 2008-10-06 - 16:54 AntonioRetico

PPS all sites meeting minutes Istanbul, Harbiye Askeri Museum (c/o EGEE08) 14 Sep 08 Attendance CERN
PPS: Antonio Retico (PPS Activity Coordinator, PPS Site...
PpsAllSitesMeetingMinutes08x09x24
r6 - 2008-09-30 - 06:25 AntonioRetico

PPS all sites meeting minutes Istanbul, Harbiye Askeri Museum (c/o EGEE08) 14 Sep 08 Attendance CERN
PPS: Antonio Retico (PPS Activity Coordinator, PPS Site...
PpsAllSitesMeetingMinutes08x09x24
r4 - 2008-10-06 - 16:54 AntonioRetico

PPSBrainstormingSessions
r6 - 2009-05-30 - 06:25 AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination PPS brainstorming
sessions In this page we track meetings where general decisions...
PSS_CA_Test
r2 - 2011-06-21 - 15:27 AndresAeschlimann

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination PPS Current Programs
Deployment test for CA rpms CERN PPS takes part to the process...
PPSCERNAAdminProcedures
r19 - 2008-03-04 - 00:08 FaridaNaz

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services CERN PPS site PPS CERN Administration Procedures
Publish Accounting data Configuration steps to publish...
PPSContacts
r10 - 2008-06-25 - 17:08 AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services CERN PPS site PPS Contact List PPS Coordination e
mail contact: pps support #64;cernNOSPAMPLEASE.ch...
PPSCoordinationWorkLog
LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination Excerpts of this report are automatically published in OpsMeetingGliteReleases,...

**PPSCoordinationWorkLogOld**

r5 - 2011-06-21 - 15:14  AndresAeschlimann

2009 06 02(2): Task: gL3.2 U02 PPS Details:Mirror requested at CNAF ggus(GGUS:47326) Status: In Progress . Alvaro,Esteban 2009 06 01(1): Task: gL3.1 U48...

**PPS_Current_Programs**

r8 - 2009-07-22 - 12:27  AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination Current programs of work in the various PPS service areas. User Area Interactive...

**PPSMeenings**

r10 - 2009-11-16 - 11:07  UnknownUser

Minutes of PPS meetings Kick off of gLite pilots PPS section in WLCG/EGEE ops meeting ’Pilot Services’ section for EGEE ops meeting gLite Release...

**PPSMPSReleaseProcedures**

r10 - 2008-07-29 - 17:51  UnknownUser

Release Cases The mission of the Middleware Preview Services is, in general, to offer previews of new middleware functionalities to interested users. More particularly...

**PpsPilotBDII5**

r3 - 2009-09-02 - 10:15  UnknownUser

BDII5 Pilot Home Page Start Date: Thu 19 Mar 2009 End Date (tentative): na Description: BDII 5 @ HG Coordinator: na Contact e mail: na Status...

**PpsPilotCream**

r55 - 2009-10-01 - 17:08  UnknownUser

Cream CE Pilot Service: Description and Status. Start Date: 10 Jun 2008 End Date: 17 Mar 2009 Description: Pilot Service of Cream CE Coordinator:....

**PpsPilotCreamFzkForAlice**

NEW - 2008-10-09 - 12:36  AntonioRetico

Special configuration done at FZK to support Alice

**PpsPilotHEPrpm**

r5 - 2009-09-02 - 11:40  UnknownUser

HEP dependency meta package Pilot Home Page Start Date: 18 Jun 2009 End Date (tentative): 20 Aug 2009 Description: Pilot Service of dependency meta package...

**PpsPilots**

r10 - 2009-11-20 - 14:58  UnknownUser

The PPS Middleware Pilot Services This page is obsolete, please refer to https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EGEE/PilotServices The new PPS access model is based...

**PpsPilotSCAS**

r42 - 2009-11-24 - 14:02  UnknownUser

SCAS Pilot Service: Home Page Start Date: 5 Feb 2009 End Date: 15 Jul 2009 Description: Pilot Service of glexec/SCAS @ FZK, IN2P3, Nikhef Coordinator...

**PpsPilotSLC5**
SLC5 Pilot Service: Description and Status. Start Date: 1 Nov 2008 End Date: 15 Mar 2009 Description: Pilot Service of gLite SLC5 @ CERN PROD Coordinator...

PPsPilotTemplate

PPS Pilot Home Page Template Note this block will only appear when viewing the template and not when generating a page from it. This is the template for the meeting...

PPsPilotWMS31

WMS 3.1 Pilot Home Page Start Date: Fri 13 Feb 2009 End Date: Thu 26 Feb 2009 Description: Pilot Service of gLite WMS 3.1 @ CERN, SCAI CNAF Coordinator...

PPsPilotWMS32

PPS Pre deployment Test Reports LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination Reports for PPS Update 31 From release 31 on...

PPS_Pre_Deployment_Testing

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination PPS Current Programs Pre deployment Testing in PPS The PPS helps by mandate to...

PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10001

PPS Pre deployment test of lcg CE General Info Service: lcg CE Version: 1.2.3 2 Baseline: gLite3.0 PPSUpdate: 23 Tester: Mario David Site: PPS LIP OS: SL3 Platform...

PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10001Summary

Summary of pre deployment test of lcg CE General Info Service: lcg CE Version: Baseline: gLite3.0 PPSUpdate: 23 Tester: Mario David Site: PPS LIP OS: SL3 Platform...

PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10002

Pre deployment test of glite UI General Info Service: glite UI Version: 1.2.3 3 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 23 Tester: Mario David Site: RU Moscow KIAM PPS OS...

PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10002Summary

Summary of pre deployment test of glite UI See Detailed Report General Info Service: glite UI Version: 1.2.3 3 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate:...

PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10003

Pre deployment test of glite UI General Info Service: glite UI Version: Baseline: gLite3.0 PPSUpdate: Tester: Mario David Site: PPS LIP OS: SL3 Platform:...
PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10003Summary
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 04:34  AntonioRetico

Summary of pre deployment test of glite UI General Info Service: glite UI Version: Baseline: gLite3.0
PPSUpdate: Tester: Mario David...

PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10004
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 16:24  AlvaroSimon

Pre deployment test of lcg CE General Info Service: lcg CE Version: 3.1.7 2 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 21 Tester: Mario David Site: PPS LIP OS: SL4 Platform...
PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10004Summary
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 16:26  AlvaroSimon

Summary of pre deployment test of lcg CE General Info Service: lcg CE Version: 3.1.7 2 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 21 Tester: Mario...

PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10005
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 17:01  AlvaroSimon

Pre deployment test of glite BDII General Info Service: glite BDII Version: 1.2 3 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 22 Tester: Esteban Freire Site: CESGA PPS OS: SL...
PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10005Summary
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 17:02  AlvaroSimon

Summary of pre deployment test of glite BDII General Info Service: glite BDII Version: 1.2 3 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 22 Tester:....

PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10006
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 17:04  AlvaroSimon

Pre deployment test of glite UI General Info Service: glite UI Version: 4.1 2 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 23 Tester: Mario David Site: PPS LIP OS: SL4 Platform...
PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10006Summary
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 17:06  AlvaroSimon

Summary of pre deployment test of glite UI General Info Service: glite UI Version: 4.1 2 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 23 Tester: Mario...

PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10007
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 17:23  AlvaroSimon

Pre deployment test of glite UI General Info Service: glite UI Version: 4.1 3 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 24 Tester: Mario David Site: PPS LIP OS: SL4 Platform...
PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10007Summary
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 17:08  AlvaroSimon

Summary of pre deployment test of glite UI General Info Service: glite UI Version: 4.1 3 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 24 Tester: Mario...

PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10008
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 17:11  AlvaroSimon

Pre deployment test of glite BDII General Info Service: glite BDII Version: 1.2 4 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 20 Tester: Esteban Freire Site: CESGA PPS OS: SL...
PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10008Summary
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 17:12  AlvaroSimon

Summary of pre deployment test of glite BDII General Info Service: glite BDII Version: 1.2 4 Baseline:
gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 20 Tester:...

**PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10009**
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 17:14 AlvaroSimon

Pre deployment test of glite BDII General Info Service: glite BDII Version: 1.2 5 Baseline: gLite3.0 PPSUpdate: 23 Tester: Mario David Site: PPS LIP OS: SL3 Platform...

**PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10009Summary**
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 17:14 AlvaroSimon

Summary of pre deployment test of glite BDII General Info Service: glite BDII Version: 1.2 5 Baseline: gLite3.0 PPSUpdate: 23 Tester:...

**PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10010**
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 17:20 AlvaroSimon

Pre deployment test of glite WN General Info Service: glite WN Version: 2.1 3 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 25 Tester: Mario David Site: PPS LIP OS: SL4 Platform...

**PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10010Summary**
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 17:20 AlvaroSimon

Summary of pre deployment test of glite WN General Info Service: glite WN Version: 2.1 3 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 25 Tester: Mario...

**PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10011**
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 17:28 AlvaroSimon

Pre deployment test of glite WN General Info Service: glite WN Version: 2.1 5 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 26 Tester: Mario David Site: PPS LIP OS: SL4 Platform...

**PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10011Summary**
NEW - 2008-03-06 - 17:28 AlvaroSimon

Summary of pre deployment test of glite WN General Info Service: glite WN Version: 2.1 5 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 26 Tester: Mario...

**PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10012**
NEW - 2008-03-10 - 17:53 AlvaroSimon


**PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10012Summary**
NEW - 2008-03-10 - 17:54 AlvaroSimon

Summary of pre deployment test of lcg CE General Info Service: lcg CE Version: Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: Tester: Esteban Freire...

**PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10013**
NEW - 2008-03-10 - 18:42 AlvaroSimon


**PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10013Summary**
NEW - 2008-03-10 - 18:42 AlvaroSimon

Summary of pre deployment test of lcg CE General Info Service: lcg CE Version: Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: Tester: Esteban Freire...

**PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10014**
NEW - 2008-03-11 - 09:10 EstebanFreire

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Pre deployment test of lcg CE General Info Service: lcg CE Version: 1.3.4 Baseline: gLite3.0 PPSUpdate: 20 Tester: Esteban Freire Site: CESGA PPS OS: SL3 Platform...

**PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10014Summary**

NEW - 2008-03-11 - 09:14  EstebanFreire

Summary of pre deployment test of lcg CE General Info Service: lcg CE Version: 1.3.4 Baseline: gLite3.0 PPSUpdate: 20 Tester: Esteban...

**PPSPreDeploymentTestReport10015**

NEW - 2008-03-14 - 11:03  AntonioRetico

Pre deployment test of glite BDII General Info Service: glite BDII Version: 3.1.1 2 Baseline: gLite3.1 PPSUpdate: 14 Tester: Esteban Freire Site: CESGA PPS OS...

**PPSPreDeploymentTestReportTemplate**

r2 - 2008-03-06 - 01:11  AntonioRetico

Pre deployment Test Report Template Note this block will only appear when viewing the template and not when generating a page from it. Use it to define access rights...

**PPSPreDeploymentTestSummaryTemplate**

r4 - 2008-03-06 - 03:08  AntonioRetico

Summary of pre deployment test of General Info Service: Version: Baseline: PPSUpdate: Tester: Site: OS: Platform...

**PPSReleaseCalendar**


LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services PPS Admin Procedures Reminders and events dealing with the PPS release have been configured in a Google Calendar...

**PPSReleaseProcedures**

r85 - 2010-01-05 - 12:09  UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination Author: c LUIGIN 6MiFS inzH6WU hb8psAYVUjsOiDMkgIevI0` onclick`window.open`http... **PPS_Release_Testing**

r4 - 2008-12-17 - 20:10  AntonioRetico

Release Testing Definition The Release Testing is a complementary step of the process of releasing middleware Updates to the production system. Before the middleware...

**PPSReports**

NEW - 2008-11-06 - 17:36  AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services PPS Admin Procedures The PPS coordinator is required to provide regularly three official reports: the C5 report...

**PPS_SAMAP_Service**

r3 - 2007-06-27 - 12:10  UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination PPS Current Programs PPS Support for SAMAP PPS has agreed on the 9th on May...

**PPSSamInstallation**

r11 - 2011-06-21 - 15:27  AndresAeschlimann

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination Service Availability Monitoring in Pre Production Overview The submission of...

**PPS_SAM_Service**

r4 - 2008-01-15 - 15:41  AntonioRetico
LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination PPS Current Programs
SAM pre production platform SAM tests are sent in parallel...

**PPSSFTInstallation**
r26 - 2011-06-21 - 15:26 AndresAeschlimann

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination SFT Test Suite in Pre Production Overview SFT (Site Functional Tests) is a test...

**PPSSFTLogsNotNormal**
NEW - 2006-04-07 - 13:49 DianaBosio

LCG Grid Deployment gLite PPS SFT Test Suite in Pre Production The following should be consider abnormal situations Stale data The SFT suite is launched every...

**PPSSiteRegistrationProcedures**
r7 - 2008-11-28 - 13:52 AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination Author: c LUIGIN 6MiFS inzH6WU hb8psAYVUjsOiDMkgIevI0 ` onclick `window.open('http...

**PPS_SW_Repository**
NEW - 2007-06-27 - 12:17 UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination APT and YUM repositories PPS main repository is hosted at...

**PPSTechnicalSession2008x11x18**
r2 - 2008-11-19 - 16:12 AntonioRetico

PPS Technical Session Minutes Tue 18 Nov 2008 Date: Tue 18 Nov 2008 Agenda: 45261 Description: SA1 Release Testing: definition of interfaces Chair...

**PPSTechnicalSession2009x05x30**
NEW - 2009-05-30 - 06:19 AntonioRetico

Staged roll out brainstorming series: repositories Date: Thu 28 May 2009 Agenda: na Description: Staged roll out brainstorming series: repositories...

**PPSTechnicalSession2009x06x05**
NEW - 2009-06-05 - 16:12 AntonioRetico

Staged roll out brainstorming series: release management Date: Fri 05 Jun 2009 Agenda: na Description: Staged roll out brainstorming series: release...

**PPSTechnicalSessions**
NEW - 2008-11-18 - 16:07 AntonioRetico

Minutes of PPS meetings onto various technical subjects To create a minutes page for a particular date edit the box below and submit. Create new technical meeting...

**PPSTechnicalSessionTemplate**
r2 - 2008-11-19 - 16:13 AntonioRetico

PPS Technical meeting minutes template Note this block will only appear when viewing the template and not when generating a page from it. This is the template for...

**PPS-Update31**
r2 - 2007-06-01 - 13:45 UnknownUser


**PPS-Update32**
NEW - 2007-06-12 - 17:39 UnknownUser
Test Reports for PPS Update 32 Summary Report Detailed Report Main

**PracticalHintsForMigrating2Nagios**
r21 - 2010-11-29 - 09:04 UnknownUser

Practical Hints to migrate to Nagios
Aim of this document is to give practical tips on how to setup your VO specific Nagios project, how to write the probes, integrate...

**PreProductionActivityManagement**
NEW - 2008-06-18 - 15:33 AntonioRetico

Activity Management System Savannah tracker: https://savannah.cern.ch/task/?group=saldep Templates for tasks Master task task description here This is a parent...

**PreProductionServiceDescription**
r30 - 2013-08-24 - 20:01 TWikiGuest

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination Author: e LUIGIN 6MiFS inzH6WU hb8psAYVUjsOيديvI0 onclick`window.open(http...

**PreProductionServiceDescriptionDraft**
r20 - 2013-09-19 - 10:49 TWikiGuest

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination WLCG EGEE Pre Production: Service Description # Scope of this document This page...

**PreProductionUseCases**
r17 - 2008-06-10 - 02:26 AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination Use Cases of WLCG EGEE Pre Production: Service Description Scope of this document This page describes...

**PreProductionUseCasesNotes**
r2 - 2008-04-09 - 10:50 AntonioRetico

Definition: By 'backward compatible client update' we mean specifically those clients updates where no variables (e.g. YAIM variables) are to be changed and no new...

**PreSc4ServersInfo**
r5 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

Pre SC4 Servers Information Current This table defines the machines which are delivering the current (i.e. SC3) service. Information is determined from the GOC pages...

**PresentationsOnPlanning**
r5 - 2005-12-20 - 09:58 AlbertoAimar

Go to LCG Planning Wiki Presentations on Planning for LCG Phase 2 This page collects all presentations about LCG Phase 2 planning. 20 Dec 2005 Update on the...

**PreStagingTests**
r20 - 2009-06-05 - 13:55 AndreaSciaba

Tests about prestaging Objective of the activity Testing the prestaging functionality of SRM in order to ensure that it can fulfill the requirements of the four LHC...

**PreStagingTestsCastorTurlLifetime**
NEW - 2009-06-05 - 13:37 AndreaSciaba

TURL lifetime in CASTOR I report here a clear explanation of this question by Flavia: Problem raised by a user: copying a file to CASTOR using the dCache client command...

**PreStagingTestsChimera**
NEW - 2009-06-05 - 13:39 AndreaSciaba

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Thu, 19 Mar 2009: Mattias Wadenstein: managed to upgrade and srm.ndgf.org is now back with a chimera namespace backend. Things seem to look good too. They recommend...

**PreStagingTestsCommentsTalkGraeme**
NEW - 2009-06-05 - 13:49 AndreaSciaba

Some comments after the talk of Graeme at GDB of 11 Feb 2009 Short chat with Graeme after the GDB: in general (except 2 sites which have major problems...) the overall...

**PreStagingTestsDesiredTotalRequestTime**
NEW - 2009-06-05 - 13:37 AndreaSciaba

From the specs: 1) If desiredTotalRequestTime is unspecified, the request may be retried for a duration, which is dependent on the SRM, in case transient error occurs...

**PreStagingTestsFollowup12thFeb**
NEW - 2009-06-05 - 13:34 AndreaSciaba

Follow up of the meeting of 12th Feb about busy storage services: Feb 13th 2009: Minutes sent by Akos (text file `mail akos.txt` attached to this page) 16 Feb...

**PreStagingTestsGfalApiArgs**
NEW - 2009-06-05 - 13:42 AndreaSciaba

Input and output arguments currently supported by GFAL Python API Using the script to prestage (put link here!?) with the following options: r 60 l 600 the arguments...

**PreStagingTestsHowFTSInteractsSRM**
NEW - 2009-06-05 - 13:44 AndreaSciaba

How FTS interacts with SRM Taken from a mail of Paolo Tedesco: Here are the diagrams with the SRM calls performed by FTS: for url copy channels: https://twiki.cern...

**PreStagingTestsMultipleSRMServerOneInstance**
NEW - 2009-06-05 - 13:40 AndreaSciaba

How to setup a single dCache instance and multiple SRM servers? A single dCache instance means: 1 pool manager, 1 PNFS, 1 pin manager, 1 space manager. And in front...

**PreStagingTestsPendingIssuesATLAS**
NEW - 2009-06-05 - 13:51 AndreaSciaba

Pending issues for ATLAS One file lost at RAL from the CASTOR tape: during the tests made by Graeme at RAL one file never arrived to be staged: $ lcg ls l srm...

**PreStagingTestsPinlifetime**
NEW - 2009-06-05 - 13:41 AndreaSciaba

dCache server does not return the pin lifetime With GFAL API it is possible to pass to the SRM server a pin lifetime when making a BringOnline request. But here there...

**PreStagingTestsReferenceImplementation**
NEW - 2009-05-28 - 10:31 ElisaLanciotti

Reference implementation for prestaging A python script has been developed as a reference implementation to make prestaging. It is based on the GFAL Python API....

**PreStagingTestsReferenceImplementationArch**
r4 - 2009-10-19 - 17:08 JoseHernandezExternal3

Generic SRM prestaging script The script serves as an actual prestaging tool, as a reference implementation and as a testing tool. What follows describes the desired...

**PreStagingTestsReferenceImplementationResults**
Preliminary results of the prestaging tests Tests run so far: Run name DATE SURL list site storage Ls optimization space token VO CERN...

A summary of the results of prestaging tests at different CMS sites Tests run so far: Run name DATE SURL list storage Ls optimization space...

Possible transition to an asynchronous srmLs in dCache: summary from a mail thread. 12/03/09: Flavia triggers a discussion about the possible consequences of a change...

Error You get this error: cannot map principal to local user Solution /etc/grid security/gridmapdir directory should be writable by lfcmgr or dpmmgr. If...

DRAFT DRAFT DRAFT This is a merger between Flavia’s list of issues that the experiments have supported and Cal’s list of requirements. There are fields in the table...

Technical procedures for candidate ROCs during start up The CERN ROD (ROC on duty) Rota The ROC on duty shifts is a duty of every ROC. It consist in actively monitoring...

Technical procedures for incubators during ROC start up Links to Documentation to: the future ROC Manager Subject: start up of new ROC Name Body: Dear NAME...

Production Nagios nodes deployment recipe Modify Quattor templates Templates are in folder prod/services/gridmonnagios/role/ Compare templates: pro software packages...

name contribution where it should go in the document julia put your contribution here should go to x.x. as ... julia The strategic goal for integration...
name contribution where it should go in the document julia The strategic goal for integration and operation support activities is to considerably reduce...

ProgressLogs
r16 - 2006-01-17 - 16:38 UnknownUser

Service challenge Progress Logs SC4 ServiceChallengeFourProgress (plans at this stage...) SC3 ServiceChallengeThreeProgress SCTThreeJCDailyLog...

ProjectPreparation
r50 - 2011-11-23 - 10:22 JamieShiers

INFRA 2012 3.2 Project Proposal Preparation International cooperation with the USA on common e infrastructure for scientific data. INFRA 2012 3.2: The objective...

ProposalMb20051031
r4 - 2007-02-06 - 14:35 AlbertoAimar

Back to Management Board Wiki Proposal for Planning, Monitoring, etc Documents, as presented at the MB on the 31.10.2005. $ Mandate : Mandate of the working...

ProposalPreparation
r8 - 2009-09-16 - 17:17 JamieShiers

Partner input to HEP SSC proposal Partner Description A2 PIC Bios CERN https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/LCG/ProposalPreparation/cern description...

PublishAccountingData
r9 - 2012-10-04 - 14:52 AntonJGamel

To publish accounting data for a site you need to install a MON box and configure apel. Following boxes should be configured: MON box, lcg CE and Torque server(if...

PublishingLfcAndDpm
r5 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

How to publish the LFC and the DPM in the Information System We assume here that you are using YAIM. SOLUTION NUMBER 1 Using YAIM, a site BDII will have /opt/bdii...

PublishToDASYourself
r12 - 2012-10-22 - 15:08 LukasVanelderen

Publish to DBS(DAS) Yourself Contacts Silkworth Vanelderen Vaandering Introduction This twiki explains how to publish something to DBS (DAS), w...

PX_configuration_variables
r3 - 2008-07-29 - 15:35 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for MyProxy IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of PX is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site...

PxKernelUpgrade
r6 - 2011-09-28 - 14:14 GavinMcCance

See MyProxy.

PxNotes
r9 - 2011-09-28 - 14:13 GavinMcCance

See MyProxy.

PxPrb
High Availability Implementation for MyProxy Configuration
The CERN requirements for the MyProxy service requires a highly available configuration. As discussed...

PyCoolUtilities
r3 - 2005-09-19 - 13:30 SvenASchmidt

PyCool Utilities PyCool is a python bindings package for COOL. The following utilities are based on it: CoolConsole CoolConsole builds on top of PyCool and offers...

QFF
r7 - 2007-07-31 - 12:09 LanaAbadie

Filesystem and Filesize profiling The objectif of the questionnaire is to get an idea about: the file size profiling (what is the most frequent filesize stored...
Question Question 3. Please describe the storage system (e.g., DPM, dCache, SLAC xrootd, EOS, POSIX direct access, Object Store direct access) you use to make the...

**QosSurveyAnswersQ4**

r3 - 2019-09-20 - 11:34 OliverKeeble

Question Question 4. If you want to, please let us know what is the approximate effort (in terms of FTEs) needed to support storage at your site, as is currently deployed...

**QosSurveyAnswersQ5**

r3 - 2019-09-20 - 11:35 OliverKeeble

Question Question 5. A storage option that is currently being explored is so called ...

**QosSurveyAnswersQ6**

r3 - 2019-09-20 - 11:35 OliverKeeble

Question Question 6. Do you share any of your storage infrastructure with other (i.e., non WLCG) communities? This question excludes commonly shared infrastructure...

**QosSurveyAnswersQ7**

r3 - 2019-09-20 - 11:35 OliverKeeble

Question Question 7. Have you explored or are exploring alternative storage technology that you believe could provide significant improvements, such as enhanced performance...

**QosSurveyAnswersQ8**

r4 - 2019-09-20 - 11:35 OliverKeeble

Question Question 8. Are you aware of anything that WLCG VOs could change that would result in better performance or that would reduce your cost? Examples include...

**QoSsurveyConclusions**

r11 - 2019-10-07 - 16:08 OliverKeeble

Site Storage Survey Introduction In this document we summarise the results of the `Storage Chapter` of the WLCG Site Survey. The questions were compiled by the QoS...

**QoSWhitePaper**

r6 - 2020-01-12 - 14:41 PaulMillar1

The QoS White Paper The Working Group has published a white paper describing QoS and its potential within WLCG. The document is intended to frame and to stimulate...

**QR**

r2 - 2006-02-01 - 17:26 AlbertoAimar

**QualityOfTheJointResearchActivitiesAndTheirWorkPlan(toImproveTheServicesProvidedByTheInfrastructure)**

NEW - 2009-08-28 - 12:36 JuliaAndreeva

name contribution where it should go in the document julia put your contribution here should go to x.x. as ...
JuliaAndreeva 2009 08 28

**QualityOfTheMethodologyToAchieveTheObjectives,InParticularTheProvisionOfIntegratedServices**

r4 - 2009-08-30 - 18:40 JuliaAndreeva

name contribution where it should go in the document julia Here we could refere to the fact that WLCG has a proven record of success in creating distributed...

**QualityOfTheNetworkingActivitiesAndTheirWorkPlan**

r3 - 2009-08-30 - 00:52 PatriciaMendezLorenzo
name contribution where it should go in the document julia put your contribution here should go to x.x. as ...
Patricia We should adress the following...
**QualityOfTheTrans-nationalAccessAnd-orServicesAndTheirWorkPlan**
NEW - 2009-08-28 - 12:37  JuliaAndreeva

name contribution where it should go in the document julia put your contribution here should go to x.x. as ...
JuliaAndreeva 2009 08 28
**QuarterlyReports**
r110 - 2011-02-23 - 15:03  DeniseHeagerty

Go to Planning Wiki Instructions for preparing new Quarterly Reports are here: WlcgQRPreparation LCG Project Quarterly Reports LCG Quarterly Reports for...

**QuestionsAkos**
r2 - 2009-02-10 - 12:25  ElisaLanciotti

Some questions raised by Akos FROHNER: Dear all, I would like to highlight a few points before the discussion on `SRM busy`: 1 What kind of flow control do we want...

**QuestionsForExperiments**
r10 - 2020-06-04 - 09:10  RenatoSantana

At the WLCG Operations Coordination Meeting on the 7th of May migration of SAM to MONIT infrastructure has been discussed. presentation minutes In order...

**RAL**
r8 - 2019-07-05 - 18:20  ThomasHarrison

RAL is the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory and is a Tier1 within LCG. For a list of services that RAL has including local implementations see the RAL Tier1 wiki....

**RALinput**
r4 - 2021-08-25 - 17:23  AlastairDewhurst

RAL Setup RAL has used Castor as its tape backend since 2006. In 2019 it was decide to replace Castor with CTA and the Oracle Tape Librariry with Spectra Logic TFinity...

**RALTimeTable2006**
NEW - 2007-06-26 - 09:58  HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 26 Jun 2007 Tier 1 RAL Rutherford Appleton Lab. To provide 1% of ALICE resources from 2007 To provide 12% of ATLAS resources To provide 8% of CMS...

**RB_configuration_variables**
r3 - 2008-07-29 - 15:45  MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for RB IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of RB is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site info...

**RbNotes**
r9 - 2006-09-12 - 21:28  TimBell

RB Notes Introduction The Resource Broker manages the job workflow on behalf of the user. Specifically, Accepts requests from a UI, authenticates the user and...

**Rbwlcg**
NEW - 2006-09-12 - 21:37  TimBell

Resource Broker installation for WLCG Disk layout The disk layout has been studied extensively here. The conclusion is that the disks should be set up as RAID1 using...

**RBWMSMonitoring**
r3 - 2006-11-12 - 21:09  YvanCalas

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
RB/WMS Monitoring Metrics

Number of jobs in the state Running in the condor queue. Number of jobs in the states Running or Idle in the condor queue...

**RBWMSMonitoringTool**

NEW - 2007-02-16 - 22:20 YvanCalas

RB/WMS Monitoring Tool

In the following, I assume that: lx2b2007 is a UI, and a HTTP server is running on it. rb101 is a gLite WMS or a LCG RB node. Content...

**RBWMSMonitoringToolHowTo**

r9 - 2008-08-27 - 10:38 RobertoSantinel

RB/WMS Monitoring Tool HowTo

Here is described the different metrics used and displayed on the monitoring page. Description of the different metrics Load Sometimes...

**RecalculationPolicyForSAM**

r2 - 2019-11-22 - 18:24 MaartenLitmaath

The recalculation policy for SAM A/R reports was discussed and agreed in the Ops Coordination meeting of April 12th, 2018. SAM recalculation policy The spuriously...

**RecoverMaster**

r2 - 2005-08-18 - 10:22 UnknownUser

Recovering Master Node

What to do in case of MASTER (lcg sft publish.cern.ch or lx2b2001) crash? The current SLAVE machine should be reconfigured to become a new...

**RecoverSlave**

r2 - 2005-08-18 - 10:31 UnknownUser

Recovering Slave Node

What to do in case of SLAVE (lcg sft.cern.ch or lx2b2089) crash? 1. Remove lcg sft alias for crashed SLAVE machine (lx2b2089) by updating...

**RecurrentTaskReview**

NEW - 2013-08-02 - 10:27 AlexandreBeche

Recurrent task and services Review

This document is the output of the Visualisation working group: Alex and Marian. As requested in the WLCG monitoring consolidation...

**RegistrationTFend**

r13 - 2011-06-21 - 07:57 AndresAeschlimann

Detailed notes from the last VO Registration Task Force (TF) Workshop held at CERN Jan 22 26 2007 Monday Jan 22nd Dedicated to VOMS Generic Attributes (GAs): The...

**ReinstallMachineFromScratchGD**

r8 - 2007-02-19 - 09:25 YvanCalas

LCG Production Services

LCG Grid Deployment

How to (re)install a machine from scratch? You can also take a look on the wiki page written by Louis.Poncet...

**RELAX**

r25 - 2010-01-20 - 14:16 StefanRoiser

RELAX Overview

Releases Installation Pointers

Overview The RELAX projects provides a set of Reflex dictionaries for commonly used libraries in LCG...

**Relax_1_0_0_capabilities**

NEW - 2006-03-29 - 10:24 StefanRoiser

Library libCLHEPRflx.so containes the following types: Genfun::X Genfun::TrivariateGaussian Genfun::Tan Genfun::Square Genfun::Sqrt Genfun::Sin Genfun...
Library libCLHEPRflx.so contains the following types: Genfun::X Genfun::TrivariateGaussian Genfun::Tan Genfun::Square Genfun::Sqrt Genfun::Sin Genfun...

**Relax_1_1_0_capabilities**
NEW - 2006-04-04 - 21:44 StefanRoiser

Library libCLHEPRflx.so contains the following types: Genfun::X Genfun::TrivariateGaussian Genfun::Tan Genfun::Square Genfun::Sqrt Genfun::Sin Genfun...

**Relax_1_1_1_capabilities**

Library libCLHEPRflx.so contains dictionaries for the following types: Genfun::X Genfun::TrivariateGaussian Genfun::Tan Genfun::Square Genfun::Sqrt Genfun...

**Relax_1_1_2_content**

Library libCLHEPRflx.so contains dictionaries for the following types: Genfun::X Genfun::TrivariateGaussian Genfun::Tan Genfun::Square Genfun::Sqrt Genfun...

**Relax_1_1_5_content**

Library libCLHEPRflx.so defines the following capabilities: LCGReflex/Genfun::X LCGReflex/Genfun::TrivariateGaussian LCGReflex/Genfun::Tan LCGReflex/Genfun::Sqrt LCGReflex/Genfun::Sin...

**ReminderTemplate**

r8 - 2022-10-03 - 09:16 MaartenLitmaath

Template for WLCG Operations meeting reminder mail To be sent to the wlcg ops reminder list before noon on the day of the ops meeting (usually Monday). Subject...

**ReplicationDetails**

NEW - 2006-07-04 - 15:38 SophieLemaitre

Here are the details of the Replication setup at CERN, for handover of the LFC replication tests. LFC servers Three LFC servers at CERN have been setup for the LHCb...

**ReplicationTests**

r11 - 2006-06-19 - 16:02 UnknownUser

LFC DB replication tests for LHCb Database setup See Streams Replication Tests LFC This page is meant to be a work log, nothing more. 15/05/2006 : 1) MV creation...

**ReportDataStorageTEG**

r16 - 2012-04-13 - 15:45 WahidBhimji

Joint Data Management / Storage Management report NEWS 13 Apr 2012 v.4.0 of Report and Summary. Sent to Ian B. as `final` though recognising that there...

**ReqLifeTime**

NEW - 2009-06-05 - 13:35 AndreaSciaba

How to set the request life time for a srmBringOnLine call , using the GFAL API? It would be useful to set a lifetime for the request in order to implement an efficient...

**RequestForDigitalSignatureTemplate**

r3 - 2006-08-09 - 14:00 DianaBosio

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC CERN ROC Procedures In the following text you should look for occurrences of the strings REQUESTER NAME, YOUR NAME and substitute...
RequirementsOnSecTec
r2 - 2011-10-21 - 07:01  SteffenSchreiner

VOMS needs and requirements
ResearchNetworkingWG
r3 - 2020-10-14 - 09:33  HanWeiYen

Research Networking Technical Working Group WG Charter
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l4U5dpH556kCnoIHzyRpBl74IPc0gpAG3VPUp98Io0/edit#heading hjc3es9koa...

ResourceTrustEvolution
r8 - 2021-10-28 - 18:08  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Resource Trust Evolution Task Force Introduction For many years, authentication in WLCG and related infrastructures and projects has relied on trust anchors...

RFCproxySHA2support
r5 - 2013-09-26 - 22:09  MaartenLitmaath

RFC proxy and SHA 2 signature support in WLCG middleware Introduction IGTF would like CAs to move from SHA 1 to SHA 2 signatures ASAP, to anticipate concerns about...

Rfdir
r3 - 2006-02-07 - 10:28  UnknownUser

Error You get this : $ rfdir /storage opendir(): /storage: Permission denied (error 13 on ) Solution To use rfdir with the DPM, the recipe is : $ export DPNS...

RgmaNotes
NEW - 2005-09-22 - 14:02  TimBell

RGMA Notes Related Information Link Description Paper Production Services on the Grid Paper Fault tolerance in the RGMA architecture TimBell 22 Sep...

RGMASmokeTestAndActions
r5 - 2006-02-07 - 10:44  PeterJones

JamieShiers 03 Aug 2005 R GMA Smoke Tests and Actions Registry Remote Tests Check that tomcat is running http://lcgic01.gridpp.rl.ac.uk:8080 This should return...

RGMAThirdLevelProcedure
r4 - 2007-02-06 - 14:45  AlbertoAimar

JamieShiers 08 Aug 2005 Members of the R GMA team have offered their help on a best efforts basis during the service challenge to advise on any urgent R GMA problems...

RichardsThoughts
r2 - 2006-06-30 - 17:21  UnknownUser

RlsToLfc
NEW - 2005-10-07 - 10:43  UnknownUser

Going from the RLS to the LFC Please check : http://goc.grid.sinica.edu.tw/gocwiki/How to migrate the RLS entries into the LCG File Catalog %28LFC%29 SophieLemaitre...

ROCSFTInstallation
r7 - 2007-07-19 - 14:52  AntonioRetico

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC CERN ROC Procedures WARNING: This page is obsoleted by CERNROCSamInstallationNew SFT Test Suite for ROC The installation...
ROC Testing of glite 3.0 Testers CE ROC Marcin Radecki lcg admin #64;krNOSPAMPLEASE.edu.pl IT ROC Enrico Ferro grid...

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services PPS CERN Admin Procedures ROC top BDII for SAMAP configuration The top BDII for SAMAP is a very particular...

Rollout of handling job priorities, VOViews, etc Introduction Notations VO Virtual Organisation ACBR (Glue)AccessControlBaseRule...

Privileged access on GD nodes It is important to improve the protection, control and the tracability of the root logins for the GD group. This is partly why SSH gateways...

How to make ROOT to work with xroot://... TURLs From the ROOT shell: run root gPluginMgr AddHandler("TFile","xroot:","TXNetFile","Netx","TXNetFile"

Will your site be willing to participate in the joint tape test? For multi VO site , for which VOs then? need more info about test details. We are...

RRD

RRD is running on lxgate30 currently as root. There are 3 main projects there for the moment. They are all located under /var/www/html Tier 0 setup is in rrd t...

Real Time Monitor Introduction The Real Time Monitor (RTM) presents of real time view of the WLCG Grid in operation. It is based on information retrieved from the...

DRAFT ATLAS Rucio authentication service incident, Aug 20, 2021 ATLAS ADC Report Timeline (CEST) Friday 22:15 multiple Rucio nodes were taken out of the...

LCG Grid Deployment SAM Activities This page is the entry point for all the activities done in the SAM (Service Availability Monitoring) context SAM Service...
**SamCern**  
r38 - 2011-06-21 - 16:17  AndresAeschlimann  
DISPERSED SAM DOCS SAM Overview Production instance of the SAM Programmatic Interface lcg sam server ws 0.11.3 Validation instance of the SAM Programmatic...  
SAMDevel  
r2 - 2011-06-21 - 15:37  AndresAeschlimann  
SAM Development s. att.  
SAMEsettings  
r13 - 2011-06-21 - 15:40  AndresAeschlimann  
Easysamportal of the certification testbed Installation Installing the publisher The rpm installed is same query x.x.x. Creating the database schema: export CVSROOT...  
**SAMGridViewVisualisationProposal**  
r3 - 2007-07-20 - 14:23  PiotrNyczyk  
SAM/GridView visualisation proposal Use Cases Service failure analysis Purpose: check the overall status of all grid services to manually correlate failures...  
**SAMJDBCChecker**  
NEW - 2008-01-31 - 16:17  DusanVudragovic  
SAM JDBC Checker This is a simple way of checking compatibility between JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) driver and SAM database with Ant. Ant has integrated support...  
**SAMMaintenance**  
r3 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00  LaurenceField  
SAM Maintenance Client components Sumbmission Client SAM submission client for the EGEE/LCG production grid infrastructure is installed on the machine lxn...  
**SamMbReports**  
r96 - 2011-06-24 - 09:48  CatharineNoble  
Go to Planning Wiki Wiki Web Members Meetings MB Minutes MB Action List GridView/SAM Site Availability Reports SamMbReportsPrep: Instructions...  
**SamMbReportsPrep**  
r7 - 2011-06-21 - 16:31  AndresAeschlimann  
Preparing and Distributing the GridView Site Availability Reports Instructions 1. In the first days of each month, download the previous month`s reports: Open...  
**SAMNagiosEvaluationSummary**  
r2 - 2010-02-08 - 14:44  UnknownUser  
Summary of ROC Nagioses Evaluation Points that one should take into account before proceeding with the evaluation details. Differences Nagios vs SAM WMSes Different...  
**SAMOverview**  
r13 - 2011-06-22 - 14:30  AndresAeschlimann  
SAM Overview Introduction SAM (Service Availability Monitoring) is a framework for the monitoring of production and pre production grid sites. It provides a set of...  
**SamProbDetGuideClStuckJob**  
r2 - 2008-12-15 - 14:05  JuditNovak  
SAM Prod. Service Client side failures No new tests sent to a resource TODO 1. Check if the resource ( site) is correctly registered in the SAM DB as...
SAM Probes Metrics
r100 - 2015-06-15 - 12:14 LukasKreczko

SAM probes descriptions are moved to a web page.

Sam Prog Interface ACL
r122 - 2010-03-15 - 18:20 DavidCollados

Requesting access to the SAM programmatic interface. Due to unexpected high load on SAM DB in the past, when we had an extremely high number of concurrent requests, we...

SAM Questionnaire Site Replies
r3 - 2018-01-20 - 15:44 MaartenLitmaath

Site replies to SAM questionnaire. See regarding SAM tests and Site availability reports CERN. Do you use SAM tests for operations? Yes If yes...

SAM Security Doc
r7 - 2007-10-30 - 16:29 DavidCollados

HOW TO ADD A NEW SECURITY TEST INTO SAM. For each new security test intended to be used by SAM, you must provide two files: a file describing the test the...

Sam Support Activity
NEW - 2007-04-27 - 16:11 UnknownUser


SAM Tests
NEW - 2011-12-02 - 10:43 VikasSinghal

VikasSinghal 02 Dec 2011

SAM To Nagios
r41 - 2010-08-16 - 12:01 AleDiGGi

SAM to Nagios migration of sensors and tests. Two main cases are considered: 1 running existing SAM tests without modification under Nagios. 2 developing service...

SAM To Nagios ALICE
r3 - 2009-12-09 - 09:30 UnknownUser

SAM to Nagios migration of sensors/tests ALICE. The page concerns migration of ALICE sensors and tests that are making use of SAM submission/execution framework....

SAM To Nagios ATLAS
r24 - 2015-06-23 - 16:06 SalvatoreAlessandroTupputi

SAM Nagios for ATLAS. SAM NAGIOS for ATLAS. Details Configs On sam atlas dev the procedure for installing the gfal2 python APIs breaks down as follows: yum install...

SAM To Nagios CMS
r4 - 2010-03-02 - 12:17 UnknownUser

SAM to Nagios migration of sensors/tests CMS. The page concerns migration of CMS sensors and tests that are making use of SAM submission/execution framework. Goals...

SAM To Nagios LHCb
r2 - 2009-09-15 - 16:52 UnknownUser

SAM to Nagios LHCb IN PREPARATION CE 150 integrate/migrate LATER SAM publication part of framework is used R? CE lhcb CondDB (from UI w/o SAM then parse...
As presented at the July WLCG consolidation meeting, please find below the questionnaire with the topics relevant to the evolution of the SAM probes and its framework...

**SamValServInvent**
NEW - 2009-02-24 - 10:55 JuditNovak

SAM Validation Service Interventions This page includes the list of latest interventions on the SAM Validation Service Instance. Those that were performed some time...

**SamValServInventHist**
NEW - 2009-02-23 - 14:41 JuditNovak

SAM Validation Service Interventions This page lists interventions history on the SAM Validation Service Instance. Note: Local time is used Server Client 2008...

**SamVOMinutes**
r8 - 2012-10-25 - 10:39 JuliaAndreeva

In preparation to the next meeting where we would like to discuss SAM operations, development and deployment aspects and collaboration between SUM developers and developers...

**SC4ExperimentPlans**
r136 - 2011-03-17 - 11:06 CatharineNoble

HarryRenshall 10 May 2010 Experiment and Tier 0 1 Site Service Challenge Resource Requirements and Capacity up to 2009. From 2010 the C RSG Approved and Installed...

**SCActionList**
r29 - 2007-02-14 - 11:28 FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 09 Jun 2006 SC4 Combined Action List Major Updates October 2 2006 Clean up archive of old actions August 21 2006 Debugging of variable...

**Scalability_DPM**
r10 - 2008-02-28 - 15:07 LanaAbadie

DPM scalability tests All the test plans and results of the DPM scalability test will be reported in this wiki page. Test plans : series of tests Test results...

**Scalability_Lustre**
r31 - 2008-06-04 - 15:02 AndreasPeters

Lustre Server Setup I created a ~46TB Lustre file system on 25 disk servers. Lustre Version is 1.6.4.2 using official RPMS from lustre.org. On every disk server there...

**Scalability_XrootD**
r6 - 2008-03-11 - 17:24 AndreasPeters

xrootd scalability tests All the test plans and results of the xrootd scalability test will be reported in this wiki page. Test plans series of tests Test results...

**SCDailyMeeting051003**
r7 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

Week of 051003 Open Actions from last week: check possiblility of using LCG Quattor WG componets for LFC/DPM/... (Jan/Vlado/Sophie) TO TEST FTS server...

**SCDailyMeeting051010**
r9 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

Week of 051010 Open Actions from last week: FTS server not visible from the VO box deploy another one (Simone Gavin). DONE Fix the problem in the...
SCDailyMeeting051017
r5 - 2007-02-14 - 11:29 FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 24 Oct 2005 Week of 051017 Open Actions from last week: bundle clients for new release into LCG (Gavin/Louis) DONE Test new QF23 FTS clients...

SCDailyMeeting051024
r7 - 2005-10-28 - 16:07 UnknownUser

Week of 051024 Open Actions from last week: Preparation of intervention this coming Sat/Sun/Mon/Tue DONE move VOBOXes to Quattor Pilot to move to...

SCDailyMeeting051031
r10 - 2007-02-19 - 15:41 FlaviaDonno

Week of 051031 Open Actions from last week: Look at queries in FTS for locking problem (Gavin/Kris) IN PROGRESS Pilot to move to 1.4.1 (Gavin) FOR Intervention...

SCDailyMeeting051107
r5 - 2005-11-11 - 13:41 UnknownUser

Week of 051107 Open Actions from last week: Look at queries in FTS for locking problem (Gavin/Kris) IN PROGRESS move VOBOXes to Quattor (Simone)...

SCDailyMeeting051114
r5 - 2005-11-18 - 13:06 HarryRenshall

Week of 051114 Open Actions from last week: Look at queries in FTS for locking problem (Gavin/Kris) IN PROGRESS QF for FTS memory leak code beginnnng...

SCDailyMeeting051121
r8 - 2007-02-19 - 15:42 FlaviaDonno

Week of 051121 Open Actions from last week: Lyon wants to switch to SRM Copy (fts support) DONE New LFC sensor to detect current thread usage, and external...

SCDailyMeeting051128
r6 - 2005-12-02 - 13:28 HarryRenshall

Week of 051128 Open Actions from last week: New LFC sensor to detect current thread usage, and external service availability via CLI tools (James) Work...

SCDailyMeeting051205
r7 - 2005-12-12 - 09:41 HarryRenshall

Week of 051205 Open Actions from last week: Move castor2 stager. Stop at 09.30 Monday for 2 hours. Schedule service stop on LXFS6051 for Elonex disk intervention...

SCDailyMeeting051212
r4 - 2005-12-16 - 19:25 MaartenLitmaathSecondary

Week of 051212 Open Actions from last week: Install new version of Castor VDQM (OB Monday) Understand implications of Tuesday am power interruptions On...

SCDailyMeeting051219
r3 - 2005-12-20 - 10:48 UnknownUser

Week of 051219 Open Actions from last week: Chair: James On Call: Monday: Log: Problems with BNL and IN2P3 networks reported. DNS problem over the weekend all...

SCDailyMeeting060109
r4 - 2006-01-11 - 15:33 HarryRenshall

Week of 060109 Chair: Harry Renshall Open Actions from last week: On Call: Maarten and Sophie Monday:
Log: BNL are seeing some FTS transfers failing with `cannot...

SCDailyMeeting060116
r7 - 2007-02-19 - 15:43  FlaviaDonno

Week of 060116 Open Actions from last week: Chair: James On Call: Roberto Simone Monday: Log: CASTOR problems over weekend. DLf crashed during nights. SARA FZK...

SCDailyMeeting060123
r2 - 2006-01-26 - 08:55  UnknownUser

Week of 060123 Open Actions from last week: update op procedure for LCGMON GRIDFTP WRONG James announce details of new update slot of Wed 9.30AM 10.30AM...

SCDailyMeeting060130
r6 - 2006-02-06 - 11:48  HarryRenshall

Week of 060130 Open Actions from last week: Castor2 upgrade scheduled for 08.30 10.30 Monday Chair: H.Renshall On Call: Jean Philippe David Monday: Log: Nothing...

SCDailyMeeting060206
r4 - 2006-02-09 - 10:37  UnknownUser

Week of 060206 Open Actions from last week: Run PIC FTS traffic from production castor2. Castor team to take c2sc3 cluster for internal tests. Chair: H.Renshall On...

SCDailyMeeting060320
r3 - 2006-03-24 - 08:49  HarryRenshall

Week of 060320 Open Actions from last week: Chair: H.Renshall On Call: Andrea James Monday: Log: Nothing New Actions: Discussion: Tuesday: Log: New Actions: Discussion...

SCDailyMeeting060327
r2 - 2006-03-28 - 08:38  HarryRenshall

Week of 060327 Open Actions from last week: Fill up c2sc4 staging disks Chair: H.Renshall On Call: Roberto Monday: Log: Major overheating problems in 513. Batch...

SCDailyMeeting060410
r4 - 2006-04-13 - 11:18  UnknownUser

Week of 060410 Open Actions from last week: Chair: James On Call: James/Maarten Monday: Log: FTS006 does not have correct root password for sysadmins...

SCDailyMeeting060417
r4 - 2006-04-21 - 08:55  UnknownUser

Week of 060417 Open Actions from last week: Review Easter weekend problems Chair: James On Call: James/Maarten Monday Log: Vacation Actions: Discussion: Tuesday...

SCDailyMeeting060424
r7 - 2006-05-02 - 08:30  UnknownUser

Week of 060424 Open Actions from last week: DB backend upgrade wednesday for all grid services Chair: James On Call: James/Maarten Monday Log: FTS DB cleanup...

SCDailyMeeting060522
r3 - 2006-06-02 - 16:46  UnknownUser

Week of 060522 Open Actions from last week: Fix problem with transient LFC NOREAD/NOWRITE errors (James) DONE Chair: James Monday: Log: Nothing New Actions...

SCDailyMeeting060529
r3 - 2006-06-06 - 17:09  UnknownUser
WebIndex < LCG < TWiki

Week of 060529 Open Actions from last week: Chair: James Monday: Log: LFC host certs ran out on saturday half hosts down for 19 hours New Actions: look at...

SCDailyMeeting060605
r7 - 2007-02-19 - 15:43 FlaviaDonno

Week of 060605 Open Actions from last week: Install new vomscert on LFC/FTS (SMOD) DONE Chair: James Monday: Log: Nothing CERN Holiday New Actions: Discussion...

SCDailyMeeting060612
r5 - 2006-06-20 - 08:49 UnknownUser

Week of 060612 Open Actions from last week: Add OPS VO to FTS (Gavin) Intervention Monday morning FTS, LFC, CASTOR, SFT, SAM, GRIDVIEW DONE Chair:....

SCDailyMeeting060619
r2 - 2006-06-20 - 11:40 UnknownUser

Week of 060619 Open Actions from last week: Chair: James SMOD: Monday: Log: LFC DB ERROR on 1131/lfc001. Twiki down New Actions: Notify developers of LFC...

SCDailyMeeting060626
r5 - 2007-02-19 - 16:05 FlaviaDonno

Week of 060626 Open Actions from last week: Chair: James SMOD: Veronique Monday: Log: R GMA problems over the weekend due to bad configured sites no data New Actions...

SCDailyMeeting060703
r5 - 2007-02-19 - 16:06 FlaviaDonno

HarryRenshall 03 Jul 2006 Week of 060703 Open Actions from last week: Chair: H.Renshall SMOD: T.Kleinwort Monday: Log: Nothing New Actions: Thorsten to try gLite...

SCDailyMeeting060710
r2 - 2006-07-14 - 14:36 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 11 Jul 2006 SCDailyMeetingTemplate (edit) Show formatting helpHide formatting help Formatting help: bold put word/phrase in asterisks: your phrase...

SCDailyMeeting060717
r9 - 2007-02-19 - 16:06 FlaviaDonno

Week of 060717 Open Actions from last week: Check on daily LSF reconfig. Chair: H.Renshall SMOD: Miguel Dos Santos GMOD: Yvan Calas Monday: Log: Problem with LFC...

SCDailyMeeting060724
r7 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 060724 Open Actions from last week: Point castorsrm at srm.cern.ch on Monday (Miguel) Postponed to Tue. Chair: James SMOD: Jan GMOD: Antonio Monday...

SCDailyMeeting060731
r6 - 2007-02-02 - 10:07 FlaviaDonno

HarryRenshall 31 Jul 2006 Week of 060731 Open Actions from last week: Chair: H.Renshall GMOD: R...

SCDailyMeeting060807
r5 - 2006-08-10 - 08:52 JamesCasey

Week of 060807 Open Actions from last week: Get conference phone for openlab room (Harry) Chair: James SMOD: Miguel GMOD: Valentin Monday: Log: DB ERROR on...

SCDailyMeeting060814
r6 - 2006-08-18 - 11:48 HarryRenshall
Week of 060814 Open Actions from last week: Harry to organise conference...

**SCDailyMeeting060821**
- 2007-02-02 - 10:07 FlaviaDonno

Week of 060821 Open Actions from last week: Chair: H.Renshall Gmod: M.Dimou Smod: J.van Eldik Monday: Log: Nothing New Actions: Andrea...

**SCDailyMeeting060828**
- 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 060828 Open Actions from last week: Chair: James GMOD: Piotr SMOD: Ulrich Monday: Log: Castor problems over weekend gridmapfile mapping for maarten changed...

**SCDailyMeeting060904**
- 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 060904 Open Actions from last week: CMS see bursts of errors (still continuing monday morning). Michael to send timestamps, Miguel to investigate....

**SCDailyMeeting060911**
- 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 060911 Open Actions from last week: Move 2nd cms RB from critical area. Stop c2sc4 activity. Chair: H.Renshall Gmod: M.Barosso Smod: I.Reguero Monday: Log...

**SCDailyMeeting060918**
- 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 060918 Open Actions from last week: Chair: James SMOD: Jan GMOD: Ian Neilson Monday: Log: rb103 /tmp full. New Actions: LFC procedure needs to mention...

**SCDailyMeeting060925**
- 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 061002 Open Actions from last week: Several CASTOR upgrades this week. Monday stop castorgrid srm endpoint, upgrade CASTOR client on desktops, change grid...

**SCDailyMeeting061009**
- 2006-10-13 - 17:16 HarryRenshall

Week of 061009 Open Actions from last week: After report from FNAL VOMRS the ORACLE bug fix upgrades can go ahead Monday. Schedule is to start at 10:00. Chair: H.Renshall...

**SCDailyMeeting061016**
- 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 061023 Open Actions from last week: Check rb110 (with D.Qing) and put into production for CSA06. When done return rb101 to GSSDATLAS (edit and release AFS...
Week of 061030 Open Actions from last week: Put new LFCs into production. Was done on Friday. Chair: H.Renshall Gmod: K.Skaburskas Smod: M.dos Santos Monday: Log...
**SCDailyMeeting061106**
r11 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 061106 Open Actions from last week: Costin and Miguel to try to understand cyclic nature of ALICE FTS transfer rates. Chair: Jamie Gmod: Smod: Ignacio Monday...
**SCDailyMeeting061113**
r7 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 10 Nov 2006 Week of 061113 Open Actions from last week: Spikiness of ALICE transfers still to be understood. Latest news: no progress. A maintenance...
**SCDailyMeeting061120**
r2 - 2006-11-24 - 08:43 JamesCasey

Week of 061120 Open Actions from last week: Check with ALICE when to reinstall VOALICE03 (to RAID 1). Obtain host certificates for new RB`s and CE`s (HRR). Chair:...
**SCDailyMeeting061127**
r5 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 061127 Open Actions from last week: Chair: H.Renshall Gmod: M.Barosso Smod: J.van Eldik Monday: Log: CMS Castor2 garbage collection failed over the weekend...
**SCDailyMeeting061204**
r5 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 061204 Open Actions from last week: Check in opm grid templates for reference to prod grid cern admins (James) In Progress FTS Intervention (Gavin... 
**SCDailyMeeting061211**
r6 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 061211 Open Actions from last week: IN2P3 request to continue multi VO test over weekend Check in opm grid templates for reference to prod grid...
**SCDailyMeeting061218**
r3 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 061211 Open Actions from last week: follow up errors with GSSDATLAS (James/Simone) In Progress Chair: James Gmod: Smod: Monday: Log: LFC Problems...
**SCDailyMeeting070115**
r7 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 070115 Open Actions from last week: Chair: H.Renshall Gmod: R.Naujikas Smod: I.Reguero Monday: Log: Nothing New Actions: Discussion: FTA wrong alarms of...
**SCDailyMeeting070122**
r2 - 2007-01-19 - 10:23 HarryRenshall

Week of 070122 Open Actions from last week: Reinstall volhcb02 09.30 11.30 (U.Schwickerath) to convert from jbod to mirrored. Backup and restore it’s /opt/dirac and...
**SCDailyMeeting131005**
NEW - 2005-10-13 - 18:18 PatriciaMendezLorenzo

FTS (Gavin and Paolo) Matching the configuration today. The configuration of the pilot node has to be adapted. a modification for new updated needed. Next update of...
Week of 051017 Open Actions from last week: bundle clients for new release into LCG (Gavin/Louis) Test new QF23 FTS clients (James) DONE DEPLOYED...

**SCDailyMeeting200206**
NEW - 2006-02-23 - 09:51 GavinMcCance

Week of 200206 On Call: Sophie/James Monday: Log: Nothing Tuesday: Log: Nothing Wednesday Log: Nothing Thursday Log: Expired hostcerts on half of the oplapro...

**SCDailyMeetings050618**
r2 - 2005-07-19 - 08:47 UnknownUser

Week of 050618 Open Actions from last week: LEMON sensors for FTS Gavin WAITING ON FIO Gavin: install last FTS version and test Move...

**SCDailyMeetings050627**
r2 - 2005-07-19 - 08:45 UnknownUser

Week of 050627 Monday: Actions: Sophie/Maarten: InstantClient RPM needs re doing Jamie: Status Pages for FZK/FNAL DONE TUE Jamie: Criteria...

**SCDailyMeetings050704**
r4 - 2007-02-02 - 10:07 FlaviaDonno

Week of 050704 Open Actions from last week: FTS Pilot Vlado open AFS accounts DONE for all Andrea/Sophie to do install Mailing list for second...

**SCDailyMeetings050711**
r8 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 050711 Open Actions from last week: LEMON sensors for FTS Gavin UNDERWAY Gavin: Install and publish UI details at CERN DONE...

**SCDailyMeetings050718**
r6 - 2005-07-22 - 09:19 JamieShiers

Week of 050718 Open Actions from last week: LEMON sensors for FTS Gavin WAITING ON FIO Gavin: install last FTS version and test Move...

**SCDailyMeetings050725**
r7 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Week of 050725 Open Actions from last week: tape tests testing of smoke tests new FTS release / deployment plans. On Shift: Maarten/Patricia Monday...

**SCDailyMeetings050801**
r8 - 2006-02-07 - 10:44 PeterJones

Week of 050801 Open Actions from last week: testing of smoke tests (Jamie) new FTS release / deployment plans. Pilot DB reboot Tuesday DONE...

**SCDailyMeetings050808**
r9 - 2005-08-15 - 09:59 UnknownUser

Week of 050808 Open Actions from last week: testing of smoke tests (James R/GMA FTS) DONE (R GMA) new FTS release / deployment plans. Maarten...

**SCDailyMeetings050815**
r8 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

Week of 050815 Open Actions from last week: Decide on date for R GMA team to come and give a tutorial
Deploy FTS Release (1.3) DONE Upgrade nodes...

SCDailyMeetings050822  
6 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00  LaurenceField

Week of 050822 Open Actions from last week: Decide on date for R GMA team to come and give a tutorial  
DONE check that correct SEs are published in prod...

SCDailyMeetings050829  
6 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04  FlaviaDonno

Week of 050829 Open Actions from last week: check that correct SEs are published in prod. BDII. (Patricia)  
Get CERN to configure LCG SC3 stuff (Vlado)...  

SCDailyMeetings050905  
r6 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00  LaurenceField

Week of 050905 Open Actions from last week: check that correct SEs are published in prod. BDII. (Patricia)  
Requirements for LFC replication for 3D meeting...

SCDailyMeetings050912  
r5 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00  LaurenceField

Week of 050912 Open Actions from last week: check that correct SEs are published in prod. BDII. (Patricia)  
Arrange LFC production meeting with LHCb (Roberto)...  

SCDailyMeetings050919  
r7 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00  LaurenceField

Week of 050919 Open Actions from last week: check that correct SEs are published in prod. BDII. (Patricia)  
Need to get procedures for dCache (Maarten)...  

SCDailyMeetings050926  
r9 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00  LaurenceField

Week of 050926 Open Actions from last week: check possiblility of using LCG  
Quattor WG componets for LFC/DPM/... (Jan/Vlado/Sophie)...  

SCDailyMeetingTemplate  
r7 - 2007-01-15 - 08:38  HarryRenshall

Week of 07XXXX Open Actions from last week: Chair: Gmod: Smod: Monday: Log: Nothing New Actions:  
Discussion: Tuesday: Log: New Actions: Discussion: Wednesday Log...

ScDashRbDvl  
r3 - 2005-10-17 - 15:08  TimBell

Resource Broker Development status for SC4 26/09/2005 Code included in LCG 2.6 and available TimBell  
26 Sep 2005

ScFourHighAvailabilityPortfolio  
r2 - 2005-09-07 - 12:29  TimBell

High Availability Portfolio This page describes potential options for improving the availability of a product  
without requiring a change of the application code....  

ScFourQualityAssurance  
NEW - 2005-09-07 - 17:33  TimBell

SC4 Service Quality Assurance This page is currently a placeholder. It will contain a list of questions that will  
allow the planned implementation of each service...

ScFourServiceDefinition  
r15 - 2007-02-14 - 11:34  FlaviaDonno
ScFourServiceDefinition Service Challenge 4 Service Definition This page defines The products involved in the SC4 service definitions How the products map...

**ScFourServiceDefinitions**

r9 - 2005-09-06 - 21:12 TimBell

Service Challenge 4 Service Definitions This page has been replaced by ScFourServiceDefinition and ScFourServiceTechnicalFactors

**ScFourServiceTechnicalFactors**

r75 - 2007-10-08 - 17:56 HarryRenshall

ScFourServiceTechnicalFactors This chapter provides additional data on what components, capacities and constraints are involved in the delivery of the Service Challenge...

**ScFourTechnicalQuestionnaire**

r6 - 2005-09-13 - 09:20 TimBell

SC4 Service Technical Questionnaire The questions below will allow an appropriate infrastructure, operations and procedures to be established for a service. It is...

**SCGLetter-EGI**

r14 - 2009-09-03 - 15:25 RomainWartel

Operational security in EGI A central entity aimed at coordinating the operational security activities in the infrastructure, in particular response to security incidents...

**SCHalloweenHintervention**

r5 - 2005-11-02 - 17:44 GavinMcCance

Service functional tests after 31 Oct 2005 / 2 Nov 2005 intervention Testing status of sites after intervention. Unless specified, the channels are running third party...

**SCInternalPage**

NEW - 2005-11-04 - 14:11 SimoneCampanaSecondary

SimoneCampana 04 Nov 2005

**ScmPps**

r6 - 2009-11-30 - 15:13 UnknownUser

Status of gLite releases Last update of PPSCoordinationWorkLog Now in Production Now in Staged Roll Out Release to production in preparation Staged roll out...

**ScodRota**

r695 - 2022-11-16 - 22:59 MaartenLitmaath

Quick Links T1s VOs and Services Experiments Services Minutes WLCG Service Coordinator on Duty Rota Mandate The WLCG Service Coordinator on Duty...

**SCODRotaArchive**

r125 - 2022-11-16 - 22:55 MaartenLitmaath

Archive of WLCG SCOD rota 2022 Week Beginning SCOD Comments 10 Jan 2022 Miro Makes the Jan 18 MB report 17 Jan 2022 Miro 24 Jan...

**SCThreeJCDailyLog**

r44 - 2005-12-05 - 12:03 UnknownUser

JC Daily Logs Friday 22nd July 11:30 Transfers seemed to have stopped on some channels turned out my myproxy cert had expired oops! Now working again Thursday...

**SCThreeMerryChristmas**

r19 - 2006-01-04 - 20:29 GavinMcCance
Thursday 22nd December 16.00 : Looking into apparent problems with...

**ScThreeRouterMonitoringDashboard**
r7 - 2006-01-23 - 14:26 UnknownUser

Router Summaries CERN statistics SC3 Interfaces at CERN Sites Remote statistics GRIDKA (details) NDGF PIC

**SCThreeRWDailyLog**
r20 - 2005-12-01 - 11:15 RomainWartel

RW Daily Logs 1st December 2005 11:11 We don’t know if the problem also appears in the 2.4 kernel: 2.4 performances are far above performances on 2.6, which could...

**ScThreeThroughputHowTo**
r6 - 2007-03-27 - 13:54 SteveTraylen

HOWTO guide for Service Challenge Three Throughput phase Access to FTS Clients There are two ways to get access to the SC3 Clients: Install a SC3 Client node...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060109**
r4 - 2006-02-07 - 10:44 PeterJones

JamieShiers 09 Jan 2006 Present: Maarten, Alberto, Jamie, Harry, Olof, Jan, Miguel, Gavin (notes) Sites called in: BNL, GSI, FZK, IN2P3, INFN, NIKHEF/SARA...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060116**
r5 - 2006-01-17 - 13:59 GavinMcCance

GavinMcCance 16 Jan 2006 Present: Jan, Olof, Maarten, Harry, James, Gavin, Jamie (via phone) Sites called in: INFN, ASCC, FNAL, GRIDKA, IN2P3, BNL, NDGF...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060123**
r8 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 19 Jan 2006 Present Experiments: ALICE (Patricia Mendez, Killian Schwarz), GSSDATLAS (Zhongliang Ren), CMS (Jon Bakken also representing FNAL US...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060130**
r7 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 30 Jan 2006 Present Sites: (all T1s DESY) Experiments: (all LHC experiments) Absent (Noone) CERN Power Cut Summary Due to an incident...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060206**
r9 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 02 Feb 2006 Present Sites: CNAF, FZK, ASGC, RAL, BNL, TRIUMF, SARA, PIC, NDGF, DESY, CCIN2P3 Experiments: LHCb, GSSDATLAS, ALICE Apologies...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060220**
r7 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 17 Feb 2006 Present Conference call abandoned as too few sites/experiments had called in by timeout. Summary of SC4 Workshop in Mumbai A successful...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060301**
r14 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 22 Feb 2006 Preparation for SC4 Tier0 Tier1 Throughput tests Disk disk Tier0 Tier1 tests at the full nominal rate are scheduled for April. The proposed...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060306**
r15 - 2007-02-02 - 10:07 FlaviaDonno

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Jamie Shiers 01 Mar 2006 The Pre Production Service gLite 3.0 timeline and high level pps plans
(presentation to Feb 28 MB). The final gLite 3.0.0 Beta, including...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060313**
r7 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

Jamie Shiers 07 Mar 2006 Experiment Reports ALICE We would like to replicate on the PPS the same
functionality we are using now for the production on SC3....

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060522**
NEW - 2005-06-29 - 17:31 UnknownUser

Weekly Phonecon 060522 SC3 Con Call Date and Location 22 June 2005 18:00 19:30 Attendees ASCC: Di
Qing...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060529**
NEW - 2005-07-06 - 15:50 UnknownUser

Date and Location 29 June 2005 18:00 19:00 Attendees ASCC: Di Qing BNL: Dantong Wu FNAL: Jon
Bakken FZK: IN2P...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060606**
r3 - 2007-02-19 - 15:30 AlbertoAimar

Date and Location 06 July 2005 16:00 17:30 Attendees ASCC: Di Qing BNL: Dantong FNAL: Jon FZK:
Doris IN2P3: Lionel...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060613**
NEW - 2005-07-13 - 16:37 UnknownUser

Date and Location 13 July 2005 16:00 17:30 Attendees ASCC: Di Qing BNL: FNAL: Jon FZK: Jens Rehn...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060727**
NEW - 2005-07-27 - 16:36 UnknownUser

Date and Location 27 July 2005 16:00 17:30 B28 S 15 Attendees ASCC: ... BNL: Bruce Gibbard, Razvan
Popescu FNAL: Yujun wu FZK: Doris IN2P3: Lionel:...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060803**
NEW - 2005-08-03 - 16:22 UnknownUser

Date and Location 3 August 2005 16:00 17:30 B28 S 15 Attendees ASCC: ... BNL: Bruce Gibbard, Razvan
Popescu FNAL: Yujun wu FZK: Andreas Heiss IN2P3: Paris: Lancaster:...

**SCWeeklyPhoneCon060817**
r2 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

SC3 Weekly Meeting Date and Location 17 August 2005 16:00 17:30 B28 S 15 Attendees ASCC: BNL:....

**SearchResults**
r2 - 2008-03-03 - 15:50 NilsHoeyimyr

TWiki search by CERN Search Results You may also search with the internal TWiki WebSearch. Please note
that TWiki internal WebSearch may be very slow for large...

**SE_classic_configuration_variables**
r5 - 2008-07-29 - 15:47 MariaALANDESPARADILLO

Configuration variables for SE classic IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration
of SE classic is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view...

**SecondLevelProcedure**
r16 - 2005-10-21 - 11:56 UnknownUser

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
The Second Level Support must understand which service is causing the reported problem, go through the check list for the corresponding service and take the appropriate...

**SecTEGMaterialTracker**
r3 - 2011-10-21 - 07:00  SteffenSchreiner

GDB, Oct. 12th 2011: SecTEG Material http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId 4 sessionId 2 resId 1 materialId slides confId 106649 External Material...

**SecTEGMeetingMinutes**
r11 - 2012-02-23 - 17:31  SteffenSchreiner

1 Nov 2011 minutes of the weekly phone meeting The list of sub tasks was agreed on as follows, with the first two as the most urgent topics: WLCG Risk Assessment...

**SecTEGMembers**
r8 - 2011-12-12 - 20:47  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG TEG Sec Members Adri...

**SecTEGSchedule**
r3 - 2011-10-21 - 07:01  SteffenSchreiner

WLCG TEG Sec Schedule Proposed planning (to be agreed by the TEG members) Identify and agree on the areas of work (before xmas) Prioritise subtasks...

**SecurityAuditing**
r7 - 2007-10-31 - 17:53  DavidCollados

Security Assessment SAM Security Monitoring Documentation: How to add/modify SAM security tests Completed tests None. Pilot tests in Production Monitoring...

**SecurityCaUpdate**
r20 - 2011-06-22 - 08:20  AndresAeschlimann

Middleware repository update procedure Introduction We operate apt get and yum repositories for the grid middleware and the CA rpms. The apt get repository is used...

**SecurityUsabilityWriteUp**
r12 - 2012-05-14 - 17:24  VonWelchExternal

This document is now being maintained in MS Word. The latest version is: WLCG TEG Security Usability v0.5.docx: Usability and Security write up v0.5 (word version...

**ServiceChallenge4DailyLog**
r2 - 2006-03-17 - 12:05  JamieShiers

JamieShiers 17 Mar 2006 Log Created 17 March 2006 Transfers started to Lyon. Yahoo! Preparations for SC4 on going (staging files in from tape) Write...

**ServiceChallengeFourBlog**
r87 - 2007-02-19 - 15:26  AlbertoAimar

JamieShiers 22 Mar 2006 June 2006 12/06 TRIUMF, IN2P3, FZK, PIC and SARA reply confirming disk and tape end points for ATLAS. 07/06 RAL reply confirming...

**ServiceChallengeFourProgress**
r28 - 2007-05-21 - 09:20  HarryRenshall

Service Challenge 4 Plans Introduction These pages provide the plans for Service Challenge 4. See the presentation for more details. Service Definitions Link...

**ServiceChallengeMeetings**
r122 - 2007-02-26 - 11:22  JamieShiers
Service Challenge Meetings (By order of decreasing frequency see bottom of page for links to other meetings)

**ServiceChallengeMonitoringInformation**
r24 - 2007-02-19 - 15:29 AlbertoAimar

Service Challenge Monitoring Information Gridftp Graphs Experiment Monitoring pages ATLAS CMS LHCb RGMA Gridftp Monitoring...

**ServiceChallengeOneFZKProgress**
NEW - 2005-06-16 - 18:09 UnknownUser

iperf client iperf at cern iperf c 192.108.46.124 w 8M i 1 f m p 20004 t 3600 tee
/afs/cern.ch/user/b/bhoeft/iperf.log/log/iperf tcp `hostname` `date d...

**ServiceChallengeTechnicalFAQ**
r4 - 2005-07-19 - 09:47 UnknownUser

Service Challenge Technical FAQ This is a collection of frequently asked questions, and answers Network Tuning MTU sizes (Mark van de Sanden, sanden #64;saraNOSPAMPLEASE...

**ServiceChallengeThreeIN2P3**
r22 - 2006-01-17 - 16:09 UnknownUser

IN2P3 Progress Log Friday 13 January 2006 SC3 rerun starts. IN2P3 log is available at:
http://cc.in2p3.fr/docenligne/367 Monday 1 August 2005 11:30am Cleaning the...

**ServiceChallengeThreeProgress**
r8 - 2005-07-21 - 10:42 UnknownUser

Progress Logs for Service Challenge 3 This is the results of smoke tests we do on all sites this consists of sending 1 small file across. Once this succeeds, we...

**ServiceChallengeThreeRAL**
r23 - 2006-01-12 - 16:28 SteveTraylen

RAL Progress Log Thursday 12 Jan 2006 This page is no longer maintained. Please see:
https://wiki.gridpp.ac.uk/wiki/RAL Tier1 SC3 Log Thursday 28 July 2005 UKLight...

**ServiceChallengeTwoIndividualSiteTests**
NEW - 2005-06-16 - 17:39 UnknownUser

schedule for the individual site tests for SC2 (500MB/s to disk and 60MB/s to tape). The first week was pencilled in for 500MB/s to disk tests, and the second was...

**ServiceChallengeTwoProgress**
NEW - 2005-06-16 - 17:37 UnknownUser

Saturday April 2, 12PM Network outage to cluster on management interface. (came back ~1AM Sunday) Did not restart services. Friday April 1, 2005 I`ve stopped all...

**ServiceChallengeTwoProgressSARA**
NEW - 2005-06-17 - 15:28 UnknownUser

ServiceChallengeTwoProgressSARALogbook Preparation Scripts RT Probably modify the ```radiant load generator``` script to account for the oplapro nodes...

**ServiceChallengeTwoProgressSARALogbook**
NEW - 2005-06-17 - 16:20 UnknownUser

Logbook Week 10 We did some pre tests to see in what configuratie we could get the maximum performance. We made use of 4 oplapro nodes (56 to 59). First we did some...

**ServiceChallengeTwoRAL**
NEW - 2005-06-17 - 15:11 UnknownUser
Configuration Hardware $ 16 worker nodes: Dual Pentium IV Xeon 2.80GHz with 2GB RAM, onboard Intel e1000 interface with additional Intel e1000 NIC in a PCI slot...

ServiceCommissioningStatus
r6 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

JamieShiers 02 Oct 2006 gLite 3.x / SL(C)4 16 October 2006 See SLC4 planning wiki 9 October 2006 See Joint Operations minutes and meetings for a discussion...

ServiceInterventions
r19 - 2007-05-30 - 09:38 MariaDimou

Template for Grid Service intervention (DRAFT) Aim: To cover (step by step) actions before/during/after interventions on the main Grid services that run at the CERN...

ServiceIssues
r13 - 2008-02-20 - 17:33 GavinMcCance

JamieShiers 22 Jan 2008 DB related 1. Consistent use of GOCDB/CIC portal for announcing DB service interventions a further reminder has been sent. 1. ATLAS...

ServiceIssuesFtsProxyCorruption
NEW - 2008-02-20 - 17:56 GavinMcCance

FTS proxy corruption issue Impact and Symptom Total service failure for a given user on all channels on the FTS server: all transfers for a given user fail with the...

ServiceMonitoring
r6 - 2011-10-13 - 17:05 FernandoHaraldBarreiroMegino

Service monitoring in the LHC experiments The LHC experiments’ computing infrastructure is hosted in a distributed way across different computing centers in the Worldwide...

ServiceReliabilityWorkshop
r5 - 2007-09-28 - 16:41 GavinMcCance

JamieShiers 26 Sep 2007 WLCG Service Reliability Workshop, November 26-30, IT Amphitheatre Please use this page to make your suggestions for topics to be covered...

ServiceSchedule
r4 - 2006-03-07 - 09:29 HarryRenshall

JamieShiers 12 Feb 2006 Timetable for 2006 See experiment plans for SC4 presented at the SC4 workshop held in Mumbai prior to CHEP 2006. An experiment and site...

ServicesVOBOXESWiki
r18 - 2010-04-01 - 14:02 JiriHorky

Experiment Services in the T0 VOBOXES Wiki Description of the project The four LHC experiments rely on a set of VOBOXES placed at T0/T1/T2 sites to run experiment...

SettingUpEnvironmentVariables
NEW - 2006-06-20 - 11:14 UnknownUser

save as /etc/profile.d/mpi.sh TODO: create csh variant # Script to set environment variables for MPI implementations # The location of the MPI implementation is found...

SettingUpSwProject
NEW - 2005-08-05 - 13:20 AlbertoAimar

Back to LCG Workbook Setting Up Your Software Project Software Tools and External Packages available At CERN there are a set of software development tools...

SetUpAnLHCbUI
This is a list of actions to be done over a normal UI. SLC3 Install ARCD Install the arcd daemon rpm: apt-get install arc server...

SAME development Source code re using the SFT code programming language: Python code structure: modules used by application wrapper scripts...

SFT Maintainance and Troubleshooting InstallServices CheckingMaster CheckingSlave RecoverMaster RecoverSlave Main jnovak 17 Aug...


SFT Docs Documentation Kit SGE Configuration SGE Configuration CERequirements Handling based on scripts from BLAH commit 1c80be060b6a7, the bath job submission...

Configuration variables for SGE These are all the necessary variables to configure the SGE batch system. There are two example files coming in /opt/glite/yaim/examples...

SGE Stress Deploying Sun Grid Engine in a LCG Computing Element Disclaimer This software is considered beta you use it at your own risk. It may be not fully optimized...

How to switch to pool accounts for sgm/prd users With glite yaim 3.0.1 22 and later it is possible to keep mapping sgm and/or prd users to static accounts...
SHA 2 readiness testing by WLCG VOs This page describes how services used by WLCG VOs (alice, atlas, cms, dteam, lhcb, ops) can be tested for SHA 2 readiness. Mailing...

SharedMemoryAllocatorTests

Shared Memory Allocator Tests As part of the effort to LHC physics software applications to run on multi core cpus, this page shows some test examples in order to...

SharedMemoryLhc

Shared Memory for the LHC This article is meant to document the work in progress regarding the shared memory usage in the future LHC. This project is part of the multi...

SharedMemoryTests

Shared Memory Tests As part of the effort to LHC physics software applications to run on multi core cpus, this page shows some test examples that clarifies the usage...

SharedMemoryTools

Shared Memory Tools This topic is meant to document the tools that has been found interesting during the R D on shared memory. GDB for Forked Process The good news...

ShellShockperfSONAR

ShellShock Vulnerability for perfSONAR Deployments Multiple vulnerabilities allowing unauthenticated remote users to run arbitrary code with the privileges of the...

ShouldBeTransparent

Glossary: ShouldBeTransparent A change type that the service manager believes, has faith, or otherwise hopes is low risk, will cause no user visible downtime and will...

SimpleGridDevelopers

SIMPLE Grid Development This TWiki contains resources for current developers and/or interested developers of SIMPLE Grid project. Table of Contents SIMPLE Grid...

SIMPLEGridProject

NOTE: the information on this page is outdated! Please consult https://simple framework.github.io/ instead. SIMPLE Grid Project The WLCG unites resources from...

SimpleGridTechnicalRoadmap

Technical Road Map Table of Contents What is SIMPLE Grid Technical Road Map? The SIMPLE Grid Technical Roadmap is a set of milestones for the core components and...

SimpleGridUsers

SIMPLE Grid Site Admins This TWiki topic contains resources for site admins currently associated/looking to try out the SIMPLE Grid project. Table of Contents...
We start this activity as a summer student project. The goal is to prototype the simplified version of Nagios box with necessary configuration capable of submitting...

Service Incident Report: 12 15 May (ed.) 2010, LHCOPN primary link ASGC CERN Description Atlas users experienced unreasonable low data transfer rate from CERN to...

Service Incident Report: 12 15 May (ed.) 2010, LHCOPN primary link ASGC CERN (Copied from a SIR with date 12 15 April) Description Atlas users experienced unreasonable...

HarryRenshall 06 Mar 2006 Month Atlas Requirements CMS Requirements Tier 0 Requirements April 20 MB/sec incoming Phedex (FTS) traffic to tape. Multiple copies...

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC CERN ROC Procedures CERN ROC templates dealing with the certification of a site In the following text you should look for occurrences...
2007/2008 Last Updated 31.7.2007: Add plans for Atlas M4 cosmics run...

**SiteIN2P3**
- r37 - 2007-10-31 - 11:38 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 06 Mar 2006 Last Updated 31.10.2007: Add link to IN2P3 Site Capacity Growth Plans
2007/2008 Updated 31.7.2007: Add plans for Atlas M4 cosmics run...

**Site-info_configuration_variables**
- r235 - 2014-11-25 - 10:55 PaulAndreetto

YAIM configuration variables site info.def configuration variables The following tables contain a list of variables used to configure most of the yaim modules. General...

**SiteLinuxSurvey**
- NEW - 2022-12-01 - 10:39 JuliaAndreeva

List of questions for sites regarding LINUX OS plans and experience Name of the site Tier level Served VOs Storage implementation and OS used for...

**SiteNDGF**
- r18 - 2007-07-31 - 13:35 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 11 Apr 2006 Last Updated 31.7.2007: Add plans for Atlas M4 cosmics run 23 August to 2 September. Updated 25.06.2007: Split off 2006 plans into a separate...

**SiteNIKHEF**
- r29 - 2007-07-31 - 13:37 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 06 Mar 2006 Last Updated 31.7.2007: Add plans for Atlas M4 cosmics run 23 August to 2 September. Updated 25.06.2007: Split off 2006 plans into a separate...

**SitePIC**
- r35 - 2007-10-31 - 11:14 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 06 Mar 2006 Last Updated 31.7.2007: Add plans for Atlas M4 cosmics run 23 August to 2 September. Updated 25.06.2007: Split off 2006 plans into a separate...

**SitePlansGdbBologna**
- r2 - 2006-02-07 - 10:44 PeterJones

Go to Management Board Wiki This link is obsolete click HERE to go to the page about the LCG Sites Plans.

**SitePlansResponsibles**

Go to Planning Wiki Contact people for the Tier 1 sites milestones plans ASCG: S.Lin CC IN2P3: F.Hernandez CERN: T.Cass FZK: H.Marten...

**SiteRAL**

HarryRenshall 06 Mar 2006 Last Updated 31.7.2007: Add plans for Atlas M4 cosmics run 23 August to 2 September. Updated 25.06.2007: Split off 2006 plans into a separate...

**SiteServicesEGICFAbstract**
- r5 - 2011-11-29 - 16:23 FernandoHaraldBarreiroMegino

Title DDM Site Services: A Solution for Global Replication of HEP Data Overview (for conference guide) 1000 chars The ATLAS Distributed Data Management (DDM) is...

**SitesPlans**

Go to Planning Wiki Milestones Plans of the LCG Tier 1 Sites Modified on: GMT This page links to the
milestones plans of the LCG Tier 1 sites. Tier 1 Tier...

**SiteTRIUMF**
r23 - 2007-11-05 - 17:54 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 06 Mar 2006 Last Updated 5.11.2007: Add link to TRIUMF Site Capacity Growth Plans 2007/2008 Updated 31.7.2007: Add plans for Atlas M4 cosmics run...

**SiteUSA**
r2 - 2007-03-06 - 16:29 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 30 Oct 2006 Last Updated 6.3.2007: Add plans of ALICE p p dress rehearsal. Updated 30.10.2006: Creation of proposed ALICE USA Tier 1 Site with 2007 Plans...

**SL4toSL5wnMigration**
r6 - 2011-06-22 - 14:40 AndresAeschlimann

Migration WLCG WNs from SL4 to SL5 WLCG MB Statement The WLCG Management Board endorses the move of the computing infrastructure to SL5/x86 64 (or binary equivalent...**

**SL5DependencyRPM**
r11 - 2017-10-26 - 18:14 AndreaValassi

LCG Applications Dependency Metapackage for el5 (HEP OSlibs SL5) This twiki is no longer maintained. HEP OSlibs has moved! See https://gitlab.cern.ch/linuxsupport...

**SL6DependencyRPM**
r28 - 2017-10-26 - 18:17 AndreaValassi

LCG Applications Dependency Metapackage for el6 (HEP OSlibs SL6) This twiki is no longer maintained. HEP OSlibs has moved! See https://gitlab.cern.ch/linuxsupport...

**SL6DeploymentSites**
r374 - 2014-07-25 - 12:16 AlessandraForti

SL6 Worker Nodes Deployment Status Timeline The following timeline was agreed with all the experiments: Alice, Atlas, CMS, LHCb Before 1st June 2013...

**SL6Migration**
r49 - 2013-11-07 - 01:02 AlessandraForti

SL6 Migration Task Force of the WLCG Operations Coordination Team Introduction The aim of this task force is to help sites migrating Worker Nodes to SL6 . People...

**SL6MigrationTFMinutes130319**
r5 - 2013-04-24 - 09:38 AlessandraForti

WLCG SL6 Migration Task Force 19th March 2013 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 242194 Attendance Alessandra Forti, Maarten Litmaath...

**SLURM**
r2 - 2014-08-13 - 15:51 AlessandraForti

SLURM Docs Documentation Presentations TF meeting 15th April 2014

**SMArchiveDisk**
NEW - 2012-03-02 - 08:54 WahidBhimji

Description of topic (see also attached document) This topic deals with the usage, configuration and management of tape archives and disk pools at Tier 1 sites. Comments...

**SMIOLanStorageEvolution**
r2 - 2012-02-21 - 09:03 WahidBhimji

Description of topic(s) These topics describe the interaction of experiment software with local storage. They...
cover the I/O patterns of the software itself as well...

**SMSiteRunServices**
NEW - 2012-03-16 - 14:56 WahidBhimji

Description of topic(s) This topic describes different aspects of storage system operation and management at sites, including e.g. responsibilities, monitoring and...

**SMSrmClouds**
NEW - 2012-03-02 - 08:48 WahidBhimji

Description (see also attached document) Storage systems used by HEP require remote management. The availability of a common API reduces the complexity of client side...

**SoundnessOfConceptAndQualityOfObjectives**
r4 - 2009-08-29 - 20:33 PatriciaMendezLorenzo

name contribution where it should go in the document julia put your contribution here should go to x.x. as ...
Patricia (Besides Cal’s standard...

**SpaceAccountingInput**
r2 - 2016-04-01 - 16:58 JuliaAndreeva

Introduction There are two main use cases related to space accounting which are being addressed by the systems developed in the experiments: global view of the...

**SparkEvaluation**
NEW - 2015-04-02 - 13:54 LucaMagnoni

LucaMagnoni 2015 04 02

**SquidMonitoringMachines**
r2 - 2013-05-08 - 15:27 LuisLinares

Layout and Configuration of the Squid Monitoring Machines Introduction This document describes the current setup of squid monitoring machines that provide the web...

**SquidMonitoringTaskForce**
r56 - 2019-11-20 - 17:26 DaveDykstra

Squid Monitoring Task Force Contents of this page: Objectives 1. Make a plan for moving squid monitoring from CMS Frontier management to WLCG management 1....

**SquidMonitoringTaskForceQuestions**
r9 - 2013-02-07 - 20:26 DaveDykstra

Squid Monitoring Task Force Questions This is a list of questions from one of the messages in the thread for this task force. Please feel free to add your comments...

**SquidMonitoringTF20121004MeetingNotes**
NEW - 2012-11-15 - 21:15 DaveDykstra

Present: Alexandre Beche, Barry Blumenfeld, Simone Campana, Alastair Dewhurst, Alessandro Di Girolamo, Dave Dykstra, Andrea Valassi The current monitoring I’m...

**SquidMonitoringTF20121130MeetingNotes**
r2 - 2012-12-12 - 18:17 AndreaValassi

Present: Dario Barberis, Simone Campana, Alastair Dewhurst, Alessandro Di Girolamo, Dave Dykstra, Luis Linares, Stefan Roiser, Andrea Valassi Not present: Alexandre...

**SquidMonitoringTF20121214MeetingNotes**
NEW - 2012-12-14 - 21:35 DaveDykstra

Present: Dario Barberis, Barry Blumenfeld, Alessandro Di Girolamo, Dave Dykstra, Luis Linares, Andrea...
Valassi At the last WLCG operation coordination meeting Dave...

**SquidMonitoringTF20130117MeetingNotes**
r2 - 2013-01-18 - 18:22  DaveDykstra

Present: Alastair Dewhurst, Alessandro Di Girolamo, Dave Dykstra, Luis Linares, Andrea Valassi We mostly discussed Dave’s squid configuration information proposal...

**SquidMonitoringTF20130201MeetingNotes**
r2 - 2013-02-04 - 18:36  DaveDykstra

Present: Barry Blumenfeld, Alastair Dewhurst, Alessandro Di Girolamo, Dave Dykstra, Luis Linares, Stefan Roiser Questions dealt with in this meeting: 1. Should...

**SquidMonitoringTF20140828MeetingNotes**
r2 - 2014-08-29 - 15:48  DaveDykstra

Present: Barry Blumenfeld, David Crooks, Alastair Dewhurst, Dave Dykstra, Costin Grigoras, Stefan Roiser (briefly) Costin’s squid monitor is now at http://cvmfsmon...

**SquidMonitoringTFInfoSystem**
r6 - 2013-04-22 - 22:51  DaveDykstra

This is Dave’s proposal for how to store maintain squid configuration information for the WLCG. It was used as a basis for discussion and is left here for historical...

**SRM_2_Testing**
r8 - 2007-06-22 - 17:03  UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services Pre Production Coordination PPS Current Programs testing of SRMv2 in PPS This is a distributed testing activity...

**SrmImplementations**
r6 - 2009-12-18 - 11:32  AndreaSciaba

SRM Implementations Introduction This document is a companion to the SRM interface specification and its purpose is to describe how each SRM server (CASTOR, dCache...)

**SrmMoUStatus**
r17 - 2010-05-07 - 16:11  AndreaSciaba

Status of the SRM 2.2 WLCG usage agreement and its addendum Addendum requirements Feature BeStMan Gateway CASTOR dCache DPM StoRM...

**SRMTalkPrague**
NEW - 2009-06-05 - 13:33  AndreaSciaba

Presentation on SRM status Short meeting with Flavia who has passed to Andrea her presentation about dCache given last January. The presentation will have to be updated...

**SRMv2ComparativeTests**
r13 - 2007-10-01 - 09:59  RobertoSantinel

This page is devoted to keep track of the activity about comparative tests over all SRMv2 instances. The aim of this activity is to have an overview of the behavior...

**SRMv2ComparativeTestsBackup**
NEW - 2007-09-23 - 10:19  RobertoSantinel

This page is devoted to keep track of the activity about comparative tests over all SRMv2 Instances. The aim of this activity is to have a preliminary overview of...

**SRMv2LHCbProductionEndpoints**
r8 - 2008-02-11 - 10:28  RobertoSantinel
Breakdown of SRMv2 endpoints before starting T0 T1 exercise. This page summarizes the results of the test performed across all our T1 SRMv2 endpoints. The test consists...

SrmXroot
r7 - 2010-05-12 - 09:33  AndreaSciaba

xrootd in SRM and GLUE: a proposal

Introduction
This document has the following purposes: to describe how the different SRM implementations manage the xrootd...

SRRdCache
r17 - 2022-10-03 - 14:13  DimitriosChristidis

Enable SRR at dCache sites

Introduction
All dCache sites are requested to enable Storage Resource Reporting (SRR) functionality which implies publishing of the SRR...

SSBCMOSOperationsAbstract
r3 - 2013-03-27 - 14:54  PabloSaiz

Towards a centralized Grid Speedometer

Given the distributed nature of the grid and the way CPU resources are pledged and scared around the globe, VO’s are facing...

SSBEGICF2012Abstract
NEW - 2011-11-17 - 15:29  IvanDzhunov

SSB abstract for EGI CF 2012

Title Site Status Board: a flexible monitoring system developed in close collaboration with user communities. Overview
Development of...

SSC1
r19 - 2006-09-07 - 12:23  PalAnderssen

Security Service Challenge level 1 (SSC 1) This WIKI contains instructions, recommendations and suggestions that are relevant for the LCG/EGEE Security Service Challenge...

SSC2
r15 - 2007-08-17 - 15:46  PalAnderssen

Security Service Challenge level 2 (SSC 2) This WIKI contains instructions, recommendations and suggestions that are relevant for the LCG/EGEE Security Service Challenge...

SSC3
r10 - 2009-02-19 - 08:51  PalAnderssen

Security Service Challenge level 3 (SSC 3) This WIKI contains instructions, recommendations and suggestions that are relevant for the LCG/EGEE Security Service Challenge...

SSC3Evaluations
r5 - 2010-03-09 - 14:23  UnknownUser

Security Service Challenge level 3 (SSC 3) This WIKI contains a summary of the evaluation following up the SSC 3 campaigns. The CERN Spring 2008 SSC 3 Campaign...

SSC4
NEW - 2010-03-09 - 14:22  UnknownUser

Evaluations Evaluations SvenGabriel 09 Mar 2010

SSC4Evaluations
r4 - 2010-06-07 - 15:58  UnknownUser

SvenGabriel 09 Mar 2010 Security Service Challenge level 4 (SSC 4) Security Service Challenge (SSC4 10.03) Evaluation Form Since SSC4 addresses the ATLAS Pilot Job...

StagedRolloutSA1WorkingVersion
NEW - 2009-07-02 - 18:42  AntonioRetico
This page gives the current status of the release. New tools and release update integrate WMS from Glite CE
Glite LFC/DPM Voms enabled New voms...

**STATUS REPORT**

- **STEP09Barbecue**
  - 2009-07-09 - 14:58  JamieShiers
  
  STEP’09 BBQ, Thursday 9th July from 17:30  
  Transport Jamie: can take 4 6 people (2 in the boot)  
  Milos: can take 3 4 people  
  Harry: can take 4 people...

- **Step09ExpIssues**
  - 2010-06-11 - 17:21  PeterJones

  Data management issues during STEP’09  
  Introduction This page collects the issues seen by experiments and sites on their data management and storage systems. They...

- **SteveMeeting**
  - 2009-12-03 - 10:50  SteveTraylen

  General details about the meeting. Steve Meeting Last 5 Meetings Generate Empty Minutes from Template  
  Use this form to generate a weeks worth of meetings from...

- **SteveMeeting091202**
  - NEW - 2009-12-02 - 20:56  SteveTraylen

- **SteveMeeting091203**
  - NEW - 2009-12-02 - 21:02  SteveTraylen

  Anything we want here as standard. Attendance List Actor/Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday CMS 
  ...  

- **SteveMeeting091204**
  - NEW - 2009-12-02 - 23:10  SteveTraylen

  Anything we want here as standard. Attendance List Actor/Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday CMS 
  ...  

- **SteveMeeting091205**
  - NEW - 2009-12-02 - 23:47  SteveTraylen

  Anything we want here as standard. This week the chairperson was:  
  Attendance List Actor/Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday...

- **SteveMeeting091206**
  - NEW - 2009-12-03 - 10:51  SteveTraylen

  Anything we want here as standard. This week the chairperson was:  
  Attendance List Actor/Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday...

- **SteveMeetingForm**
  - 2009-12-02 - 21:07  SteveTraylen

  Name Type Size Values Tooltip message Attributes Monday CMS Attending text 16 Members of CMS
attending Monday...

SteveMeetingTemplate
r4 - 2009-12-02 - 23:53 SteveTraylen

This text is strictly only in the template. The template collects variables from the form SteveMeetingForm. Anything we want here as standard. This week the chairperson...

StopCERNWMS
r8 - 2014-06-19 - 11:55 MaiteBarroso

WMS decommissioning, Task Force Mandate and goals The goal of the task force is to coordinate the decommissioning of the WMS service in WLCG. For this, we will:...

StorageAggregationReview
r13 - 2013-08-02 - 11:17 JuliaAndreeva

Storage Aggregation Review This document is the output of the Storage Aggregation working group: Marian, Eddie and Julia. It presents an overview of the current...

StorageSpaceAccounting
r17 - 2021-03-17 - 23:28 HorstSeverini

Storage Space Accounting introduction The goal of the WLCG Storage Space accounting project is to enable the high level overview of the total and available space provided...

StoRM
NEW - 2007-09-24 - 12:47 UnknownUser

StoRM is a grid Storage Resource Manager for disk based storage systems developed by INFN CNAF and ICTP EGRID. StoRM implements the SRM interface version 2.x. The...

StoRM
NEW - 2007-09-24 - 12:50 UnknownUser

StoRM is a grid Storage Resource Manager for disk based storage systems developed by INFN CNAF and ICTP EGRID. StoRM implements the SRM interface version 2.x. The...

StoRM-CNAF
r9 - 2007-10-05 - 15:34 ElisaLanciotti

StoRM at CNAF Thu Oct 4 2007 Analysis of run storm fe.test7 from Thu Oct 4 19:16 to Thu Oct 4 22:13 2007 Num of parallel proc.: 100 each with 100 requests...

StoRMUpgrade
r34 - 2021-09-02 - 14:48 JuliaAndreeva

StoRM upgrade task force Introduction The third party copy sub group of the DOMA working group is dedicated to improving bulk transfers between WLCG sites. All WLCG...

StupidTests
r3 - 2006-04-07 - 13:12 DianaBosio

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services PPS CERN Admin Procedures Stupid Tests Minimal tests you can run on a service before announcing to the world...

SubmittedFiles
NEW - 2011-11-03 - 13:14 JamieShiers

Document element Content PDF A1 Project summary

SUMMARY
r6 - 2007-02-14 - 11:33 FlaviaDonno

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
LCG MCDB STATUS REPORT FOR MC4LHC WORKSHOP ABSTRACT

The adoption of a central database of MC events is motivated by simulation needs which are specific to the...

SummaryAndIssues
r5 - 2007-02-14 - 11:38 FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 21 Feb 2006 Summary of SC4 Workshop in Mumbai A successful and sometimes animated SC4 workshop was held in Mumbai prior to CHEP 2006. Good progress...

SummaryFirstMeetingDiscussion
NEW - 2016-03-14 - 18:29 JuliaAndreeva

Summary from Julia An outcome of the internal discussion in CMS is that CMS might be interested in having resources configuration system (CRIC) under the condition...

SummaryOpenIssuesTF

Summary of Open Issues reported by LHC experiments 1. Security, authorization, authentication a. VOMS available and stable Priority High a...

SummaryReport
r2 - 2007-06-20 - 17:37 UnknownUser

gLite 3.0.2 PPS Update 31 to PPS (Wed, 30 May 2007) Summary Report Installation and configuration Services which are OK glite CE glite MON IC...

SupportContacts
NEW - 2006-01-23 - 09:52 JamieShiers

JamieShiers 23 Jan 2006 Primary Contact points If you don’t know what the cause of the problem is, send mail to the lcg sc.support@cern.ch list. This contacts...

SupportGuide
r2 - 2012-10-30 - 16:39 UnknownUser

Support XRooTDM Federation Monitoring Dashboard This page documents the support of the XRooTDM Federation Monitoring Dashboard. XRooTDM Federation Monitoring Dashboard...

SurveyEmailText

From: Romain Wartel Subject: Survey: Federated Operations Security (incl. SLATE) Date: January 23, 2020 at 3:50:54 PM GMT 1 To: Romain Wartel , `rwg@uchicago.edu...

SuspensionNotificationTemplate
r5 - 2007-11-01 - 15:23 UnknownUser

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC CERN ROC Procedures CERN ROC template for e mailing a site to notify them of their monitoring suspension Dear Site Administrator...

SuspensionRequestTemplate
r9 - 2008-11-03 - 15:20 DianaBosio

LCG Grid Deployment CERN ROC CERN ROC Procedures CERN ROC template for e mailing a site regarding their monitoring suspension In the following text you should...

SwLifeCycle
NEW - 2013-09-25 - 16:42 AlbertoAimar

Sustainable Software Lifecycle Management for Grid Middleware: Moving from central control to the open source paradigms Presented by Alberto AIMAR Type:...

SystemAnalysisMonitoringInfo
r11 - 2008-01-15 - 14:02 JuliaAndreeva

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
System Analysis Working Group

The overall goal of this working group is to gain understanding of application failures in the grid environment, and to provide an application...

System Management

System Management Working Group

One of the problems observed (by EGEE and LCG) in providing a reliable grid service is the reliability of the local fabric services...

System Management Working Group (SMWG)

One of the problems observed (by EGEE and LCG) in providing a reliable grid service is the reliability of the local fabric services...

T1 Info CRIC validation

Instructions for checking/correcting information about T1 storage instances on the WLCG CRIC test server Authentication authorization step There is a direct...

T1 Ops Table

VOs and Main Services Supported by T1s The following table contains an overview of the VOs and main services supported by T1s. This table aims at helping the SCOD...

T1 Storage Versions Table

Upgrade of T1 storage instances for TPC For now, these version requirements mainly concern services for ATLAS, CMS and LHCb. When needed, ALICE operations will...

T1 T2 Transfers INFN

Go to Planning Wiki, Sites Milestones Plans Tier 1 Tier 2 Transfers Plan for INFN Modified on: Date: Wed, 25 Jan 2006 15:16:26 0100 From: Luca dell’Agnello...

T1 T2 Transfers RAL

Go to Planning Wiki, Sites Milestones Plans Tier 1 Tier 2 Transfers Plan for RAL Modified on: Date: Mon, 14 Nov 2005 23:49:55 0000 From: Gordon, JC...

Taiwan Time Table 2006

Harry Renshall 25 Jun 2007 Tier 1 ASGC Taiwan. To provide 6.2% of Atlas resources To provide 12% of CMS resources. Month Atlas Requirements CMS Requirements Tier...
TapeRestAPI
r15 - 2022-11-04 - 18:11 DmitryLitvintsev

TapeRestAPI Introduction The main goal of this project is to come with new, simple, minimalistic and uniform interface to manage tape transfers. It is going...

TapeTestsPreparation
r25 - 2021-10-06 - 12:08 IgorTkachenko1

Joint tape tests preparation Description of tape data challenges for RUN3 doc describing tape data challenges Input required from Tier 1 sites input...

TapeTestsPreparationTemplate
NEW - 2021-06-25 - 14:12 JuliaAndreeva

Will your site be willing to participate in the joint tape test? For multi VO site, for which VOs then? What is the maximum available tape throughput...

TarUIInstall
r33 - 2008-09-30 - 16:10 GianniPucciani

How to install the TAR UI Introduction This page describes how to install a UI as a non root user. For this purpose we provide a tarball distribution that can be...

TaskForces
r21 - 2007-02-14 - 11:39 FlaviaDonno

Go to Planning Wiki Management Board Wiki Experiments and Task Forces Information Simplified Computing Models Simplified computing models (to help Tier...

TechnicalDetails
r7 - 2006-12-21 - 10:43 GavinMcCance

JamieShiers 23 Jan 2006 FAQ ServiceChallengeTechnicalFAQ contains FAQs that sites encounter and answer ScThreeThroughputHowTo contains details for site...

TEGDaniele1
r4 - 2011-12-02 - 11:38 DanieleBonacorsi

NOTE: this twiki is for internal use only (atm). Storage Management TEG: Daniele`s draft twiki on CMS answers First of all, a general CMS statement on this process...

TempArea
NEW - 2012-07-13 - 10:40 JamieShiers

Q2 2012 Site Service Area Date Duration Service Impact Report PIC CE 21 Jun 1 h PIC Tier1 Computing About...

TemplateAdminsDocumentation
NEW - 2005-11-21 - 16:46 UnknownUser

Module administrators` guide Authors: You, Him, Her, Me Main Developers: Software: You, Him, Her, Me Performance tests: Her, Him Short description:...

TemplateDeployment
r2 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

MODULE Deployment Status MODULEs in Production Sites having the MODULE in production (i.e. publishing it in the LCG Production BDII). ScotGRID Edinburgh...
MODULE Release Notes MODULE 1.4.0 This release provides a few new features and fixes the following problems: feature 1 feature 2 bug #12321 bug...

Troubleshooting Module FAQ and Troubleshooting page The purpose of this page is to keep track of the problems and support requests posted in the module support mailing...

Module Workplan The current workplan for Module is given here. New features go here. Tasks go here, i.e. things that should be done, e.g. better docu, better...

Testing FTS This page describes the basic test setup for FTS. Basic test deployment The tests assume a basic installation of: A single FTS web service instance...

Test Procedures Overview: The purpose is to define the procedures, tools and methodologies that will be used to assure that several types of tests will...

Test Results Test results for CTB Automated tests tests tests at CERN tests at LBNL easySAM portal (no longer in use) SAM portal (no longer in use; same...
The Third Level Support should understand the details of the particular service, and be able to take the appropriate action should the SecondLevelProcedure not cover...

ThirdPartyCopy Introduction The third party copy sub group of the DOMA working group is dedicated to improving bulk transfers between WLCG sites. Currently...

TierOneServiceCoordination Tier One Service Coordination Reports 2012 WLCGTier1ServiceCoordinationMinutes120503 WLCGTier1ServiceCoordinationMinutes120405 WLCGTier1ServiceCoordinationMinutes...

TierOneConfiguration Tier One Configuration Tier One: Experiment SRM Paths Site Supported VO(s)(In addition to dteam) Storage Type SRM Paths TRIUMF atlas srm:/... TierOneContactDetails Tier 1 Contact Details Contact with the Service Challenge teams is through the following email lists (wlcg tier1 contacts #64;cernNOSPAMPLEASE.ch includes all of these... TierOneInformation Tier One Status Pages Each Tier 1 manintains an individual status page, showing the progress of the services they have set up for the WLCG pilot service / SC4 these...

TierTwoContactDetails Tier Two Contact Details Contact with the Service Challenge teams is through the following email lists: Site Contact address TierTwoInformation Tier Two Status Pages Site Status Page DESY http://grid.desy.de/sc/sc3/DESY SC status.htm GRIDPP http://wiki.gridpp...

TierZeroInformatation Tier Zero Information CERN provides a number of services for the Service Challenge. these are mostly connected to the high performance network links, providing outward...

TimeTable2006 Tier 0 Information JamesCasey 14 Jun 2005 TierZeroInformation Tier Zero Information CERN provides a number of services for the Service Challenge. these are mostly connected to the high performance network links, providing outward...

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
**TmpFileOpenFailed**
r3 - 2006-03-29 - 11:06  UnknownUser

Error You get this : $ lcg cp v vo dteam lfn:essai node08 3 file:/home/cleroy/node08 node02 Source URL:lfn:essai node08 3 File size: 202 VO name: dteam Source URL...

**TokenAuthzTestbed**
r3 - 2020-05-21 - 07:02  PetrVokac

TokenAuthzTestbed Introduction Token Authorization testbed with documentation Storage development status Configuration WLCG VO IAM instance IAM instance...

**TokenSupportDevTips**
r3 - 2022-05-17 - 13:32  MaartenLitmaath

Token support development tips These matters are coordinated by the WLCG Authorization WG. Generic WLCG IAM instance for development (like dteam ) Follow the...

**TopicsDataStorageTEG**
r8 - 2012-03-28 - 18:04  DanieleBonacorsi

NOTE: the working area for the joint DM/SM TEG report can be found here: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/ReportDataStorageTEG Please note that it...

**TopologyDBIntegrationProposal1**
r2 - 2008-03-13 - 11:55  PiotrNyczzyk

Topology information integration Proposal 1 Introduction This proposal is based on: observation of significant number and distributed character of topology...

**TopologyDBSourcesList**
r3 - 2008-02-29 - 16:27  LaurenceField

List of Grid Topology information sources In this document we try to compile the list of existing sources of information about Grid Topology. The List GOC DB...

**TorqueCEConfiguration**
r5 - 2008-07-23 - 11:43  FaridaNaz

Here is an example how to configure Job Priority in order to publish VOVIEWS. Torque Server and CE are on separate boxes. Torque server configuration Set the...

**TORQUE_configuration_variables**
r4 - 2008-07-29 - 15:49  MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for TORQUE IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of TORQUE is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG...

**Torque_Maui**
r3 - 2014-09-04 - 12:40  CarlosAcostaSilva

Torque/Maui Docs Documentation configuration wiki mcfloat scripts installation notes PIC configuration Presentations TF meeting 28th January...

**TorqueServerCe**
r4 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00  LaurenceField

To install CE with separate Torque Server...

**ToStart**
r4 - 2005-09-05 - 11:13  VladimirDimitrov

LCG gLite Certification To Start Before starting your activity in the gLite Certification group you need to... Know who is working with you Get write access...
ToStartAtCernPps
r18 - 2008-04-24 - 16:39 DanicaStojiljkovic

LCG Grid Deployment gLite Pre Production Services CERN PPS site Getting Started as a CERN PPS site Admin at CERN User and VO membership As a pre requisite...

ToStartAtCernROD
r14 - 2009-11-15 - 00:45 UnknownUser

Getting Started as a ROC on DUTY at CERN Set up Register to the relevant mailing lists Using the e groups service at CERN subscribe to the following mailing lists...

TrackingTools
r7 - 2013-11-01 - 14:37 MarianBabik

Tracking tools This wiki will help the IT SDC MI group decide the structure that should be used for the tracking tools Basic assumption: Jira will be used to...

TrackingToolsEvolution
r24 - 2015-02-18 - 10:57 MariaDimou

Tracking Tools Evolution Task Force Mandate Developers, deployers, experts of GGUS, SNOW, savannah, jira and the experiments discuss development options for...

TransferAgent
NEW - 2006-03-13 - 14:43 UnknownUser

Main.trompert 13 Mar 2006

TransferOperations
r13 - 2008-06-06 - 17:15 GavinMcCance

Transfer Operations This area tracks the current status of the distributed transfer service operations. It`s focus is upon CERN PROD: tier 0 export and tier 2 services...

TransferOperationsDailyLog
r715 - 2008-12-18 - 12:41 AlexanderUzhinskiy

Transfer Service Daily Operations Log This is the daily log for tracking problems on the WLCG transfer service. The logs should be recorded according to the procedure...

TransferOperationsDailyLogArchived
r77 - 2008-09-22 - 15:19 AlexanderUzhinskiy

Daily Log Archive These are daily logs TransferOperationsDailyLog. There are archived daily logs of 2007 TransferOperationsDailyLogArchived2007 16 Sep 2008...

TransferOperationsDailyLogArchived2007
NEW - 2008-02-12 - 09:42 AndreyNechaevskiy

Daily Log Archive 2007 These are daily logs TransferOperationsDailyLog. Old daily logs can be found at TransferOperationsDailyLogArchived. 20 December 2007...

TransferOperationsDailyLogArchived2008
NEW - 2008-02-19 - 09:14 AlexanderUzhinskiy

zz AlexanderUzhinskiy 19 Feb 2008

TransferOperationsGridFTPErrors
r5 - 2007-10-22 - 15:28 DavidSmith

GridFTP errors knowledge base This page describes the GridFTP errors seen on production tier 0 export transfers and details the causes of these errors. data connect...

TransferOperationsPilotService
FTS Pilot Service This area tracks the current status of the FTS pilot service. Pilot service activities: Activity Scale Requested by Status...

TransferOperationsPopularErrors
r3 - 2007-12-17 - 14:54 AlexanderUzhinskiy

Most popular FTS errors knowledge base. This page describes most frequent FTS errors seen on production tier 0 export transfers and details the causes of these errors...

TransferOperationsProcedures
r6 - 2007-05-21 - 09:38 AlexanderUzhinskiy

Transfer Service Operations Procedure. This page describes the procedure to check the status of the WLCG transfer service. The scope is the transfers managed by the...

TransferOperationsWeeklyCastor
r49 - 2008-06-09 - 14:17 AlexanderUzhinskiy

Transfer Operations Weekly Castor. This is the weekly report for problems with Castor. It should summarise the weekly issues that have been causing Castor problems...

TransferOperationsWeeklyReports
r91 - 2008-10-27 - 10:27 AlexanderUzhinskiy

Transfer Service Weekly Reports. This is the weekly report for the Joint Operations Meeting, tracking open issues on the WLCG transfer service. The report should include...

TransferOperatonsGgusTemplate
r2 - 2007-07-11 - 17:16 GavinMcCance

GGUS template page. The page defines a ticket template for submission to the GGUS system for problems involving failing transfers. For the site name, use the GOCDB...

TransitionDocument
r7 - 2009-07-31 - 09:14 JamieShiers


TransportReview
NEW - 2013-08-02 - 15:11 RobertVeznaver

Transport Review. This document is the output of the Transport working group: Alex and Robert. As requested in the WLCG monitoring consolidation meeting 18 July...

TreeView
NEW - 2009-02-03 - 09:46 SteveTraylen

SteveTraylen 03 Feb 2009

TriggersInDashboard
r3 - 2006-03-29 - 16:44 UnknownUser

devdb10 running Triggers. Triggers creation SQL for CMS dashboard 2006 03 29 Juha, Tao Sheng CREATE or replace TRIGGER StatusEnterTimeStampTrigger...

TRIUMFInput
r3 - 2021-08-04 - 15:13 JuliaAndreeva

Will your site be willing to participate in the joint tape test? For multi VO site, for which VOs then? ATLAS only. What is the maximum available...

TriumfPlans
NEW - 2007-11-05 - 17:57 HarryRenshall
HarryRenshall 31 Oct 2007 TRIUMF Vancouver Site Capacity Growth Plans 2007/2008 Last Updated 5.11.2007: email of 2 November from Reda Tafirout Effectively we have...

**TRIUMFTimetable2006**
NEW - 2007-06-26 - 10:04 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 26 Jun 2007 Tier 1 TRIUMF Vancouver. To provide 4.3% of Atlas resources Month ATLAS Requirements Tier 0 Requirements April 2006 Provide 47 KSi2K...

**TutorialSpace**
r9 - 2007-02-02 - 10:04 FlaviaDonno

JamieShiers 01 Jun 2006 Upload Area for Tier2 Workshop and Tutorials

**TWeeperSummaryViews**
NEW - 2000-01-01 - 01:00 PeterJones

**TWeeperTopics**
r2 - 2018-02-28 - 20:02 MaartenLitmaath

TWeeper info for LCG Total Number of topics: 2659 10 Topics updated during the last 7 days Days Web Topic Date S7 LCG WLCGT0T1GridServices...

**TWikiPreferences**
NEW - 2007-07-20 - 12:10 SteveTraylen

**UI_configuration_variables**
r6 - 2008-07-29 - 15:52 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for UI IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of UI is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site info...

**UITarInstall**
r53 - 2011-06-08 - 14:33 DavidSmith

gLite UI tarball distribution Introduction We provide the glite 3.1 and 3.2 User Interface as a tarball distribution. This distribution consists of two tarballs,...

**Update302**
r10 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

Notes on the second set of updates to gLite 3 A new set of updates to gLite 3.0 has been released. This represents many bugfixes and Glue 1.2 support for the gLite...

**UpdateAfsUiCA**
r9 - 2008-03-25 - 16:24 JuditNovak

Back to CERN AFS UI LCG Production Services This page gives the instructions on how to update the CA certificates on the CERN AFS UI. As the certificates are kept...

**UpdateAfsUiClientRpmss**
r4 - 2007-01-15 - 13:19 DianaBosio

Get them from the repository cd /tmp mkdir local upgrade cd local upgrade and then store there the rpms you want to update from the UI repository http...

**UpdateCrls**
r5 - 2007-06-20 - 11:26 DianaBosio

AFS CRLs update This is a description of how to manage CRL updates on CERN AFS in order to have them up to date for the CERN AFS UI, both for production and pre production...

**UpDates**
NEW - 2007-11-02 - 10:51  HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 02 Nov 2007 Twiki Update history for 2006: Updated 12.12.2006: Update (mainly increase in disk space) PIC capacity available in 1Q2007 and 2Q2007 Capacity...

UpdatingACL
r3 - 2007-09-03 - 11:57  GavinMcCance

Problem I want to update many ACLs. How can I proceed? (LFC and DPM) Solutions Currently, there are 2 ways which depend on the use cases. Use of dpns setacl...

UpgradePS
r2 - 2014-02-06 - 00:13  ShawnMcKee

Upgrading perfSONAR PS Instances Now that version 3.3.2 is available, we want all sites to upgrade. The instructions vary depending up what version you are currently...

UsabilityInSecurity
r10 - 2012-03-22 - 17:43  JakobBlomer

Usability problems This section is brainstorming every feel free to add any and everything that comes to mind. Feel free to comment on on the relative severity of...

UserDNChanges
r6 - 2007-10-12 - 15:50  SophieLemaitre

If the DN of a user changes: If the DN of a user changes, what does the LFC/DPM admin have to do, so that the user can still access her files ? Solution: The steps...

UserDNPriacyDiscussion
r3 - 2014-12-12 - 16:12  JuliaAndreeva

There is a short summary of two discussed scenarios for solving the problem of violation of the European privacy regulation by including non encrypted user DN in...

Userpool_Lustre
r2 - 2008-05-28 - 18:28  AndreasPeters

Test Instance for Lustre User Pool General Layout AndreasPeters 27 May 2008

USNetwork
r4 - 2014-12-19 - 14:29  EdoardoMARTELLI

Network connectivity to US sites EEX status Minutes from ESnet PET coordination calls

ValidationRuleSet
r2 - 2011-06-22 - 14:58  AndresAeschlimann

Molteplicity (nothing mandatory, ? optional, one or more, zero or more, ! not to be published) ~dynamically calculated Types (N natural, I integer, F float)...

ValidationStatus
r46 - 2014-12-12 - 19:14  ElenaTikhonenko

This table contains examples of the different availabilities in SAM2 and SAM3, the explanation for it, and any comments from the experiments and operations representatives...

VCycleEGI
r3 - 2015-01-23 - 10:12  UnknownUser

VCycle on EGI Requirements Create/Use a machine with a recent version of SL6 and where you have root access. Create a host certificate for this machine and ensure...

VIAVXBBenchMarks
r12 - 2011-12-02 - 11:53  VincenzoInnocente
Benchmarking AVX on Intel SandyBridge 01/02/2011 On January 5th Intel announced the release of new SandyBridge CPU for notebooks and workstations. On January 21th...

**VICephes**
r3 - 2011-08-09 - 16:53  VincenzoInnocente

Auto vectorize trigonometric and trascendental functions It is very difficult, essentially impossible, to find high quality open source implementations of trigonometric...

**VICMSPHistory**
r7 - 2020-05-27 - 12:07  VincenzoInnocente

Data Processing Project in CMS: a historical perspective Introduction At the end of year 2004 the ‘prototyping phase’ for a Data Processing system for the CMS experiment...

**VIFastSumLog**
r14 - 2018-07-20 - 10:18  VincenzoInnocente

Fast and precise Sum of Logs Sums of many (millions) of logarithms are very common in statistics, in particular for the computation of LogLikehoods. Here we what to...

**VIGCCParallel**
r2 - 2011-03-25 - 12:50  VincenzoInnocente

Compiler (GCC) support to parallelism 04/07/2008 Testing parallel std algorithms std::random shuffle does not work for OMP NUM THREADS 1 bug submitted. see report...

**VIHaswell**
r24 - 2014-06-24 - 14:52  VincenzoInnocente

Haswell vs SandyBridge Haswell is the new ‘TIC’ architecture by INTEL. In this report we compare the two top workstation models for Haswell and SandyBridge i7 4770K...

**VIHugePages**
r4 - 2017-03-26 - 19:42  VincenzoInnocente

Experimenting with Huge Pages 23/03/2017 Building biglibs with huge pages in CMSSW failed! Just adding and rebuilding the biglib innocent@vinavx3 CMSSW 9 1...

**VII7BenchMarks**
r2 - 2011-03-23 - 09:48  VincenzoInnocente

Benchmark on i7 architectures (Nehalem and Westmere) 18/01/2009 daily work Intel Core i7 compiling root time make real 19m14.377s user 17m47.768s sys 1m26.761s...

**VIigprofAVX2**
NEW - 2013-07-04 - 10:35  VincenzoInnocente

Igprof detained results RECO this is the results (in igprof ticks, so real time and therefore affected by clock variations) for the very same data sample and code...

**VIJemalloc**
r4 - 2012-01-27 - 11:50  VincenzoInnocente

Reducing memory footprint using jemalloc what is by now known as the ‘Facebook malloc’ is also released as a opens source product: jemalloc. It features efficient...

**VIKSM**
NEW - 2011-03-02 - 11:31  VincenzoInnocente

tests of KSM 17/01/2009 KSM on SL5 installing KSM on SLC5 KSM has been packaged as a kernel module for RedHat 5.2 (i.e. SL5). The module can be downloaded here...
Optimized Software packaging: exploiting link time optimization

Introduction

While benchmarking AVX and gcc 4.6 I tested once again the `lto` option. As you can notice...

Reconciling OOD with DOD syntax updated to the most recent c standard proposal

An evolution of this model can be found here

Introduction Data Oriented Design is...

Around the Parallel computation of Pdfs new infrastructure n events Affinity Job type CPU CPU task clock cycles instructions stalled cycles frontend...

Virtual Ids

Virtual Ids / VOMS

The LFC and the DPM support virtual Ids and VOMS : each user/group is internally mapped to a `virtual Id`.

This allows Access Control Lists (ACLs... Virtualization

r2 - 2005-09-27 - 14:56

LaurenceField

 Thesis on FC4 Main.1field 20 Aug 2005

SandyBridge vs Bulldozer performance for CMS reco

Executive summary

On SandyBridge Hyperthreading increases cmd reco throughput by 26% when running 8 processes instead...

Compilers optimization for SMatrix usage

SMatrix is a highly optimized C library for `small` matrix manipulation. Originally developed for the Hera B experiment is...

Visualisation Review

This document is the output of the Visualisation working group: David, Jacobo and Ivan. As requested in the monitoring consolidation meeting...

ZIP

Compression performances more tests on slc6 corei7 avx (04/03/2011) vinavx0 /tmp/innocent $ time ./gzip 1 glibc.tar 3.521u 0.099s 0:03.62 99.7% 0 0k 0 199336io...

Configuration variables for VOBOX IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of VOBOX is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site...
VOMS configuration update effective Jan 9th 2007 due to new hostcert of voms.cern.ch Due to the change of the CERN CA the new certificate DNs of all users and hosts...

**VOConfigForSites2008**

VOMS configuration update effective May 29th 2007 due to new hostcert of lcg voms.cern.ch Due to the change of the CERN CA the new certificate DNs of all users and...

**VomrsFAQforServiceManagers**

Transactions and permissions vomrs tips for VO Admins/Representative/Group Owners/Group Managers. Representative centered DTEAM VO case. Email notifications...

**VomrsFeatures**

Feature D0 TTU D Grids Fermilab OSG LHCb Atlas Alice CMS Sixt DTEAM GEANT4 GEAR OPS UNOSAT 1. Member status values `suspended` and...

**VomrsFunctionality**

Main.dimou 15 Jun 2006 Why VOMRS on top of voms admin Information sent to the TCG (via M. Schulz) for discussion on 8 Jun 2006. The following web links express what...

**VomrsUpdateLog**

VOMRS update history 5th May 2008 Date of actual upgrade of vomrs to v.1.3.2 over voms admin 2.0.13. The upgrade will start at 14hrs. Steve will broadcast news to...

**VOMS**

VOMS Server Installation and Configuration Guide Service Overview VOMS serves as a central repository for user authorization information, providing support for sorting...

**VomsAlarms**

Alarms on VOMS servers There are three custom VOMS alarms that are fired when something is not right VomsStatus Checks that all of the VOs are up and OK. What to...

**VomsAndAcls**

VOMS and ACLs in Data Management Author : Jean Philippe Baud VOMS mapping All groups for the VO selected are present in the proxy. Only the role selected is present...

**VomsBackup**

Details of VOMS host backups to TSM. In order to be able to recover as quick as possible from an incident (disk failure, etc.), 1 year backups for /opt and /var are...
CDB Sindes Modifications This needs more adding to it. SteveTraylen , 13 Aug 2008 To Modify CDB templates Requirements : lxadm account, write access to...

Moved to VomsCern AlbertoRodriguezPeon 18 Dec 2013

VOMS Configuration All the configuration is set via Puppet. Refer to the lcgvoms hostgroup and voms module for more info. Upgrade procedure for a VOMS admin release...

Configuration variables for VOMS IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of VOMS is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site...

Details of VOMS LanDB sets and Firewall rules. Here is the list of ports used: tcp/15000 15020: VOMS Core (one port per VO, so actually 15000 15010 for the moment...

VOMS server in the Certification Testbed Information for testbed users General information We have two testbed VOMS server one based on gLite 3.0 and one based...

Error You get the 530 530 VOMS error when processing cert error: $ lcg cr v vo cms file:/tmp/essai dsrm://dpm01.ifca.es/dpm/ifca.es/home/cms/rmarco/test sophie...

VOMS core troubleshooting dedicated twiki page here How to get rid of the whole hostcert.pem of a voms server at a site WARNING The following node types still...

Discover Why a Member is not a Member of A VO. Since the move to VOMS admin, users don’t disappear anymore when they are suspended. Now, they are marked in red with...

Planned Significant LHC VomsCern Interventions Migration from SL4 based voms to SL5 Tuesday May 10th 2011. Status The current status is confirmed and this will go...

VOMS Known Issues (current production) VOMS ADMIN BUG #39626 (Request expiration time) The default value for the request expiration time (the time before the unconfirmed...
VomsLdapSyncRequirements
NEW - 2006-04-13 - 12:26 AndreaCeccanti

Voms LDAP sync script requirements AndreaCeccanti 13 Apr 2006

VomsLogFiles
r4 - 2015-05-29 - 15:42 AlbertoRodriguezPeon

Details of VOMS Logs Files at CERN. VOMS Core voms service. Only /var/log/voms..log{.1, .2, ....} are created. The creation and rotation is done itself by the...

VOMSLSCfileConfiguration
r15 - 2022-01-24 - 15:17 MaartenLitmaath

How to configure VOMS LSC files Introduction A VOMS aware service needs to have a way to verify if the proxy presented by a client was signed by a trusted VOMS...

VomsMenu
NEW - 2009-07-07 - 12:54 DimitarShiyachki

VOMS Main Issues Last Page Update

VomsNewAdmin
r3 - 2015-06-01 - 11:40 AlbertoRodriguezPeon

Adding a new VO Admin to a VO when Existing are Lost. For doing this, you need root in the VOMS machine and the public certificate of the new VO admin. The procedure...

VomsNewVo
r11 - 2015-05-29 - 17:11 AlbertoRodriguezPeon

Adding a new VO to the CERN VOMS and VOMS admin Up to date as of 29th of March 2015 In this example we are adding the na48 VO. Preperation You need a user certificate...

VomsNodes
NEW - 2013-12-18 - 11:36 AlbertoRodriguezPeon

Moved to VomsNodes AlbertoRodriguezPeon 18 Dec 2013

VomsNotes
r4 - 2006-04-03 - 11:55 MariaDimou

Notes on the VOMS/VOMRS Service Service Components While a Grid Registration Service has had an implementation based on LDAP, it is now based around a VOMS/VOMRS...

VomsOracleAccounts
r11 - 2015-05-29 - 14:15 AlbertoRodriguezPeon

CERN VOM(R)S Oracle Accounts Neither VOMS nor VOMS admin uses Oracle anymore but MySQL. A full list of the accounts can be found in the `lcgvoms` puppet hostgroup...

VomsOracleImprove
r7 - 2007-02-12 - 17:55 MariaDimou

Component\Requirement Long JDBC connection OCI vomrs HRdb Two listeners are available #19690 vomrs ok in v.1.3.0. now beta VomrsUpdateLog Is this point 5 `Improved...

VomsPilot
r9 - 2013-12-18 - 11:27 AlbertoRodriguezPeon

The CERN Voms Pilot Service The CERN voms pilot service is available on voms pilot.cern.ch . The aim of the pilot service is to wide scale field test the VOMS service...

VomsPingScript
r2 - 2006-03-23 - 11:02 MariaDimou

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Mixing Oracle Results with VOMRS. Problem Description The problem we have started to see since 1 June 2008 (no code change in vomrs) VOMRS server is a multi threaded...

VomsPostMortem2008x06x01
NEW - 2009-03-21 - 15:38 SteveTraylen

Voms Post Mortem July 1st 2008 Hardware migration and upgrade of voms admin and voms core. Hardware migration was transparent , voms admin upgrade was transparent...

VomsPostMortem2008x10x24
r5 - 2008-11-03 - 10:01 SteveTraylen

VOMS Post Mortem 24th October 2008 Problem and Impact The node voms113 half of the voms.cern.ch was removed from the alias at 20:15. It is not clear when the service...

VomsPostMortem2008x12x01
NEW - 2008-12-02 - 10:44 SteveTraylen

VOMS Post Mortem for December 1st 2008. In fact there were 3 separate incidents on the 1st of December. The first two were following the service upgrade that happened...

VomsPostMortem2008x12x14
NEW - 2008-12-18 - 14:51 SteveTraylen

VOMS Post Mortem for Downtime 14th of December 2008 Impact All VOMS Core Services on voms.cern.ch and lcg voms.cern.ch were down for around 7 hours from 00:...

VomsPostMortem2009x04x10
r14 - 2009-04-16 - 14:44 SteveTraylen

The Easter Cron or `Why did cron stop?`. Description A routine glibc update across the computer center resulted in cernhome21 43 1217313968 0 dbsrvd283...

VomsPostMortem2009x10x01
r2 - 2009-10-06 - 11:06 SteveTraylen

VOMS Continously Being Restarted By Monitoring Start Time September 30th, 22:00 voms being restarted by monitoring Change October 4th, 14:00 monitoring...

VomsPostMortems
r7 - 2013-12-18 - 11:13 AlbertoRodriguezPeon

Details of VOMS Failiures VomsPostMortem2008x06x01 VomsPostMortem2008x06x08 VomsPostMortem2008x10x24 VomsPostMortem2008x12x01 VomsPostMortem2008x12x...

VomsProblemSolving
r11 - 2008-12-16 - 10:53 MariaDimou

also present in the Operators` manual last update June 2008 Year End 2008 Who is on call: Maria 19/12/2008 25/12/2008 Steve 26/12/2008...

VomsRenewCertificate
r5 - 2016-03-29 - 14:43 SteveTraylen

Procedure to renew certificates for VOMS nodes Login to one of voms production nodes and generate a signed hostcert from the key. The subject should be voms2.cern...

VomsService
VOs transition to VOMS/VOMRS Main.dimou 30 Aug 2005

VomsServiceInterventions
r16 - 2008-03-18 - 16:22  RemiMollon

VOMS Service Intervention Information First of all, please have look at ServiceInterventions. VOMS Service interruption announcement template...

VomsServiceMonitor
r22 - 2008-03-27 - 10:36  SteveTraylen

Main.dimou 30 May 2006 VOM(R)S Service Monitoring tools on the CERN VOMS servers Tool voms101/4 alias voms.cern.ch voms105(normally lcg voms.cern.ch...)

VomsSetup
NEW - 2006-07-28 - 12:18  SophieLemaitre

Problem For a given user, usage of LFC/DPM with: grid proxy init or simple voms proxy init works fine, voms proxy init voms doesn’t work fine Solutions...

VomsSignatureErrorFailure

Error You get this error in /var/log/lfc/log or /var/log/dpns/log : 05/19 12:05:13 16051,0 Cns serv: Could not establish security context: Csec get voms creds...

VomsSls
r5 - 2015-05-29 - 14:30  AlbertoRodriguezPeon

CERN VOMS service in SLS. The CERN VOMS service availability can be found in new SLS Ops info The bash scripts to create the update XML are served from /afs/cern.ch...

VomsUsers
r4 - 2015-05-29 - 15:32  AlbertoRodriguezPeon

Voms Users Procedures. Updated on 29th May 2015 Below are details of voms and VOMS admin procedures that users may wish to follow. Grid users renewing their personal...

VomsVomrsClient
r3 - 2013-12-18 - 11:13  AlbertoRodriguezPeon

VOMRS Command Line Client A vomrs command line client exists for interacting with VOMRS. These are examples all relate the to CERN LHC VOMRS instance but everything...

VomsWG
r41 - 2009-07-08 - 17:35  MariaDimou

VOM(R)S Working Group History This Working Group (WG) is a of the LCG User Registration Task Force. It was approved by the GDB on Wed, 04 Apr 2007. The requirement...

VomsWleg
r10 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00  LaurenceField

VOMS Setup Much of the VOMS configuration from the system perspective follows the MyProxy configuration (PxWleg). It consists of Linux HA sharing the prod voms address...

VomsWlegHa
r12 - 2008-08-05 - 16:21  SteveTraylen

High Availability Implementation for VOMS The CERN requirements for VOMS requires a highly available configuration. As discussed in VomsNotes, the high availability...

VOSpecificServicesMon
VOSpecificServicesMon Introduction (and before start) This page contains information remaining the project NAME, that consist in create a dashboard package...

**VOSpecificServicesMon_Tutorial**
r20 - 2010-03-17 - 19:33 SaizSantosLola

TuTorial VOSpecificServicesMon Tutorial Introduction The aim of this tutorial is to help the experiment specific service manager in monitoring WLCG experiment...

**VOSRequirementsForACE**
r4 - 2010-06-23 - 14:51 JuliaAndreeva

Requirements for ACE from the LHC experiments Here we try to summarize an outcome of meetings/discussions pieces of existing documentation, related to this subject...

**VotingName**
NEW - 2008-02-22 - 10:52 RicardoMendes

RicardoMendes 22 Feb 2008

**VoUserSupport**
r69 - 2013-05-14 - 17:45 MariaDimou

LHC VO User Support Maria Dimou (CERN/IT/GD/OPS) since March 1st 2007 is the contact person on Grid User Support questions for the LHC experiment VOs. Objectives...

**WebAtom**
r2 - 2006-01-24 - 07:07 TWikiContributor

TWiki’s LCG web The web for users, groups and offices. TWiki is an Enterprise Collaboration Platform.

**WebChanges**
NEW - 2001-08-16 - 21:58 UnknownUser

**WebdavErrorImprovement**
r8 - 2022-11-22 - 18:08 StephanLammel

WLCG DOMA, WebDAV Error Message Improvement Project Error messages of WebDAV endpoints and especially with third party copy transfers are no on par with direct SRM...

**WebHome**
r108 - 2022-12-01 - 10:34 JuliaAndreeva

LCG Web Home External accounts How to get write access to WLCG TWiki pages WLCG Grid Deployment Board (GDB) documents WLCG Grid Deployment Board documents...

**WebHomeArchive**
r6 - 2021-12-01 - 23:27 MaartenLitmaath

LCG Web Home Archive This page provides links to OLD documentation, typically NOT maintained. Closed Task Forces CREAM migration Task Force CVMFS...

**WebIndex**
r2 - 2001-11-24 - 12:41 UnknownUser

See also the faster WebTopicList

**WebLeftBar**
r8 - 2020-10-01 - 00:45 MaartenLitmaath

Wiki Home Web Home Changes Index Search LCG Wikis LCG Service Coordination LCG Grid Deployment LCG Apps Area
This is a subscription service to be automatically notified by e-mail when topics change in this LCG web. This is a convenient service, so you do not have to come...

LCG Web Preferences  The following settings are web preferences of the LCG web. These preferences overwrite the site level preferences in ., and can be...

/WebRss  

/LCG  The web for users, groups and offices. TWiki is an Enterprise Collaboration Platform.

/WebSearch

/WebSearchAdvanced

/WebStatistics

/WebTopicList

See also the verbose WebIndex.

/WeeklyMinutes

/WeeklyReportsArchives2007

/WeeklyServiceReports

/WhiteAreas

The Terra Incognita Lecture Series Map of Turkey from 1561. The map shows the part of the country with white areas yet unknown for the travellers: `Who asks, is stupid...`
Product Version Notes APEL SSM 2.1.5 notes APEL client 1.3.1 notes ARC CE 6.14.0 notes Argus 1.6.1 notes BDII 1.6.0 notes...

**WLCGBaselineVersions**
r242 - 2020-02-15 - 21:55  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Baseline Versions OS and base dependencies WLCG services and clients currently are released for RHEL 6 and/or 7 compatible distributions. There is a constraint...

**WLCGCommonComputingReadinessChallenges**
r112 - 2009-06-02 - 10:43  AndreaSciaba

CCRC’08 Wiki Page WLCG Operations Web (Wiki) WLCGOperationsWeb contains relatively static information: pointers to meetings, monitoring, mailing lists etc...

**WLCGConfigurationEvaluation**
r32 - 2017-02-03 - 12:39  StephanLammel

CRIC Evaluation Introduction The WLCG Configuration system should describe WLCG distributed resources. From the functionality point of view it should provide:....

**WLCGContainers**
r15 - 2019-10-16 - 16:28  GavinMcCance

WLCG Containers Working Group Mandate The mandate discussed at the first meeting and agreed at the July 2017 GDB is: To understand and track the use of containers...

**WLCGCriticalServices**
r18 - 2013-11-06 - 11:39  MariaDimou

GGUS Type of Problem field GGUS TEAM and ALARM ticket submit forms as of the 2011/09/28 GGUS Release contain the field ‘Type of Problem’ (ToP) with possible values...

**WLCGCritSvc**
r40 - 2022-01-25 - 23:58  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Critical Services Introduction This page lists per LHC experiment the set of services that are: not operated by its own personnel, and deemed critical...

**WLCGCritSvcALICE**
r5 - 2020-09-30 - 18:52  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG service criticalities per experiment This page serves to provide WLCG service criticality input from your experiment, updated after discussions and agreements...

**WLCGCritSvcATLAS**
r8 - 2020-09-28 - 10:41  JohannesElmsheuser

WLCG service criticalities (ATLAS) This page serves to provide WLCG service criticality input from the ATLAS experiment, updated after discussions and agreements summarized...

**WLCGCritSvcCMS**
r5 - 2021-12-06 - 22:34  StephanLammel

WLCG service criticalities per experiment This page serves to provide WLCG service criticality input from your experiment, updated after discussions and agreements...

**WLCGCritSvc_dev**
r9 - 2021-09-01 - 21:21  MaartenLitmaath

Please consult the production page.

**WLCGCritSvcLHCb**
r4 - 2020-09-29 - 16:10  ConcezioBozzi
WLCG service criticalities per experiment This page serves to provide WLCG service criticality input from your experiment, updated after discussions and agreements...

**WLCGCVMFSGridArea**
r7 - 2016-03-04 - 15:59 AndreaManzi

The WLCG CVM FS Grid Repository The WLCG repository for the grid client middleware is hosted on the CVM FS path /cvmfs/grid.cern.ch/Grid. It’s maintained as a mirror...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsArchive**

Archive of minutes from WLCG operations meetings 2022 WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221031 WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221024 WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221017 WLCGOpsMeetingWeek...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsTemplateLS1**
r3 - 2013-07-11 - 20:35 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 13mmdd WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek080616**
r14 - 2008-06-24 - 16:11 JamieShiers

Week of 080616 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CET Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek080623**
r13 - 2008-06-27 - 15:36 JamieShiers

HarryRenshall 20 Jun 2008 Week of 080623 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CET Monday to Friday inclusive...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek080630**
r8 - 2008-07-04 - 16:26 GavinMcCance

Week of 080630 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek080707**
r7 - 2008-07-11 - 15:33 HarryRenshall

Week of 080707 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek080714**
r7 - 2008-07-22 - 17:11 DanieleBonacorsi

HarryRenshall 11 Jul 2008 Week of 080714 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek080721**
r11 - 2008-07-25 - 18:05 HarryRenshall

Week of 080721 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek080728**
r9 - 2008-08-01 - 15:21 JamieShiers

Week of 080728 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek080804**

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 080804 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

Week of 080811 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

Week of 080818 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

Week of 080901 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

Week of 080908 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

Week of 080915 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

Week of 080922 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

Week of 080929 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

Week of 081006 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

Week of 081013 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 081020 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)/T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

Week of 081027 Open Actions from last week: Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)/T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do...

Week of 081103 Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only). Status can be received...

Week of 081110 Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only). Status can be received...

Week of 081117 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

Week of 081124 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks...

Week of 081201 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

Week of 081208 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

Week of 081215 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

Week of 081222 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....
Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090105
r11 - 2009-01-10 - 18:29 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 05 Jan 2009 Week of 090105 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090112
r13 - 2009-01-16 - 15:27 RobertoSantinel

Week of 090112 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090119
r13 - 2009-01-27 - 10:37 GuillaumeCessieux

Week of 090119 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090126
r13 - 2009-02-06 - 15:13 JamieShiers

Week of 090126 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090202
r15 - 2009-02-06 - 15:13 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 29 Jan 2009 Week of 090202 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090209
r8 - 2009-02-13 - 17:20 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 09 Feb 2009 Week of 090209 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090216
r10 - 2009-02-20 - 17:44 HarryRenshall

HarryRenshall 13 Feb 2009 Week of 090216 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090223
r12 - 2009-02-27 - 17:56 PatriciaMendezLorenzo

HarryRenshall 20 Feb 2009 Week of 090223 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090302
r21 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

Week of 090302 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090309
r13 - 2009-03-13 - 16:42 RobertoSantinel

Week of 090309 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090316
r14 - 2009-03-20 - 15:39 JeanPhilippeBaud

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 090316 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090323**

r17 - 2009-03-30 - 12:05 JamieShiers

Week of 090323 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only). GGUS...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090330**

r19 - 2009-04-14 - 17:42 HarryRenshall

Week of 090330 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only). GGUS...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090406**

r10 - 2009-04-09 - 16:49 AleDiGGi

Week of 090406 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only). GGUS...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090413**

r21 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

Week of 090413 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only). GGUS...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090420**

r10 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

HarryRenshall 17 Apr 2009 Week of 090420 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090427**

r16 - 2009-04-30 - 16:26 DirkDuellmann

Week of 090427 Baseline Versions Service Incident Reports This section lists WLCG Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090504**

r18 - 2009-05-11 - 15:36 HarryRenshall

Week of 090504 Baseline Versions WLCG Service Incident Reports This section lists Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090511**


Week of 090511 Baseline Versions WLCG Service Incident Reports This section lists Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090518**

r12 - 2009-05-22 - 15:58 HarryRenshall

Week of 090518 Baseline Versions WLCG Service Incident Reports This section lists Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090525**

r19 - 2009-06-02 - 09:52 DirkDuellmann

Week of 090525 Baseline Versions WLCG Service Incident Reports This section lists Service Incident Reports from the previous weeks (new or updated only)....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090601**

r23 - 2009-06-08 - 10:06 HarryRenshall

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 090601 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability
SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090601
r28 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

Week of 090608 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability
SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090608
r12 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

Week of 090615 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability
SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090615
r17 - 2009-06-26 - 16:01 OlofBarring

Week of 090622 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability
SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090622
r13 - 2009-07-03 - 15:19 OlofBarring

Week of 090629 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability
SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090629
r11 - 2009-07-13 - 10:07 JamieShiers

Week of 090706 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability
SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090706
r17 - 2009-07-17 - 18:37 MariaGirone

Week of 090713 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability
SIRs Broadcasts siteSelect3 101 sites CERN...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090713
r10 - 2009-07-24 - 16:16 HarryRenshall

Week of 090720 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability
SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090720
r10 - 2009-07-31 - 17:21 HarryRenshall

Week of 090727 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability
SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090727
r12 - 2009-08-07 - 16:40 HarryRenshall

Week of 090803 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability
SIRs Broadcasts siteSelect3 101 sites CERN...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090803
r12 - 2009-08-14 - 17:07 HarryRenshall

Week of 090810 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability
SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek090810

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 091102 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...

Week of 091107 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...

Week of 091109 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...

Week of 091115 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...

Week of 091116 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...

Week of 091123 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...

Week of 091130 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...

Week of 091207 WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs Broadcasts http://dashb atlas sam...

Week of 091214 LHC Operations site Status News WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs...

Week of 091221 LHC Operations site Status News WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs...

Week of 091228 LHC Operations site Status News WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability
VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100104
r14 - 2010-01-08 - 16:47 JeanPhilippeBaud

Week of 100104 LHC Operations site Status News WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability
http://dashb lhcb sam.cern.ch/dashboard/request...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100111
r15 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

Week of 100111 LHC Operations site Status News WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability
VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100118
r17 - 2010-01-22 - 18:17 JanIven

Week of 100118 LHC Operations site Status News WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability
VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100125
r10 - 2010-01-29 - 15:36 JonBakken

Week of 100125 LHC Operations site Status News WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability
VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100201
r21 - 2010-05-27 - 14:57 SteveTraylen

Week of 100201 LHC Operations site Status News WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability
VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100208
r17 - 2010-02-12 - 16:17 JeanPhilippeBaud

Week of 100208 LHC Operations site Status News WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability
VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100215
r17 - 2010-02-19 - 15:17 JamieShiers

Week of 100215 LHC Operations site Status News WLCG Service Incidents, Interventions and Availability
VO Summaries of Site Availability SIRs...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100222
r33 - 2010-02-26 - 16:10 HarryRenshall

Week of 100222 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100301
r18 - 2010-03-05 - 16:22 GraemeAStewart

Week of 100301 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100308
r11 - 2010-03-12 - 15:17 JamieShiers

Week of 100308 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100315
r18 - 2010-03-19 - 15:19 JamieShiers

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 100315 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100321
r3 - 2010-03-18 - 09:44 JamieShiers

Week of 100321 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100322
r17 - 2010-03-26 - 17:45 HarryRenshall

Week of 100322 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100329
r13 - 2010-04-01 - 15:22 JamieShiers

Week of 100329 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100405
r16 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

Week of 100405 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100412
r20 - 2010-04-16 - 17:23 JeanPhilippeBaud

Week of 100412 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100419
r21 - 2010-04-23 - 17:46 HarryRenshall

Week of 100419 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100426
r17 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

Week of 100426 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100503
r19 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

Week of 100503 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100510
r10 - 2010-05-13 - 15:08 JamieShiers

Week of 100510 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100517
r26 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

Week of 100517 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100524
r13 - 2010-06-02 - 15:16 BrianDavies
Week of 100524 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100531
r13 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

Week of 100531 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100607
r15 - 2010-06-11 - 17:04 OnnoZweersExCern

Week of 100607 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100614
r13 - 2010-06-18 - 16:27 HarryRenshall

Week of 100614 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100621
r22 - 2010-06-25 - 17:00 JosVanWezel

Week of 100621 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100628
r13 - 2010-07-02 - 15:16 JamieShiers

Week of 100628 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100705
r9 - 2010-07-09 - 15:22 GavinMcCance

Week of 100705 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100712
r11 - 2010-07-16 - 15:33 JamieShiers

Week of 100712 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100719
r15 - 2010-07-23 - 15:45 DirkDuellmann

Week of 100719 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100726
r13 - 2010-07-30 - 15:12 JamieShiers

Week of 100726 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100802
r14 - 2010-08-06 - 16:09 HarryRenshall

Week of 100802 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek100809
Week of 100809 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 100816 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 100823 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 100830 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 100906 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 100913 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 100920 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 100927 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 101004 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 101011 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 101018 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 101025 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1.

Week of 101101 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1.

Week of 101108 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1.

Week of 101115 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1.

Week of 101122 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1.

Week of 101129 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1.

Week of 101126 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1.

Week of 10113 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1.

Week of 101206 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1.

Week of 101213 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1.

Week of 101220 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1.

Week of 101227 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1.

Week of 110103 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1.
WebIndex < LCG < TWiki

inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110110
r13 - 2011-01-14 - 15:20 JamieShiers

Week of 110110 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110117
r18 - 2011-01-21 - 15:26 JamieShiers

Week of 110117 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following:....
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110124
r17 - 2011-02-07 - 21:31 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 110124 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110131
r16 - 2011-02-04 - 15:38 AndreaValassi

Week of 110131 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110207
r17 - 2011-02-11 - 15:34 DirkDuellmann

Week of 110207 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110214
r15 - 2011-02-18 - 15:20 MariaGirone

Week of 110214 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110221
r17 - 2011-02-25 - 15:30 JamieShiers

Week of 110221 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110228
r17 - 2011-03-04 - 17:43 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 110228 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110307
r14 - 2011-03-15 - 15:52 AndreaValassi

Week of 110307 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110314
r18 - 2011-03-18 - 15:23 JamieShiers

Week of 110314 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110321
r15 - 2011-03-25 - 16:38 MaartenLitmaath
Week of 110321 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110328**
r29 - 2011-04-01 - 17:10  MassimoLamanna

Week of 110328 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110404**
r21 - 2011-04-08 - 15:18  MariaGirone

Week of 110404 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110411**

Week of 110411 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110418**
r24 - 2011-04-21 - 15:18  JamieShiers

Week of 110418 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110425**
r21 - 2011-04-29 - 18:05  MattiaCinquilli

Week of 110425 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110502**
r23 - 2011-05-06 - 15:15  JamieShiers

Week of 110502 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110509**
r21 - 2011-05-13 - 15:15  JamieShiers

Week of 110509 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110516**
r14 - 2011-05-20 - 15:34  AndreaValassi

Week of 110516 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110523**
r31 - 2011-05-27 - 17:18  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 110523 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110530**
r19 - 2011-06-01 - 17:55  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 110530 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110606**
r13 - 2011-06-10 - 15:11  JamieShiers

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 110606 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110613
r12 - 2011-06-17 - 15:54 OnnoZweersExCern

Week of 110613 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110620
r18 - 2011-06-25 - 23:06 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 110620 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110627
r30 - 2011-07-01 - 16:22 MassimoLamanna

Week of 110627 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110704
r26 - 2011-07-08 - 15:09 JamieShiers

Week of 110704 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110711
r19 - 2011-07-19 - 14:40 AndreaValassi

Week of 110711 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110718
r21 - 2011-07-22 - 16:51 JamieShiers

Week of 110718 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110725
r17 - 2011-07-29 - 15:25 DirkDuellmann

Week of 110725 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110801
r15 - 2011-08-05 - 21:13 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 110801 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110808
r16 - 2011-08-12 - 15:26 AndreaValassi

Week of 110808 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110815
r15 - 2011-08-19 - 15:26 AndreaValassi

Week of 110815 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek110822
Week of 110822 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 110829 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 110905 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 110912 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 110919 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 110926 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 111003 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 111010 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 111017 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 111024 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 111031 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 111107 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 111114 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 111121 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 111128 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 111129 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 120105 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 120109 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 120116 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 120123 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....
inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1.

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120130**
r20 - 2012-02-06 - 16:04 MariaDimou

Week of 120130 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120206**
r23 - 2012-03-07 - 18:45 JaroslavaSchovanova

Week of 120206 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120213**
r22 - 2012-03-07 - 18:45 JaroslavaSchovanova

Week of 120213 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120220**
r22 - 2012-03-07 - 18:46 JaroslavaSchovanova

Week of 120220 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120227**
r26 - 2012-03-21 - 10:33 MariaDimou

Week of 120227 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120305**
r16 - 2012-03-09 - 20:03 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 120305 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120312**
r24 - 2012-03-16 - 20:08 MassimoLamanna

Week of 120312 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120319**
r27 - 2012-03-23 - 15:23 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 120319 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120326**
r18 - 2012-03-30 - 15:32 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 120326 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120402**
r12 - 2012-04-05 - 18:56 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 120402 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120409**
r14 - 2012-04-13 - 20:03 MaartenLitmaath

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 120409 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120416
r24 - 2012-04-20 - 15:35  AndreaValassi

Week of 120416 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120422
NEW - 2012-03-22 - 14:53  JamieShiers

Week of 120422 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120423
r23 - 2012-04-27 - 15:16  JamieShiers

Week of 120423 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120430
r16 - 2012-05-04 - 17:58  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 120430 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120507
r21 - 2012-05-14 - 09:15  XavierMol

Week of 120507 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120514
r21 - 2012-05-18 - 17:16  AndreaValassi

Week of 120514 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120521
r23 - 2012-05-26 - 16:27  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 120521 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120528
r12 - 2012-06-01 - 18:05  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 120528 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120604
r23 - 2012-06-08 - 15:15  JamieShiers

Week of 120604 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120611
r18 - 2012-06-15 - 16:12  AndreaValassi

Week of 120611 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120618
r20 - 2012-06-22 - 15:25  AndreaValassi

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
WebIndex < LCG < TWiki

Week of 120618 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120625
r15 - 2012-06-29 - 16:41  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 120625 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120701
r20 - 2012-07-06 - 15:28  DirkDuellmann

Week of 120701 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120702
NEW - 2012-07-09 - 09:52  JamieShiers

Week of 120702 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120708
NEW - 2012-07-02 - 08:08  JamieShiers

Week of 120708 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120709
r28 - 2012-07-13 - 15:48  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 120709 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120715
NEW - 2012-07-02 - 08:08  JamieShiers

Week of 120715 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120716
r11 - 2012-07-20 - 15:39  MassimoLamanna

Week of 120716 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120722
NEW - 2012-07-02 - 08:09  JamieShiers

Week of 120722 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120723
r20 - 2012-07-27 - 15:39  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 120723 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120729
NEW - 2012-07-02 - 08:09  JamieShiers

Week of 120729 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek120730
Week of 120730 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 120806 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 120813 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 120820 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 120827 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 120903 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 120910 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 120917 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 120924 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 121001 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 121008 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....
Week of 121015 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 121022 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 121029 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 121105 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 121112 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 121119 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 121126 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 121203 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 121210 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 121217 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 121224 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday
Week of 130107 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

Week of 130114 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 130121 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 130128 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 130204 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 130211 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 130218 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 130225 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 130304 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

Week of 130311 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....
Week of 130318 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130325
r11 - 2013-03-28 - 17:29  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 130325 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130401
r10 - 2013-04-04 - 16:35  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 130401 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130408
r7 - 2013-04-11 - 19:53  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 130408 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130415
r9 - 2013-04-18 - 16:12  AndreaSciaba

Week of 130415 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130422
r14 - 2013-04-25 - 15:38  SimoneCampana

Week of 130422 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130429
r9 - 2013-05-02 - 19:55  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 130429 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130506
r8 - 2013-05-10 - 23:40  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 130506 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130513
r12 - 2013-05-16 - 16:11  MariaDimou

Week of 130513 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130520
r9 - 2013-05-23 - 15:21  AndreaValassi

Week of 130520 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1 Dial...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130527
r15 - 2013-05-31 - 09:12  StefanRoiser

Week of 130527 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130603
r10 - 2013-06-06 - 16:18  SimoneCampana
Week of 130603 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130610**
r8 - 2013-06-13 - 15:41 StefanRoiser

Week of 130610 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130617**
r15 - 2013-06-20 - 18:32 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 130617 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130624**
r12 - 2013-06-27 - 17:05 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 130624 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130701**
r12 - 2013-07-04 - 18:26 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 130701 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130708**
r8 - 2013-07-11 - 15:19 AndreaValassi

Week of 130708 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130715**
r7 - 2013-07-18 - 19:33 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 130715 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130722**
r6 - 2013-07-25 - 19:38 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 130722 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130729**
r10 - 2013-08-02 - 10:55 AndreaValassi

Week of 130729 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130805**
r10 - 2013-08-09 - 08:04 StefanRoiser

Week of 130805 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130812**
r9 - 2013-08-15 - 21:55 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 130812 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130819**

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 130819 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130826
r10 - 2013-08-29 - 16:13 MariaDimou

Week of 130826 Daily WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T Monday to Friday inclusive (in CERN 513 R 068) do one of the following: 1....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130902
r5 - 2013-09-06 - 15:40 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 130902 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130909
r15 - 2013-09-12 - 17:29 SimoneCampana

Week of 130909 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130916
r16 - 2013-09-25 - 08:52 StefanRoiser

Week of 130916 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130923
r13 - 2013-09-26 - 22:30 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 130923 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek130930
r15 - 2013-10-04 - 07:35 SimoneCampana

Week of 130930 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek131007
r17 - 2013-10-10 - 15:47 AndreaSciaba

Week of 131007 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek131014
r8 - 2013-10-17 - 16:29 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 131014 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek131021
r9 - 2013-10-24 - 15:46 MariaDimou

Week of 131021 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:....

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek131028
r11 - 2013-10-31 - 21:18 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 131028 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:....
Week of 131104 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:

Week of 131111 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:

Week of 131118 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:

Week of 131125 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:

Week of 131202 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:

Week of 131209 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:

Week of 131216 WLCG Operations Call details To join the call, at 15.00 CE(S)T, by default on Monday and Thursday (at CERN in 513 R 068), do one of the following:

Week of 140106 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Alcatel system. At 15.00 CE(S)T on...

Week of 140113 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Alcatel system. At 15.00 CE(S)T on...

Week of 140120 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Alcatel system. At 15.00 CE(S)T on...

Week of 140127 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Alcatel system.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week of</th>
<th>WLCG Operations Call details</th>
<th>At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Alcatel system. At 15.00 CE(S)T on...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>140414</td>
<td>WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r6</td>
<td>2014-04-24 - 19:20</td>
<td>MaartenLitmaath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140421</td>
<td>WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r10</td>
<td>2014-05-02 - 17:11</td>
<td>MaartenLitmaath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140428</td>
<td>WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r17</td>
<td>2014-05-08 - 18:23</td>
<td>MaartenLitmaath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140505</td>
<td>WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r13</td>
<td>2014-05-22 - 19:31</td>
<td>MaartenLitmaath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140512</td>
<td>WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140519</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r11</td>
<td>2014-05-28 - 20:02</td>
<td>MaartenLitmaath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140519</td>
<td>WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r12</td>
<td>2014-05-30 - 17:47</td>
<td>MaartenLitmaath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140602</td>
<td>WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140602</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r17</td>
<td>2014-06-06 - 16:25</td>
<td>StefanRoiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140609</td>
<td>WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r12</td>
<td>2014-06-19 - 20:16</td>
<td>MaartenLitmaath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140616</td>
<td>WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r13</td>
<td>2014-07-07 - 11:59</td>
<td>MariaALANDESPRADILLO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140623</td>
<td>WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r9</td>
<td>2014-07-03 - 17:54</td>
<td>MariaDimou</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Week of 140630 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Alcatel system. At 15.00 CE(S)T on...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140707  
r10 - 2014-07-11 - 14:57  AndreaSciaba

Week of 140707 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Alcatel system. At 15.00 CE(S)T on...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140714  
r14 - 2014-07-18 - 14:47  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 140714 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Alcatel system. At 15.00 CE(S)T on...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140721  
r18 - 2014-07-25 - 17:17  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 140721 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Alcatel system. At 15.00 CE(S)T on...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140728  
r13 - 2014-07-31 - 17:52  MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Week of 140728 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Alcatel system. At 15.00 CE(S)T on...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140804  
r13 - 2014-08-07 - 17:45  AleDiGGi

Week of 140804 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Alcatel system. At 15.00 CE(S)T on...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140811  
r15 - 2014-08-14 - 17:26  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 140811 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Alcatel system. At 15.00 CE(S)T on...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140818  
r12 - 2014-08-21 - 17:30  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 140818 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Alcatel system. At 15.00 CE(S)T on...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140825  
r11 - 2014-08-28 - 17:24  StefanRoiser

Week of 140825 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Alcatel system. At 15.00 CE(S)T on...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140901  
r14 - 2014-09-04 - 17:42  MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Week of 140901 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions to join...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140908  
r8 - 2014-09-12 - 18:56  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 140908 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions to join...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140915
Week of 140915 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions to join...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140922
r16 - 2014-09-26 - 15:03 MariaDimou

Week of 140922 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions to join...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek140929
r12 - 2014-10-09 - 15:49 AndreaSciaba

Week of 140929 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions to join...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek141006
r12 - 2014-10-09 - 15:49 AndreaSciaba

Week of 141006 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek141013
r12 - 2014-10-16 - 18:24 AndreaSciaba

Week of 141013 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek141020
r17 - 2014-10-23 - 17:19 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 141020...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek141027
r16 - 2014-10-31 - 13:12 ThomasHartmann

Week of 141027 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek141103
r11 - 2014-11-06 - 21:00 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 141103 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek141110
r9 - 2014-11-13 - 18:54 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 141110 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek141117
r16 - 2014-11-20 - 15:27 MichailSalichos

Week of 141117 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek141124
r13 - 2014-11-27 - 20:13 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 141124 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek141201
Week of 141201 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek141208

Week of 141208 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek141215

Week of 141215 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150105

Week of 150105 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150112

Week of 150112 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150119

Week of 150119 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150126

Week of 150126 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150202

Week of 150202 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150209

Week of 150209 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150216

Week of 150216 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150223

Week of 150223 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
Week of 150302 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150309 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150316 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150323 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150330 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150406 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150413 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150420 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150427 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150504 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150511 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
Week of 150518 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150525 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150601 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150608 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150615 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150622 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150629 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150706 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150713 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 150720 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
Week of 150727 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150803**

r12 - 2015-08-11 - 17:05  UnknownUser

Week of 150803 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150810**

r10 - 2015-08-13 - 15:38  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 150810 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150817**

r17 - 2015-08-20 - 15:52  AndreaValassi

Week of 150817 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150824**

r14 - 2015-08-27 - 16:51  AndreaSciaba

Week of 150824 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150831**

r17 - 2015-09-04 - 17:47  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 150831 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150907**

r17 - 2015-09-11 - 19:01  MichaelErnst

Week of 150907 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150914**

r20 - 2015-09-17 - 19:29  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 150914 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150921**

r18 - 2015-09-24 - 15:57  MariaDimou

Week of 150921 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek150928**

r13 - 2015-10-01 - 18:29  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 150928 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek151005**

r16 - 2015-10-08 - 17:02  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 151005 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek151012**

r17 - 2015-10-15 - 16:51  AndreaSciaba

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 151012 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek151019
r13 - 2015-10-22 - 18:48 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 151019 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek151026
r17 - 2015-10-29 - 17:22 OnnoZweersExternal1

Week of 151026 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek151102
r18 - 2015-11-07 - 14:17 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 151102 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek151109
r20 - 2015-11-12 - 18:37 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 151109 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek151116
r15 - 2015-11-19 - 18:00 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 151116 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek151123
r12 - 2015-11-26 - 15:24 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 151123 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek151130
r15 - 2015-12-03 - 18:20 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 151130 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek151207
r17 - 2015-12-10 - 17:32 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 151207 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek151214
r16 - 2015-12-17 - 17:06 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 151214 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160104
r9 - 2016-01-07 - 19:01 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 160104 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160111

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 160111 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160118**

r15 - 2016-01-22 - 20:35 BeJones

Week of 160118 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160125**

r19 - 2016-01-28 - 16:57 LucaMascetti

Week of 160125 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160201**

r9 - 2016-02-04 - 18:44 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 160201 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160208**

r8 - 2016-02-11 - 19:24 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 160208 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160215**

r20 - 2016-02-19 - 09:36 MariaDimou

Week of 160215 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160222**

r17 - 2016-02-25 - 16:18 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 160222 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160229**

r14 - 2016-03-01 - 08:55 XavierMol

Week of 160229 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160307**

r15 - 2016-03-07 - 16:03 KateDziedziniewicz

Week of 160307 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160314**

r20 - 2016-03-15 - 07:04 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Week of 160314 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160321**

r19 - 2016-03-22 - 12:42 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 160321 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160613**
r16 - 2016-06-13 - 18:10 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 160613 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160620**
r14 - 2016-06-21 - 16:00 EygeneRyabinkin

Week of 160620 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160627**
r14 - 2016-06-28 - 12:02 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 160627 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160704**
r17 - 2016-07-05 - 13:38 VictorZhiltsov

Week of 160704 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160711**
r16 - 2016-07-12 - 15:56 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 160711 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160718**
r14 - 2016-07-19 - 11:50 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 160718 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160725**
r17 - 2016-07-26 - 01:08 VictorZhiltsov

Week of 160725 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160801**
r10 - 2016-08-01 - 20:02 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 160801 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160808**
r17 - 2016-08-12 - 20:38 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 160808 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160815**
r11 - 2016-08-15 - 18:06 MariaDimou

Week of 160815 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160822**
r17 - 2016-08-22 - 15:33 AndreaSciaba
Week of 160822 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160822
r10 - 2016-08-29 - 17:11  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 160829 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160829
r15 - 2016-09-05 - 18:52  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 160905 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160905
r19 - 2016-09-12 - 18:59  SabineCrepe

Week of 160912 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160912
r19 - 2016-09-19 - 15:59  DavidMason

Week of 160919 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160919
r23 - 2016-09-27 - 18:35  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 160926 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek160926
r23 - 2016-09-27 - 18:35  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 161003 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek161003
r21 - 2016-10-12 - 02:19  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 161010 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek161010
r18 - 2016-10-20 - 17:36  MariaDimou

Week of 161017 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek161017
r22 - 2016-11-09 - 20:10  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 161024 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek161024
r25 - 2016-11-02 - 15:54  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 161031 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek161031
r24 - 2016-11-07 - 16:23  MaartenLitmaath
Week of 161107 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek161114**
r27 - 2016-11-15 - 15:08  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 161114 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek161121**
r21 - 2016-11-22 - 10:06  MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Week of 161121 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek161128**
r17 - 2016-11-28 - 17:17  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 161128 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek161205**
r21 - 2016-12-05 - 16:08  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 161205 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek161212**
r20 - 2016-12-12 - 20:13  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 161212 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsWeek161219**
r18 - 2016-12-19 - 18:36  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 161219 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGDataAccessProtocolUse**
r2 - 2015-03-18 - 12:53  WahidBhimji

In progress starting with ATLAS requirements. Other experiments / storage systems should add material. See also pre GDB talks for information that could be used...

**WLCGDataSteeringGroup**
r7 - 2018-01-15 - 15:13  OliverKeeble

WLCG Data Steering Group Mandate The WLCG Data Steering Group has been requested by the WLCG Management Board to consider medium to long term Data Management strategy...

**WLCGDataTransferMonitoring**
r32 - 2015-03-18 - 08:36  CristovaoCordeiro

WLCG Data Transfer Monitoring Architecture XRootD Data Transfer Monitoring architecture: Resources Development Jira: https://its.cern.ch/jira/browse/WDT...

**WLCGDowntimesTemplate**
r6 - 2018-09-17 - 19:31  MaartenLitmaath

ALICE \ ATLAS \ CMS \ LHCB \ BNL \ FNAL \ WLCGExperimentandSiteplansfortheendof2009holidays

r15 - 2009-12-17 - 09:14  JamieShiers

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
WLCG Experiment and Site plans for the end of 2009 holidays These are as reported to the WLCG Service Coordinator on Duty Experiments ALICE https://twiki.cern...

Recipe for external collaborators to get write access to WLCG TWiki pages 1. Get a lightweight account: https://account.cern.ch/account/Externals/...

Problem statement Operation of services in all cases, whether locally or centrally deployed and operated, carries security risks for resource providers at WLCG sites...

Introduction Background information is available at: https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId 7 resId 0 materialId slides confId 190743 (general presentation...
WLCG Issuer Deployment Architecture (DRAFT) A few key decisions needed for the deployment of IAM instances for WLCG include: What is the content of the iss claim...

Title Affected Services Affected VOs Description Associated Tickets Latest LB upgrade breaks WMS WMS All The glite lb common upgrade breaks...

The WLCG Middleware versions check This page keep trace of the active (and archived) checks over the software deployed in the WLCG infrastructure. This page is going...

Project finished! This project finished, and it was closed on the 5th of December 2014! Thank you very much for your participation Goal of the project The goal of...

WLCG MW Officer Tasks For WLCG Operations and Coordination effort: Maintain the list of verified baseline versions for the MW components...

WLCG Network activities Twiki Twiki and LHCONE meetings US collaboration WLCG Network Throughput WG Research Networking Technical Working...

HarryRenshall 15 Jun 2010 WLCG Service Open Issues This is a list of items raised at the daily WLCG Operations meeting that need to be followed up in some way...

WLCG Operations effort review and study This twiki gathers some preliminary material to be used as input for discussion on September 2014 WLCG MB. The twiki analyses...

MaiteBarroso 19 Sep 2008 #8220;The mission of the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (LCG) project is to build and maintain a data storage and analysis infrastructure...

WLCG Operations Meetings details information The SCOD rota for the next few weeks is at ScodRota. WLCG Operations Minutes (one file per week) WLCGOpsMeetingWeek...
WLCGOperationsWeb

WLCG Operations Twiki WLCG Operations Portal Operations Portal (high level entry point) Task Forces and Working Groups Forces Groups WLCG Data...

WLCGOperationsWebArchive
NEW - 2016-07-10 - 17:02 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Web Archive NOTE that this twiki page is OBSOLETE. Please, refer to WLCGOperationsWeb instead. OLD WLCG Operations Web Meet Ops WLCG...

WLCGOpsCoordActionList
r3 - 2019-12-07 - 19:07 MaartenLitmaath

Creation date Description Responsible Status Comments Specific actions for experiments Creation date Description Affected VO Affected...

WLCGOpsCoordination
r289 - 2022-11-29 - 11:45 JuliaAndreeva

WLCG Operations Coordination Meetings and Minutes Please, refer to the Operations Portal for more details on WLCG Operations Coordination WLCGOpsCoordTemplate...

WLCGOpsCoordReports
NEW - 2014-06-19 - 14:28 AlessandraForti

AlessandraForti 19 Jun 2014

WLCGOpsCoordTemplate
r15 - 2022-04-01 - 12:03 JuliaAndreeva

DRAFT WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, month day, year Highlights Agenda Attendance local: remote: apologies: Operations News Special...

WLCGOpsCoordWebDAV
r3 - 2013-10-06 - 14:44 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Ops recommendations for WebDAV deployment WebDAV support by Storage element Technology Minimum Version Instructions Port CASTOR...

WLCGOpsCoordWNOPN
r18 - 2013-12-23 - 15:45 JosepFlix

Worker Nodes on LHCOPN at WLCG Tier 1s Survey on the status of deployment of Worker Nodes in the LHCOPN at WLCG Tier 1. Site Current status Comments...

WLCGOpsMeetingTemplate
r114 - 2022-11-16 - 22:51 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 23mmdd WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170109
r20 - 2017-01-09 - 23:36 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170109 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170116
r19 - 2017-01-16 - 22:44 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170116 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
Week of 170123 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 170130 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 170206 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 170213 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 170220 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 170227 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 170306 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 170313 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 170320 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 170327 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 170403 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170410
r28 - 2017-04-10 - 17:40 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170410 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170417
r13 - 2017-04-18 - 17:07 NurcanOzturk

Week of 170417 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170424
r20 - 2017-04-24 - 19:43 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170424 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170501
r17 - 2017-05-02 - 23:35 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170501 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170508
r15 - 2017-05-08 - 15:50 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170508 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170515

Week of 170515 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170522
r21 - 2017-05-23 - 13:05 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170522 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170529
r15 - 2017-05-29 - 17:57 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170529 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170605
r23 - 2017-06-06 - 17:59 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170605 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170612
r16 - 2017-06-12 - 19:20 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170612 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170619
r14 - 2017-06-24 - 17:12 MaartenLitmaath
Week of 170619 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170626
r15 - 2017-06-26 - 19:02  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170626 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170703
r15 - 2017-07-04 - 11:38  JosepFlix

Week of 170703 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170710
r15 - 2017-07-10 - 18:50  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170710 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170717
r13 - 2017-07-17 - 19:08  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170717 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170724
r16 - 2017-07-24 - 17:34  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170724 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170731
r22 - 2017-08-07 - 13:19  KateDziedziniewicz

Week of 170731 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170807
r17 - 2017-08-07 - 20:25  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170807 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170814
r13 - 2017-08-14 - 20:02  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170814 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170821
r20 - 2017-08-24 - 18:10  AndreaManzi

Week of 170821 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170828
r18 - 2017-08-28 - 22:35  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170828 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170904
r22 - 2017-09-11 - 11:40  MarianBabik
Week of 170904 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170911**
r18 - 2017-09-11 - 18:00  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170911 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170918**
r16 - 2017-09-18 - 21:09  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 170918 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek170925**
r16 - 2017-09-26 - 16:53  OnnoZweersExternal1

Week of 170925 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek171002**
r19 - 2017-10-02 - 21:33  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 171002 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek171009**
r15 - 2017-10-09 - 18:32  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 171009 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek171016**
r13 - 2017-10-16 - 16:58  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 171016 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek171023**
r17 - 2017-10-23 - 16:07  TommasoBoccali

Week of 171023 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek171030**
r19 - 2017-10-30 - 22:11  GavinMcCance

Week of 171030 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek171106**
r18 - 2017-11-06 - 18:26  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 171106 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek171113**
r20 - 2017-11-13 - 18:00  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 171113 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek171120**
Week of 171120 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek171120
r21 - 2017-11-27 - 20:04  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 171127 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek171127
r28 - 2017-12-07 - 00:18  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 171204 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek171204
r24 - 2017-12-15 - 20:29  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 171211 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek171211
r19 - 2017-12-20 - 15:42  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 171218 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek171218
r23 - 2018-01-09 - 15:23  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 180108 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180108
r23 - 2018-01-15 - 16:12  KateDziedziniewicz

Week of 180115 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180115
r17 - 2018-01-22 - 18:47  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 180122 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180122
r23 - 2018-01-29 - 18:39  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 180129 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180129
r22 - 2018-02-05 - 16:11  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 180205 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180205
r19 - 2018-02-12 - 20:25  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 180212 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
Week of 180219 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180226 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180305 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180312 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180319 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180326 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180402 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180409 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180416 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180423 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180430 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180507 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180514 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180521 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180528 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180604 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180611 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180618 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180625 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180702 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 180709 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
Week of 180716 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180723
r18 - 2018-07-23 - 17:44  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 180723 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180730
r20 - 2018-07-30 - 23:50  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 180730 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180806
r14 - 2018-08-15 - 11:55  DarrenMoore

Week of 180806 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180813
r19 - 2018-08-14 - 07:43  VincentBrillault

Week of 180813 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180820
r19 - 2018-08-20 - 16:30  BorjaGarridoBear

Week of 180820 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180827
r16 - 2018-08-28 - 10:26  GavinMcCance

Week of 180827 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180903
r22 - 2018-09-04 - 10:27  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 180903 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180910
r17 - 2018-09-10 - 18:37  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 180910 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180917
r16 - 2018-09-17 - 16:52  BorjaGarridoBear

Week of 180917 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek180924
r16 - 2018-09-24 - 19:53  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 180924 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek181001
r18 - 2018-10-01 - 15:27  KateDziedziniewicz

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 181001 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek181008**  
r20 - 2018-10-08 - 17:34  BorjaGarridoBear

Week of 181008 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek181015**  
r24 - 2018-10-16 - 12:27  UnknownUser

Week of 181015 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek181022**  
r18 - 2018-10-22 - 18:09  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 181022 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek181029**  
r20 - 2019-05-13 - 16:10  DavidMason

Week of 181029 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek181105**  
r17 - 2018-11-06 - 14:33  OlgaVladimirovnaDataskova

Week of 181105 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek181112**  
r21 - 2018-11-12 - 19:47  JosepFlix

Week of 181112 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek181119**  

Week of 181119 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek181126**  
r21 - 2018-11-26 - 19:07  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 181126 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek181203**  
r18 - 2018-12-04 - 19:21  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 181203 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek181210**  
r17 - 2018-12-10 - 17:59  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 181210 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...  
**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek181217**  

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 181217 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek190107
r24 - 2019-01-07 - 16:10  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 190107 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek190114
r17 - 2019-01-15 - 16:00  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 190114 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek190121
r22 - 2019-02-15 - 14:37  BorjaGarridoBear

Week of 190121 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek190128
r19 - 2019-01-28 - 17:20  MiroslavPotocky

Week of 190128 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek190204
r17 - 2019-02-04 - 18:38  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 190204 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek190211
r17 - 2019-02-11 - 19:40  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 190211 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek190218
r15 - 2019-02-18 - 16:55  BorjaGarridoBear

Week of 190218 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek190225
r18 - 2019-02-25 - 17:15  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 190225 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek190304
r22 - 2019-03-04 - 22:25  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 190304 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek190311
r18 - 2019-03-12 - 16:49  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 190311 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
Week of 190318 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190325 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190401 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190408 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190415 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190422 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190429 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190506 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190513 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190520 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190527 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190603 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190610 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190617 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190624 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190701 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190708 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190715 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190722 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190729 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190805 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
Week of 190812 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190819 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190826 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190902 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190909 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190916 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190923 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 190930 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 191007 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 191014 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 191021 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 191028 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek191104
r14 - 2019-11-11 - 12:45 VictorZhiltsov

Week of 191104 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek191111
r15 - 2019-11-13 - 10:10 BorjaGarridoBear

Week of 191111 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek191118
r19 - 2019-11-18 - 16:22 BorjaGarridoBear

Week of 191118 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek191125
r24 - 2019-11-25 - 17:37 MiroslavPotocky

Week of 191125 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek191202
r20 - 2019-12-02 - 16:11 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 191202 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek191209
r21 - 2019-12-09 - 17:44 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 191209 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek191216
r19 - 2019-12-17 - 00:47 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 191216 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200106
r17 - 2020-01-06 - 16:10 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200106 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200113
r17 - 2020-01-13 - 15:47 KateDziedziniewicz

Week of 200113 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200120
r23 - 2020-01-27 - 10:34 GiuseppeLoPresti

Week of 200120 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200127
Week of 200127 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200127

Week of 200203 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200203
r22 - 2020-02-03 - 16:18  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200210 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200210

Week of 200217 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200217
r19 - 2020-02-17 - 18:32  JosepFlix

Week of 200224 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200224
r16 - 2020-02-24 - 15:48  MichalSvatos

Week of 200302 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200302
r23 - 2020-03-10 - 19:48  XinZhao

Week of 200309 WLCG Operations Call details The meeting is Vidyo only until further notice due to COVID 19 considerations. For remote participation we use...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200309

Week of 200316 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200316
r23 - 2020-03-16 - 16:16  KateDziedziniewicz

Week of 200323 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200323
r24 - 2020-03-23 - 20:54  JosepFlix

Week of 200330 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200330
r19 - 2020-03-30 - 15:17  KateDziedziniewicz

Week of 200406 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
Week of 200413 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 200420 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 200427 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 200504 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 200511 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 200518 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 200525 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 200601 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 200608 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 200615 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 200622 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200629**

r22 - 2020-06-29 - 17:08 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200629 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200706**

r19 - 2020-07-06 - 16:46 GavinMcCance

Week of 200706 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200713**

r19 - 2020-07-13 - 15:42 BorjaGarridoBear

Week of 200713 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200720**

r19 - 2020-07-20 - 16:44 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200720 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200727**

r19 - 2020-07-27 - 15:46 MarianBabik

Week of 200727 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200803**

r15 - 2020-08-04 - 12:28 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200803 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200810**

r20 - 2020-08-10 - 15:43 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200810 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200817**

r21 - 2020-08-17 - 18:49 JosepFlix

Week of 200817 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200824**

r19 - 2020-08-25 - 07:51 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 200824 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200831**

r16 - 2020-08-31 - 15:44 MiroslavPotocky

Week of 200831 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200907**

r17 - 2020-09-08 - 13:04 NikolayVoytishin
Week of 200907 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 200914 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 200921 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 200928 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 201005 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 201012 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 201019 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 201026 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 201102 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 201109 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 201116 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

Week of 201123 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...
Week of 201123 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek201130
r16 - 2020-11-30 - 16:40 ChristophWissing

Week of 201130 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek201207
r20 - 2020-12-07 - 19:23 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 201207 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek201214
r18 - 2020-12-14 - 20:11 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 201214 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek210104
r25 - 2021-11-29 - 15:10 BrianDavies

Week of 210104 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek210111
r20 - 2021-01-18 - 16:45 JosepFlix

Week of 210111 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek210118
r20 - 2021-01-19 - 07:14 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 210118 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek210125
r26 - 2021-01-25 - 15:22 MiroslavPotocky

Week of 210125 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek210201
r17 - 2021-02-03 - 10:44 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 210201 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek210208
r16 - 2021-02-08 - 18:20 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 210208 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek210215
r20 - 2021-02-17 - 11:55 BorjaGarridoBear

Week of 210215 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...
Week of 210222 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210301 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210308 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210315 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210322 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210329 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210405 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210412 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210419 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210426 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...
Week of 210510 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210517 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210524 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210531 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210607 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210614 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210621 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210628 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210705 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210712 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210719 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...
Week of 210726 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210802 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210809 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210816 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210823 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210830 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210906 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210913 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 210920 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...

Week of 210927 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...
Week of 211004 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/....

Week of 211011 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/....

Week of 211018 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/....

Week of 211025 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/....

Week of 211101 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/....

Week of 211108 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/....

Week of 211115 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/....

Week of 211122 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/....

Week of 211129 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/....

Week of 211206 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/....

Week of 211213 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/....

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 211220 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/...

Week of 220110 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...

Week of 220117 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...

Week of 220124 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...

Week of 220131 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...

Week of 220207 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...

Week of 220214 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...

Week of 220221 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...

Week of 220228 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...

Week of 220307 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on...

Week of 220314 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on...
Week of 220321 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220328
r20 - 2022-03-28 - 20:06 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 220328 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220404
r14 - 2022-04-05 - 08:06 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 220404 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220411
r18 - 2022-04-12 - 11:24 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 220411 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220418
r2 - 2022-04-17 - 01:15 AndrewWong

Week of 220418 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220425
r14 - 2022-04-26 - 08:01 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 220425 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220502
r16 - 2022-05-02 - 21:14 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 220502 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220509
r21 - 2022-05-16 - 15:17 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 220509 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220516
r16 - 2022-05-17 - 08:31 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 220516 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220523
r16 - 2022-05-24 - 09:12 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 220523 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...
WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220530
r16 - 2022-05-31 - 09:01 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 220530 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...
Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220822
r14 - 2022-08-28 - 07:27 AndrewWong

Week of 220822 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220829
r15 - 2022-08-29 - 15:17 MiroslavPotocky

Week of 220829 WLCG Operations Call details For remote participation we use Zoom: https://cern.zoom.us/j/99591482961 The pass code is provided on the...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220905
r15 - 2022-09-05 - 16:30 MiroslavPotocky

Week of 220905 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220912
r17 - 2022-09-13 - 15:24 StevenMurray

Week of 220912 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220919
r16 - 2022-09-20 - 11:32 BeJones

Week of 220919 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek220926
r13 - 2022-09-26 - 15:10 KateDziedziniewicz

Week of 220926 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221003
r12 - 2022-10-04 - 07:38 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 221003 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221010
r16 - 2022-10-10 - 16:07 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 221010 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221017
r10 - 2022-10-18 - 07:48 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 221017 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221024
r18 - 2022-10-25 - 10:36 AlastairDewhurst

Week of 221024 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221031
r19 - 2022-11-07 - 17:34 JosepFlix
Week of 221031 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221107
r12 - 2022-11-07 - 17:35 JosepFlix

Week of 221107 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221114
r14 - 2022-11-16 - 12:18 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 221114 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221121
r15 - 2022-11-22 - 07:41 NikolayVoytishin

Week of 221121 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221128
r18 - 2022-11-28 - 15:56 MiroslavPotocky

Week of 221128 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221205
r3 - 2022-12-01 - 14:54 HannahShort

Week of 221205 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221212
NEW - 2022-10-19 - 20:28 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 221212 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek221219
NEW - 2022-10-19 - 20:28 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 221219 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek230109
NEW - 2022-11-16 - 22:52 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 230109 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek230116
NEW - 2022-11-16 - 22:52 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 230116 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek230123
NEW - 2022-11-16 - 22:52 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 230123 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek230130
NEW - 2022-11-16 - 22:52 MaartenLitmaath

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Week of 230130 WLCG Operations Call details The connection details for remote participation are provided on this page. General Information The purpose...

WLCG0psMinutes071202
r3 - 2017-12-01 - 17:53 JuliaAndreeva

WLCG0psMinutes120924
r4 - 2012-09-27 - 23:59 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG operations coordination kick off meeting Agenda http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 209249 Participants Local: I. Fisk, M. Girone, A. Sciab...

WLCG0psMinutes121004
r33 - 2012-10-09 - 14:53 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes 4th October 2012 Agenda http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 211021 Attendance Local: Maria Girone...

WLCG0psMinutes121018
r25 - 2012-10-23 - 16:09 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes 18th October 2012 Agenda http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 212691 Attendance Local: Andrea Sciab...

WLCG0psMinutes121101
r28 - 2012-11-06 - 11:21 AndreasPetzold

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes 1st November 2012 Agenda http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 215003 Attendance Local: Maria Girone...

WLCG0psMinutes121122
r23 - 2012-11-26 - 22:54 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes 22nd November 2012 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 216657 Attendance Local: Andrea Sciab...

WLCG0psMinutes121129
r8 - 2013-03-19 - 18:06 AndreaSciaba

WLCG Operations Planning 29nd November 2012 minutes Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 219317 Attendance Local: Andrea Sciab...

WLCG0psMinutes121206
r30 - 2013-01-22 - 18:03 MariaDimou

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes 6th December 2012 Agenda http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 219493 Attendance Local: Maria Dimou...

WLCG0psMinutes130115
r12 - 2013-01-24 - 11:07 AndreaSciaba

Minutes of Pre GDB on WLCG Computing Operations 15 January 2013 Local: Maria Girone, Andrea Sciab , Philippe Charpentier, Ian Fisk, Simone Campana, Maarten...

WLCG0psMinutes130124
r25 - 2013-02-13 - 12:14 AndreaValassi

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes 24th January 2013 Agenda http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 231008 Attendance Local: Maria Girone...

WLCG0psMinutes130207
r26 - 2013-02-20 - 23:08 MaartenLitmaath
WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes 18 July 2013 Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 260737 Attendance Local: Maria Girone (chair)...
WLCGOpsMinutes130829
r40 - 2013-08-30 - 22:41 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes 29 August 2013 Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 263201 Attendance Local: Maria Girone (chair... WLCGOpsMinutes130919
r27 - 2013-09-23 - 18:27 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes 19 September 2013 Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 263202 Attendance Local: Andrea Sciab (secretary... WLCGOpsMinutes131003
r33 - 2018-02-28 - 20:02 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes 3 October 2013 Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 272668 Attendance Local: Andrea Sciab (secretary... WLCGOpsMinutes131024
NEW - 2013-10-25 - 14:59 NicoloMagini

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes 24 October 2013 Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 272669 Attendance Local: Andrea Sciaba’, Simone...
WLCGOpsMinutes131107
r23 - 2018-02-28 - 20:02 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Planning November 7, 2013 minutes Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 280057 Attendance Local: Simone Campana...
WLCGOpsMinutes131121
r20 - 2018-02-28 - 20:02 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes November 21, 2013 Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 277251 Attendance Local: Remote...
WLCGOpsMinutes131205
r31 - 2018-02-28 - 20:02 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes December 5, 2013 Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 280059 Attendance Local: Andrea Sciab...
WLCGOpsMinutes131219
r27 - 2013-12-20 - 16:49 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes December 19, 2013 Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 282475 Attendance Local: Andrea Sciab...
WLCGOpsMinutes140116
r16 - 2014-01-27 - 11:48 JosepFlix

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes VIRTUAL January 16, 2014 Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 280060 Attendance Local:....
WLCGOpsMinutes140130
r32 - 2018-02-28 - 20:02 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes January 30, 2014 Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId 295761 Attendance Local: Simone, Markus...
WLCGOpsMinutes140220

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes February 19th, 2015 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/372875/
Attendance local: Maria Dimou (chair), Andrea Scibab...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes March 5th, 2015 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/378502/
Attendance local: Andrea Scibab (minutes), Alessandro...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes March 19th, 2015 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/380914/
Attendance local: Maria Dimou (minutes), Maarten Litmaath...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes April 2nd, 2015 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/380917/
Attendance local: Maria Dimou (minutes), Andrea Scibab...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes Virtual meeting April 23rd, 2015 Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/event/389457/ Attendance local: Maria Dimou (minutes...
WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, July 16th 2015 Highlights The dates of the next WLCG Workshop in Lisbon, Portugal, are 1-3 February 2016 (Monday am to...}

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, July 30th 2015 Highlights The new Operations Portal is now online. A vulnerability affecting RedHat 5, 6 and 7 allows...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, August 20th 2015 Highlights Calling for volunteers to write articles on interesting topics for WLCG Operations. There...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, September 3rd 2015 Highlights CMS requested to add the Xrootd version for the AAA Redirectors to the baselines. Requirements...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, September 17th 2015 Highlights All 4 experiments have now an agreed workflow with the T0 for tickets that should be handled...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, October 1st 2015 Highlights dCache sites should install the latest fix for SRM solving a vulnerability All sites...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, October 22nd 2015 Highlights Sites using aliases for their Grid services are, once again, strongly encouraged to follow...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, November 5th 2015 Highlights CERN and OSG developed a BDII info provider for HTCondor CE, already running at CERN. The...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, November 19th 2015 Highlights All sites must patch their hosts for the NSS vulnerability as soon as possible, if they...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, December 3rd 2015 Highlights Please register to the https://indico.cern.ch/e/WLCG Workshop Lisbon 2016 RedHat just...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, December 17th 2015 Highlights A critical bug was found in dCache and it may cause significant data loss. It affects versions...

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, January 7th 2016 Highlights workshop: Registration closes on 22nd January. The HTTP TF will be able to close when...

WLCGOpsMinutes160121
r20 - 2018-02-28 - 20:03 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, January 21st 2016 Highlights It is reminded to sites and experiments that CC7, SL7 and CentOS7 are compatible distributions...

WLCGOpsMinutes160218
r41 - 2018-02-28 - 20:03 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, February 18th 2016 Highlights The new Experiments Test Framework (ETF) will be tentatively ready in April. It will contain...

WLCGOpsMinutes160317
r62 - 2018-02-28 - 20:03 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, March 17th 2016 Highlights Please check the T0 T1 2016 pledges attached to agenda. The Multicore TF accomplished...

WLCGOpsMinutes160407
r25 - 2018-02-28 - 20:03 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, April 7th 2016 Highlights Sites should review the WLCG scope tags for their services in New version of Argus fixing instability...

WLCGOpsMinutes160428
r51 - 2018-02-28 - 20:03 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, April 28th 2016 Highlights SLC5 decommissioning (EGI, April 30, 2016). SL5 `ops` service probes will get CRITICAL. The...

WLCGOpsMinutes160602
r22 - 2018-02-28 - 20:03 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, June 2nd 2016 Highlights edg mkgridmap 4.0.2 is not working anymore with this update. A new version (4.0.3) already available...

WLCGOpsMinutes160707
r44 - 2018-02-28 - 20:03 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, July 7th 2016 Highlights Good development work completed by the Squids TF (details). A collaboration with the Info Sys...

WLCGOpsMinutes160901
r35 - 2018-02-28 - 20:03 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, September 1st 2016 Highlights The new accounting portal with changes performed for the WLCG view is ready for validation...

WLCGOpsMinutes160929
r62 - 2018-02-28 - 20:03 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, September 29th 2016 Highlights Reminder to install the necessary patches as per the critical EGI Advisory SVG 2016...

WLCGOpsMinutes161103
r22 - 2018-02-28 - 20:03 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, November 3rd 2016 Highlights On going work to make a proposal for advanced warning of long site downtimes. ALICE, CMS and...

WLCGOpsMinutes161201
WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, December 1st 2016 Highlights The Network and Transfer Metrics WG asks for experiments’ participation at the dedicated...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, January 26th 2017 Highlights The new accounting portal has been validated. Please check the new accounting reports...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, March 2th 2017 Highlights Lessons learned from ATLAS tape usage tests. Follow up via FTS steering group. Share experience...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, April 6th 2017 Highlights presentation and discussion of the accounting work at PIC important developments reported...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, May 18th 2017 Highlights If you plan to attend the WLCG workshop, please register ASAP See the Operations News...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, July 6th 2017 Highlights News Presentation and discussion on deployment forums and feedback Presentation and...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Sep 14th 2017 Highlights Stratum 1 configuration changes Theme: Providing reliable storage CNAF to the new...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Oct 5th 2017 Highlights forum for tape matters Theme: Providing reliable storage KIT Agenda https://indico...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Nov 2nd 2017 Highlights Security Operations Center WG Workshop/Hackathon EL7 migration plans Theme: Providing...

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Dec 7th 2017 Highlights The CMS experiment plans to process data from the upcoming LHC run in 2018 using SL/CentOS 7....
WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Jan 18th 2018 Highlights Outcome of the discussion regarding SAM tests and A/R reports: The majority of T1 sites and VOs confirmed...

WLCGOpsMinutes180301
r12 - 2018-03-06 - 10:03 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, March 1st, 2018 Highlights recovery update recalculation policy draft metrics; various updates Agenda https...

WLCGOpsMinutes180412
r14 - 2018-04-16 - 13:33 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, April 12th, 2018 Highlights recalculation policy Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/711927/ Attendance local...

WLCGOpsMinutes180607
r16 - 2018-09-15 - 20:02 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, June 7th, 2018 Highlights operations managers in EGI and OSG for which a GDPR data privacy statement is required...

WLCGOpsMinutes180705
r12 - 2018-07-10 - 08:16 RenatoSantana

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, July 5th, 2018 Highlights The accounting portal already has data for almost all sites Agenda https://indico.cern...

WLCGOpsMinutes180913
r17 - 2018-09-17 - 19:15 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, September 13th, 2018 Highlights A report on EOS incidents, improvements and plans Despite recent issues,...

WLCGOpsMinutes181011
r16 - 2018-10-19 - 16:27 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, October 11th, 2018 Highlights up on August KIT data loss incident Archival WG update Upgrade Task Force update...

WLCGOpsMinutes181108
r26 - 2018-11-12 - 16:09 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, November 8th, 2018 Highlights Cloud for commissioning of compute resources on lxbatch CentOS 7 migration Sites...

WLCGOpsMinutes181206
r15 - 2018-12-10 - 22:00 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Dec 6, 2018 Highlights deployment update / CC7 timelines for lxbatch and lxplus WG update CREAM CE end...

WLCGOpsMinutes190207
r15 - 2019-02-11 - 12:40 JuliaAndreeva

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Feb 7, 2019 Highlights of the operational intelligence discussion during HOW 19 workshop Agenda https://indico.cern.ch...

WLCGOpsMinutes190307
r13 - 2019-08-21 - 16:30 JuliaAndreeva

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, March 7, 2019 Highlights up on EOS instabilities upgrade, first experience and next steps of the WLCG Archival...

WLCGOpsMinutes190404
WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, April 4, 2019 Highlights Intelligence Questionnaire Agenda
https://indico.cern.ch/event/810489/ Attendance...
WLCGOPsMinutes190516
r15 - 2019-06-17 - 22:00 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, May 16, 2019 Highlights survey on the CREAM CE migration workshop upgrade task force status report of no...
WLCGOPsMinutes190606
r19 - 2019-06-17 - 22:18 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, June 6, 2019 Highlights Thanks a lot to the sites which have provided their answers to the site survey. Those which did...
WLCGOPsMinutes190704

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, July 4, 2019 Highlights First look at site survey results (computing part) Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/...
WLCGOPsMinutes190829
r23 - 2019-09-02 - 13:15 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Aug 29, 2019 Highlights SIR on the outage of storage at the WLCG sites to versions required for TPC accounting...
WLCGOPsMinutes191003
r20 - 2019-11-04 - 18:45 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Oct 3, 2019 Highlights Monitoring Status and Plans of the WLCG Critical Services WG: Singularity baseline doc...
WLCGOPsMinutes191114
r17 - 2019-11-18 - 16:27 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Nov 14, 2019 Highlights deployment of WLCG services and WLCG SLATE security WG from the CVMFS service team at CERN...
WLCGOPsMinutes191212
r15 - 2019-12-16 - 13:58 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Dec 12, 2019 Highlights ETF update update framework update Monitoring and HTTP Proxy Discovery TFs have...
WLCGOPsMinutes200130
r14 - 2020-03-03 - 12:36 JuliaAndreeva

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Jan 30, 2020 Highlights AVX2 on the WLCG infrastructure. Collecting CPU flags Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/...
WLCGOPsMinutes200305
r12 - 2020-03-12 - 17:34 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, March 5, 2020 Highlights Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/893845/ Attendance Alessandro Paolini (EGI), David Cohen(HEPTier...
WLCGOPsMinutes200402
r27 - 2020-04-06 - 19:54 LorneL

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, April 2, 2020 Highlights COVID 19 impact on WLCG operations WLCG computing resources for COVID 19 research EGI...
WLCGOpsMinutes200507
r19 - 2020-05-13 - 15:00 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, May 7, 2020 Highlights WLCG Critical Services. Review of definitions, impact and urgency. Migration of SAM to MONIT...

WLCGOpsMinutes200604
r15 - 2020-06-08 - 17:01 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, June 4, 2020 Highlights CERN ORACLE outage followup WLCG Critical Services review followup SAM questionnaire...

WLCGOpsMinutes200702
r11 - 2020-07-03 - 00:07 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, July 2, 2020 Highlights WLCG Critical Services proposal followup CERN Grid CA OCSP incident SAM migration progress...

WLCGOpsMinutes200903
r13 - 2020-09-07 - 13:15 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Sep 3, 2020 Highlights SRR deployment SAM migration status WLCG Critical Services proposal next step...

WLCGOpsMinutes201001
r13 - 2020-10-05 - 17:00 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Oct 1, 2020 Highlights WLCG storage workshop WLCG Critical Services update VOMS upgrade and discussion on usage...

WLCGOpsMinutes201105
r12 - 2020-11-09 - 18:07 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Nov 5, 2020 Highlights ETF update Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/970604/ Attendance local: remote: Andrew...

WLCGOpsMinutes201203
r13 - 2020-12-07 - 17:17 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Dec 3, 2020 Highlights WLCG/FTS/Xrootd transfer dashboards update WLCG Network Throughput WG update Agenda https...

WLCGOpsMinutes201204
r12 - 2021-02-09 - 16:04 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Feb 4, 2021 Highlights Remaining dependencies on lcg bdii.cern.ch Experiment use cases for altsecurityidentities...

WLCGOpsMinutes201304
r9 - 2021-03-08 - 18:18 DaveDykstra

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, March 4, 2021 Highlights ARC CE release update and plans WLCG transition to tokens and Globus retirement Agenda https...

WLCGOpsMinutes201401
r17 - 2021-04-06 - 11:15 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, April 1, 2021 Highlights Monitoring workshop introduction Network Throughput WG updates Agenda https://indico.cern...

WLCGOpsMinutes201506
r11 - 2021-05-10 - 15:35 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, May 6, 2021 Highlights SiteMon migration to CRIC topology,
wrap up DC monitoring workshop summary

WLCGOperationsMinutes210624
r9 - 2021-06-25 - 16:45  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, June 24, 2021 Highlights Support workflows for critical WLCG services at CERN

WLCGOperationsMinutes210902
r12 - 2021-09-06 - 14:32  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Sep 2, 2021 Highlights Tape challenge Rucio incident Support workflows for critical WLCG services

WLCGOperationsMinutes211114
r10 - 2021-10-18 - 16:54  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Oct 14, 2021 Highlights A joint HEPiX GDB event on Linux future strategy discussion is planned for the 25th of October...

WLCGOperationsMinutes211111
r9 - 2021-12-03 - 14:59  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Dec 2, 2021 Highlights Network topology in CRIC. Information per site to be provided. WLCG Monitoring Task Force...

WLCGOperationsMinutes220127
r12 - 2022-01-28 - 15:15  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Jan 27, 2022 Highlights Pre GDB on operational effort and possible optimization will take place on the 24th of February...

WLCGOperationsMinutes220303
r15 - 2022-03-08 - 13:32  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, March 3, 2022 Main points Impact of the war in Ukraine on WLCG Tokens Globus update on operations effort took...

WLCGOperationsMinutes220407
r16 - 2022-04-30 - 17:45  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, April 7, 2022 Main points Impact on WLCG of the war in Ukraine update Announcement about experiment Oracle online...

WLCGOperationsMinutes220505
r13 - 2022-05-16 - 15:19  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, May 5, 2022 Highlights Update on XRootD monitoring progress Campaign for enabling SRR on the dCache sites Upgrade...

WLCGOperationsMinutes220602
r10 - 2022-06-03 - 17:15  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, June 2, 2022 Highlights WLCG site network monitoring CE token support campaign Customizable WLCG Privacy Notice...

WLCGOperationsMinutes220707
r10 - 2022-07-11 - 17:38  MaartenLitmaath
WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, July 7th, 2022 Highlights SRR for federated storage Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/1179217/ Attendance local...

WLCGOpsMinutes220901
r9 - 2022-09-01 - 22:00 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Sep 1, 2022 Highlights Future WLCG helpdesk KIT storage SIR Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/event/1188546/ Attendance...

WLCGOpsMinutes221020
r12 - 2022-10-21 - 16:29 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Oct 20, 2022 Highlights DPM migration campaign EGI top level BDII deployment status Agenda https://indico.cern.ch...

WLCGOpsMinutes221201
r10 - 2022-12-02 - 00:04 MaartenLitmaath

DRAFT WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Dec 1, 2022 Main points ATLAS IAM incident EGI top level BDII deployment status Sites enquiry about...

WLCGOSGNDFPPrbes
r2 - 2010-02-03 - 15:55 DavidCollados

Review of the EGEE/WLCG, NDGF and OSG Critical Probes used for Availability Metrics Calculations EGEE/WLCG Critical probes This is the list of critical probes used...

WLCGperfSONARMonirotiing
r7 - 2019-10-17 - 16:34 ShawnMcKee

Detailed Monitoring for WLCG perfSONAR PS Instances The WLCG perfSONAR PS deployment task force is evaluating MaDDash and OMD for us in monitoring all...

WlcgQRPreparation
r6 - 2011-05-19 - 17:31 DeniseHeagerty

WLCG Quarterly Reports: preparation instructions 1. Request input from the relevant MB members: High Level Milestones: Ian Bird LCG Services: Jamie Shiers...

WLCGresoucesForCOVID-19research
r54 - 2020-06-22 - 09:32 SimoneCampana

Contribution of the WLCG resources for COVID 19 research Introduction Various initiatives were started in order to help computational tasks required for COVID...

WlcgScDash
r31 - 2008-08-05 - 16:21 SteveTraylen

LCG Fabric Tasks Dashboard Service Area Class Status Req Dvl HW Ops RB WMS C WlcgScDashRb CE WMS C WlcgScDashCe...

WlcgScDashArch
r2 - 2005-11-29 - 15:25 PiotrNyczyk

R GMA Archiver Service Dash Board Notes These notes describe the evaluation of the R GMA Archiver service for the LCG production. The status is summarised on the WlcgScDash...

WlcgScDashBdii
r4 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

BDII Service Dash Board Notes These notes describe the evaluation of the BDII service for the LCG production. The status is summarised on the WlcgScDash pages. For...

WlcgScDashCe
r2 - 2006-10-11 - 11:56 SteveTraylen
CE Service Dash Board Notes These notes describe the evaluation of the CE service for the LCG production. The status is summarised on the WlcgScDash pages. For details...

WlcgScDashFts
r6 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

FTS Service Dash Board Notes These notes describe the evaluation of the FTS service for the LCG production. The status is summarised on the WlcgScDash pages. For details...

WlcgScDashGrpk
NEW - 2006-02-04 - 15:00 TimBell

TimBell 04 Feb 2006
WlcgScDashGrvw
r14 - 2007-12-02 - 17:57 RajeshKalmady

GridView Service Dash Board Notes These notes describe the evaluation of the GridView service for the LCG production. The status is summarised on the WlcgScDash pages...

WlcgScDashLfc
r5 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

SFT Service Dash Board Notes These notes describe the evaluation of the SFT service for the LCG production. The status is summarised on the WlcgScDash pages. For details...

WlcgScDashMon
NEW - 2005-11-15 - 14:54 PiotrNyczyk

R GMA MONBOX Service Dash Board Notes These notes describe the evaluation of the R GMA MONBOX service for the LCG production. The status is summarised on the WlcgScDash...

WlcgScDashNotes
r8 - 2005-10-26 - 13:02 TimBell

LCG Service Dash Board Notes These notes describe the approach within the LCG Service Coordination Meeting to identify areas for attention. The status is summarised...

WlcgScDashPx
r14 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00 LaurenceField

MyProxy Requirements Status Changes to the status should be reflected for each group to WlcgScDash. Req Assess Statement Service class is Critical...

WlcgScDashRb
NEW - 2006-02-04 - 14:59 TimBell

TimBell 04 Feb 2006
WlcgScDashSam
r9 - 2008-03-03 - 15:44 JuditNovak

SAM Service Dash Board Notes These notes describe the evaluation of the SAM service for the LCG production. The status is summarised on the WlcgScDash pages. For details...

WLCGSecTraceability
r2 - 2013-02-04 - 23:52 MaartenLitmaath

Introduction Background information is available at: It is expected that the working group will work on two different areas: Software: ensure there is enough...

WLCGSecurityTEG
r34 - 2012-04-20 - 11:54 RomainWartel

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
WLCG Technical Evolution Group on Security Areas or work Risk Assessment / Analysis (Coordinator: Romain Wartel) Involved members: Romain Wartel...

**WLCGServiceIncidents**
r298 - 2022-11-28 - 12:27 HannahShort

WLCG Service Incident Reports WLCG Service Incident Report Guidelines Site where the incident took place Service area to which the incident related (Infrastructure...

**WLCGServiceLog**
r110 - 2007-07-25 - 15:19 UnknownUser

Service Interventions Weekly View WLCG Service Interventions Viewer Software Documentation WLCG Service Interventions (old log)

**WLCGSiteSurvey**
r18 - 2015-05-06 - 11:46 MariaDimou

WLCG 2015 Site Survey Number of Virtual Organisations The number of supported LHC and non LHC virtual organisations is plotted below (histograms are stacked, not...

**WLCGSiteSurveyT1s**
r3 - 2015-03-10 - 15:24 AndreaSciaba

Effort by service for Tier 1 sites This data comes from 14 answers. The average FTE and its error...

**WLCGSiteSurveyT2s**
r3 - 2015-03-10 - 15:22 AndreaSciaba

Effort by service for Tier 2 sites This data comes from 85 answers. The average FTE and its error...

**WLCGSquidRegistration**
r22 - 2020-01-16 - 17:01 DaveDykstra

Instructions for registering Squid services on the WLCG Contents of this page: Purpose Squid registrations are primarily used for identifying squids to be monitored...

**WLCGStep09**
r2 - 2009-07-09 - 10:39 PatriciaMendezLorenzo


**WLCGStorageCastorNotes**
r4 - 2009-08-04 - 14:42 AndreaSciaba

CASTOR Notes Service classes A service class corresponds to a SRM space token. The relation among service classes and disk pools may be many to many. In practice...

**WLCGStoragedCacheNotes**
r4 - 2009-07-14 - 18:01 AndreaSciaba

Notes on dCache Concepts Storage class It is an attribute that can be set per directory which defines in which set of pools a file should be stored, or (in the case...

**WLCGStorageFederationsWG**
r10 - 2013-02-12 - 15:00 FabrizioFurano

Topics Federated access to data is one of the main recommendations of the Data Management and Storage TEG. For the large scale implementation it is important...

**WLCGSummerBBQ**
r35 - 2008-06-26 - 14:09 JamieShiers

Wednesday June 25th from 17:30 at BBQ area on Preveissin site Requirements Paper plates Knives
WLCGSustainability
r2 - 2022-09-19 - 14:40 ThomasHartmann

WLCG Sustainability activities A place to collect information on activities to make WLCG sustainable, in the context of HEP. General e.g. Data Center best practice...

WLCGSystemsPerformanceModeling
r19 - 2019-04-16 - 17:57 AndreaSciaba

Systems Performance and Cost Modeling Working Group Link to Google document for comments and shared editing: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qRAKRdjCi3m4W4c9VorPrjn0V/

WLCGT0T1GridServices
r388 - 2021-08-31 - 15:19 ValeryMitsyn

Tier 0 and Tier 1 Grid services Storage deployment Site Status Recent changes Planned changes CERN CASTOR: v2.1.16 / SRM 2.1.16 /...

WLCGTTapeMetrics
r4 - 2011-06-23 - 18:22 GermanCancio

Tier 1 Tape Metrics in SLS WLCG Tier 1 Tape Metrics Page: http://sls.cern.ch/sls/service.php?id WLCG Tier1 Tape Metrics TapeGraphs SLS information from Tier 1 Sites...

WLCGTechnicalForum2009
r7 - 2016-01-12 - 19:47 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Technical Forum 2009 Introduction The WLCG Technical Forum has been set up for discussions between WLCG stakeholders about middleware etc. in view of improving...

WLCGTEDatabase
r27 - 2012-04-17 - 22:55 DaveDykstra

Database TEG Scope and Mandate The general strategy defined by the WLCG Management Board and the GDB to define the technical evolution of distributed computing tools...

WLCGETEDataManagement
r31 - 2012-03-07 - 15:20 BrianBockelman

TEG Data Management Membership List Membership List Topics The Data and Storage TEGs have combined and enumerated an official list of topics; hopefully, these are...

WLCGETEDataManagement_ALICE
r3 - 2011-12-09 - 19:16 MaartenLitmaath

Data model based on AliEn File Catalog presented at the WLCG Data and Storage Management Jamboree (June 2010) http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access...

WLCGETEDataManagement_ATLAS
r5 - 2012-01-23 - 16:07 WahidBhimji

Overarching questions ...

WLCGETEDataManagement_CMS
r3 - 2012-01-18 - 17:20 DanieleBonacorsi

Storage Management TEG: Daniele´s summary of CMS answers First of all, a general CMS statement on this process of interaction with the Storage Management TEG and...

WLCGETEDataManagement_LHCb
r4 - 2012-01-24 - 10:12 WahidBhimji

We assert that we have a working system, do not need a new system, but the current system (cost and
complexity) exceeds what is needed. Would the experiment agree...

**WLCGTEGDataManagementMembership**

r2 - 2012-01-18 - 09:06  DirkDuellmann

Draft Membership Gerard Bernabeu Giacinto Donvito Pepe Flix Sam Skipsey Mattias Wadenstein Brian Bockelman (chair) Gergely Sipos...

**WLCGTEGDataManagementQuestions**

NEW - 2012-01-12 - 03:06  BrianBockelman

Data Management and Storage Management TEG joint LHC questions list Draft list: We assert that we have a working system, do not need a new system, but the current...

**WLCGTEGDataManagementTopics**

NEW - 2012-01-12 - 03:04  BrianBockelman

Data Management TEG Topic List We have been given the following topics by the WLCG MB (some aspects expanded on by Brian Bockelman; later additions from SM annotate...
operated by EGI and consists of four (two at CERN, one at AUTH...

WLCGTegOperationsWG1
r4 - 2011-11-10 - 17:04 SimoneCampana

WLCG Operations and Tools TEG WG1 (Monitoring and metrics collection) This page collects the input received for the areas covered by the WG1, namely: Monitoring...

WLCGTegOperationsWG2
r10 - 2012-01-17 - 11:13 JohnGordon

WLCG Operations and Tools TEG WG2 This page collects the input received for the areas covered by the WG2, namely: Support tools Ticketing tools including...

WLCGTegOperationsWG3
r18 - 2011-12-16 - 13:37 StefanRoiser

WLCG Operations and Tools TEG WG3 Software Management, Software Configuration and Deployment Management Application Software Management The software stack for LHC...

WLCGTegOperationsWG3WG5
r5 - 2011-11-03 - 22:38 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations and Tools TEG Introduction WLCG has created a number of Technical Evolution Groups with the following objective: To reassess the implementation of...

WLCGTegOperationsWG4WG5
r22 - 2012-01-27 - 17:21 OliverKeeble

WLCG Operations and Tools TEG WG4 and WG5 WG4 Operational Requirements on Middleware Deliverable The analysis is summarized in the following document: WG...

WLCGTEGStorage
r24 - 2012-04-16 - 08:44 WahidBhimji

Storage Management TEG News Amsterdam Face to face : agenda Scope A list of Topics Meetings Next meeting: Meetings in the past: Jan 5th joint SM...

WLCGTEGStorage-admin_inputPaulRossmann
NEW - 2011-11-03 - 12:42 DanieleBonacorsi

This is a remnant. Can be deleted from the twiki space.

WLCGTEGStorage-admin_inputWahidBimji
r2 - 2011-11-03 - 12:34 DanieleBonacorsi

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Wahid Bimji This twiki is to collect the input of Wahid Bimji . Please answer the questions below. Question...

WLCGTEGStorage_inputAlessandraForti
NEW - 2011-11-03 - 13:27 DanieleBonacorsi

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Alessandra Forti This twiki is to collect the input of Alessandra Forti . Please answer the questions below. For...

WLCGTEGStorage_inputAlinaGrigoronas
r4 - 2011-11-28 - 17:44 AlinaGrigoronas

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Alina Grigoronas This twiki is to collect the input of Alina Grigoronas . Please answer the questions below. For more...

WLCGTEGStorage_inputAndreasHeiss
r2 - 2011-11-09 - 17:06 AndreasHeiss

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Andreas Heiss This twiki is to collect the input of Andreas
Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Andreas Petzold
This twiki is to collect the input of Andreas Petzold. Please answer the questions below. For more...

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Andrew Hanushevsky
This twiki is to collect the input of Andrew Hanushevsky. Please answer the questions below...

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Andrew Lahiff
This twiki is to collect the input of Andrew Lahiff. Please answer the questions below. For more...

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Bryan Caron
This twiki is to collect the input of Bryan Caron. Please answer the questions below. For more information...

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Daniele Bonacorsi
This twiki is to collect the input of Daniele Bonacorsi. Please answer the questions below...

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Elisa Lanciotti
This twiki is to collect the input of Elisa Lanciotti. Please answer the questions below. For...

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Fabio Hernandez
This twiki is to collect the input of Fabio Hernandez. Please answer the questions below. For...

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Fabrizio Furano
This twiki is to collect the input of Fabrizio Furano. Please answer the questions below. For...

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Gerard Bernabeu
This twiki is to collect the input of Gerard Bernabeu. Please answer the questions below. For...

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Gergely Sipos
This twiki is to collect the input of Gergely Sipos. Please answer the questions below. For more...

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Giacinto Donvito
This twiki is to collect the input of Giacinto Donvito. Please answer the questions below. For more...
Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Giacinto Donvito This twiki is to collect the input of Giacinto Donvito. Please answer the questions below. For...

**WLCGTEGStorage_inputJensJensen**
r2 - 2011-12-02 - 11:20 WahidBhimji

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Jens Jensen This twiki is to collect the input of Jens Jensen. Please answer the questions below. For more information...

**WLCGTEGStorage_inputMassimoLamanna**
r2 - 2011-11-21 - 23:00 MassimoLamanna

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Massimo Lamanna This twiki is to collect the input of Massimo Lamanna. Please answer the questions below. For...

**WLCGTEGStorage_inputMichaelErnst**
NEW - 2011-11-03 - 13:28 DanieleBonacorsi

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Michael Ernst This twiki is to collect the input of Michael Ernst. Please answer the questions below. For more...

**WLCGTEGStorage_inputMironLivny**
NEW - 2011-11-03 - 12:53 DanieleBonacorsi

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Miron Livny This twiki is to collect the input of Miron Livny. Please answer the questions below. For more information...

**WLCGTEGStorage_inputPaulMillar**
r2 - 2011-11-10 - 12:01 PaulMillar

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Paul Millar This twiki is to collect the input of Paul Millar. Please answer the questions below. For more information...

**WLCGTEGStorage_inputPaulRossmann**
r2 - 2011-11-10 - 15:50 PaulRossman

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Paul Rossman This twiki is to collect the input of Paul Rossman. Please answer the questions below. For more...

**WLCGTEGStorage_inputPhilippeCharpentier**
r2 - 2011-11-08 - 15:03 PhilippeCharpentier

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Philippe Charpentier This twiki is to collect the input of Philippe Charpentier. Please answer the questions...

**WLCGTEGStorage_inputRicardoRocha**
NEW - 2011-11-03 - 13:28 DanieleBonacorsi

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Ricardo Rocha This twiki is to collect the input of Ricardo Rocha. Please answer the questions below. For more...

**WLCGTEGStorage_inputShutingLiao**
r2 - 2011-11-10 - 15:06 ShutingLiao

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Shuting Liao This twiki is to collect the input of Shuting Liao. Please answer the questions below. For more...

**WLCGTEGStorage_inputSimonNderitu**
NEW - 2011-11-03 - 12:53 DanieleBonacorsi

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Simon Nderitu This twiki is to collect the input of Simon Nderitu. Please answer the questions below. For more...

**WLCGTEGStorage_inputStefanRoiser**
r2 - 2011-11-09 - 10:58 StefanRoiser

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Stefan Roiser This twiki is to collect the input of Stefan Roiser. Please answer the questions below. For more...

WLCGTEGStorage_inputWahidBimji
NEW - 2011-11-03 - 13:30 DanieleBonacorsi

Storage Management TEG: Questionnaire Level 1 Wahid Bimji This twiki is to collect the input of Wahid Bimji. Please answer the questions below. For more information...

WLCGTempArea
r2 - 2011-11-07 - 10:35 JamieShiers

Q3 2011 Site Service Area Date Duration Service Impact Report CERN DB Sep 27 7.30h CMS Offline CMS offline...

WLCGTier1ServiceCoordinationMinutes100121
r3 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes 21 January 2010 Database services Tier0: Oracle January Security patches. Wiki page updated by Luca....

WLCGTier1ServiceCoordinationMinutes100211
r17 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes 11 February 2010 Database services ALICE: nothing to report ATLAS: Inconsistency at BNL: transaction...

WLCGTier1ServiceCoordinationMinutes100225
r30 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes 25 February 2010 Data Management Other Tier1 Service issues Status of FTS 2.2.3 deployment Site reports on 1) version...

WLCGTier1ServiceCoordinationMinutes100311
r11 - 2010-03-25 - 09:32 AndreaSciaba

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes 11 March 2010 Data Management services Other Tier1 Service Issue Status of FTS 2.2.3 deployment CERN: FTS...

WLCGTier1ServiceCoordinationMinutes100325
r23 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes 25 March 2010 Attendance Local(Patricia, Andrea Valassi Sciaba, Jamie, Flavia, Miguel, Julia, Maria G DZ, Rosa, Eva,...

WLCGTier1ServiceCoordinationMinutes100408
r24 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes 8th April 2010 Attendance Site Name(s) CERN Julia, Nicolo, Miguel, Dirk, Patricia, Zbyszek, Tlm, Maria, Jamie...

WLCGTier1ServiceCoordinationMinutes100429
r22 - 2010-05-03 - 11:16 EvaDafonte

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes 29 April 2010 Attendance Site Name(s) CERN Tim, Roberto, Patricia, Harry, Andrea, Luca, Maite, MariaDZ, Maarten...

WLCGTier1ServiceCoordinationMinutes100520
r30 - 2010-06-30 - 18:15 AndreaValassi

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes 20 May 2010 Attendance Site Name(s) CERN Flavia, Roberto, Andrea V, Eva, Patricia, Harry, Maarten, Jamie, Alessandro...

WLCGTier1ServiceCoordinationMinutes100603

Results from LCG web retrieved at 07:10 (GMT)
Minutes of WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Meeting 15 July 2010

Present: Edoardo, Patricia, Nicolo, Manuel, Tim, Harry, Jamie, Maria, Andrea, Maria A, Dawid, Pepe, Helge...

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes 15 July 2010 Present: Edoardo, Patricia, Nicolo, Manuel, Tim, Harry, Jamie, Maria, Andrea, Maria A, Dawid, Pepe, Helge...

NEW - 2010-07-13 - 17:03 JamieShiers

Minutes of WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Meeting 13 July 2010

Agenda Connected by phone Gonzalo Merino (PIC), Michael Ernst (BNL), Alessandro Cavalli...

Minutes of the WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Meeting of 29 July 2010 Participation Local: Patricia, Peter Love, MariaDZ, Andrea Sciaba, Massimo, Jamie, Roberto...

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes 23 September 2010 Present Manuel, Nicolo, Patricia, Maria Alandes, Romain, Julia, Kate, Steve Gowdy, Oliver, Maarten, Miguel...

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes 07/10/2010 Attendance Gonzalo Merino (PIC), Elizabeth Chism (OSG), Luca dell`Agnello (CNAF), Patrick (dCache.org), Elena...

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes 28/10/2010 Attendance Ian, Federico, Dawid, Gavin, Alexei, Lola, Andrea V., Andrea S., Alessandro, Nicolo, Simone, Harry...

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes 11/11/2010 Attendance Local: Ricardo, Oliver, Dirk, Kors, Gavin, Alexei, Flavia, Roberto, Massimo, Andrea V, Maarten, Miguel...

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes 2nd December 2010 Attendance LHC machine shutdown and 2011 startup plans Talk postponed. Security updates Romain reported...

WLCG Tier1 Service Coordination Minutes
Agenda 1. AOB 1. Review of points from last meeting 1. Python 2.6 1. Virtualization for consolidation project 1. Common Tools Minutes Attendees...

WLCGVOC20100927
r3 - 2010-10-21 - 09:26 RicardoSilva

Agenda 1. Matters and actions arising from last meeting 1. Details on a recent security incident (Speaker: Romain Wartel) 1. VOBOX SLS review, New OS Update...

WLCGVOC20101112
NEW - 2010-11-29 - 10:54 RicardoSilva

Agenda 1. Item 1 Minutes Attendees: VO Person 1 1. Tutorial on the Lemon monitoring system by Ivan Fedorko. 1. Presentation on current Lemon...

WLCGVOC201011129
NEW - 2010-11-29 - 11:00 RicardoSilva

Agenda 1. Tutorial on Web Redirector by Flavia Minutes Attendees: IT/ES Flavia Donno IT/PES/PS Ricardo Silva CMS Peter Kreuzer...

WLCGVOCActionList
r2 - 2010-11-29 - 11:05 RicardoSilva

Active Tasks ID Responsible Summary Defined Date Deadline Status Status Date Comment 1 IT PES PS Provide a clear...

WLCGVOCAgendaForNextMeeting
r10 - 2012-07-05 - 14:02 AlexLossent

Please add any items you would like to see discussed at one of the next meetings. Current Item Added By Description Concerned parties Date Added...

WLCGVOCCoordination
r20 - 2011-10-13 - 09:35 RicardoSilva

VOC Coordination for WLCG experiments at CERN. The goal of the VOC working group is to: 1 Find commonalities and share experience and tools in order to avoid duplication...

WLCGvoTokenUsageExamples
r5 - 2022-06-20 - 21:02 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG VO token usage examples On this page we spell out how to get SciTokens from the WLCG VO that can be used for development and tests. To register in the WLCG...

WLCGWebRedirector
r6 - 2010-12-03 - 15:44 FlaviaDonno

The Web Redirector This page is under construction A Web Application Firewall (WAF) is an appliance or software that provides customized protection for web applications...

WLCGWIMgmtTECloudComputing
r5 - 2012-03-05 - 15:33 UlrichSchwickerath

Clouds Draft 0.2 final version release candidate

WLCGWIMgmtTECloudComputingDraft
NEW - 2012-03-05 - 15:34 UlrichSchwickerath

Clouds Introduction An popular model to provide computing resources in industry nowadays are clouds. They come in different manifestations, Infrastructure as...
Filling in the template. The following points are guides to filling in the sections of the template: Abstract: An introduction into the topic which should give...

**WLCGWIMgmtTEGCloudComputing**
r8 - 2012-06-19 - 07:42  UlrichSchwickerath

Cloud Computing Abstract During the past years, cloud computing has become a popular mechanism to provide computing resources to end users. Within WLCG specifically...

**WLCGWIMgmtTEGVirtualization**
NEW - 2012-01-24 - 14:03  UlrichSchwickerath

Virtualization technologies draft version 0.1 Introduction Virtualization was used in the past for expensive mainframes. With upcoming multi core CPUs in the PC...

**WLCGWMT4EGPilotCommonalities**
r11 - 2012-02-27 - 10:51  ClaudioGrandi

Commonalities in pilot frameworks Present status The four LHC experiments have independently either developed or integrated pilot frameworks basically with the following...

**WLCGWWorkloadRecommendations**
r5 - 2019-11-22 - 18:39  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Workload Recommendations Scope of recommendations These recommendations are intended as a guide for new sites or sites looking to make changes to their workload...

**WLCGWWorkshopNotes20131111**
r3 - 2013-11-12 - 23:41  MichelJouvin

WLCG Workshop, Copenhagen, November 11 12, 2013 Agenda https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceOtherViews.py?view standard confId 251191 Run 2 Scene Physics at Run 2...

**WLCGWWorkshopRequirements**
r5 - 2015-09-16 - 15:07  MariaDimou

WLCG workshop Technical Requirements The following lists what is needed to host a WLCG workshop and the criteria used to choose the best candidate. Duration The workshop...

**WLCGW1RInstall**
NEW - 2010-06-04 - 17:27  FlaviaDonno

Installing and Configuring a Web Redirector Service: Instructions for VOCs at CERN FlaviaDonno 04 Jun 2010

**WLCGW1RSDE**
NEW - 2010-06-04 - 17:07  FlaviaDonno

Service Documentation Template Introduction This template MUST be used to describe Web services hosted on machines where the Web Redirector runs. This is imposed...

**WLCGW1RServiceInstall**
NEW - 2010-06-04 - 17:29  FlaviaDonno

Installing and Configuring a Web Service running on a Web Redirector machine FlaviaDonno 04 Jun 2010

**WMS_configuration_variables**
r6 - 2008-07-29 - 16:04  MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for WMS IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of WMS is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site_info...
Workload Management Flows
This page describes the high level flows which occur during the Workload Management related activities. Job Submission Flow 1. The user...

Release notes for the gLite 3.1 WMS Checkpointing release (patch #1251) These notes describe the WMS checkpoint release 1251 with VDT 1.2.x for SL3 APT configuration...

Requirements for a CE service A CE could be generally defined as a secure abstraction of resources at a site hiding the implementation details from the user communities...

CPU affinity, CPU sets, containers, etc. Problem description It may happen that a Grid job allocated to e.g. a single slot/single core runs very CPU intensive commands...

Environment variables for multi core jobs Job to Machine channel DRAFT 0.9 (31/01/2014) This page is deprecated. (The last draft can be found at 7.)

Environment variables for multi core jobs This page describes the specification which has been deployed at a few sites. Please see the revised specification from January...

Use of the IS by WLCG experiments The baseline for usage of the IS in WLCG comes from the document WLCG Information System Use Cases 1. Updates where then provided...

I/O bound and CPU bound tagging Abstract Sites have used general purpose batch queues (LRMS) for many years to provide highest throughput and fairest allocation of...

Jobs requiring whole nodes or multiple cores Introduction Traditionally, WLCG experiments have been running their workloads using one core per job. This normally...

WLCG Workload Management TEG Membership Modified on: Membership Davide Salomoni (INFN CNAF) For the past six years I have been the manager of the computing...

Jobs requiring whole nodes or multiple cores Introduction Traditionally, WLCG experiments have been running their workloads using one core per job. This normally...

WLCG Workload Management TEG Topical comments Modified on: Pilots and frameworks Claudio Grandi Given the current model of working of the infrastructure and...
 WN_configuration_variables
  r5 - 2008-07-29 - 16:05  MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Configuration variables for WN IMPORTANT NOTE!! : Updated documentation for the configuration of WN is now under https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Site info...

WnTarInstall
  r50 - 2011-06-08 - 14:34  DavidSmith

gLite 3.1 / 3.2 WN tarball distribution Introduction We provide the glite Worker Node as a tarball distribution. This distribution consists of two tarballs, one containing...

WnTarOnSiteUsage
  r4 - 2008-02-18 - 14:26  AndreasUnterkircher

Using different versions of the gLite middleware on Worker Nodes We provide recent versions of the tarball Worker Node on already existing Worker Nodes. By using special...

WorkArea
  r30 - 2009-09-16 - 10:03  JamieShiers

Work Area for HEP SSC Workpackages Networking Activities To foster a culture of co operation between the participants in the project and the scientific communities...

WorkerNodeTesting
  r34 - 2013-01-22 - 12:40  ChristophWissing

Worker Node testing for WLCG Note: write access for external collaborators can be obtained here. Introduction As of mid September 2012 most of the WLCG sites...

WorkloadManagementTechnicalEvolution
  r19 - 2012-07-10 - 16:11  DavideSalomoni

WLCG Workload Management Technical Evolution Group Modified on: These Wiki pages contain information and links for the WLCG workload management technical evolution...

WorkLog
  r638 - 2008-08-05 - 15:28  SteveTraylen


WorkLog2005
  r7 - 2007-02-19 - 15:27  AlbertoAimar


WorkLog2006
  r4 - 2008-08-05 - 15:28  SteveTraylen


WorkshopAndTutorials
  r7 - 2006-11-28 - 10:00  LaurenceField

JamieShiers 17 Mar 2006 Draft Agendas Tier2 workshop and tutorials CERN, 12 16 June (There will also be a JointOperations workshop at CERN the following...

WorkshopRequirements2017
  NEW - 2016-11-25 - 16:50  JuliaAndreeva

WLCG workshop Technical Requirements The following lists what is needed to host a WLCG workshop and
the criteria used to choose the best candidate. Duration The workshop...

**WPEligibilityEvaluation**

r4 - 2011-10-31 - 19:28 AndreaSciaba

Eligibility and evaluation criteria Eligibility A proposal will only be considered eligible if it meets all of the following conditions It is received before...

**XMLSchemaOfLCGMCDBArticle**

r3 - 2006-12-15 - 20:53 UnknownUser

The aim of this schema is to represent all the information from LCG Monte Carlo Data Base in XML form. The main object of MCDB meta information is so called article...

**XRootDDashboardGuide**

r5 - 2014-08-20 - 09:57 CristovaoCordeiro

Support XRootD Federation Monitoring Dashboard This page documents the support of the XRootD Federation Monitoring Dashboard. This page describe all the support procedure...

**XrootdDedicatedDashboardMachines**

r7 - 2013-08-07 - 10:06 DomenicoGiordano

XrootdDedicatedDashboardMachines This page documents the list of services deployed in the dashboard cluster for the monitoring of the Xrootd federation Services...

**XrootdDeployment**

r5 - 2014-05-26 - 15:25 DomenicoGiordano

Xrootd Deployment Task Force of the WLCG Operations Coordination Team Introduction The aim of this task force is to help the deployment at the WLCG sites of the Xrootd...

**XrootdMonitoring**

r15 - 2014-02-14 - 10:39 AlexandreBeche

XRootD Federation Monitoring This page documents the XRootd Federation Monitoring project. Motivations Create a Dashboard to monitor XRootd at the federation...

**XRootDMonitoring**

NEW - 2013-03-14 - 11:15 JuliaAndreeva

Monitoring of large scale federated data storage: XRootD and beyond. The computing models of the LHC experiments are gradually moving from hierarchical data models...

**XrootdTpc**

r23 - 2021-12-22 - 10:21 WeiYang

Xrootd 3rd Party Copy (TPC) Native Xrootd storage: Hardware and OS You need a machine with a fast network connection (10Gbps or faster recommended)....

**YaimGuide300**

r2 - 2007-08-10 - 11:48 MariaALANDESPRADILLO

Generic installation and configuration guide including YAIM 3.0.0 IMPORTANT NOTE: This guide is not up to date. Better use the guide 3.1.1 with the latest information...

**YaimGuide301**

r39 - 2011-06-22 - 15:04 AndresAeschlimann